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INTRODUCTION 

ONE of the admirable maxims that crystallise the better sense or 
experience of men reminds us that we must "say nothing but good of 
the dead." Unhappily, we have taken the words of our, sage fathers in 

, too lr.rge a sense. A feeling bas grown among us that we should " say . 
nothing good except of the dead "-at least, as regards those who differ 
from us. So has many a man gone from the world with little suspicion 
of the appreciation that might have warmed him in the last chill years j 
many a man sunk into the grave with the harsh echo of dishonouring 
words still rumbling in his ears. It may be that our ideas, our truth~, 
would not suffer greatly if we could patiently endeavour to trace the 
community of humane feeling that lies beneath the wide gulfs that often 
separate us intellectually from each other. . 

Professor Ernst Haeckel is one of those combative figures of all 
time who take misunderstanding as a part of their romantic career. 
If he had shut himself within the laboratory, as some of his gifted 
colleagues did, all the world would honour him to-day. His vast range 
of biological knowledge, almost without parallel in our specialist days, 
fitted him for great scientific achievements. His superb special con
tributions to biology-hi..s studies of Radiolaria, Sponges, Medusre, etc. 
-g1ve ample evidence of it. As things are, he has, Professor Hertwig 
s.tys, " written his name in letters of light in the history of science." . 
He holds four gold medals for scientific research (Cothimius, Swam
merdam, Darwin, and Challenger), four doctorates (Berlin, Jena
Edmburgh, and Cambridge), and about_eighty diplomas from so many 
universities and academic bodies. But he was one of those who cannot 
but look out of the windows of the laboratory. His intense idealism, 
his sense of what he felt to be wrong and untrue, inflamed by incessant 
travel and communion with men, drove him into the field of battle. 
In the din and roar of a great conflict his name has passed on to 
a million lips, and become the varied war-cry of fiercely contending 
parties. A hundred Haeckels, grotesque in their unlikeness to each 
other, circulate in our midst to-day. 

The present work is a plain study of the personality of 1Iaeckel and 
the growth of his ideas. The character of Haeckel_was forged amid 
Circumstances that have largely passed away from the scientific world of 
our time. The features even of the world he has worked in of recent 
years m Germany are so d1fferent from our own that no Englishman 
can understand him without sober study of his life. He has often been. 

s 
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called "the Darwin of Germany." The phrase is most misleading. 
It suggests a comparison that js bound to end in untruth and injustice. 
In_ the same year that Haeckel opened his Darwinian campaign in 
Germany he won-the prize for the long jump-a record jump. It is 
the note of much in his-character. He was no quiet recluse, to shrink 
from opposition and hard names, put a lusty, healthy, impetuous, 
intrepid youth, even when his hai~ had worn_ to grey. A story is told 
of how, not many years ago, the Grand Duke of \Ve1mar playfully rallied 
him; in the- midst of a brilliant company, on his behef in evolution. 
To the horror of the guests, he slapped the powerful noble on the 
shoulder, and told him to come to J ena and see the proofs of it. In 
his seventy-first year we find him severely censuring his Emperor-the 
emperor o( many fort'tesses-in a ·public lecture at Berlin. 

How his vigour and his resentment rose as barrier after barrier 
was raised before him; how his scorn of compromise was engendered 
and- fed; bow he accumulated mountains of knowledge in obscure, 
technical works before be formulated his sharp didactic conclusions
all this is told in the following story For good or ill he has won an 
influence in this country, and his story should be read. It is in itself 

-one of rare and varied interest, and it is told by one of the most brilliant 
penmen of modern Germany-=.bis former pupil, now a distinguished 
biologist, Professor Wilhelm Bolsche. -

The rime seems to-have come in England for the publication of 
some authoritative picture of 'the great biologist and- controversialist. 
One work oLbis circulates by the liundred thousand among us, and bas 
had a deep and lasting influence-on the thoughts of large classes of 
men.: Hts -influence is hardly less in France and Italy, as well as in 
Germany ; his dostrines -have, in fact, been tran&lated into fifteen 
different tongues. The deep, sometimes_ bitter, controversy that they 
have engendered _must have led to a desire to k_now more of the man 
and his making. T_he attempts that have been made here and there to 
~· cons!ruct" him from his ideas and hterary manner are, as the reader 
will see, very far removed fro_m the reality. Behind all the strained 
-inf(!rences from doctrines, behind all the disbonouring epithets, there 
is a· genial, warm, deeply artistic, intensely- idealist nature, sung with 
e_ntbus1asm by poets who nave known him._ Once, in playful scientific 
mood, Haeckel tried to explain his own character_ in his familiar terms 
of ·heredity and environment. He came of a line of lawyers-straight, 
orderly, inexorable men. ~e had lived and worked in quiet Jena, in 
th~-beaut1ful valley of-the Saale. But he did not speak ~f that larger 
environment:::-the field of battle, stretching far away, beyond the calm 
_Thuringian bills,~to the ends 1>f Europe. We must place Haeckel's 
ardent -and high-minded nature in that field, face to face with his 
.opponents, if we would understand him. 
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For the supplementary chapter I have drawn freely on '.another 
biographical sketch by one of Haeckel's pupils, Dr. Breitenbach, and 
other sources. For the illustrations (to-the first edition) I am indebted 
chiefly to Professor Haeckel himself, and can only offer him in return 
this grateful effort to hft his inspiring and impressive personality above 
the dust and cloud of a- great controversy. 

JOSEPH McCABE. 
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HAECKEL: HIS LIFE AND WORK-

CHAPTER 1.· 

EARLY YOUTH 

"l AM wholly a child of the nineteenth his spirit into Adam, or mystically 
century, and with its close I would draw up building Eve from the rib of the man; 
the lme under my life's work." Thus There was no "symb'olic" intention in 
does Professor Haeckel speak of himself. the picture ; the deepest feeling of 
There is a note of gentle resignation in hundreds-nay, thousands-of years was 
the words, but the time is coming when embodied in it. The artist merely gave 
men will give them a different meaning. an imperishable external form to_ the 
Whatever greater achievements may be most treasured truth of his time. 
wrought by a future generation in the Yet, slowly and gradually, what a 
service of truth and human welfare, mighty change has come about ! 
their work will be but a continuation of Columbus has sailed over the .blue 
the truth of our time, as long as seas, and a new side of the earth lies irt 
humamty breathes. On the intrepid, the violet haze of the dawn. Copernicus 
outstandmg figures of the nineteenth sees the ball of the earth roll round the 
century w1ll shme a light that is peculiarly sun through space, by force of some 
the1rs, an illumination that men will mysterious law. Kepler dreams of the 
dwell on for ever-as we look back, in world-harmony that will replace the ever
personal life, on the young days of love. acting Deity, and discovers at leng~h an 
It was a strong love that brought our unsuspected regularity in the framework 
century to birth. of the heavens. Gahleo turns his new 

The soul of humanity has for four optic tube to the stars, and at once the 
centuries been passing through a grim heavens are changed, not only for the 
crisis. calculating, mathematical mind, but even 

Let us hnagine ourselves for a moment for the eye of sense : there are jagged 
befere the noble painting by Michael peaks on the moon, ·satellites ctrclmg. 
Angelo in the Stxtine Chapel at Rome. about Jupiter, a wilderness of stars lying 
What art I What utter revelation of the across the Milky Way, spots on the sun, 
power of man's mind ! But, we ask, rings round Saturn, Giordano Bruno 
what material did the genius of humanity shatters the ancient crystalline vault of 
choose in those days for the manifesta- the firmament; every "fixed star" in the 
hon of its giant power? The; Last Milky Way is to him a flaming sun, the 
Judgment : the Christ descending at the pulsmg heart of a whole world, in which, 
blare of the last trumpet, to reward the perchance, human hearts like ours throb 
faithful and banish the sinner into ever- and leap on a hundred planets. The 

_lastmg pam : the Almighty, breathing red, murderous flames of hate close over 
9 



10 EARLY YOUTH 

Bruno, but they cannot dim the light of service, plays with him. Its thoughts and 
the new stars. It is in the eye and the words flash along the lightnmg current, as 
brain of the new men that arise, and will if along new nerve-tracks, that begin to 
nevermore fade from them. circle the globe. Man becomes lord 

The seventeenth century, opening of the earth, from the uppermost azure 
am1d the last glare of the martyr-fires, down into the dark, cold abysses of the 
quickens with a vague yearning and ocean, from the icy pole to the burning 
expectation. - troprcal desert. And at length man 

In the eighteenth century the old turns his thoughts upon himself. 
world breaks up. From the new stars, Man, his arm restmg on the splendid 
from the new world, new ideas come. instruments of modern research, raises his 
On all sides- is the crash and roar of hand to h1s brow, and turns philosopher. 
conflict. Dread flames break out in the He becomes at once more bold and more 
social, moral, and :esthetic life of men. modest than ever. 
But the century ends in the birth of a What Goethe had seen in vision risec; 
greater artist than Michael Angelo. before him now in sharp, almost hard 
- Go;the.on the morn of the nineteenth outline from his own real hfe-work. He 
century, pamts a new Sixtine Chapel in has succeeded in bringing nature and its 
his poetry. But he no longer depicts forces to h1s feet, because it was flesh of 
the old ideas. He speaks of God-Nature. his flesh and blood of his blood. He is 
To him God is the eternal force of the 1ts child. A thousand tongues proclaim 
All. His -thoughts, turn .no· longer on the truth to him, a naive, almost simple, 
Creation and the Last Judgment. An revelation of reality. He d1gs in the 
eternal evolution is the source of his earth, and ancient bones and skulls tell 
inspiration. He regards the whole him vaguely of the past. Such once was 
universe as a single~ immeasurable he, devoid of civihsatwn, at the verge of 

·revelation of spirit. But this spirit is the animal world. He searches his 
the rhythmic outflow of .infinite develop- frame through and through for further 
men_ts. It becomes Milky Way and sun light. There is the brain, where the 
and planet, blue- lotus-flowers and gay thoughts crowd together. There is the 
butterfly. At _last it takes the form of cell, that builds up the whole body, the 
man, and ·reads the stars as an open cell that so closely resembles the lowest 
book. In Homer and 'Goethe it duects of all living things, not yet d1stinct enough 
the- style and the' pen; in Michael to be either animal or plant. Here are 
Angelo and Raphael it guides the pencil the forms that he successively assumes in 
and the brush. - his mother's body, before he is born

-_ All this unfolds in Goethe, as in a forms that can hardly be distinguished 
vision with yet halJ-opened eyes. from those of the animal at the same 

Then the nineteenth century begins. stag~ of development. From almost 
Nature is its salvation, the salvation of its divine heights he has sunk down to the 
most practical, most real need. It must beast, to the primitive cell-nay, deeper 
struggle for its existence, like any other still, to the elementary, force-impelled 
century; but it has new and improved matter of the universe.-
weapons for the struggle. All the earlier But this early picture dissolves at 
ages were but poor blunderers. The light- once in an ennobling and inspiring truth. 
ning flashed on the naked savage, and he Nature becomes man. In this he presses 
fell on his knees and prayed, powerless as once mor~ to the heart of the most-high. 
he was. _In the eighteenth century it Nature is God. Goethe sang of God· 
dawned on men's minds that this might be Nature. The new God pulses in every 
some force of nature. The nineteenth wave- of man's blood. In Michael 
century sets its foot on the neck of the Angelo's picture God breathes his spirit 
demon of this force, presses him into its into Adam. The new Adam of the 
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nineteenth century is God's spirit, in body 
and soul, from the very first, for he is 
Nature. He needs no more. - When he 
looks up to the shining stars, he looks 
into the eyes of God and his own. He 
has come down from those stars like 
the bright dew in which they are now 
mirrored. He belongs to them, but they 
also are in him. All-Nature: and he is 
a part of Nature. All-development : and 
he is a phase of the development. 

That is the great philosophical dream 
of the nineteenth-century worker. His 
hand is black With labour; but his spirit 
is full of light, the light of the stars and 
of the world. · 

No one can understand the greatness 
of a man hke Ernst Haeckel who has 
not learned this melody. Nature is not 
a flat surface : it is an ocean. When 
Columbus crossed the seas with his three 
frail barques long ago to seek a new 
world in the dtstant haze, he little 
dreamed that the gray waters buried 
other new worlds a thousand yards be
neath hts keel-worlds of the deep sea, 
into which our age has slowly dtpped 
with its dredges. So we in tum may 
run our eye over the blue surface of 
nature, and think of its mysterious gold
lands and sptce-islands, wtthout suspicion 
of all that outspreads beneath our keeL 
Yet that glorious day on which Columbus 
found "hiS land" is an inspiratwn to us, 
hts remote grandchtldren. The life we 
are going to examine wtll bring before us 
such a morning of discovery. Columbus 
went in quest of Zipangu (as he called 
Japan), and he found America. Not 
one of us, however gifted he be, can be 
9uite sure. ~hat,. in leading humanity, he 
lS not satlmg mto another such heroic 
error: Let us say that at once t<> all 
friends and opponents. America o; 
Zipangu -let it be so. Perhaps any 
man might have found Zipangu, while 
only the genius could reach Amenca. 

When Gustav Freytag, who had a 
mo!>t happy quality for wnting memoirs 
was composing ills admirable Future; 

from the Past of Germany, he sought 
in each period some prominent man of 
plain and downright character, yet who 
had something typtcal of his age in his 
sentiments, as if the time-spirit- spoke 
through him. In this quest he twice 
(in the fourth volume, for the period 
from the close of the eighteenth century 
to the Wars of Freedom) lit upon earlier 
members of Haeckel's family. The first 
was Haeckel'_s grandfather -on the 
mother's side, Christoph Sethe ; the
second was his father,- Councillor 
Haeckel. 

This simple fact shows the stuff_ of 
Haeckel's race. The older Sethe was 
an important man in his time. - He left' 
to his chtldren manuScript memoirs or· 
his eventful life,- which have, unfortu
nately, been only sparsely used by Frey
tag, though the whole deserved to be 
regarded as a source of history. The 
general facts_ in relation to him were 
collected by Hermann Huffer, who was 
not merely interested in the jurist because 
he was one himself. but was brought 
into touch with him as· a result of his 
brilliant study of Heine. Sethe's eldest · 
son, Christian, the uncle of Ernst 
Haeckel, is the well-known friend of 
Heine's youth to whom the poet dedi
cated the "Frese() Sonnets" in his Book 
of Songs, and wrote the finest of his early 
letters. This Christian Sethe (he died 
on May 31st, 1857, being then ·Pro
vincial Director of- Revenue at Stettin) · 
was a lawyer, like his father, and the 
father himself came of a legal family. 
Haeckel's own father, moreov~r, the 
husband of one of Christian~s sisters, _ 
was a State Councillor at the time of 
his death, and his elder brother was a 
Provincial Councillor. Thus Haeckel's 
genealogical tree spreads into the legal 
profession in a curiously complex way. 

We naturally reflect for a moment if 
we could fancy Haeckel himself as a 
lawyer. It is hardly possible. He would 
at least have been a very rebellious 
member of the profession, and have been 
sadly lacking in respect for the venerable 
traditions and powdered wigs of the court 
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-assuming, of cdurse (what a mere 
layman has no right to question), that 
there ought still to be such traditions 
and costumes in the prof&Ssion. In his 
vigorous Rzddle ofc the Umverse he has, 
from his scientific point of view, brought 
strictures against the legal professiOn 
that leave nothing to be d~sired in the 
way of candour, when we recollect the 
long tradition of his family. In its 
lingering in the .rear of the progress of 
the times the'whole science oflaw seemed 
to him to be a "riddle of the universe." 
The jurist is a_pt to be respected as an 
embodiment of our highest culture. In 
reality that is not -the case. The dis
tinctive object of his concern, man and 
his soul, is only superficially studied in 
the preparation for the law; and so we 
still find among jurists the most extra
ordinary views as to the freedom of the 
wil~ responsibility,- and so on. 

Most of our legal students pay no 
attention to anthropology, psychology, 
and evolution, the first requisites for a 
correct appreciatiOn of human nature. 

' They "have no time" for it. It 1s, unfor
tunately, all absorbed in a profound study 
of beer and wme and the " noble art" of 
fencmg ; and the rest of the1r valuable 
time is taken up in learning some hun
dreds of paragraphs from the books of 
law, the knowledge of wh1ch is supposed 
to qualify the Junst to fill any pos1t10n 

-whatever in the State. 

The student of psychology, however, 
cannot fail to see that the disposition 
that led so many members of Haeckel's 
family into the legal profession was also 
developed in himself to smpe extent. 
There is perhaps no other scientist of 
his time with such an imperious craving 
for clearness, for clean lines and syste
matic arrangement. At least in the 
whole of the Darwinian period no other 
has made so great an effort to convert 
the scattered flight of phenomena in the 
realm of life into the e_ven course of so 
many fixed '~laws."- In many of his 
writmgs this tendency to formulate laws 
is so pronounced that the- layman in
stinctively has an impression of dog
matism on the pa~ of the author. Th1s 

has been grossly misunderstood, ant! 
made to play an important part m the 
controversial work of his opponents. 
The truth is that this sharp outlook and 
pronounced tendency to formulate clear 
and unambiguous "laws" in the animal 
and plant worlds is a matter of tem
perament as much as of judgment. It 
is very possible that we have here an 
hereditary trait, an innate aversion for 
disorder and confusion-for a thought
less rushing ahead without clear Ideas 
and plan. The trait was the more 
important and helpful as a man of 
Haeckel's type was sure to be one of 
the most active revolutionaries in his 
scienee, even apart from Darwmian 
ideas. It would be difficult to find 
another reformer in any great province 
of thought who, immediately after effect
ing a complete overthrow of the older 
ideas, has hastened so quickly to bmld 
up the new, to devise a nomenclature 
and a classification down to the smallest 
details, and hand on at once to his 
successors a splendid order once more. 
Zoology, which seemed to crumble into 
chaos after Darwin's victory and the 
collapse of the old framework, came out 
of Haeckel's hands, after barely two 
years' work, in the shape of a new and 
graceful Darwinistic structure-not, in
deed, perfect and finally completed, but 
entirely habitable for the young genera
tion. They could add new stones as 
they thought fit, or pierce new windows, 
and so on; but•at all events the chaos 
was terminated at a critical moment by 
this iron man of order. I will only add, 
to complete the picture, that one of the 
three doctorates that Haeckel holds 
to-day is that of law (an honorary 
degree), in addition to his qualificatiOns 
in philosophy and medicine. He now 
only lacks the theological degree, but I 
fear that he will neither take the trouble 
to secure it nor have it conferred on him 
as an honorary distinction for his merit 
in that department. 

The Sethes and Haeckels of the 
earlier generation were not merely 
zealous jurists, but also characteristic 
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in one of the large empty ~treets behind figures of Napoleonic and post-Napo
leomc Prussia. Christoph 1:lethe, the 
patnarch of the maternal hne, was Privy 
Councillor of the Prussian Government 
at Cleve at the begmnmg of the last 
decade of the e1ghteenth century, though 
he was then young. When the French 
occupied the country he accompamed 
the Government to :Munster, in 1802, 
wh1ch had become a Prussian town. 
But the stalwart German was pursued 
even there by the detested N apoleonists. 
He was sent to Dusseldorf as General 
Procurator in 18o8, and came into 
dangerous conflict w1th the French 
authont1es shortly before the Emperor's 
fall. The mob1hsation of the troops for 
the campaign of 1812 had led to a 
disturbance among the workers. Sethe's 
sense of patriotism and JUStice was 
affronted by the arb1trary proceedings 
of the French. He was summoned to 
give an account at Paris, the chief object 
being to retam h1m-the most powerful 
offic1al in the Rhme d1strict, and not a 
very safe man-as a hostage during the 
t:risls. It was at Pans that he made the 
finest phrase of h1s hfe. Roederer, the 
mm1ster, tned to intimidate him with 
the threat that the Emperor might have 
a dangerous man hke him shot at any 
moment. "You w1ll have to shoot the 
law first," rephed Sethe. We are often 
remmded of th1s saying in the biography 
of Sethe's grandson. If Haeckel had 
been burned at the stake hke Giordano 
Bruno, he would have thought of nothing 
but the "law "-the law of truth and 
freedom that they would burn·w1th h1m. 

Chnstoph Sethe contmued to play an 
important part in the service of Prussia, 
to wh1ch, of course, he returned, together 
with the Rhinelands, after Napoleon's 
fall. He was destmed to live through 
the ternble reaction under Fredenc 
W1lliam the Third, and the fiery outburst 
under his successor. After the early 
death of hi.s wife, their youngest daughter, 
Bertha, managed his house and large 
fam1ly. 

She lived until her death (April xst, 
1904) in her quiet, unpretentious home 

the Thiergartetl at Berhn, reaching the 
age of ninety-two, but never losing her 
freshness of mind and memory._ In my 
many happy talks with the aged lady 
the succeedmg periods seemed to melt 
together. The small, old furniture and 
the ancient, ever-ticking clock made me 
forget, in dreamy twilight hours,' that the 
red glare in the sky above the houses' 
beyond, that faintly lit up the old-ttme 
room, was the reflection from the twen
tieth century of the electric flames that 
flashed on the great modern city. Qna 
the table lay the latest part of Haikkel's 
(her nephew) fine illustrated work· for 
artistically-minded scientists and scjentifi-_ 
cally-minded art1sts-the Art-forms in 
Nature. The dear old lady spoke with 
pride of her knowledge of the" Radio
lana," the mysterious unicellular ocean
dwellers, descnbed in Haeckel's splendid 
monograph, the flmty shells of which are 
among the finest artistic treasures ' of 
nature. She .called them the "dear 
Radiolaria," with all the tenderr\ess of 
the emotional man of science who had 
felt a sort of psychic relation, a living 
affinity, to the tiny microscopic strangers 
he had been the first to arrange and 
descnbe in their thousands. Smiling, 
with quiet pride, she told me how• her 
nephew visited her, when he came to 
"Berlin :i how, with the unassuming ways 
of this sound stock, he chose to sleep in 
the clothes-drying loft; how he inv1fed 
his friends to come anlf hear of h1s 
voyages and work, bringing thirty of 
them to share a single d1sh of hernng
salad m his naive way, and how, as they 
contmued to pour in, he made seats for 
them of boards and tubs, and fed them 
with h1s wonderful genius for anecdote 
so that none went away fasting. She 
dwelt with entire satisfaction on the last, 
the "zoological," pha<;e of the Haeckel
Sethe house. Yet it all blended softly 
with the old and the past of nearly 
a century ago. Over the patriarchal 
furniture hu[lg the ml- painting of 
Christoph Sethe, with the large Roman 
nose that runs through the family down 
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to Ernst Haecke1 himself, and giVes the elder brother, the Provincial Councillor 
chief feature to his otherwise soft profile. Haeckel, who died a few years ago, a 

-Under a glass shade, in the old fashion high-minded and sensitive man. He 
of our grandfathers that we perhaps do remained throughout hfe faithful to the 
not sufficiently appreciate, was a fine strict traditiOnal forms of religious expe
bust of Schleiermacher. He was a friend rience, in spite of all his admiration for 
of the Sethes. Bertha Sethe was con- his gifted zoological brother. 
firmed by him. He died four· days The second and last child did not 
before Ernst Haeckel -was born, on appear until ten years later. Ernst 
February 121;h, 1834. The sister came Haeckel was born on February x6th, 
from the grave to attend the mother of 1834, shortly after the death of Schleier
the new-born child. A little fact of that mac her, as I have explained. Most of 
character seems to_ pour out a broad what I know of his earliest years was 
stream of light. The religious sense was told me by his venerable aunt Bertha. 
strong in the Sethes, but It was not of _ His father died long ago, in 1871. 
the rigid conventional _character. It Gu~tav Freytag has pomted out how 
came from the depths of human desti. eagerly he drank m the morning air of 

, nies, of individual experience. In those the dawning freedom before 1813. For 
depths it is always found associated with many years he was at a later date a very 
that other fundamental quality 9f human close friend of Gneisenau. He was an 
experience arid inner hfe-a zeal for earnest, conscientious, upright man, with 
the truth. Schle1ermacher, the Good, no particular artistic arabesques_ to his 
-had endeavoured withm the -limits of hfe, and at the same time no errors. 
his time (if not of our time) to erect a The victories of 1870 ht up the red 
new and firmer Christendom. Darwmism sunset of his days. He was one of those 
m1ght _'very well have adJusted itself to- happy folk who thought that all was 
this new Christendom, that needed no accomplished in the great achievements 
record of miracles from disputed his· of those days, and had httle suspicion of 
torical works to support it, but sou6ht what was still to come. The mother 
the holiest ideal prophetically in the survived him for many years. Her son's 
symbolic conception and the ·develop- Indian Travels was dedicated tci her on 

- ment of the true, the- good, and the her eighty-fourth birthday, November 
beautiful. Had Schleiermacher read the 22nd, · 1882. The dedication ran: 
Natural Htstory of Creation, or later "Thou It was who from early childhood 
theologians shared his ·temper, one fostered in me a sense for the mfimte 
wonders how much exaggeration and_ beauties of nature : thou hast ever 
bittefi!e3s might have been spared on watched my changeful career with all 

· either: side. But religion was not pre- the ceaseless care and thought that we 
pared to dissociate itself from , "the compress in the one phrase-a mother's 
Church," and with the -Church there love." - , 

- could be no_ compromise. Thus one's Ernst Haeckel was born at Potsdam, 
thoughts travelled from the RadiOlaria in but m- the same year the father was 
Haeckel's latest publ~atiqn to the transferred to Merseburg, where the 
old bust of Schlelermacher, which was child was brought up. It was not his 
protected by its glass shade~ m this home destiny to be a chtld of Berlm. Saxony 
of-old-world piety, from the wicked flies remained essentially his home in many 
of the-twentieth qmtury. - - respects. We can always see in him 

An elder -sister of Bertha Se!he and something of this home that looks down 
daughter of the old Christoph Sethe had on its children from its great green hills. 
married the much older lawyer, Karl The cold lines of the streets of the 
Haeckel, in the twenties. _ The first- metropolis and the melancholy of the 
fruit of this marriage was Ernst Haeckel's Brandenburg pine- forests cannot be 
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-traced in him. In later years Berlin 
assumed more and more in his thoughts 
the shape of an antipodal city. Hts 
wmks are full of the sharpest strictures 
on Berlin science. It was at an earlter 
date the city of Ehrenberg and Reichert, 
whom he did not love ; later it was 
associated with Du Bois-Reymond and 
Vtrchow, who gradually became his 
bitterest opponents. But he detested 
it generally as the home of Privy Coun
cillors, of science in the Procrustean bed 
of official supervision. When he com
pared what he himself had done at J ena 
wtth the slenderest possible appliances, 
and what, in his judgment, had been 
done by the heads of the Berlin schools 
in their princely institutes, he would
humorously-though it has been taken 
very seriously-lay down the "natural 
law" that the magnitude of the scientific 
achievement is m mverse proportion to 
the size of the scientific institute. · The 
official people at Berlin did not fail to 
make a Ltting retort to these- Radical 
strictures-that in 1881, when he wanted 
to go to Ceylon, he was formally refused 
asststance by the Berlm Academy from 
the travelling- fee (then at liberty) 
attached - to the Humboldt foundation. 
He made the journey without their 
assistance, and had the splendid revenge 
of giving us, in the description of this 
very voyage, the most brilhant account 
of the tropics that _has app~ared in 
Germany since the time of Humboldt. 
It was a finer contribution to the general 
ideal of the Humboldt foundation than 
the timid payment of a hundred pounds 
could have secured. However, we are 
anttcipatmg. Before that time he was 
to spend· a short but happy period at 
Berlm, in the fifties, in the best days of 
his youth-a Berlin of a different scien
tific character from _ the present city, 
being at once less pretentious and more 
profound, whichever the reader chooses 
to dwell on. 

Certain traits could be recognised un
mistakably in the boy. He had a great 
love of nature, oflight,colour, and beauty, 
of flowers and trees and butterflies, 

of the sun and the bl~e heavens. 
There was also a strong sense of· in de· -
pendence and individuality. This did 
not imply that he was lacking in gentler 
feehng. It is said that he would d6 
anything that he was asked, but nothing 
that it was sought to compel him to do. 
The little fair, blue-eyed lad would sit 
quietly if they gave him a daisy to pull 
to pieces. First he would, as if be were 
a student analysing it, detach the white 
leaves from- the central yellow ground, 
Then he would carefully replace them, 
piece by piece, round the yellow centre, 
clap his little hands and- cry out, "Now 
it's all right again." It is a very pretty 
trait that tradition has preserved. In 
the play of the child we seem to see· the 
chief lines of the man's character like 
two branches of. a tree ; the analytic 
work of the scientist and the reconstruc
tive tendency of the artist who restores 
the dtssected world to harmony. ~ · -

His excellent training in those early 
years fostered his feeling for n!J.ture and 
his sense of independence with wise 
adaptation to the personal character of 
the boy. The mother gladly cultivated 
his love of nature. On _the deeper 
development of his character a decisive 
influence was exercised, with every 
regard for freedom, by a friend of the
famtly, the physician Basedow. His 
ideal was education without compulsion, 
by means of a sort of constant artificial 
selection and cultivation of the good that 
grew up spontaneously in the soul of the 
child. The father, a great worker, was 
content to give a word of praise occa
sionally; to urge him to go to the root 
of things always, and never· to coquet 
idly wtth his own soul. If the young 
dreamer stood at the window and looked 
up at the clouds, his father would pat 
htm on the shoulder and say: "Every 
minute has its value in this world. Play 
or work-but do something..!' It was, 
in a sense, the voice of the restless nine
teenth century itself that spoke. - The 
whole life of the youth and the man was to 
be an eternal proof that he had heard the 
messa&e, fl~ has pressed upweary!n~ly 
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forward, as few other men have done. 
There was ever something in him of 
the mountaineer, hurrying on and 
watchmg every hour that he may reach 
the summit. The day of rest may come 
afterwards, down below in the valley. 
In truth, it never came. lt is well 
.known that the man wrote some of his 
most difficult, most widely read, and 
most controverted work's subsequently 
in aJew months, encroaching upon his 
night's rest until his health was endan
gered. In a r.emote Cingalese village in 
Ceylon, where· the enervating tropical 
climate forces even the strongest to 
indulge in the afternoon siesta, he tells 
himself that, in view of the great expense 
of the journey, each day is worth a five
pound note. He refuses to sleep long 
hours or take the siesta, rises at five in 
the morning, and uses the hottest hours 
of the day-from twelve to· four-for 
" anatomical and · microscopic work, 
observing and drawing, and for packing 
up the material collected."- He met to 
the full the claim of the nineteenth 
century for all the inner poetic tendency 
of his character. Such a character he 
must liave had to become a philosopher, 
as_ he has done; but it lay~ as it were, 
in deeper recesses of his being. To the 
eye of the observer he seemed to be ever 
rushing on with a watch in his hand untll 
old age. · When we think of the enor
mous number of problems and the vast 
range of interests that brought him into 
the front rank in the nineteenth century, 
we may say that _he advanced at a pace 
that would have given concern to the 
aged adviser of his youth in his small 
world. · . ~ . 

In the long run we may say of all 
education as of the physician in the old 
&aying, "The best doctor is the one we 
don't need, because we are not_ ill." 
Haeckel was sent to the school at 
Merseburg. This instruction came to a 
close in his eighteenth year. He thought 
of some of hi~ old teachers with affection 
forty years afterwards. On the whole, 
his later opinion of the usual schooling 
was as severe as that of many of his 

contemporaries. - 'In his General .Afor
phology (1866), his most profound work, 
he speaks of the "very defective, per
verse, and often really mischievous 
instruction, by which we are filled w1th 
absurd errors, instead of natural truths, 
in our most impressionable years." 
Sixteen years afterwards (m a speech 
delivered at Eisenach) he hopes that the 
triumphant science of evolutiOn " will 
put an end to one of the greatest evils 
in our present system of education-that 
overloading of the memory with dead 
material that destroys the finest powers, 
and prevents the normal development of 
either mind or body." "Th1s overload
ing," he says, · 

is due to the old and ineradicable error 
that the excellence of education JS to be 
judged by the quantity of positive facts 
committed to memory, instead of by the 
quality of the real knowledge imparted. 
Hence it is especially advisable to make 
a more careful selection of the matter of 
instruction both m the higher and the 
elementary schools, and not to give pre
cedence to the facult1es that burden the 
memory With masses of dead facts, but 
to those that butld up the JUdgment w1th 
the hving play of the 1dea of evolutiOn. 
Let_'our tortured children learn only half 
what they do, but learn 1t better, and the 
next generatiOn w1ll be twice as sound as 
the present one m body and souL The 
reform of education-which, we trust, wtll 
be brought about by introducmg the idea. 
of evolution -must apply- to the mathe
matical and SCientific, as well as the 
phtlological and histoncal, sections, be
cause there is the same fault in them all 
-that far too much matenal IS tnjected, 
and far too httle attention is paid to Jts 

. digestion. 
Seventeen years later, again, in the 

Rzddle of the Umverse, the elementary 
schools are severely handled: Science 
is still the Cmderella of the code. Our 
teachers regard it as their chief duty to 
impart "the dead knowledge that has 
come down from the schools of the 
Middle Ages. They give the first place 
to their grammatical gymnastics, and 
waste time in imparting a . 'thorough 
knowledge ' of the classi~l tongues ~nd 
foreign history." There IS no question 
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of cosmology, anthropology, or biology ; 
instead of these, " tlte memory is loaded 
with a mass of philological and historical 
facts that are quite useless either from 
the theoretical or the practical point of 
view." In these expressions, which 
recur constantly throughout the whole 
of a thoughtful hfe, we can clearly see a 
very intense general experience of youth, 
and this is a more valuable docu
ment than any individualised complaint 
against this or that bad teacher in -par
ticular. 

However, Haeckel (who, in point- of 
fact, took everything seriously, and would 
have all in the clearest order) made a 
very thorough appropriation of his Latin 
and Greek. When the new Darwinian 
zoology and botany needed several hun
dred new Latin-Greek technical terms 
in after yea1;s, he showed himself to be 
an inventor of the first raQk in this de
partment. No other scientist has made 
anything like the same adroit use of the 
classic vocabulary for the purposes of 
the new system, and created a new ter
minology for the entirely new science. 
His creations were certainly ingenious, 
and not without grace at times; m other 
cases, as was almost inevitable, they were 
less pleasing. And to this we must add 
"thousands of names of new species which 
be had to coin, as the dtscoverer of 
RadiOlaria, Medusre, Sponges, etc. In 
the Radiolaria alone he has formed and 
pubhshed the names of more than J.soo 
spectes. I fancy that even the oldest 
p:1stor of the most fertile congregation 
has never conducted so many christen
mgs. In each case it was necessary 
to impose two names, the generic and 
specific. We may well expect to find a 
few that will not last; but the reader is 
amazed at the philological creative power 
of this busy godfather and the inex
haustibility of his vocabulary-they show 
f,u more than the usual trainmg i.n 
humamttes. -

His real predilection was pronounced 
enough m those early years. It was what 
the classical pedagogue would regard as 
child's-play and waste of time-zoology 

and botany. A large dou'!Jie window in 
his parents' house was fitted up as a con
servatory, and plants were gathered very 
zealously. His love of botany' was so 
great that anyone would have pro
nounced him a botanist in the making. 
But fate determined that he was to be a 
zoologist. In his eleventh year tlae boy, 
while paying a visit to his uncle Bleek 
(a professor of theology!) at Bonn, 
spent a whole day searchmg the remotest 
corners of the Siebengebirg for the Erica 
cinerea, which he had heard could no~ 
be found in any other part of Germany.,_ 
At the Merseburg school he had two 
excellent teachers, Gand~ner and Karl 
Gude, who fostered his inclination,' and 
changed it from a mere collector's eager
ness into the finer enjoyment of the 
scientific mind. The young student 
wrote a contribution to Garcke's Flora 
Hallensi's. The professional decision 
gives many a troubled hour. • 

It is significant to find that as the 
novice tended his herbarium it dawned 
on him that there was a weak point some
where in the rigid classification given in 
the manuals of -botany. The books saiq 
that there were so many fixed species, 
each invariably recognisable by certain 
characters. But, when the youth tned 
to diagnose his plant-treasures in practice 
by these rules, there seemed to be always 
a few contraband species smuggled in, 
like the spectres in the Walpurgts night, 
to which the sage vainly expostulates, 
"Begone; we have explained you away." 
Often the individual specimens would 
not agree with the lore of the books. 
There were discrepancies; sometimes 
they cut across one type, .sometimes 
another, and at times they shamelessly 
stretched across the gap between one 
rubric and another. What did it mean ? 
Were there really no fixed species? 
Was "species'' only an idea, and was 
the reality of the plant-world in a state 
of flux, like .the sea? . Teachers and 
books insisted that the "species" is, in 
its absolute nature, the basis of all 
botanical science-the great and sacred 
founda.tio11 that the Moses of botany and 
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zoology, Linne, bad laid down for ever. 
How could it be so? 

The mature worker would look back 
on this dilemma of his youth with a 
smilt:" of satisfaction thirty years after
wards. He would know then what sort 
of a nut it was that_ be was trying to 
crack in his early speculations. It was 
nothing less than the magmficent problem 
that presented-itself to Darwtn- the 
crucial question of the fixity or varia
bility of species. 

The problem of the constancy or trans
muta!ion of species [he wrote J arrested 
me With a lively interest when, twenty 
years ago, as a boy of twelve years, I 
made a resolute but fruitless effort to 
determine and distmguish- the "good 
and bad species" of blackberries, .willows, 
Toses, and thistles. I look back now with 
fond satisfaction on the concern and 
pamful scepticism that sbrred my youth
ful spirits as I wavered and hesitated (m 
the manner of most" good classifiers,'" as 
we called them) whether to ...admit only 
" good" specimens into my herbarium 

_and reject the "bad," or to embrace the 
latter and form _a complete chain of 
transitional forms between the "good 
species" that would make an end of all 
their "goodness." I got out of the diffi
culty at the time by a compromise that 
I -can recommend to aH classifiers. I 
111ade two collectious. One, arranged on 
official lines, offered to the sympathetic 
observer all the species, in " typical" 
specimens, as radically distinct forms, 
each decked with its _pretty label ; the 
other_ was -a pr;vate collection,- only 
.shown to one trusted friend, and con
tained only the rejected lands that Goethe 
so happily called "tbe characterless or 
disorderly races, which we hardly dare 
ascnbe to a species, as they lose them
selves in infinite varieties," such as Rubus, 
Salix. Verbascum, Hieracium, Rosa, Cir
sium, etc. In this a large number ot 
specimens, arranged in a long series, 
illustrated the direct transition from one 
good species to another. They were the 
officially forbidden fruit of knowledge, in 
which I took a secret boyish delight in 
my leisure hours. 

-These little scruples, however, did not 
interfere with what he felt to be the chief 
interest of botany. The collecting of 

plants barmonises well with a gener;.l 
love of nature and a pass10n for wander
ing over hill and valley. Long walks 
had already become a feature of his hfe. 
The scientific interest made 1t super
fluous to have a companion. Botany 
went with him everywhere as hts lady
love, and remained ever faithful to him. 
"I have preferred to travel alone mo~t 
of my life," he used to say to me; "I 
never feel ennui when I am alone. ~Iy 
love of and interest m nature are much 
better entertainment than conversatiOn." 
One of the features in this interest at all 
times,.even in later years, was botanical 
research. The material for it is found 
everywhere. Darwin, a great traveller 
with an unusuaUy strong appreciation of 
good scenery, has sa1d that the traveller 
who would combine the pursuit of know
ledge with :esthetic satisfaction must be 
above all a botanist (in the closing retro
spect of his Nalttralist's Voyage Round 
tlze World, one of the finest passages in 
the work). Whenever Haeckel spoke in 
later years of his adopted Jena he never 
failed to explain, among the other excel
lent qualities of the little university town, 
that so many fine orchids grew in its 

·woods. When he left Jena to make the 
long voyage to Ceylon his last look was 
at the drops of dew that sparkled like 
pearls "in the dark blue calices of the 
gentians, with their tender lashes, that 
so richly decked the grass-covered sides 
of the railway cutting." The Letters 
from India, that descnbed his voyage, 
<>wes a good deal of its peculiar charm 
to his skill in botanical description. I 
know no other work that approaches it 
in conveying so effective an idea of the 
luxuriant vegetation of the tropics. 

In those early years there was one 
particular point of ciose union between 
botany and the sense of beauty. It was 
only two years before Haeckel's birth 
that Goethe, the· man who bad put into 
inimitable verse new and pregnant truths 
of botany, passed to his rest at Weimar. 

It is no longer a special distinction of 
any prominent personality of the nine
teenth century to have been influenced 
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by Goethe. It is a kind of natural 
necess1ty f10m which one cannot escape. 
All that is great in the century can be 
t1aced back to Goethe. He flows be
neath 1t, hke a dark stream t~rough the 
bowels of a mountain. Here and there 
the flanks open, and the stream becomes 
v1sible-not a restless, bubbling spring, 
but a broad mirror. There is, however, 
a closer followmg of Goethe. There are 
a few strong spints that have been con
sciously insp1red by him from the first 
in all their thoughts; have throughout 
hfe felt themselves to be the apostles of 
the "gospel of Goethe," and in every 
new creatwn of their own have held that 
they did but reflect or expand his ideas, 
d1d but carry on his principles to these 
further conclusions. Haeckel is, in his 
\\hole work, one of this smaller band ; 
h1s whole personality is, in fact, one of 
its most conspicuous manifestations in 
the second half of the century. 

In Goethe we find the basic ideas of 
his ph1losophy. Goethe took from him 
his God, and gave him a new one ; took 
from him the external, transcendental 
God of the Churches, and gave him the 
God that 1s in all things, m the eternal 
development of the world, in body and 
soul ahke-the God that embraces all 
reality and being, beside whom there is 
no d1stmct "world," no distinct "sinful 
man," no special beginnmg or end of 
thmgs. When Haeckel found himself, 
at the highest point of his own path, by 
the s1de of Darwm, he was the first to 
see and to insU.t that Darwin was but 
a stage in the logical development of 
Goethe's 1deas. 

Fate dec1ded that Haeckel should be 
even externally in some sense an heir of 
the Goethe epoch. Jena, the university 
that Goethe had regarded with such 
affectwn, and at wh1ch Schlller had 
toiled with his heart's blood in " sad, 
splendid years," owes its fame in the last 
th1rd of the century to Haeckel. It is 
not an excess of adulation, but a simple 
truth, to say that among the ge.neral 
pubhc and abroad the reputatwn of 
Jena passes drrectly from Goethe, 

I 

Schiller, and Fichte to Haeckel. His 
name stands for an epoch in the life of 
J ena, like theirs ; all that lies between is 
forgotten and unknown. In the district 
itself it is as if the old epochs and the 
new came into d1rect touch. 

I shall never forget the hour when this 
thought ca_me upon me in all its force. 
It was 'on a snowless December day, 
when the dying fire of autumn stlll 
lingered on the trees and-bushes where 
the blackbirds sang in front of the 
observatory. The table and seat of 
sandstone stood out bleakly. A tablet 
indicated, in phrases of Goethe's~- that 
Schiller had dwelt there. It was there 
that the Wallenstein was born. There 
th-e two often sat in conversation-the 
conversation of two of the greatest minds 
of the time, each in his way a master 
spirit. To-day the little dome of the 
observatory looks down on the spot ; it 
is not a luxurious building, but it is a 
stage in the oQward journey, a. symbol 
of the nineteenth century as it leaps into 
the twentieth. A little farther off rises 
the modern structure of the Zoological 
Institute. In Goethe's day --no one 
dreamed that such a building would 
ever be seen. It was opened by Haeckel 
in x884. The zoological collection it 
houses_ was chiefly brought_ together 
under his d1rection. Among its treasures 
are, besides Haeckel's corals and the 
like, the outcome of the travels of Semon 
and Kukenthal in Australia and New 
Guinea-lands whose very outline could 
barely be traced m the mist when Sch1ller 
was a professor at J ena. At the en
trance there are two stuffed orangs, our 
distant cousins. One wall of the lecture
hall is covered with huge charts depicting 
the genealogical tree of life, as it is drawn 
up by Haeckel. - With what eyes Schiller 
would have devoured them I · Yet classic 
traits are not wanting. From Haeckel's 
fine study in the Institute the eye falls 
on the Hau.sberg, "the mountain-top 
from which the red rays stream." It is 
the room in wh1ch the deep-sea radio
laria of the Challenger Exped1tion were 
studied-a zoological campaign in depths 
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of the ocean that were stranger to like Goethe; she preferred Schtller. 
Schiller's days than the surface of the Goethe was too great for every true soul 
moon IS to us. Behind this Goethe- to follow h1m m his arduous path. 
Schiller seat at the observatory there is Weimar itself had more than once been 
a natural depression, full of willows, that disposed to desert htm. How much 
reminds us of the time when all was more the general public in its conven
country here. But just beyond it is a tiona! fetters! How many fell away 
modern street-" Ernst Haeckel Street," from him when he published the Roman 
as it was named, in honour of him, on Elegzes, and again when he brought out 
the occasion of his sixtieth birthday. the Electzve Affimtzes I In Haeckel's 
Close to 1t is the villa where lie has lived youth people remembered Borne's 
for many years with his devoted famtly, narrow and hostile stnctures. Goethe 
full of wonderful reminiscences (oil- began to penetrate mto the German 
paintings and water-colours from his own family as a classtc in sptte of the general 
hand) of his many travels. In Schtller's feeling. But the German famtly w,ts 
day a voyage to Ceylon would have been still far below htm. He had gradually 
a·hfe's work. To-day it is an episode in to hft it up from its Phtlistine level. At 
an infinitely richer and broader hfe. On times it rebelled against htm, as every 
the stone seat now we see the proud stubborn level does against a peak. It 
and handsome figure of the man himself, -was his aunt Bertha that first put 
recalling pleasantly the masters who have Goethe's works into the boy's hands. 
stood here before him, the wide hat He received them as a delightful piece 
covering the white hair that is belied by of moral contraband. 
the rosy cheeks; a straight and strong Gottfried Keller has finely described, 
figure, yet revealmg in the finer lines of about the same period, in his Green 
the -face the sensitive, resthetic temper Henry,, ~he effect of such a revelatton on 
that does not look on scientific investi- a sensitive young man. A bookseller 
gation as a brutal power of the dissecting -brings to the house the whole of Goethe's 
knife, but remembers he is the heir· of works, fifty small vo.)umes wtth red covers 
Goethe, even in the Zoological Instttute and gilded titles. ' The young Swiss 
yonder. Over my mind came the feeling Heinrich, Keller's p1cture of himself, 
of a strange re-birth of things. I felt reads the volumes unceasingly for thirty 
that life is an eternally new and mystic days, when they are taken away because 
resurrection, immeasurably more wonder- his mother cannot pay for them. But 
ful and profounder than all the crude the thirty days have been a dream to 
ideas of resurrection _that have yet pre- the boy. He seems to see new and 
vailed. A mind such as we love to more bnlliant stars in the heavens as he 
picture to ourselves in our ideal of the looks up. When the books are removed, 
future historian must- zeek the eternal it is as if a choir of bright angels ha\e 
and constant features in all charige, even left the room. 
in- two epochs that are SQ distmct and 1 went out mto the open air. The old 
in the men who have lived in them. It town on the htll, the rocks and woods 
is our incorrigible schoolmaster disposi- and nver and sea and the hnes of the 
tion that divides things. In the real mountams, lay m the gentle hght of the 
world there must be one straight line March sun; and as my eye fell on them I 

. of development. To-day -the highest is felt a pure and lastmg JOY that I had 
· 1 ' never known before.- It was a generous 

• sought in the melody of lmmorta verse; love of all that hves, a love that respects 
to-morrow a Zoological Institute rises the nght, and reahses the import of each 
ori the spot where the poet ~ad stood. thmg and feels the connectedness and 

- It is said that the boy did not come de.pth of the world. Thts love ts htgher 
under the influence of Goethe without than the arttfictal affection of the mdtvtd· 

· some dtfficulty. His mother did not ual, wtth selfish atm that ever leads to 
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pettmess and caprice ; it is higher even 
than the enJoyment and detachment tJ1at 
come of spec1al and romantic affections ; 
1t alone can g1ve us an unchanging and 
lasting glow. Everythmg now came 
before me in new and beautiful and 

· remarkable forms. I began to see and 
to love, not only the outer form, but the 
inner content, the nature, and the history 
ofthmgs. 
The poet compresses his experience 

into one episode. In real life it comes 
slowly, step by step. In fine, a third 
element was born in the young botanist 
and lover of beauty-Goethe's V1ew ·of 
hfe behind all else : that which Goethe 
htmself called "objective." Tfie mysttc 
might call it a return to God, but it was 
Goethe's God. 

Three other books influenced Haeckel 
in his school-days besides the works of 
Goethe. The first was Humboldt's 
Aspects of Nature. This is another work 
that has had an effect on all the sensitive 
spirtts of the nineteenth century. It is 
most unjustly depreciated by tte young, 
blast generation of our time, which 
dislikes the older style. In the first two 
volumes of the Cosmos we see the play 
of a great mind wherever we look for -it. 

Then came Darwin's Natura/lsi's 
Voyage Round the lYorld. The ardent 
youth had as yet no suspicion what the 
name would one day mean to him. 
Darwin was then regarded as a completed 
work on which final judgment had been 
rendered. He was appreciated as a 
traveller, a student of the geology of 
South America, and especially as the 
gtfted investigator of the wonderful coral 
reefs of the Ind•an Ocean. His name 
stood thus in all the manuals, close even 
to that of Humboldt. Probably the 
young reader thought he had dted long 
before. At all events, no one had a 
presentiment that this quiet naturalist 
and student of corals was about to light 
a torch that would flame over the world. 
The chief advantage that Haeckel drew 
from the two-works was an ardent desire 
to see the tropics, with their virgin forests 
and blue coral seas. It has come to so 
many after reading these works, and 

persisted in their lives, as :the vivid 
1mage of a dream, like that which drove 
Goethe to Italy-the dream of a home 
of the soul that must one day be sought. 

The third book was Schleiden's The 
.Plant and its Li/~ Matthias- Jacob 
Schleiden was then in the best of his 
power, and had an · influence that 
amounted to fascination on many~ of 
the younger men. Behind him lay a 
terrible struggle. He had begun his 
career as a lawyer, and had been so 
unfortunate that he even attempted his 
ltfe. W1th his interest in botany a new 
ltfe began, and he worked with the energy 
of one raised from the dead. He was 
certainly an original thinker. His nam~ 
is known to us to-day especially as the 
founder of the cell-theory. This is the 
greatest distinction that he bas earned. 
But at that time he had a much more 
general importance as a leader in the 
struggle to introduce a certain method of 
scientific research. A somewhat obscure 
epoci} was coming to a close, a more or 
less superficial natural philosophy having 
sought to replace sound investigation. 
The struggle had ended with the decisive 
victory of the simple discovery of facts. 
There was everywhere a vague feeling 
that the_ progress of science was best 
secured by a bald enumeration and 
registration of borl.es, of the joints in the 
limbs of insects, or of pollen-filaments, 
rather than by the romantic and spirited 
leaps of natural philosophy over all the 
real problems into the heavens above. 
The question now arose whether this 
narrow method really exhausted th~ 
nature of things ; whether scientific 
specialism, -with its laurels of victory, 
would not prove in the end an equally 
dangerous enemy. What was "better 11 

for the time being might be very far 
from really "good." It was here th.at 
Schleiden stepped in. He fought against 
the prevatling specialism, at first in his 
own particular province of botany. He 
did not, indeed, take up the cause of 
the exploded pyrotechnics of the older 
natural philosophy, but pleaded for more 
general critical-philosophical methods. 
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These must be preServed in any circum
stances. The great botanist, he said, is 
not the man who can determine ten 
thousand species of plants according to 
the received models, but the man of 
clear logic and wide deductions from his 
lore. Botany must be conceived as a 
distinct branch of general thought ; 
otherwise it is worthless, and its herbarium 
may rot unnoticed in the comer and its 
discoveries be the outcon:e of blind 
hazard.- Schleiden himself had no per
ception of the great idea that Darwin 
was to bring into his province afterwards 
-the idea of the variability of species 
and of evolution, which brought to a 
critical-stage- the question. whetqer the 
botanist was to be merely a subordinate 
museum-secretary or a creative thinker, 
a prophet of nature to whom plants 
would be part of a general philosophy, 
a part of God in the ideal sense of 
evolution. Yet Schleiden's simple warn
ing cry made a deep impression, on many 
of the- young men especially. There 
was a note of aspiration in it, an assurance 
that- they were waiting for a sun that 
must rise somewhere. _He was a master 
of language. _There was the- stuff of the 
poet in him. ·His works strayed _out far 
beyond .the -range of his own province. 
Haecker himself did the same- work in 
later years. It is no wonder that Schlei
deri had a magical influence over him. _In 
this case, indeed, it seemed as if the at
traction was to determine his own career. 
·Schl~iden taught botany at Jena Uni

verSity. Haeckel ~as still in the higher 
forms of his school at Merseburg, and 
remained there when his father resigned 

his position in the State service, and 
eYentually removed to Berhn. At this 
time the ardent botanist decided to adopt 
the science of plants as his life-study 
when his final examination was over. 
Schleiden would teach him how to 
combine philosophy with botany. Then 
he would try to roam over the world as 
a practical botanist and visit the far-off 
zones where .Mother Earth poured out 
her cornucopia of forms so generously. 

While still in the higher form at school, 
he made a preliminary visit to J ena. 
Everything seemed so pleasant and 
charming. He made the journey on 
foot. These long walks have always 
been his pride - to start out like a 
travelling scholar, with hardly anything 
in his pocket, to live on bread and water, 
and sleep in the bay at night ; but to 
enjoy to the full all the incomparable 
delights that the great magician, Nature, 
provides for the faithful novice--scenery, 
beautiful orchids, thoughts -of God, 
Goethe, and the world.- It was in .1849 
that he visited Jena. H~ has described 
it himself:- -

-After I had reverently admired the 
Goethe-room in the castle of Dornburg, 
I wandered, on a hot July day, over the 
shady meadows to Jena, singtng lushly 
with my gay comrades. As I entered 
the venerable old market-place I found 
a troop of lively students in front of the 
Burgkeller, "';th coloured caps and long 
pipes, singing, and drinking the famous 
Lichtenham beer from wooden tankards 
It made a great impressmn on me, and 
as I took a tankard with them I made up 

-my mind that I \\ould some day be one. 
- ofthem. 
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CHAPTER II. 

AT THE UNIVERSITY 

IT was botany itself that thwarted all science of forms: I~ happened that 
these designs. The examination had Braun was a friendly visitor at the house 
passed off happily. Rooms were taken of Haeckel's parents - at Berlin. -The 
at Jena, at the Easter of 1852, for the now convalescenf freshman became 
advanced study under Schle1den. Then devoted to him, body- and souf; they 
the mdefatJgable collector had an became close friends, not merely master 
adventure on a cold !\larch day. He and pupil. Berlm at that time afforded 
spent hours m the wet mc::.Jows by the many an opportunity for practical botan
R 1ver Saale, searching for a rare plant, the ism g. Rare marsh-plants then flourished 
squill (Sal/a bifo!za). He met with the in the bed of the Spree, which has smce 
fate of the angler in the story, who fell been cleared. The Botanical Garden 
mto the water in his haste to secure his was full of good things. Haeckel used 
b1g p1ke. He landed the fish, but not to tell with pride, long afterwards, with 
h1mself. The plant was found, but what readiness he flung himself into !he 
Haeckel's zeal was punished w1th a work, practical as well as theoretical, on 
severe rheumatism. -He had to go home these excursions with Professor Braun. , 
to his parents at Berlm to be tended. On one of our botanical expeditions we 
At Berlm he begms h1s stud1es, and the wanted to get a floatmg Chara f10m a 
event to some extent decides h1s career. pond. Braun took off his boots in h1s 
It would now be many years before he usual way in order to wade to the spot. 

ld J · h h h But I was -before him, I quickly un-
wou see ena agam; and t roug IS dressed, forgot my naughty rheumatism, 
efforts it would become one of the leading and swam to the spot, to bnng him a 
schools, not of botany, but of zoology- quantity of the plant he wanted. 'That 
a school of phzlosophical zoology, however, was my fi~st piece of heroism, perhaps 
in the sense of Schleiden. my greatest. 

Berhn had secured a botanist of the But in all this pleasant botanising there 
first rank a year before, Alexander Braun. was no serious outlook .on his future 
He, too, was a thoughtful botanist, who · profession. Haeckel's father, with his 
would. m his way, agree very well with official way of looking at things, could 
Schle1den. He was convmced that not reconcile himself· to scientific 
botany did not wholly consist in the research as an avocation. It is an old 
determination of new plant-forms, and belief that the way to all preoccupation 
the almost fruitless effort to set up a with the science of living things lies 
system on which all particular d1agnoses through medicine. _ One may question 
would be rigidly played as on a piano. that to-day. It was the rock on which 
He believed that there must be a more Darwin nearly came to grief. A man 
profound conception of it, which wquld may be a very gifted botanist, yet be 
take "form," as such, as one of its quite unfitted for the medical profession. 
problems, and would aim, not at the One must have a real vocation to become 
form.ation of as large a collection as a physician, more than for any other 
poss1ble, but at the construction of a callmg, or else it is a hopeless blunder. 
sc1ence for wh1ch Goethe had long ago The talents are divided in much the 
found a name-morphology, or th~t same way as between the historian and the 
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soldier. It is true that the two may be after-dmner speech. W 1th this kind of safe 
united, but it is equally true that very good predestination he reached W urtzburg in 
historians have made very poor soldiers. the autumn of I 8 52 as a medical student. 
What the medical man 'earns in h1s Medicine had in those days received an 
studies is, of course, always valuable. entirely new theoretical basis from 
But it offers no test of personal talent for Wurtzburg-a basis that was calculated 
scientific research, nor should it be sup- to attract a young mquirer, who brought 
posed that a capacity of this kind would much more of the general Faust-spint to 
enable one, by mere formal study, to his work than aspiratiOn to the professiOn 
acqulre the true qualities of a physician. and the doctor's cap, 'or the practical side. 
Wemustleamtoappreciatethephysician's Let us recall for a moment how medt
calling too much ever to look on it as an cine had gradually reached the position 
incidental occupation. It always reminds I of an independent science. Medtcine 
me oftheamiablenotionofthePhilistine, j was the outcome of a remote mythtcal 
that a man with- a turn for 'poetry mu-st 

1 
epoch. It was content with the effect 

first take up some solid profession, and 1 of certain venerable traditional medtca
then, once he is "in the saddle," pour j ments on the living body, but knew 
out_ verses in his leisure hours. Poetry httle or nothing of the inner structure 
can never be -a mistress; it demands of the body on which it tried its drugs. 
marriage or nothing. Otherwise-well, The dissection and examination of even 
we have instances enough. a corpse was regarded as a deadly sm, 

· - Haeckel himself afterwards said that I and was vistted with secular punishment. 
_he only acceded to his father's wish, Scientific medicine did not exist until 
that -he should study ' medicine, with I this prohibition was removed ; its first 
a botanical mental reservation. He and most necessary foundation was 
thought of going through the discipline anatomy, the science of the bodily 
conscientiously until - he became a structure and its organs. The art of 
physician, and then secure a place as "cutting up" bodies had seemed too 
ship's doctor, and travel over the world revoltmg. Moreover, no sooner had the 
and see the tropics.- Things turned out science of anatomy -been founded than 
very differently. He never became a the range of the human eye itself was 
medical- man _such as his father had considerably enlarged. The microscope 
wished, but he passed over the profession was invented. A new world came to 
into zoology. Botl\ny remained the light in the dissection of the body. 
lost and never-forgotten love of his youth. Beyond their external appearance, it 
When we look back on his whole career revealed the internal composttlon of the 
we can see that he was, on the whole, various organs. The eye sees a shred 
fortunate. Zoology afforded -a richer, of skin, a piece of intestine, or a s.ectlon 
more abundant, and more varied material of the liver. The microscope fastens on 
at that time. It proved to be more a tiny pa,rticle of this portion of the body, 
"philosophical." He went after his and reveals in it a deeper layer of un
faiher's asses and found a kingdom. suspected structures. It, is well known 
But to him personally it seemed to be in the history of microscopic discovery 
an unmistakable renunciation-the first that the more powerful lenses and the 
in an active career that was to see many improved methods of research were 
resignations. only gradually introduced, and enabled 

students to found a new and much pro

" He goes farthest ~ho does not know 
- where he is going. n 

Haeckel once applied this motto to 
himself and his star, in a humorous 

founder anatomy. As soon as this science 
appeared it was given the special name of 
"histology," or the science of the tissues 
( lzista ). Its particular achievement 
is the c:Iiscovery that in man, the 
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animal, and the plant, all the parts of 
the body prove, when sufficiently magni
fied, to be composed of small living 
elements, which are known as cells. 
The d1scovery of the cell was made in 
the latter part of the third decade of the 
nineteenth century. These cells join 
together in homogeneous groups in 
order to accomplish one or other func
tion in the body, and thus- form its 
" tissues." Their intricate structure is 
unravelled by the histologist, microscope 
in hand. It is evident that in this way 
a new basis was provided for anatomy, 
.and therefore also for med1cme. In the 
fifties Wurtzburg was the leading school 
of histology, or the science of these 
t1ssues composed of cells. Albert 
Kolliker, professor of auatomy there 
since 1847, published his splendid 
.. Manual of Hzstology at the very time 
)Vhen Haeckel was studying under him. 
Franz Leyd1g, a tutor there since 1849, 
was working m the same direction. The 
third member of the group, made pro
fessor in 1849, was Rudolf Virchow, a 
young teacher then in his best years. 
It was Virchow who d1d most to bring 
practical medicine into lme with his
tology. As the vital pr~cesses in the 
human body seemed to him, with his 
strict histological outlook, to be traced 
back always to the tissue-building cells, 
he concluded that disease also, or the 
pathological cond1tion of the body, and 
therefore the proper field of the medical 
man, was a process in these cells. Man 
seemed to him to be a "cell-state"; the 
tissues were the vatious active social 
strata in this state ; and d1sease was, in 
its ultimate source, a conflict in the 
state between the citizens, the tissue
forming cells, that normally divide the 
work among them for the common 
good. Pathology must be cellular 
pathology. The science was already 
bemg taught by Virchow at Wurtzburg, 
and the dry bones of it were covered 
With flesh for his hearers. But his ideas 
were not published until a few years 
afterwards (1858). 

In the first three terms Haeckel 

studied chiefly under Kolli:ker and 
Leydig. They taught him animal and 
human embryology, as it was then con
ceived. Embryology was the science of 

' the development of the individual animal 
or man, the description of the series of 
changes that the chick passes through' 
in the egg or the huma,n embryo in the 
womb. This science, also, had been 
profoundly .affected by the invention of 
the microscope. Firstfy, the sperma
tozoa, the active, microscopically small 
particles in the animar and human sperm, 
had been discovered. - Then1 in the 
twenties, Karl Ernst von Baer had dis
covered the human ovum. The relation 
of these things to the cell-theory was' 
clear. It was· indubitable that each of 
these male;: spermatozoa and each female 
ovum was a cell. They melted to
gether and were blended into a new cell 
in the act of procreation, and from this, 
by a process of repeated cleavage of 
cells, the new individual was developed, 
With all his millions of cells and all the 
elaborate tissues that these cells united 
to form. A whole world of marvellous 
features came to light, but the key to 
the unriddling of them was still wantmg. 

However, the Wurtzburg school was 
at least agreed as .to method, which was 
the main thing; its leaders were deter
mined to press on to the solution of 
these problems on purely scientific lines. 
Everything was to be brought into a 
logical relation of cause and effect, and 
there was to be no intrusion of the super
natural, no mysticism. Natural laws 
must be fraced in the life of the cells, 
and in the history of the ovum and the 
embryo. The cells were to be regarded 
in the same way as the astronomer 
regards his myriads of glittering bodies.· 
In this way the science of histology had 
been founded, and embryology had 
assumed a scientific character in the 
hands of.. Von Baer. The microscope ' 
kept the attention of students to facts, 
and did not suffer them to lose them
selves in the clouds. Thus a foundation
stone was laid in Haeckel's thoughts 
which he would never discard. 
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- In the later years of the Darwinian 
controversy he was destined to come into 
sharp conflict with both Virchow and 
Kolhker. Each of them came to look 
on him as the sober hen does on the 
naughty chick it has brought into the 
world, that madly tries to swim on the 
treacherous waters of Darwinism. -But 
forty years afterwards-after rnariy a 
knife-edged woi:d had been thrown in 
the struggle-the aged Kolllker was one 
of those who entered their names in the 
list of men of science who erected a bust 
in the Zoological Institute at J ena in 
honour of Haeckel's sixtieth birthday. 

However, it was a different, an appar
-ently trivial, yet, as it turned out, most 
momentous, -interest that quickened him 
during these Upiversity years. 
- 'The impulse to microscopic reseal'Ch, 
that had led to the foundation of his
tology and· embryology, had brought 
about a third_ great advance, which had 

, a~ important bearing on zoology. When 
we stroll along the beautiful shore of 
the Meqiterranean at Naples to-day, 
with eyes bent on the blue surface from 
_which Capri rises _like a siren, and on 
the cloud-capped Vesuvius, With its violet 
streaks of lava cutting across the green 
country, we 'notice in the foreground of the 
picture a stout building, with very large 
windows, -planted with the boldness of a 
paroenu among the foliage. _ It is the 
"Zoological Statim)," built by Dohrn;· a 

-German zoologist, at the beginning of 
the seventies. Anton Dohrn was one of 
Haeckel's fir~t pupils: and was personally 
initiated by him into the study' of marine 
life, at Heligoland, in 1865. Zoologists 
who ·work in the station to-day find it 

' very comfortable. Little steamers with 
dipping apparatus bring the inhabitants 
of the bay to them. There is a large 
aquarium athand You sit down to your 
PJicroscope, and work. The material is 
"fresh to hand·~ every day. - There are 
now many of these stations at well
exposed spots on the coast in various 
countries-sea-observatories, as it were, 
in which the student examines his marine 
object~ much as the astronomer observes 

his planets and cornets and double stars 
at mght. To-day, when a young man IS 
taking up zoology, and he IS asked ~hat 
university he is going to, he may say that 
he is going down to the coast, to Naples, 
to do practical work. When the long 
vacation comes swarms of professors go 
from the inland towns to one or other 
seaside place, as far as the purse Will 
take them. All this is a new thing 
under the sun. The zoo.log1st of the' 
olden days sat in his study at home. 
He caught and studied whatever was 
found in his own district. The rest came 
by post- skins, skeletons, amphibians 
and fishes in spirit, dried insects, hard 
shells of crustacea, mussels and snails of 
all sorts; but only the shells always, 
the hard, dry parts of star-fishes, sea
urchins, corals, etc. Animals of the 
rarest character were thrown awav be
cause they could ·not very well be pre
served in spirit and sent from the North 
Sea. or the Mediterranean to Professor 
Dryasdust. In· this state of things the 
advance in microscopic work brought no 
advantage. But _at last It dawned on 
students !hat the sea is the cradle of the 
aiiimal world. Whole stems of animals 
flourished there, and there only. Every 
wave was full of innumerable microscopic 
creatures, of the most instructive forms. 
Among them were found the young 
embryonic forms of familiar animals. 
At last the cry, "To the sea," was raised. 
The older professor of zoology had 
suffered from a kind of hydrophobia. 
It was not possible to teach very much 
at Berlin about the anatomy, histology, 
and embryology of the sea-urchin from 
a few dried, flmty shells. At Wurtzburg 
animals were .subtly discussed by men 
who had never made a journey to see 
them, while they were ·trampled under 
foot every day by the visitors bathing in 
Heligoland. They must move. _It was 
not necessary to go round the _world ; 
a holiday journey to the North Sea ()r_ 
the Mediterranean would suffice. Everi 
cultured man had always considered tha~ 
he must make at least one pilgrimage to 
classic lands befoJ:e his education wa.s 
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complete. It was only a question of 
changing material. They were not to 
confine themselves to examining ruined 
temples and aqueducts, but to take their 
microscopes down to the coast, draw a 
bucketful of sea-water, and examine its 
living contents-the hving medusa and 
sea-urchin, and the living world of the 
swarming Infusoria. But it was like the 
rending of the great curtain of the temple. 
Zoology seemed to expand tenfold, a 
hundredfold, in a moment.- A room in 
an obscure inn by the sea, a microscope, 
and a couple of glasses of salt water with 
sediment every mormng-and the finest 
studies at Paris and London were as 
ploughed land, without a single blade, in 
face of this revelation. It was a Noah's 
ark in the space of a pinch of snuff. 

One day the young medical student 
heard, in the middle of his histology and 
zoology, that Kolliker had come back 
from Messina. He had been studying 
lower marine life there. In 1853 two 
young men were together in the Guten
berg forest, near Wurtzburg. One of 
them, Karl Gegenbaur, had been abroad 
With Kolliker. With his impressions 
still fresh, he tells Haeckel about his 
zoological adventures in the land of the 
Cyclops. 

Gegenbaur, eight years older than 
Haeckel, was by birth and education 
a typical Wurtzburger. He, too, had 
studted medicine, and had practised at 
the hospital. But he had already ad
vanced beyond that. His stay at Mes
sma had been devoted entirely to zoo
logtcal purposes. A year later he would 
be teaching anatomy at Wtirtzburg, and 
a year later still he would be called 
to J ena. From that time he began to 
be known as a master of comparative 
anatomy, especially after 1859, when his 
Elements of the science was published
a classic, in its way, that still exercises 
some influence. 

There is nothing romantfc in his 
career, nor could we seek any element 
of the kmd in a man of Gegenbaur's 
character. But his young and unde
Cided companion seemed to catch sight 

of a new ideal as he spoke. :ne· would 
complete his medical studies, and then 
shake himself free of surgery and. hos
pital. He would take his microscope 
down South, where the snowy summit of 
Etna towered above the orange-trees, and 
study the beautiful marine ammals by the 
azure sea and the white houses, in the 
orange-laden air, and drink in ideas at 
the magic fount of these wonderful 
animal forms, _and live out the lusty, 
golden years of youth on the finest coast 
in Europe. From that moment Haeckel 
felt a restless inspiration. He bad no 
idea what it was that he was going to 
investigate at Messina ; and he certamly 
did not know when and how he was to 
get there. But he continued his medical 
studies with a vagiie hope that they were 
only preliminary wor~; that some day 
he would do what his friend- Gegenhaut 
had done. 

They were very 'good friends, thes'e 
two. They were drawn together by the 
strong magnetism ·or two· true natures 
that understood each other to the golden 
core, though in other respects they were 
as dlfferent as possible.. Gegenbaur was 
no enthusiast. His ideal was "to keep 
cool to the very heart." But he was at 
one with Haeckel in a feeling for a broad 
outlook in scientific research. He never 
shrank from large connections or vast 
deductions, as long as they were led up 
to by a sober and patient logic. This 
logical character he afterwards recognised 
in Darwin's idea of evolution, and so the 
friends once more found themselves in 
agreement, and for a long time they were 
a pair of real Darwinian Dioscuri. This 
feeling for moderation, and, at the same 
time, for far-reaching logic, was combined 
in Gegenbaur with a certain steady and 
unerrmg independence of character, 
He made little noise, but he never 
swerved from his aim. What he accom
plished with all these qualities, in many 
other provinces besides Darwinism, can
not be told here. It may be read in the 
history of zoology. He had, as far as 
such a thing was possible, a restful 
influence of the most useful character on 
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Haeckel. If we imagine what Darwinism 
would have become in the nineteenth 
century in the hands of such men as 
Gegenbaur, without Haeckel, we can 
appreciate the difference in temperament 
between the two men. With Gegenbaur 
evolution was always a splendid new 
technical instrument, that no layman 
must touch for fear of spoiling it. With 
Haeckel 1t became a devouring wave, 
that will one day, perhaps, give its name 
to the century. In other natures these 
differences might have led to open 
conflict •. But Haeckel and Gegenbaur 
show us that, like so many of our sup
posed "differences," they can at least 
live together in perfect accord in the 

· freshest years of life, each bearing fru1t 
in its kind. 

. . . 
When we find Haeckel intimate in 

this way with Gegenbaur, his senior by 
eight years, we realise how close he was 
at that time to the whole of .the Wtirtz
burg circle. The two generat10ns were 

·not yet sharply divided, as they sub
sequently were. . Most of them fought 
e1ther w1th or against him at a later date; 
but ~hey belonged, at all events, _to the 
same stratum. But the split between 
the two generations was felt when one 
pronounced the name of Johannes 
Muller, of Berlin----"-the physiologist (not 
the histbrian). ' ' 

All who then taught histology, embryo
logy,- comparative anatomy, or cellular 
pathology at Wurtzburg had sat at his 

, feet, either spiritually or in person. 
Johannes Muller, born at the beginning 
of the century, was· appointed Professor 
of Anatomy and Phyf>10logy at Berlin 
the year before Haeckel was born. 
That indicates the distance between 
them. It was in Muller's incredibly 
primitive laboratory that, as Haeckel 
tells, the theory of the animal cell was 
established by his assistant, Theodor 
Schwann, after Schleiden had proved the 
vegetal cell. Muller himself had founded 
histology in his own way. He was the 
real parent of the idea that the zoologist 

ought to go and work by the sea. We 
have a model of th1s kind of work, and at 
the same time a superb work for embryo
logical matters, in Muller's epoch-makmg 
Studzes of the Larva and Metamorphoses 
of tlze Echznoderms. He had brought 
comparative anatomy beyond the stage 
of Cuv1er, to a point where Gegenbaur 
could begm. From h1s school came 
Rudolf Vuchow, who apphed the cell
theory to medicme, and Emil du Bois
Reymond, who opened out a new path 
m physiology by his studies of ammal 
electncity. Muller had done p10neer 
work with remarkable vigour in all the 
various branches of research, divergmg 
afterwards to an enormous extent, that 
pursue these methods. The many
headed (young aud half-young) genera
tion, in which Haeckel was growing, saw 
the whole prev1ous generation embodied 
in the smgle name of Muller. He 
seemed to be a kmd of scientific 
Winkelried .. except that the fifty spears 
he bore on his breast were so many 
lines of progress emanating from him 
alone. 

Johannes Muller bad the great and 
splendid gift of never lying on the 
shoulders of his pup1ls with an Alpine 
weight of authority. It was a secret of 
his personality that we admire, but can 
hardly express in words to-day. Every
body learned from him what a great 
individuality is. He exerted a kmd of 
moral suggestion in teaching men to be 
free, great, enlightened, and true. His 
pupils have worked at the development 
of his ideas with absolute freedom. No 
part of them was to be regarded as sacred, 
and, as a matter of fact, in the chief 
quest10ns no part has remamed. 

One approaches the inner life of a 
man like Muller with a certam timidity, 
and asks how he became what he was. 
There can be no question that the 
fundamental trait of his character was a 
peculiarly deep rehgious feeling. At 
heart he was a mystic. The whole 
magic of his personal influence sprang 
from these depths. By profession he was 
a physiologist, an exact sc1entist. Never 
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did he swerve a hair's breadth from the 
iron laws of research. But beneath it all 
was a suppressed glow of fervour. Every
one who understood him, everyone who 
was a true pupil of hts, learned it by a 
kmd of hypnotism. Externally he was 
all for laborious investigation, whether in 
dtssectmg a star-fish for you or classtfying 
fishes-though he would have a full sense 
of your ardent longing for an inner trust 
in life and a phtlosophy of hfe. Both 
elements might change constderably in 
the pupil : the method of investigation 
wtthout-the ideal of the comprehensive 
viston within. But what never left any 
man who had followed Muller was the 
warning cry that these thmgs, within and 
wtthout, should go together; that, in the 
larger sense, 1t ts not possible to count 
the JOints m the stalk of an Encrinite 
Without feelmg a thnll in the deepest 
depth of the mmd and the heart. 

It is so common a spectacle in history 
for d1sciples to condemn' their masters 
w1th cold smiles that we forget how 
p1tiful it is. No pupil of Johannes 
Muller has ever felt that he had done 
w1th him, and might quit him with 
ingratitude. He had pup1ls, it is true, 
who did not lack behef in themselves, 
and who became famous enough to give 
them a sense of power; men who have 
eventually come to conclusions diametric
ally opposed to those that Muller had 
taught them. Yet they respect him. 
Livmg witnesses still tell of the glance that 
bored mto you, and could not be evaded. 
But there must have been a greater 
power in the man than this piercing 
glance. It was a glance that survived 
the grave, and laid on one a duty; a 
glance that shot up in the darkness of 
memory if the duty was not fulfilled
the duty of going to the foundation of 
thmgs. Whether you are examining the 
larva of an echinoderm or the light of a 
d1stant star, God is there. Whether you 
explam your echinoderm-larva in this 
way or that; whether you believe your 
star to be a sun or a burnt-out cinder • 
whether you conceive God in this way o; 
another-YQI.J. shalt f~el t)lat the bndge 

is there in absolutely everything. Every 
glance into the microscope is a service 
of God. It was Goethe's deepest sun 
that threw a greatt radiant spark out of 
this curious, dark, angular, unintelligible 
jewel. - · ' 

Such a man was bound to be more 
than Kolhker, Vuchow, and Gegenbaur 
to Haeckel. Muller was still teaching 
at Berlin, and Haeckel's best- star 
brought him to sit in_ reality at the feet 
of the great teacher, who could so well• 
speak soul to soul to him. - , 

At the Easter of x 8 54 Haeckerteturned 
from Wurtzburg to Berlin. He was now 
twenty years old, and it was at this 
juncture that, to use his own phrase, the 
vast impression of Muller fell on him. 
A portrait of Muller still hangs over the 
desk in his study in the Zoological 
Instltute at Jena. "If I ever become 
tired at my work," he says, "I have only 
to look at it to get new strength." The 
influence of the mLtch older man, who, 
however, died at a far earlier age than 
Haeckel will do, only lasted for a short 
t1me. But Haeckel has preserved a 
memory of him that is only echpsed by 
the memory of one other man-Darwin. 
Muller did not bve to read Darwin's 
decisive work, so that these two great 
ideals of Haecl<el's never crossed each 
other, either for good or evil. He him~ 
self felt that there was a· pure evolutwn 
from one to the other in hts mind. 

In the summer of x854 he studied 
comparative anatomy under Muller, for 
which Kolliker had sufficiently prepared 
h1m. He has recorded his . first 
impressions. 
' I soon got to know him personally, but 

I had so great a respect for him that I 
did not venture to approach h1m more' 
closely. He gave me permission to work 
in the museum. I shall never forget the 
hours I spent there, drawing skulls, while 
he walked up and down, especially on 
Sunday afternoons. Often when he went 
past me I wanted to ask him somethmg. 
I went up the step With beatipg heart 
and took hold of the bell, but returned 
Without ventuung to say anythmg. 

Muller took some notice of the zealous 
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young student. When the long vacation 
came round in August, and the master, 
following the new custom, packed up his 
bundle in order to spend two months on 
practical wor]c. by the sea, he allowed 
Haeckel to go with him. Muller's son 
and the later Professor LaValette joined 
the party. They went to Heligoland. 

-Muller taught his pupils his simple 
method of studying the living subject. 
There was no witchcraft in it, but it had 

' bad to be invented by someone. They 
put out to sea in a small boat. A little 
.net of linen or fine gauze, with a wide 
opening and short body, was fastened on 
a pole. The mouth of the net was 
thrust directly under the surface or a 
little deeper, vertically to the surface, 
and the boat was slowly rowed forward 
.The contents of the filtered sea-water 
remained in the meshes -of the net, and 
were_ from time to time emptied into a 
glass- containing sea-water. •• I shall 
never," says Haeckel, _ "forget the 
astonishment with which I gazed for the 
first time on the swarm of ~ansparent 
marine animals that Muller emptied out 
of his fine net into the glass vessel ; -the 
beautiful medley of graceful Medusre and 

.iridescent Ctenophores, arrow-like Sagittre 
and serpent-shaped Tomopteris, the 
masses of Copepods and Schizopods, and 
the marine larvre of worms and Echino
derms." _Muller Ca.lled these very fine
and generally transparent creatures, of 
whose existence no one hitherto had had 
any Idea, "pelagic sweepings" (from 
pelagos,_ the sea). More recently the 
word "plancton" (swimming matter) has 
been substituted for his phrase. As we 
nowc.send whole -expeditions over the 
seas ·to study "plancton," the word has 
found its way into ordinary literature. 
The regular anglers who were then in 
Heligoland must have looked on this 
subtle work with a butterfly net as a sort 
of pleasant joke born from 1:he pro
fessional brain. The young student 
_must have made an impression on them 
with his vigour, though he had not yet 
turned himself into a marine mammal, 
living half in the water for days together. 

They called him a "sea-devil." What 
pleased the master most in him was the 
talent he already showed of qutckly 
sketching the tiny, perishable creature 
from the surface of the sea while tt v.as 
fresh. Haeckel had been passwnately 
fond of drawing from hts early years. 
Now the old bent agreed with the new 
zeal for zoology. "You will be able to do 
a great deal," Muller said to him. "And 
when once you are fairly interested in 
this fairy-land of the sea, you will find it 
difficult _to get away from it." The 
dream of Messina, that Gegenbaur had 
conjured up, seemed to draw nearer. 

These lively days at Heligoland pro
vided Haeckel With the material for his 
first little zoological essay. It dealt wtth 
the development of the ova of certain 
fishes (On the Ova of the Scomberesoces, 
published in Muller'& Archiv for I855). -
Muller lent htm ova from the Berlm 
collection to complete hts study. It is 
the same volume of the Archzv in which, 
in Reichert's introduction, the great con
troversy breaks out over Vtrchow's preg
nant assertion that each human being IS 

a state composed of m1llions of individual 
cells. -

Haeckel remained with Muller at Berlm 
for the whole winter, and was drawn more 
and more into the province of compara- -
tive anatomy, or, to speak more correctly, 
zoology. The official Professor of_ 
Zoology at Berlin at the time was really 
the aged Lichtenstein, who had occupied 
the chair since 1811. Haeckel has 
humorously described himself in later 
years as self-taught in his own subject, 
saying that he had attended many most 
excellent colleges, but- never VlSlted an 
officiaJ school of zoology. The only 
opportunity to do so at the ttme was 
under Lichtenstein, but that Professor 
bored him so much that he could not 
attend his lectures. - Lichtenstein was a 
venerable representative of the old type 
of zoologist ; his ideal was to give a 
careful external description of the species 
on the strength of specimens chosen 
from a well-stocked museum. A whole 
world lay between these surviving 
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followers of Lmne and the splendid 
school of Johannes Muller. 

However that may be, the fact was 
that under these allunng attractions 
Haeckel's studies were drifting from the 
medtcal profession to an "Impecunious 
art." But as medical work had been 
chosen, if only as a temporary occupa
tion, Haeckel had to tear himself away 
from the great magnet, at the Easter of 
I855, by removing to a different place. 
He chose, as the least intolerable com· 
promise, to return to Wurtzburg. At all 
events, we find him spending three terms 
there. I have already said that Rudolf 
Vtrchow was one of the -d1stingmshed 
Wurtzburgers at the time who sought 
most keenly the solutiOn of the new 
problems of biology on the medical side. 
Hence Virchow had to help him to find 
the bndge between the work he really 
loved and the work he was obliged to 
do. As a fact, Virchow directed the 
whole of his studies on this side in the 
three terms. 

Virchow was not so fascinating as 
Johannes Muller, even in his best years. 
But it was something to be initiated into 
medical science by such a man. A later 
gene~atwn has, unfortunately, grown 
accustomed to see mental antipodes in, 
V1rchow and Haeckel. In 1877 they 
had a controversy with regard to the 
freedom of science that echoed through 
the whole world of thought. Yet seven
teen years afterwards Haeckel himself 
(who was first attacked by Virchow), 
lookmg back on the days he spent at 
Wurtzburg, had nothing but grateful 
recognition to say of Virchow. u I 
learned," he says in 1894. "in the three 
terms I spent under Vrrchow, the art of 
the finest analytic observation and the 
most ngorous control of what I observed. 
I was his asststant for some time, and 
my notes were especially praised by him. 
But what I chiefly admued in him at 
Wurtzburg was his wide outlook, the 
breadth and philosophic character of his 
scientific ideas." 

. The _theory that Vircho~ put before 
h1s pupils was pure Momsm, or a unified 

conception of the world, with~ut any dis
tinction of physical and metaphysical. 
Life was defined, not. as a mystic es:cen.: 
tricity in an orderly nature, but plainly 
as a higher form of the great -~os~ic 
mechamsm. Man, the object of medical 
science, was said to be merely a higher 
vertebrate, subject to the same -laws as 
the rest. _ 

We can. see very well that this was 
quite natural. If there was any man 
likely to put forward such views, it was 
Virchow. He had passed through 
Muller's-school, but was now one of the 
younger group who, even dtfring Muller's 
life, were gradually adopting eertain very 
profound views on life and man, without 
any particular resistance on the master's 
part. The chief characteristic of nearly 
the whole of this group was the lack of 
the volcanic stratum below of deep and 
personal religio~ feeling; in Muller 
this had been throughout life an en
chained Titan among the rocks of his. 
logical sense of realities, yet it had given
a gentle glow and movement to the floor 
of his mind. Rudolf Virchow was the 
coolest, boldest, and clearest-minded ·of 
the group. ' He went to the- opposite 
extreme. If Muller was standing on a· 
volcano, which he only repressed by the 
giant force of his Will-a nature that was . 
above all master of itself-Virchow, on 
the contrary, was standing on a glacier, 
and he had never taken the trouble to 
conceal it. I should not venture to 
count him among the instinctively 
Momstic minds, in the sense of Goethe, 
to whom the unity of God and nature, 
the inorganic and the organic, the animal 
and the man, comes as an ardent and · 
irresistible feeling. But it would have 
been strange if, in those years and in the 
middle of the whole scientific current of 
his time, his own organ, his icy logic, 
had not led him to the same conclusion: 
that it is a simpler method of research 
to believe in natural law alone, to regard 
the living merely as a complex play of 
the same forces that we have in physics 
and chemistry, and to consider man, 
w1th the bodily frame of li\ll ape-like. 
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mammal, to be really such an animal. I 
believe, indeed, that Virchow never 
abandoned this simple solution in his 
own mind at any part of his career. 
The controversy he afterwards engaged 
in ran on different lines. It seems to 
me that at an early stage of his develop
ment he became convinced that there 
mu.st be limits to scientific inquiry, not 
on logical, but on diplomatic, grounds; 
because it is not an absolute agency, but 
only a relatively small force among many 

. more powerful institutions..:-the Church, 
the State, and so on. Hence it would 
h;we to respect limitations that were not 
drawn from its own nature; .in given 
cases it would have to keep silent in 
order not to jeopardise its extstence as a 
whole. It is my firm belief that this 
diplomatic attitude, as such, would lead 
to the destruction of all pursuit of the 
truth. It carefully excludes the possi
bility of any further martyrdoms, but at 
,the cost of science's own po\ver to illu
mine the world. In my opinion, the free 
investigation of the truth is an absolute. 
right. Churches, States, social orders, 

· moral precepts, and all that is connected 
with them, have to adjust themselves to 
this investigation, and not the reverse. 

However, the ,Point is that under 
Virchow - more particularly under 
Virchow, in- fact_:_Haeckel would be 
educated into the general attitude with 
regard to God, nature, life, and man, to 
which he has _since devoted .his whole 
energy. In spite of Goethe-and_ who 
·would be bkely to take Goethe as his 
guide in his twenty-first year ?-the 
ardent young student was as yet by no 
means firmly seated in the _saddle. He 
grubbed, and sought, and rejected. In 
his Riddle of the Universe he tells us 
that he " defended the Christian belief 
in his twenty-first year in hvely discus 
sions ... with nis free-thinking .comrades, 
...... "although the study of human 
anatomy and physiology, and the com
parison of man's frame with that of 
the other animals, had already greatly 
enfeebled my faith. I dtd not entirely 
!lbandon it, after bitter struggles, until 

my medical studies were completed, and 
I began to practise. I then came to 
understand Faust's saying, 'The whole 
sorrow of humanity oppresses me.' I 
found no more of the infinite benevo
lence of a loving father in the hard 
school of life than I could see of 'w1se 
providence' in the struggle for existence.'' 

When the three terms of med1cal 
training were over, he receiVed another 
impulse to h1s own particular interest m 
sctence.- Kolhker invtted him in August, 
1856, to spend the two months' hohday 
with him on the Rtviera. It was the first 
Mediterranean school of zoology, though 
as yet -only a kind of "payment on 
account.'' On the journey he made the 
acquaintance of the zoological museum 
at Tunn and its well-travelled director, 
Ftlippo de Ftlippt, and he saw the gran
deur of the Man time Alps on the Col di 
Tenda. The master, Kolhker, Hemrich 
Muller, Karl Kupffer (afterwards pro
fessor at Munich), and he established 
themselves at Ntce, and fished for all 
sorts of creatures w1th the Muller net at 
Vlllefranche. Fortunately, Muller htm
self happened to be visitmg the Rivtera 
at the same time, and they received a 
direct stimulus from him. The first 
result of this journey in the 'Summer and 
autu11Jn was that Haeckel 'Secured his 
degree with a zoological-anatomical work, 
instead of wtth a stnctly medical treat1se. 
As he had done from Heligoland two 
ye!J.rS before, he now brought home from 
the Mediterranean the material for a 
short techmcal theme. He again spent 
the winter at Berlm to put it together, 
It was an histological study of the tissues 
of crabs, and therefore lay in the pro
vince of the Articulates-an ani mal group, 
it is curious to note, which he has not 
entered into more fully in the course of 
his long and varied work as special in
vestigator. At Nice he made a thorol!gh 
study of the nerve-tubes of the spmy 
lobster and other available marine crus
tacea, and discovered several remarkable 
new structural features in them. At 
Berlin he entered upon a minute micro
scopic study of the common cray-fish. 
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His dissertation for the doctorate em
bodted the main results of his research. 
It was entitled JJe lelzs quibusdam Aslaci 
jluvralllrs, anQ. was prmted in March, 
1857· It appeared the same year in an 
enlarged form in Muller's Archiv, with 
the title The Tzssues of the Cmy-jish. 
On March 7th he received his medical 
degree, Ehrenberg, the great authority 
on the Infusoria, presidmg. In the 
customary way the young doctor had to 
announce and defend several theses. 
One of them is rather amusing in view 
of later events. · 

He most vigorously contested the 
posstbthty of "spontaneous generation." 
The meaning of the phrase ts that some
where or at some time a livmg thing, 
ammal or plant, has arisen, not in the 
form of a seed or germ or sprout from 
a parent livmg thmg, but as a direct 
development out of dead, inorganic 
matter. Haeckel had not made a 
personal study of the subject. Wnat 
he said in hts thesis was merely a faithful 
repetitiOn of .Muller's opinion. At that 
time it was believed that science had 
empirically dtsproved spontaneous genera
tiOn. An old popular belief held that 
fleas and bee were born every day from 
non-living dtrt and dust; but that had 
been refuted long befQre. No egg, no 
animal : every living thing develops 
from an egg. This had been laid down 
as a fixed rule. When the microscope 
revealed an endless number of tiny 
creatures in every drop of stagnant water, 
in the air and the dust and the soil, it 
was a question whether the rule was not 
wrong. Surely these simplest of all 
living thmgs, apparently, were born by 
spontaneous generation ? However, the 
question was believed to have been 
settled in two ways. Schwann, the co
discoverer of the cell-theory, had made 
certain experiments which seemed to prove 
directly that even these tiny beings, the 
Infusona and Bacteria, were never formed 
m a vessel containing water and dead 
matter, If it had been carefully assured 
beforehand that the minute living germs 
of these animals that floated in the air 

could not penetrate into the vessel. · At 
the same time Ehrenberg and other$ 
stoutly denied that the Infusoria were 
the "simplest " organisms, or that they 
could conceivably be born in that way. 
They decl.u ed that the Infusoria were 
"perfect organisms," in spite of their 
smallness. The belief that these tiny 
creatures consisted of" one cell," and so 
formed, as it were, the ultimate elements 
of the plant and animal worlds on the 
hnes of the cell-theory, was seriously 
menaced, and apparently on the way to_ 
be destroyed. Finally, the tapeworm_ 
and similar parasites had been dec~ared 
to evolve by a kinq of spontaneous 
generation from the contents of -the 
mtestines. But this also was proved to 
be untrue. Thus there was ample: 
material for a, solid dogma : there was 
no such thing as spontaneous generation, 
The- dogma, moreover, harmonised with 
the prevr.ihng belief in a special vital 
force and a radical distinction between 
the living and the dead, which was still 
shared in a subtle form by even a man 
like Muller. The dogma was formulated. 
Spontaneous generation was struck out 
of the scienttfic vocabulary as unscientific 
and a popular superstition, The young 
doctor, duly initiated into these ideas of 
the time, could not resist the temptation 
to give his own kick to the fallen theory. 
Yet how strangely things have changed, 
smce then ! Two years afterward!> 
Haeckel ceased to believe in a special 
vttal force ; he was now absolutely con• 
vinccd that there were unicellular beings; 
his whole theory of life seemed to demand 
spontaneous generation as a postulate, 
and he even doubted the force of the 
experiments of Schwann and others, 
Haerkcl himself became the keenest 
apostle of the theory of spontaneous 
generation. Whenever it is mentioned 
to-day, we think of the weight of his 
name which he has cast in the stale in· 
its favour, So the leaves change even 
in the forest of science: yesterday green, 
to-day red and falling, to-morrow green 
once more. On the same branch as tho 
dogmas we find the correctives growing, 

c 
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that will at length split them open and 
cast them as empty husks to the ground. 

The history of Haeckel's medtcal 
doctorate can be written in a few plain 
and touching lines. After receiving his 
degree he was sent by his prudent father, 
to keep him away from crabs and other 
monsters of the deep, to- Vienna for a 
term, to do hospital work under Oppolzer, 
Skoda, Hebra, and Siegmund. All that 
we find recorded of this term is that his 
old 'love of botany revived in earnest. 
Immense quantities of dwarf Alpine 
plants were collected. When the traveller 
passed by the spot twenty-four years 
afterwards on a quiet autumn Sunday, 
on his way to take ship at Trieste for the 
tropical forests and giant trees of Ceylon, 
the memory of Schnee berg and the Rose-

' Alp came upon him like a dream. 
However,_ the bospital work, together 
with a short span of cramming in the 
winter at Berlin, must have had some 
effect, as he passed the State examination 
in medicine. In March, 1858, he was 
a- "practising physician." He bad in 
his_ hand the crown of prudent ambition 
-:and be felt hke a poor captive. There 
was one source of consolation-Johannes 
Muller. While one was near him there 
was a possibility of more·real work. He 
discussed with him the plan of the study 
of the development of the Gregarinre 
(-parasitic Protozoa), which he wanted to 
conduct in Muller's: laboratory in the 
summer of I858. Then he was stricken, 
like so many others, with the thunderbolt 
of the news of Muller's sudden ~eath, 

on April 28th of the same year. What 
must he do now? He began to practise. 
It is said on his own authonty that he 
fixed the hours of consultation from fiye 
to six in the morning ! The result was 
that during a whole year of thts philan
thropic occupation he had only three 
patients, not one of whom died under 
his earnest attention. 

"This success was enough for my 
dear father," says Haeckel. 'Ve can 
well believe it. 

The kindly old man consented to one 
more year of quite extravagant study, in 
which all was to come right. It was to 
be a year of travel, in Italy. He was to 
devote himself to the study of marme 
animals, not merely for pleasure, but 
earnestly enough for him to find a basis 
for his life in the result. This he suc
ceeded in doing. Like the children of 
fortu!le• who at the very moment when 
they cannot see a step before them make 
a move that the Philistine regards as the 
safest _and last refuge, Haeckel becomes 
engaged that very year to his cousin, 
Anna Setbe. After that, in January, 
1859, he goes down to the coast. He 
makes for the blue Mediterranean, which 
he already knows will prove anything but 
an " unprofitable sea" for him. He will 
conjure up treasures of science from its 
crystal depths wiib his Muller net; then 
on to fortune, position, marriage, and the 
future. The fates have added a world
wide repute, if they have denied many 
a comfort.-

CHAPTER III. 

THE RADIOLARIA 

IN the January of 1859 Haeckel, then in 
his twenty-fifth year; came to Italy with 
the determination "to do it thoroughly." 
;By the autumn the body of the perunsula 

had been covered down to Naples, 
Capr~ and Ischia. The winter, until 
April, ~86o, was spent at Messina. 

There are plenty of very strenuous 
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students, later Privy Councillors as well 
as arch:.cologtsts and zoologists, who find 
a year m Italy a very simple matter. 
They arrive, make the due round of 
s1ghts, and then at once disappear into 
some hbrary or mstitute, burymg them
selves hke moles m some special work 
or other, JUSt as they would do at home. 
The only time you can see them is over 
their Munich beer in the evening;" and, 
if there are a number of them together, 
they smoke therr cigars and smg a 
German student's song, as they would 
do at home. These good folk have very 
dttferentdisposttJons behind their goggles, 
but they have never been lit up by the fire 
of Goethe. They are qmte content to 
write home hke the churlish Herder; 
Italy is pretty enough in Goethe's wntmgs, 
but one ought not to go there oneself. 
The modern scholar of this type may 
add that the cigars are bad and beer 
dear. Very d1fferent was Haeckel's 
verd1ct. " In Sicily I was nearly thrown 
out of my lme and made a landscape
pamter." The a:sthetic man in him was 
the first to hft up h1s arms with vigour 
under this new, free, inspiring sun. His 
words are no Idle phrase. The moment 
he tried it Haeckel discovered that he 
had a genius for landscape-painting. 
Even in regard to this g1ft we see the 
truth of what I have already said in other 
connectwns : the sternest materiali~ts 
and scientific revolutionariPs of the 
nineteenth century were men of con
siderable artistic power. There were the 
solid Vogt, a painter and poet ; Mole
schott, the soul-comrade of Hermann 
Hettner; Strauss, who wrote some poems 
of great and lastmg beauty; Feuerbach, 
and others. Even Buchner, the boldest 
and most advanced of them all, has 
wntten poetry ·under a pseudonym. • 
Darwm took only two books With him 
m the little cabin of his ship- Lyell's 
Geology and Paradise Lost. There 1s a 

• Buchner's brother tells us how, when Ludwig 
furtively brought to h1m the manuscnpt of Force 
a~td ~fatter, he at once guessed 1t was a romance 
or an epic that so much secret work had been 
expended on. (TRANS.) 

complete gallery of fine water-coiours in' 
Haeckel's house to-day that have been 
brought from three quarters of the globe. 
His son Walter has inherited the artistic 
gtft, and become a pamter .. It,might be 
said that a good landscape-painteJ." would 
hardly recompense us for the loss of the 
philosopher and scientist that Haeckel 
became in the nineteenth century. The 
Simple steel pen, the inspired pencil of. 
the thinker, did more for humanity in 
his hand than could have been dpne by 
the mos~ splendid colour-symphoqies _ of_ 
the most inspired landscape-pamter. , I 
have often thought this as I looked over,. 
in the evening at Haeckel's house,- the 
then unpublished treasures- of his artistlo 
faculty. A work like his .lli"story of· 
Creation has counted for a stratum in 
the _thought of humanity. What are even .. 
the masterpieces of a Hildebrandt in; 
comparison with it? Yet there_ was 
undoubtedly the note of genius in t4ese 
drawings; some of _them showed more 
than Htldebrandt's cleverness (we know: 
to-day that Hildebrandt's highly coloured 
pictures did not even approximate to the 
real natural light of southern scenes) a.nd , 
glow of colour. It seemed to me -that 
here again the man had dreams of a lost 
love : a dream of the gay, wandering. 
pzttore, who asks nothing but a sunset 
in violet, carmine, and gold, instead of 
being the sober unriddlcr of the world's. 
problems. Since that time the house of -
Fr. Eugen Kohler, to which we owe the 
fine new edition of Naumann's classic 
work on birds, with its coloured pla,tes, 
has undertaken to publish flaeckel's 
water-colours, as "Travel Pictures,, in 
a splendid and monumental work. . 

During the year in Italy all these gifts 
were employed together, Italy , was 
exactly the land for Haeckel'll tempera
ment, with its mixture of lofty classic 
elements and natural beauty and si.IDple, 
na1ve unpreteotiousness. For the ;first 
time he felt that he was a cosmopo1ttan 
student. He had never been a devotre 
of the student's beer-feasts. -He haci no 
need of alcoholi<; stim11lant. Gegenpau1 
of Wur~buri, the insatiable sm<;>ker, 
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once said to him in joke: ;,If you would 
only smoke, we mtght make something 
out of you." It was done, in any case. 
His personal inclinations were in his 
favour c an illimitable love of travel, 
good spirits that rose 1n proportion to 
the absurdity of his accommodation, and 
a· simple delight in everything human 
that enabled him to talk and travel with 
the humblest as if they were his equals. 
He spent a night with a ·young ~orker 
in a haystack, and when he was asked 
what he was he pointed to his paint
box and brush: "House-painter." "I 
_thought so when I saw ·you," said the 
youth, and he asked Haeckel to start a 
workshop together with him. -Italy was 
the ideal land for a visitor of that type. 
There ·was no part of ' the world from 

·which he was so pleased to receive 
recognition in his years of fame as Italy; 
and he received if in abundance, for the 
appreciation was mutual. · 

I ·w1ll add a page here that was sup
plied for the present work by a friendly 

.hand, a man who is as well known to 
thousands as Haeckel himself-Hermann 

,Allmers, "the poet of the fens, chief of 
F:risia, and splendid fellow," as Haeckel 
has called him. He died in the spring 
of 1902, at an advanc«:_d age. He met 
Haeckel in Italy, and tells the story in 
his verse and prose. Forty years after 
their meeting he wrote me that Haeckel 
was "the finest man he ever met." 

TO ERNST HAECKEL. 

Dost thou remember the magic night, 
A IPght I never cease to see, 
That brought us both l:o Ischia? 
How smooth the boat sailed gently in, 
How Silent was the great broad bay 
Unutterably noble and subhme, -
In all Its star-ht lovehness, 
As sky and sea met in embrace. 
With fairy-light the waters gleamed 
As helm ploughed gently through the wave, 
And overhead a deep red glow 
Vesuvius from its lava poured. 
. ·-
We were yet strangers at the time, 
One hour alone had each the other seen, 
Yet somethmg urged us both to speak
To speak, anon, from heart's great deeps. 
To speak of all we held of worth, 

All that had led us to the spot, 
All the fair gifts of happy fate, 
And the untoward acctdents of hfe ; 
Of dtstant home, of fatherland, 
Of the full days of beauty's quest. 
Hand clasped m hand we told our joy : 
Need I recall It from the miSt ? 

In fine of thy dear love thou told'st, 
And sacred stlence fell on thee 
On moved the barque wtth letsured pace 

. Across the deeper stlence of the bay. 

Behmd us vamshed Posihppo 
And BaJa's gulf and Cape 1\ltseno. 
As Proctda passed slowly by 
The gentle dawn stole o'er the mght, 
And Epomeo's head was ht 
Wtth the first rays of new-born sun, 
And lschta, nobler than our dreams, 
Uprose before our wondenng eyes. 
Above, mantled m 1ts own lovelmess, 
Calhng us sweetly from the bay 
Up to. Its gentle, vine-clothed heights, 
Sat radtant Casamicc10la. 

How thou and I the glad days spent 
Thou knowest welL And now ? 
Now all is min and decay, 
A ghastly tomb. We'll let it rest. 
Thmk rather of the lmked hves 
We spent, and the whole joy of earth, 
That never more w11l gladden us 
Wh1le sun and stars gleam overhead 
What was It opened then our hearts? 
What was 1t forged the golden cham ? 
It was-thou know'st it well, comrade

- The sailing on that magtc mght. 

Yes, dear reader, whenever l let these 
verses and thetr splendid truth vibrate 
agam in my soul-and how often and 
how gladly I do 1t !-I have to say, Such 
days thou shalt never know agam-such 
happy entrance into another's heart. 
And what a heart it was that bared ttself 
to me with all it hid and would soon 
reveal! We were in a cafe at Naoles, a 
copy of the Allgemeine Zeituni lymg 
_betwe(!n hHn and me. It was m the best 
part of the spring of 1859· We both 
reached for it, and told our names, and 
the friendship was begun. "You must 
excuse me," Haeckel said, " I have to go 
to Ischia to-mght by the market-boat." 
"To Ischia? That's good: I am gomg 
there myself." .. , I am very glad, because 
I heard I was to be alone. It starts at 
nine o'clock." That was all that had 
passed between us before the cros!;nng. 
What I have descnbed m the above 
verses only began when we, the only 
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Germans on board, made ourselves com
fortable on the open deck. Before the 
JOUrney was over we were intimate 
fnends, and have remained friends In 
JOY and sorrow to this moment, though 
the mental differences between us are 
enormous. However, - Casam1cciola 
brought us together in a wonderful way. 
\Ve had common quarters, and always 
went out together for walks or botams
ing ; we were never separated when we 
pamted or drew, as Haeckel d1d w1th 
real passion. On, the th1rd mornmg, 
\\hen we found some rare thermal plants 
in an almost br01lmg meadow, and dis
covered, nearly at the same spot, the 1ums 
of an anc1ent Roman bath, the remark
able coinc1dence affected us so much 
that we embraced each other JOyously, 
and ded1cated the rest of our flask to 
them. We both felt that we could not 
do otherw1se. So we pleasantly enJoyed 
the magnificent scene that lay at our 
feet from the he1ght of Epomeo. We 
stnpped off nearly the whole of our 
clothes, and d1pped, in almost prim1t1ve 
nakedness, in the warm, muddy streams 
that shot up out of the dark depths under 
a growth of tendnls and ferns. \Ve 
shouted out : "How fine it is in these 
warm and beautifully shaded brooks ! 
How delightful 1t must be m the ravmes 
of Atlas l We must go there." . We 
spent more than a whole day in the most 
marvellous ravines of Atlas, though 
ne1ther of us had the least idea of them. 
But we determined to make the journey 
there, and sketched it out in detail, to be 
undertaken as soon as we left Italy. He 
contracted a perfect fever for travelling. 
We were four weeks m Pagano's excel
lent mn at Capn w1th a few artists, and 
he completely lost h1mself w1th dehght. 
He became intimate with the young 
artists ; bemg h1therto surrounded by 
men of scientific interests, he had avoided 
them. Themtermediarybetween Haeckel 
and them was myself. I hked no one 
better than gemal artists. Now Haeckel 
was se1zed w1th a passion for pamtmg 
landscapes day after day. He was 
especially mterested in the most fantasti
cally shaped rocks. On the other hand 
he neglected h1s marine ammals, and d1d 
not return to them entirely unttl he got 
to Messma, where he devoted h1mself to 
the Radwlana, which were destmed to 
play so Important a part in h1s work. 
Darwm, who was soon to dommate his 
whole thought, had httle s1gmficance for 

him at that time, as the; struggle for ltfe 
' had not yet been discovered. We rarely 

spoke of it, but talked constantly of 
Johannes Muller. He was Haeckel's 
1deal, as long as I kept in touch w1th 
h1m. He also spoke often and gener· 
ously of his university fnends, Dr. YV .. D. 
Focke, who was h1s special botanical 
comrade, Dr. Dreyer and Dr. Strube, ' 
who were his chief fnends at the univer
sity at Wurtzburg. The ordmaryhfe and 
pleasures pf the students, and their heavy 
beer-drinkmg, were a torture to h1m ; he 
avo1ded them as much as poss1ble. Very 
often I could not Ullderstand how it was 
that I brought him to the h1ghest p1tch. 
of ga1ety, whereas on all h1s, earh~r· 
tta,·els, espec1ally when botany was sttll 
his favounte sc1ence, he would, after the 
common meal, Withdraw quietly with h1s 
books and plants to the sohtude of h1s ' 
own room: Yet he could be the gayest 
of all. In fact, his hearty and wonderful 
laugh, in all notes up to the very highest, 
rings over and over again in the memory 
of any man who has once heard it ; 1t 1s 
the frank laughter of a glad human heart. 
And whoever has seen the deep earnest
ness w1th which the great scientist threw 
h1mself mto the study of the most arduous 
problems would be astounded to hear it". 

The Strait of Messina iS' the pearl of 
Italy.. In my opinion it is finer , than 
Naples. The huge volcano and the 
deep blue strip of water, that seems to 
be confined between the white coasts 
like some fabulous giant-stream, give a 
feeling of sublimity beside which the 
Bay of Naples seems but an idyll in the 
memory. The colours are. more vivid; 
you thmk you would catch hold of the 
blue bodily 1f you put your hand in the 
water. It is a land of ancient myths. · 
The Cyclops hamm11r their work in Etna. 
Scylla and Charybdts lurk in the Straill. 
Once, in the days of Homer, when the 
sun of civilisation still lay on a corner of 
Asia, a dim Munchh~usen-world was lived 
here, such as we find to-day in the heart 
of Africa or New Guinea. But; times 
changed. Zoologists came and fished 
with Muller-nets far tiny transparent sea
creatures in the gentle penodic currents, 
that may once have gtven rise to' ths 
legend of Scylla and Charybd1s,. There 
is no place more favourable for the; 
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purposethan theharbourofMessina. The of water, and this does not grow more 
basin is open only at one spot, towards blue when you thus analyse it. Let 
the north, The westerly wind is cut off science go further afield : this is the land 
from the town by the mountains, and of beauty. All those doctrmes of histo
can do no harm. Even the detested logy, embryology, and so on, bmlt on 
southern wind, the sirocco, that lashes the microscope, are thought to be poles 
the Strait till it is white with foam, can- removed from resthetic enJoyment. They 
not enter. There is only the north wmd dissolve everything-man's soft, white 
that drives the -water into the basm. skin, the perfumed leaf of the rose, the 
The waves it brings in are full of millions bright wing of the butterfly-into "cells." 
of sea-animals, which accumulate in the It is mere ignorance to talk in this way. 
cui de sac of the harbour.- ~ fact, if the Nature's beauty is by no means so thm 
sirocco has previously been blowing in a covering that the microscope must at 
the Strait and gathered great swarms of once pierce through it. Rather does it 
animals from the_ southern parts at the reveal to us in mcalculable wealth a 
mouth of the harbour, and then the_north whole firmament of new stars, a new 
wind drives them all inside, the whole world of beauties, if we choose the right 
of the water seems-to be ahve with them. way to see them. Haeckel did choose 
If you dip a glass in it, you do not get the right way. 
water, but a sort of "animal stew," the - At his very first dips into the harbour 
living things making up more of the bulf of Messina, in October, 1859, he got 
than the fluid-little crystalline creatures, certain curious lumps and strips of jelly. 
Med\lsre, Salpre, C!ustacea, Vermalia, and -The local fishermen called them ovi di 
others of many kinds. mare (sea-eggs). It was, in fact, natural 

It was at this classic spot that Haeckel enough to regard these inert creatures 
would lay the foundation of his fame as a as stririgs of mollusc-eggs, when their 
zoologist by the study of a gxoup of minute real nature was unknown. But our 
creatures thaf appealed equally to the young student already knew what they 
resthetic sense by the mystenous beauty of were. They were social Radiolaria. 
their forms. There can be little doubt The word "radiolanum," from radzus 
that we can see in this, not only a fortu- (a ray), means a raying or radiating 
nate accident, but- also th_e play of some animal. It is difficult for the inexpert 
hidden- affinity. In such a spot th~ to imagine the structure of one of these 
artist in -Haeckel could compromise with creatures. He must first put entirely on 
the- zoologist. His resthetic nature had one side all the features that he usually 
reveJled in landscap-e, peasantry, and associates with an "ammal." The Radio-_ 
song. Now- the Muller-net and the larian lives, moves, has sensations, 
microscope revealed a new world of breathes, eats, and reproduces, but in 
hidden ~eauty that none had appre- a totally different way from that we are 
Ciated before him. In devoting h_imself to accustomed to see. Its body consists 
it he was still half-engrossed m his quest essentially of a particle of homogeneous 

-or beauty ; but the other half of him was -Jiving ma~ter. There is merely a firmer 
raptdly attaming a .mastery of serious nucleus in the centre of it, and the soft 
zoology. - - _ gelatinous matter is thickened at the 

It IS a common belief that ~esthetic surface to form a kind of capsule. 
apprectation ceases as_ soon as we sit Otherwise- there is no trace of any real 
down to the microscope, There is the "organ." _The little blob of jelly eats
magnificent blue Strait of Messina. but it has no stomach ; it eats with its 
Your eye1 embracing tts whole length, whole body, its soft, jelly-hke substance 
drmks m it~ beauty in deep draughts. closing entirely over particles .of food 
What will your microscope make of it? and' absorbing them. It breathes (with 
Its field can only take in a single drop the ammal type of respiratwn)-but it 
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has neither lungs nor gills ; the whole 
body takes in oxygen and gives off 
carbonic acid. It swims about-yet it 
has ne1ther legs nor fins; the pulpy 
mass of its body flows, when it is neces
sary, into a crown of streamers or loose 
processes, that keep the body neatly 
balanced ; when they are no longer 
required, they sink back into the gela
tinous mass. We study the "histology" 
of these curious social-living creatures 
under a powerful microscope. As I 
have ex-plained, the tissues and organs 
of the higher animals break up under 
the microscope into a most ingeniously 
constructed network of tiny living gela
tinous corpuscles with a nucleus m the 
centre-the cells. But our Radiolarian 
has no more got tissues composed of 
cells than it has stomach or lungs or any 
other organ. It is merely a srngle cell 
with a nucleus and a jelly-like body. 
Yet in this case the single cell is a whole 
individual, a complete animal, that lives, 
moves, eats, breathes, and so on. The 
Rad10larian is, in comparison with the 
splendid cell-tapestry of the higher 
animals, a poor little atom of life. It 
must be put deep down in the animal 
series. What a vast distance ! Above 
is man, built of myriads of cells woven 
mto the most ingemous tissues and the 
most perfect organs for each function of 
hfe ; below we have the Radiolarian, in 
which a single cell must discharge all the 
v1tal funct10ns, because its whole body 
is merely one cell. But there is another 
wonder. This tiny particle of living 
slime, floating in the blue waves at 
Messma, hardly more visible than a 
drop of spittle, has a most remarkable 
quality. It is able to assimilate a kind 
of matter that the chemist calls siliceous 
(fimty) matter- the stuff that forms, 
when it is crystallised in chemical purity, 
the well-known rock-crystal. This fimty 
matter (and sometimes a similar sub
<>tance) Is then exuded again by the 
Rad10lanan-no one knows qu1te how-
from Its g'0!1atmous body, and built into 
so beautiful a form that even a ch1ld w11l 
clap Its hands and cry, " How lovely I" 

when it sees it through the microscope. 
We may put it that the Radiolarian forms 
a coat of mail for itself from- this siliceous 
matter: we may at the same time call it 
a float or buoy. The hard flmty struc
ture serves to keep it balanced when 1t 
is swimming, just as when a· loose piece 
of jelly attaches itself to a cork disk. 
Thus a round trellis-work shell is formed 
about the animal, and througli the aper
tures it thrusts gelatinous processes that 
act as oars, and can be put forth or 
drawn- in at will. Outside this shell, 
again, may be all sorts of structures, 
such as zig7.ag-shaped 'rods, · radiating 
stars, bundles of streamers, and so on. 
It is a most wonderful sight. It is as 
if each class of these beings had its 
private taste, and, in virtue of a kind of 
tradition, built a different type of flinty 
skeleton from all the others. Here. 
begins the peculiar artistic wizardry of 
these tiny and lowly creatures, that lifts 
them at once high up in the scale of 
animated natural objects with a great 
d1splay of beauty. We find every pos
sible variation of ornament within the 
limits of the particular type : an infimte 
number of crystalline and superb varia
tions on the theme of trellis-work, stars, 
radiating shields, crosses, and halberds. 
They give an impression at once of 
human art-work, for there is nQthing 
else in the whole of nature with which 
we may compare them. The Radiolarian, 
therefore, is an animal of the utmost 
simplicity of bodily frame that, by some 
force or other, creates the highest and 
most varied beauty that we find any
where in nature, living or dead, below 
the level of human art. 

Haeckel's good genius brought him 
to these Radiolaria. Until the wmter of 
1859-186o he knew very little- about 
them. When a Radiolarian dies its soft 
body naturally melts away and perishes: 
But the art-work of its life, the star or 
shield of flmty matter, remams ; it either 
sinks to the bottom or is washed ashore, 
where numbers of them may accumulate. 
If a pinch of mud or sand from the shore 

-is put under the microscope, the observer 
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will' see lovely artistic fr~ments, and 
ask what is the meaning ·of the miracle. 
Ehrenberg, the venerable Berlin micro
scopist, was the first to have the expe
rience. He was not in the hab1t of 
going to the sea himself, but had speci
mens sent to htm, and found in them 
shells of the Radiolaria. Though they 
were so small, their artistic quality 
seemed to him to be so great that he 
~sumed they were built by very ad
vanced animals of the star-fish or sea
urchin type. That there were unicellular 
Prctozo~ with a simple gelatinous body 
and np higher organs he stoutly denied, 
and he had the support of his leadmg 
contemporaries everywhere. But his 
colleague Johannes Muller, who fished 
in th~ sea himself, came across living 
specimens in the Mediterranean' in the 
-first half of the fifties. It appeared that 
they were really very lowly animals at 
least. 'Muller christened them the Radio
laria, classified the fifty species that he 
dtscovered, and at his death left the 
subject well prepared for the first student 
who _should go p.1ore fully into it. Hts 
final work on them d_id not appear until 
after- his death, in 1858, the sunset-glow 
of his.brifliant scientific career. Perhaps 
he would have gone more deeply into 
the mysteries he ha9 encountered but 
for a curious acctdent._ Just as he dis
covered the subject, two years before 
his death, he had a terrible experience. 
The ship in which .he was returning from 
a holiday in Norway was wrecked. A 
favourite pupil of hts was drowned, and 
he himself narrowly escaped by swimming 
to land. After that he could not be 
induced to enter a boat during his last 
trips to the sea, and so the thorough 
study of these most graceful inhabitants 
of the Mediterranean was abandoned. 
But when Haeckel fished at Villefranche 
with Kolliker of Wurtzburg, and Muller 
was at Nice, he was urged by the master, 
as a kind of testamentary injwictton, 
that ''something' might be done " with 
the Radiolaria. And when' he fished up a 
pretty crown of socially-united Radiolaria 
on first rowing over the Messina harbour. 

he thought it would be a grateful offering 
to the memory of the dead hero of hts 
zoological dreams to continue the study 
of the Radiolaria. At once he seemed 
to enter the treasure-house of a fairy tale. 
When the campaign was ended in the 
Messina harbour m Apnl, r86o, he had 
discovered no less than 144 new species, 
and each species proved a fresh master 
of decorative art. At the same ttme he 
studted the nature of the gelatinous body. 
Ehrenberg's theory was destroyed for 
ever. Granting that there were certain 
difficulties (since explained away) in the 
way of admittmg the existence of real 
umcellular creatures, he at all events 
gathered an enormous amount of new 
and helpful information as to the nature 
of these soft, almost organless beings, and 
of the slimy living matter (called sarcode 
or protoplasm) of which they were com
posed. - His mind matured rapidly in 
these quiet days at Messina, while his 
resthetic nature was plunged m admira
tion of the beauty of the siliceous coasts. 
The last scruple with regard to the old 
story of creation fell from him hke the 
covering of a pupa. If a naked bit ot 
slime hke the RadiOlarian could form 
from its body this glorious artistic 
structure, why may not man also, as he 
paints his pictures under the glow of 
Italy's colour, be Iperely a natural being, 
of hke texture to the Radiolarian ? And 
if this Radiolarian haq in its hfe built up 
the crystallme, rhythmic structure, why 
may there not be merely a difference 
of degree, not of kind, between the 
"dead" crystal and the "hving" Radto
iarian? 

In May,· 186o, Haeckel returned from 
Messina to Berlin. He brought w1th 
htm splendid drawings of the penshable 
body of his treasures, numbers of pre
pared specimens, and whole bottles full 
of their imperishable shells. On Sep
tember -17th, 186o, he made the first 
communication of his discoveries to his 
colleagues in the zoological section of 
the Scientific Congress at Konigsberg. 
Virchow was among his admiring audi
ence. On December 13th and 2oth, in 
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the same year, Peters read a short 
account in the Berlin Academy of 
Science that drew more general attention. 
He set to work on a fine monograph, 
wtth splendtd plates and with all his 
conclusions m the text. Before it was 
finished, however, he had a number of 
personal ·experiences and changes of 
mind. Gegenbaur had in the meantime 
been appomted Professor of Anatomy at 
J ena. Before he stat ted for Italy, Haeckel 
had VISited his friend at Jena during the 
celebration of the third centenary of the 
umverstty. "\V e spent a very happy 
ttme there," Haeckel wrote afterwards, 
"enjoymg the beautiful prospect (from 
the hetghts of the Saale valley) and the 
Thuringian beef-sausages." Now there 

- were more serious thmgs to dtscuss. 
Gegenbaur's lot had once seemed to 
htm a kind of model. Now a part of it 
was fulfilled: he had been to Messina. 
Meantime Gegenbaur had advanced a 
station. Haeckel wanted to follow him, 
and get a position at J ena. There was 
no such thing as a professorship of 
zoology or a zoological institute there, 
but all that might-nay, must- be 
changed some day. What Gegenbaur 
was domg left plenty of room for another 
chair to be set up. And to be with his 
best fnend r 

In March, t86r, Haeckel completed 
the Dzssertatio pro vema legendt at Jena 

• that he had quickly decided on. It 
dealt, of course, with hts new field : the 
hmtt and the system of the animal group 
to whtch the Radtolaria belonged, the 
Rhizopods. He was immediately ap
pomted private teacher at J ena, and 
found htmself in the lovely valley of the 
Saale, beneath the mountain about 
whose summit the red rays lingered. 
He had been drawn from Berhn to 
Messma to find a home-a home for 
ever-in the increasing stress, 

In the following yea~, 1862, the 
official position of Extraordinary Pro
fessor of Zoology was created, and this 
brought him close, even -externally,- to 
Gegenbaur. Everything was, it is true, 
in a very primitive condition at ftrst. In 
August he married Anna Sethe-a sunny 
dream of fresh young happmess. In the 
same year he published his Monograplt 
on the .Radio/ana, a huge folio volume 
with _thirty-five remarkably good copper
plates, such as our more rational' but 
shghter technical methods no longer 
dare produce. Wagenschieber, of Berlm1 

the last of the fine scientific copper 
etchers, had been in constant personal 
touch with Haeckel, and reproduced his 
original drawmgs in masterly style. WJtb 
thts work Haeckel was fully established 
in his position as a professional zoologi~t. 
It is sttll one of the finest monographs 
that was issuei:l in the nineteenth century; 
ft:;om the literary point of view, also, .It 
was one of the purest and most lucid· 
works of its kind, full of great and earnest 
thoughts, and without any bitterness-a 
work, perhaps, that Haeckel has not 
since equalled. The most influential 
and official scientists of the time had to 
respect, this work: possibly with the-sole 
exception of the aged Ehrenberg, to 
whom it dealt a deadfy blow in this 
department, wtthout, of course, under
valuing his great antecedent serv1~es.' 
He never even studu~d it sufficiently to 
be able to quote the title of it cor-
rectly. · 

Nevertheless, a flame broke out at one 
spot in this monograph. In a very short 
time Haeckel's whole figure would stand 
out in the red reflection 'o[ its glow-a 
figure really great, solitary. suddenly 
deserted by all the bewigged and pow
dered professors-Haeckel himself, as 
the world has come to know him, 
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CHAPTER IV. 

DAR\VIN 

\V~ still celebrat~, at a -distance of cen-- I~ the whole of this development we 
tunes, the return of the birthday of great have as yet no indication of the real 
men. In reality it is a mistake. We tenour of his hfe. 
ought to celebrate- the hour when not It comes first with the name of Darwin. 
m~rely life, but the idea _ of their life, The arabesque of ll very different hfe 
qmckened them. That is the really begins to blend with that of his own. 
-important birth that calls for commemo- In the February of the year in which 
Tatwn. Luther's real birthday was-when Haeckel was born (1834), twenty-eight 
he nailed his theses t<? the church door. years before the point w~ have amved 
Then was horn the Luther that belongs at, Charles Darwm was on a scientific 
to the world. Over the world-cradle of expeditiOn to South America. There is -
Columbus shines, not _the trivial and a romantic ele:nent in the earlier story 
evanescent planet given in his horo- of this journey. J'he naked Fuegians 
scope, but. the little red, flickering star had stolen a boat from an English 
of Guanahani, the light that he saw from Government ship that .was engaged in 
.the shore on the night before he landed making geographical measurements, 
on an island of the New World. towards the close of the twenties, on 

Life is a· voyage of discovery to the the wild coast of Tierra del Fuego. 
·man who passes through it. He looks FitzRoy, the captam, arrested a few of 
out with his child-eyes and discovers the the natives, brought them on board as 
world-at- the bottom, di~covers only hostages, and in the end took them with 
himself. But one day a greater veil is him to England. They were to be 
torn from _before his self.- Genius, the instructed !n morality and Christianity 
greater I, stirs within him like the butter- and then taken back to their people, in 
fly in its narrow pupa--case. For the order to introduce these elements of 
world at large that is the hour when the civilisation, for the advantage of ship
great man is born who will feave his wrecked sailors or distressed travellers · 
mark on it. who might fall in with them. We feel 

Haeckel's biography only begins on a a breath of the spirit of Rousseau Ill' it. . 
<;ertain day, if_ we look at it rightlY and As a fact, nothing came of the device. 
broadly. Until that day he is merely a. The good Fuegians were clothed and 
young man, an outgrowth from a nch I improved by civilised folk for a year or 
old civilisati:on; a young man who has two, returned home, immediately a ban· 
felt in him a struggle between artistic doned their trousers and their Chris
and scientific tendencies, hke so inany; tiamty, and remained naked. savages. 
who has vacillated between the choice But the bringing home of these hostages 

.of a " paying profession " and research led, in the early thirties, to a new expe
for its own sake, and has decided for the dition of FitzRoy to Tierra del Fuego. 
former, like so many; who has chosen The Government directed him to draw 
z<Jology, a_nd _begun to work hard on up further charts, and he looked about 
professional lines at his science ; and for a man of science to accompany him. 
who has been told prophetically that he The man proved to be Charles Darwin, 
will one day do something, though along then in his twenty-second year. 
a line where much has been done already. The son of a prosperous provinchl 
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phystcian, he had begun to study medi
cine wtthout much success, and was 
transferred to theology, only to find, after 
three years of study, that he was as httle 
fitted to become a country clergyman as. 
a country doctor. He had an uncon
querable love of scientific investigation. 
He collected all kmds of thmgs, and 
desired to travel, without any very clear 
idea of his destiny. A chance introduc
tiOn came to the young man as a god
send, and he joined FitzRoy's expedttio!-1 
to South America. Once more, tt was 
this journey that made him " Darwin," 
the mighty intellectual force in the nine
teenth century. 

Darwin found an idea in South 
America. You have to examine it "very 
closely to appreciate it clearly. Let us 
recapttulate very bnefly the hundred 
years of zoology and botany that had 
gone before. -

In the e1ghteenth century Linne drew 
up, for the first time, a great catalogue 
of plant and ammal species. Each 
spectes had a solid Latm name, and 
was provided wtth its particular label, 
by which every representative of the 
spectes could be recognised at once. 
Then the spectes were bracketed together 
in larger groups, and a general system 
was formed. It was an immense scten
ttfic advance, and is still generally appre
Ciated as such. But we have to make 
one reserve. It is not man that separates 
thmgs ; nature, or rather God who 
created nature, has already distinguished 
them. In tlm respect zoology and 
botany are of God. The various species 
of plants and animals are something 
firmly establiohed by God. Take the 
polar bear, the hippopotamus, the giraffe, 
or a particular species of palm, or vine, 
or rose. There they are, and all that 
man has to do is to learn their specific 
characters m order to determme and 
name them. 

Behmd all this we really have the 
anc1ent idea of the Mosaic story of 
creatiOn. God made the animals and 
plants, spcctes by species, put them in 
thetr places, and sauj to man: "Name 

them as you think fit, bassify them, 
putting the like togethe:t and separating 
the unlike." So God spake to Adam 
when he stood before htm, naked as -a , 
Fuegian. Linne comes on the scene 
some six thousand years afterwards to 
set about this naming and arranging in 
earnest. -But that does not make much 
dtfference. There are the species, created 
by God. They have ceaselessly repro
duced themselves since the days of 
Paradise according to the command to 
increase and multiply, each one in its 
own kind, so that the polar bear_ has 
only begotten polar bears, the giraffe 
giraffes, the hippopotamus hippopotami. 
Thus, in spite of death, the primitive 
Paradise 1s still there, and Linne, the 
official professor at- Upsala, with his 
venerable w1g and embroidered coat. 
can take up the work of the naked 
Ada~ with a good-conscience~ and finish 
what the patriarch had not been able 
to do. _ 

Linne died in 1778 (about the time 
when Goethe was beginnmg the Iphigmia 
and 1Vz/he!m Mezster), in the full fame 
of all these achievements and all his 
hypotheses, from tge giraffe to God. 
Ftfty years elapsed between this and 
Darwin's voyage ; but in those fifty years 
the following process is accomplished:-

An increasing numlier of bones, and 
other relics of animal species that exist 
no longer, -were dug out of the earth. 
In South America the skeleton was found 
of a giant-sloth, the Megatherium, the 
remains of a kind of animal, larger than_ 
the elephant, that no traveller could find 
living m the country. The famous 
mammoth-corpse came to light in the 
ice of Siberia; an entirely strange 
elephant with curved tusks and a red 
woolly coat. Ichthyosauri were found 
in the rocks in England, and so- on. 
All these "extmct" species had to be 
named and arranged in the system. A 
special sc1ent1fic indication was put on 
them, which means "extinct." But this 
was not enough for thought - which 
cannot be "entirely dispensed with," as 
someone w~ll said, even in exact SClence. 
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Where did these extinct species come 
from? What is their relation to the 
Creator ? Were they created long ago 
in Paradise with the others, and after
wards conveyed in the ark, only to 
disappear in the course of time ? And 
what was the cause of their disappear
ance? Must we conclude that part of 
what Adam saw was not available for 
Linne and ·his pupils? These four 
remains, a few bones here and there, do 
not tell us much about them. 

Therefore, species may perish : many 
of them have perished. -

There was something new in this, 
something that obscured the clear lines 
~of earlier science. However, a way of 
escape 'was found. It was claimed that 
these grotesque monsters-Ichthyosauri, 
Megatberia, Mammoths, etc.-represent 
an earlier creation, with which Adam 
had nothing to do. Cuvier developed 
the theory in his grandiose way in 1812. 

Before the creation of the animal and 
plant species that Adam foqnd in 
Paradtse there wa.S a long series of 
periods in the history of the earth, each 
of' which had its own animal and plant 
population. It was in one of these 
periods that the forests grew which we 
find ft>ssilised in our coal. In another 
the Ichthyosauri, gtgantic lizards, filled 
the ocean. - In a_thtrd the hideous Mega
therium draggea along· its huge frame; 
and so on. It is true that there is 
nothing in the Bible about these ancient 
and extinct periods ; but the Mosatc 
verses move quickly-they press on to 
come to man. The repeated creations 
of the .animal and plant worlds are 
summed up in a single one. We must 
read something between tpe lines. 

Apai:t from that, everything is clear. 
Hence the ancient species. were made 
fixed, solid, and unchangeable by God, 
just like the later species that Adam 
found iQ Paradise, and that still exisl. 
Without the will of God they could no 
more have died out than the actual ones; 
and there were no human beings there 
to destroy them. But the divine action 
intervened. At the end of each of these 

old-world periods a terrible spectacle 
was witnessed. The heavens poured 
out their punishing floods ; the seas were 
heated to steam by fiery masses of roc_k 
that were summoned by the dtvine power 
from the bowels of the earth. In the 
course of a single day the Carboniferous 
forests were swallowed up; the Mega· 
theria dtsappeared, lPgs uppermost, hke 
Hies in butter, in the sand dunes of the 
ternble floods. 

The might of the creative act was 
equalled by the might of the destruction. 
The science of these vast new creations 
and divine revolutions before Allam'~ 
birth was called geology. It lived in 
peace with Linne's theory of fixed species. 
Its parent, Cuvier, was so great a genius 
that It seemed quite 'impossible that he 
had made a mistake. Before twenty 
years were out he was, in the opinion of 
a contemporary and equally able geo
logist, .declared to be certainly wrong on 
one point. 

Lyell wrote a magmficent work in which 
he proved, from the point of view of scien
tific geolo_gy, that the whole story of these 
terrible revolutions was a fiction. There 
are no such sharp sectiOns in the early 
history of the earth. Everything goes 
to show that throughout the whole penod 
of the earth's development the same 
natural laws have been at work as we 
find to-day. · It is true "that the relative 
positions of sea and land, htll and valley, 
forest and desert, have often changed ; 
but ·very, very slowly, m the course of 
millions of years. A single drop of 
water, constantl7 falling, will hollow 
out a stone. In these millions of years 
the water has swept rocks away here, 
and formed new land by the accumula
tion of sand there. In these millions of 
years the sand has been compressed 
into the gigantic masses that tower above 
us to-day as sandstone mountains; they 
are formed of sand that was originally 
laid like mud, layer by layer, on the 
floor of the ocean. 
_ It was all very plausible ; it seemed 

to picture an eternal flow of things in 
which there was no room for Goct. The 
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changes in the earth's surface were easily 
brought about without catastrophes, in 
the course of incalculable ages. God was 
excluded frorp. geological discussions of 
the formation of h11l and dale. And 
when it was fully realised it brought the 
question of species to the front once 
more. 

It was impossible to retreat simply to 
Linne's position. Lyell by no means 
denied Cuv1er's various periods in the 
earth's development, as such. He be
lieved, moreover, that the plant and 
animal populations were different- in 
these epochs. When the forests 
flourished which have formed the mass 
of our coal-measures there were no 
Ichthyosauri; when the Ichthyosauri 
came there were no longer any Carboni
ferous forests ; w1th the Ichthyosauri 
there were no Megatheria, and the last 
Ichthyosaurus was extinct before the 
Megatheria arrived. All that Lyell 
reJecteq was the great divine cata
strophes. But when these were aban
doned it was no longer possible to 
attnbute the "end " of the extinct 
species to a divine act. We were faced 
w1th the slow and natural conversion of 
terrestrial things in the course of endless 
ages. 

Species must have been liable to be 
destroyed by purely natural causes. The 
catastrophes were abandoned, yet species 
had been destroyed. And when that 
wa.s granted-it was the dev1l's little 
finger-a further conclusion was ioevit
able. If speciec; have died out slowly 
and naturally in the history of the earth, 
and new species have made their appear
ance at the same time, may not these 
new species have arzsen slowly and 
naturally ? Suppose these simple and 
purely natural causes, that had brought 
about the extinction of certain species, 
had been for others the very StaJ.:ting
point of development ? In one word: 
1f the extinction was not due to a mighty 
divine mterference, was it not conceiv
able that the origin also may not have 
needed such ? 

One more deduction, and the demon 

of knowledge had hold 6f the entire 
hand. May not this natural extinction 
and natural new-birth have been directly 
connected in many cases? As a fact, 
some of the species had been wholly 
extirpated. But others had provided 
the living materiaf of the new arrivals; 
they had been transformed into these 
apparently new species. That was the 
decisive deduction. It did aw_ay wtth 
the need of any sudden creation. It 
merely made a claim that was appalling 
to the Linncan principles-namely. that 
species may change. In the, course of 
time, and at a ,favourable spot, one 
species may be transfQrmed into another. 

Another fairly obvious deduction could 
be made. Who brought about the trans
formation ? Lyell proved that, without 
any catastrophes, terrestrial things are 
constantly changing-the water and the 
1and, the mountains and the valleys, and 
even the climate. In this gradual change 
the environments of living things were at 
length altered tci such an extent that they 
were bound to cause a change in the 
organisms. Howeyer, different species 
reacted in different ways. Some gradu
ally died out. Others adapted them
selves to the new conditions; just·as, in 
human affairs, one race breaks down 
under changed conditions, wh1le another 
rises to a higher· and richer and new 
stage on that very account. No creation I 
Merely transformations of species, deve
lopment of new forms from older ones 
by adaptation to new, naturally modified 
conditions. Even zoology and botany 
were-without the finger of God from the 
earliest days. 

Of course there was no trace of 'these 
latter deductions in Lyell. But they 
pressed themselves with an irresistible 
and decisive force on the mind of one 
of his first readers, Darwii1. -

He took Lyell's book with him to 
South America. Step by step the logic 
of it forced him to admit that this was 
what must have taken place st>mewhere. 
F1rst the idea of "extinct, species" 
became a concrete picture to him there, 
I son of diabolic vision, The whole 
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substratum of the Pampas is one colossal 
tomb of strange monsters. The bones 
lie bare at every outcrop. Megatheria, 
or giant-sloths, as large as elephants, and 
with thigh-bones three times as thick as 
those of the elephant, able to break off 
branches in the primitive forests with 
their paws; armarulloes as big as rhino
ceroses, with coats as hard as stone and 
curved like barrels ; gigantic llamas, the 
Macrauchenias, compared with which 
the modern specimens are Lilliputians ; 
mastodons and wild. horses, of which 
America was ~ntirely free even in the 
days of Columbus, and lion-like carni
vores with terrible sabre-teeth ; there 
they all are to-day-extinct, lost, buried 
in the deserted cemetery of the pampas-
loam~ · 
. When the. young Darwin stood by 

these groves, hke Hamlet,. he did not 
know how closely this ghos~-world canie 

-to our own day. At that time the 
armour of the gigantic_ armadillo, the 
Glyptodon, that had formed shelters over 
the heads of the human dwellers in the 
Pampas, like Esquimaux huts, had not 
yet been discovered. The cave of 
Ultima Esperanza in Patagonia had not 
been searched, and no one had seen the 
red-haired coat of the sloth as. large .as 
an ox, the Grypotherium (a relative of 
the real Megatherium), cut by some pre-· 
historic human hand, among a heap, 
several yards deep, < of the animal's 
manure-in such peculiar circtlmstances 
as to prompt the suggestion that the 
giant-sloths had been kept tame in the· 
cavern, as in- a cyclopean stable, by pre
historic Indians. .Darwin thought the 
,remains.' were very old, though_ this by 
no means lessened the inspiration .. 

As our geological Hamlet speculated 
over these bones of extinct monsters, 
the ideas of Linne and Cuviet struggled 
fieJ:Cely in his mind with the n_ew, heretical 
ideas inspired . by Lyell. How was it 
that these ancient, exti11ct animal forms 
of America resemb1ed in every detail 
and in the· most marked characteristics 
certain living :American animals? Before 
pim w~r!f the relic3 of past s1oths, arma-

dilloes, and giant-llamas. In the actual 
America, also, there were sloths, arma
dilloes, and llamas, though with some 
difference. And nowhere else on earth, 
either in past or present time, were there 
sloths, armad11loes, and llamas. Cuvier 
had replied, God had pleased to create 
those ancient Megatheria, Glyptodons, 
and l\Iacraucbenias of Amenca. Then, 
one day, be sent his destructive cata
strophe, and swept them all away, as a 
sponge goes over the table. Then, in 
the empty land, he created afresh the 
sloths, armadilloes, and llamas of to-day. 
But why had God made the new ammals 
so hke the old that the modem zoologtst 
has- to class the Megatherium in the 
same narrow group as the actual sloth, 
the ancient Glyptodon witli the modem 
armadillo, and JiO on ? . 

Darwin, who had studied theology, 
was unshaken with regard to God him
self. However, something occurred that 
occurs so often and with such good 
result in the history of thought. It 
appeared to him that the notiOn of a 
direct creation is by no means the 
simplest way of explaining thmgs, but 
the most puzzling and comphcated. 
Darwin believed in Lyell. · There bad 
been no destructive catastrophe at all 
to_sweep away the Megatberium and its 
compamons. They had disappeared 
gradually, by natural means. Was 1t 
not much more rational to sHppose that 
the actual sloths and armad11loes came 
into being gradually, by natur~l means ? 
Part of the old animal populatiOn had 
not perished, but been transformed into 
the .actual species. There was a bond 
of relationship between the past and the 
pr~sent. One or other grotesque and 
perhaps helpless giant form may have 
completely disappeared in the course of 
time. But the golden thread of hfe was 
never entirely broken. Other and more 
fortunate species bad preserved the type 
of the sloth, the armadillo, and the 
llama; they had developed naturally 
into the living animals of Amenca. 
God might remain at the groundwo:k 
of things. He had launched matter 
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mto space, and tmpressed natural laws 
on it. But these sufficed for the further 
work. They created America. They 
developed the mammal into the sloth 
and the armadt!lo in the days of the 
Megatherium and the Glyptodon. They 
mamtamed these types m the country, 
in a stratght line of development; the 
progressive princtple of ltfe bnngmg 
about the extinction of c~rtain forms, 
and transformmg others by a more fitting 
adaptation to their environment. 

Darwin alwars looked back on this 
first conflict of his ideas in presence of 
the dead shells and bones of the ancient 
Pampas animals as an hour of awakening. 
It was the btrth of his humanity in the 
higher sense. It is of interest to us 
because it coincides exactly with the 
date of I:J;aeckel's birth in the ordinary 
sense. 

In Darwin's fine account of his voyage, 
whtch is mostly arranged in the form of 
a diary, we find a passage written on the 
east coast of Patagonia on January 9th, 
1834, and the next on Apnl xjth. In 
the meantime the ship had made a short 
zigzag course, which is spoken of in 
another connectiOn. But the interval 
between the two dates is taken up with 
a passage on these gigantic animals, the 
reasons for thetr extinction and the 
stnkmg fact of their boclily resemblance 
to the living animals of South America. 
"This remarkable resemblance," we 
read, "between the dead and the living 
animals of one and the same continent 
will yet, I doubt not, thtow more light 
on the appearance of organic beings on 
the earth than any other class of facts." 
This is clearly a summary of Darwin's 
deepest thoughts a.t the time. Haeckel 
was born on February x6th of the same 
year, 1834. Thus the bod1ly birth of one 
of the two men whom we conceive to-day 
as Dioscuri coincides with the spiritual 
re-birth of the other. But it would be 
nearly thirty years before they would meet 
in spmt, never to part again. At the 
very beginning of their acquaintance 
Darwin wrote a letter to l{aeckel 
(October 8th, 1864), in which he speaks 

of the earliest suggestions o~ his theory. 
The Hamlet-hour comes back vivtdly to 
his memory. •• I shall never ,forget Illy 
astonishment when I dug out a .gigantic 
piece of armour, like that of a living 
armadillo. As I reflected on these facts 
and compared others of a like nature, 
tt seemed to me probable that closely 
related spectes may have descended from 
a common ancestor." 

However we take it, Darwin then,saw 
for the first time that his difficulty about 
the mutability of species was from the 
first, irt his own mind, a difficulty about 
God. He began his doubts with the 
ancient armadtllo ; he ended with God. 

On the return journey from South 
America, which amounted to a circum· 

-navigation of the globe, the struggle was 
renewed at the Galapagos Islands. Vol
canic forces _ had raised these 1slands 
from the bed of the ocean in compara
tively recent times. They-were, there-_ 
fore, bound to be a virgin province at the 
time. Now, however, the walls of the 
crater were clothed with vegetation, birds 
flew after insects, and gigantic turtles and -
hzards lived on the shores. Whence did 
these plants and animals come? Darwin 
examines them. Th.ey have an unusual_ 
appearance, and seem to point to -
America. Yet not a ' single species is 
now wholly American; each has its 
peculiarities. -An historical controversy 
arises over the islands, and men range 
themselves in parties once more. Empty 
islands emerge from the blue waters. 
How are they to be populated? There 
are two posstbilities. One is that God 
has created the · animals and plants
Galapagos animals and plants. But in 
that case why has he created them entirely 
on the American model, while diverging 
from it in small details? The second 
possibtlity is that the animals and plants 
were brought by the current or the wmd 
from the neighbouring American coast; 
they are American plants and animals. 
After landmg on the Islands, they adapted 
themselves to their new surroundmgs, 
and were· altered. ' Hence both the 
resemblance and the difference. The 
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theory assumes,- of course, that species 
are mutable. If that is so, we can 
explain everything-without God. 

But the greatest and tensest struggle 
began when Darwin returned home. 
H~ approached the most audacious, but 
most striking, fact for his purpose. Up 
to this· the question had been whether 
new species were produced by God or by 
natural necessity. Now a third el{!ment 
was introduced-man himself. He also 
alter& species, as a breeder of pigeons, 
rabbits, sheep. He -has done it with 
success for ages-only the Linnes and 
Cuviers had not noticed the fact. How 
does he accomplish it? 

A breeder desires to give his sheep 
finer wool. He examines the wool of a 
thousand sheep. The difference be
tween them is so slight that it is of no 
practical consequence. But the farmer 
selects the male sheep out of the thou
sand that has, the best quality of wool, 
and the corresponding female. He 
crosses the. two. Their young have wool 
of a slightly improved quality, arfd he 

, picks out the- best among them once 
more for crossing. He continues this 
through several generations. At last, 
with his c-ontinuous selection aJ!d cross
ing, the quality of the wool increases so 
n;tuch that anyone can recognise it at 
once, and it has a distinct cultural value. 
In this way improved races -of animals 
and large numbers of fine flowers have 
been produced by breeders : by artificial 
selection of the fittest -to reproduce in 
each generatjon. This was done by 
man-not by God, not by nature in 
remote tim~s, but under our very eyes, 
by man:. 

_ · Now for an analogous process without 
man. Let our sheep live wild in any 
country. No human breeder has any, 
interesf in them : God does not seem to 
interfere with them. They live on and 
on, for thousands of years, generation 

, after generation. Here agam, in the 
wild state, we find the same slight varia

--tioQs in the quality of the wool. One 
sheep has a thicker coat than another. 
For thousands of years the fact is without 

sigmficance. Then occurs a slow change 
of the environment. The chmate be
comes colder. Perhaps an ice-age sets 
in, such as our earth seems to have 
passed through many times. There are 
two alternatives. A very hard winter 
may set in at once and all the sheep 
perish, because their woolly coat is too 
thin in all cases. That would mean the 
extinction of a whole species. But the 
severe cold may come on gradually: 

· The winters are more trying. So many 
sheep perish in the first winters ; but 
so many others survive. Which will 
survive? Naturally, those that happened 
to have the thicker coats. Those alone 
hve on to the spring, and reproduce. 
The following year the coat is thicker 
all round, as the lambs all came from
relatively thick-coated parents. The 
wmter decimates them again, and the 
thickest-coated survive once more, and 
so on. The pressure of ~xternal con
ditions, the "struggle for life," selects 
just as man does. Only the best adapted 
individuals_survive and reproduce. 
- The whole earth is a vast field of 

splendid adaptations. The tree-frogs 
are green because only green frogs are 
preserved ; all the others are destroyed. 
The arctic hare IS white on the snow, 
the desert-fox yellow. For a thousand 
reasons in the course of the earth's 
development tl:iese backgrounds-white, 
yellow, green; snow, desert, forest, etc.
have themselves been constantly chang
ing, under the action "'f Lyell's changes 
in the crust of the earth. Hence con
stantly fresh adaptations, with a certain 
percentage of complete extinctions. In 
these ceaseless new adaptations we see 
a picture of an eternal progress1ve devel
opment. Always a finer selectiOn ; 
always better material; natural things 
always selecting and being selected. 
Man is superfluous in this world-old, 
eternal process. And God, too, is super
fluous.-

That was Darwin's last and decisive 
thought. Divine action was excluded 
from the whole province -of am mal and 
plant species. It does not matter whether 
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or no the shrewd idea of natural selectiOn 
solves the whole problem. Why speak 
of ~·whole," when all problems are really 
unfathomable? He left open the ques
tion of the origin of the first slight varia
tiOns, the first mcrease in the fineness or 
thickness of the sheep's wool, for instance. 
He left open the questiOn of the inner 
nature of the process-and a good deal 
more. But these things did not affect 
the great issue. 

What Darwin did was to show for 
the first time how\ve might conceive the 
natural evolution of species; to suggest 
that the miracle of the purposive adapta
tiOn of organisms to their environment 
could be explained by purely natural 
causes without introducmg teleologtcal 
and supernatural agencies to bring the 
dtsharmony into harmony. The older 
mmd and logtc had seen the action of 
God everywhere ; the new thought and 
logtc were gradually restrictmg his sphere. 
Darwin took away a whole province from 
the teleologtst when he met ely set up the 
idea of selection. He towered above 
himself in that moment. Natural philo
sophy wrested zoology and botany from 
the hands of Linne and Cuvter. It 
destroyed the old idea of a destgn in the 
interest of natural Jaw and the general 
umty of nature. " Allah need create no 
more." \Ve cannot emphasise it too 
much : it was the conceivabtlity that 
settled the question. Darwin had shown 
that "tt mtght have been so," and this 
possibility stood for the first time in 
zoology and botany opposed, with all 
the wetght of logic, to the other theory, 
which was no more understood, but was 
supplied by imagmation to fill a gap
the tdea of a special creation of each 
animal species, the idea that the green 
tree-frog had been created among the 
foliage just as he was. -The feebler 
fancy gave way to the better. In this 
concession lay whole sciences that would 
have to be entirely transformed on the· 
strength of Darwm's achievement. · 

Narrow-minded folk have tried to 
make- hght . o~ the mere "posstbllity," 
creatmg a d1stmct10n between truth and 

log1cal theory. As 1f all truth were not 
solely in the human miud! IWhat an 
age can conceive is true to that age. 
There is nothing higher in the bounds 
of time and the development in which 
we are involved. All truth and science 
began for humanity in the form of pos
sibtlities. Copernicus's theory was only 
a posstbtlity when it fi.rst came. All that 
we call human culture has come of the 
putting together of thousands upon thou: 
sands of these possibilities, like so. many 
stones. It is no use raismg up against 
it the figment of "absolute truth." The 
mam pomt was that Darwin raised the 
conceivability of a natural origin· of 
species by the modification • of older 
forms, which were driven ceaselessly to 
new adaptations under the stress of the 
struggle for hfe, to such a pitch that the 
older poss1 bibty of .a creation t>f each 
species and its deliberate adaptation by· 
supernatural action sank lower and lower. 
It was a pure conftict.ofideas; the greater 
overcame the smaller-now smaller. 

Darwin's work, the o;.igtn of Species, 
was published on November 24th, 18591 

after twenty-five years of study. He 
kept the theory of selection to himself 
for more than twenty years. The whole 
of the young generation from the begin
ning of the thirties, to which Haeckel 
belonged, grew up without any suspiciOn 
of it. Apart from the constant ill-health 
that hindered his work, Darwin was 
tortured with anxiety lest he should be 
treated as an imaginative dzlettante with 
h1s heretical ideas. In the scientific 
circles of the middle of the century one 
was apt to be disd~infully put down as 
a windy "natural philosopher" if one 
spoke of "the evolution of animal and 
plant species" and the like. The word 
had become the scarecrow of the exact, 
professional scientific workers ; much as 
when commercial men excl!lim, " Dear 
me, the man's a poet." Hence Darwm 
wanted to provide a most solid founda· 
tion of research for his work, and then 
to smuggle it into the house like a goblin 
in a jar. 

He took his task so seriously tha~ as 
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Lyell_ afterwards wrote to him, he might it was read by a few thou~and men. A~ 
have worked on until his hundredth year a rule, there was at that time less dread 
without ever being ready in the sense he of "natural philosophy" m England than 
wished. Chance had to intervene, and elsewhere. But pious minds were alarmed 
bring forward one of the younger men, at the "struggle against God " that wa! 
who almost robbed him of the title of based on the exact data of zoology, 
discoverer. Wallace ·arrived indepen- botany, and geology. 
dently at the idea of selection, and he Darwin had made that the salient 
was 'within a hair's._ breadth of bemg the point, as a glance at the work shows, 
first to publrsh it. The older scholar at since he closes with a reference to the 
Down had to come forward. Then the Deity. He said it was a " grand " view 
great book was published, and Wallace of the Creator to suppose that he had 
disappeared in its shadow. created only the first forms of hfe on the 

In Darwin's opinion it was only a -pre- earth, and then left it to natural laws to 
liminary extract, and he added many develop these germs into the vanous 
supplementary volumes as t1me went on. species of animals and plants, It 
As a fact, it was so severely elaborated was prudent to restrict the thei~tic 
that even_ the thoughtful layman, possibly conflict. God was merely excluded 
With a sympathy for the idea, was almost, from the origin of species. Natural 
if not wholly, unable to digest the proofs. selectiOn -did not apply to the further 
It had to be "translated" fot the majonty problem of the origm of the pnm1tne 
of Darwin's educated countrymen. On life-forms and of life itself. Theism 
the other ~:}_and, this ·mass of facts was could retain them. There was some
partly strange and new to the professional thing soothing psychologically in the 
biologists. What did so many of the phrase, which was often attacked sub
museum-zoologists know, for instapce, sequently, and d1d not represent Darwin's 
of the results and pr_oblems of the later views. It was charactenstic of 
practical_ breeder? "That belongs to Darwin's gentle disposition. 
the province of my-colleague who teaches He dtd not start out from the positiOn. 
agriculture, not ·to· mine." His proofs that God does not exist, and that we 
were taken indiscriminately from zoology, must, at all costs, seek I!~.tural causes for 
botany, and geology. But at that time the origin of things. He had not aban
it was \voe i:o· the man that mixed up the doned the idea of the clerical profession 
various branches of research.-- The pro- because he had lost belief in God, but 
fessor of zoology could not control the because he had more attractiOn for 
botanical matenal, and vice versa. There catching butterflies and shooting birds. 
was, in_ addition, the general di~like of Still a firm theist, he had been convirtced, 
the natural-philosophical nucleus. - It as a candid geologist, by Lyell's demon
was impossible to suppose that this very stration that God had had nothmg to do 
individual book, transgressing every rule, with the moulding of hill and valley or 
should at onc.e meet with wide encourage- the distribution of land and water. As 
ment, or even ordinary appreciatiop. a candid zoologist and botamst, he had 
-In England Darwin's repute as a then convinced himself that the analo

traveller and geologist, and the personal gous changes in the amm~l a~d plant 
respect felt for him, had some effect. worlds had needed no dtvme mterven
Then came a small circle of friends, tion. 
Hooker, Huxley, even, to some extent, As yet, however, he saw no reason to 
the aged Lyell, who had seen the manu- draw more radical conclusions_. He 
script _before publication, and- had at sought, 'as far as honour pernutted! a 
once started a more or less brisk propa- certain peace- of thought by askmg 
ganda. In the first six months thre~ I whether this indirect action of. the p~r
editions of the wprk were sold, so that sonal Ruler over such vast provmces did 
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not enhance the idea of him instead of of this story of divine creations? By 
detractmg from it. the Btble, the vehtcle of revelation. But 
_ Goethe would have been prepared, on this Btble was the work of man, and man 

his principles, to recognise the step taken was now well within the bounds of 
in the dtrection of natural law as a victory nature, from which God had been 
for our increasing 'knowledge of and excluded. How could he learn anythmg 
reverence for the Deity. For him a from revelation? The BiblicaL writerl?
natural law was the will of God; if had clearly only made . conjectures. 
natural selectiOn created species, he Some bf them-with regard to Adam, 
would have seen merely the w1ll of God for instance-were certainly- incorrect. 
in selection. But Darwin had not yet There was nothmg in the Bible about 
advanced so far, and still less could this evolution by means of selection. Indeed, 
be expected in his pious readers. was not tbe whole picture of a creating 

Howeve~, we find a curious confession Deity- an error ? These thoughts were 
a few paragraphs before the theistic con- bound to press upon the religtoiis Jlltnd 
elusiOn of the book. It runs : " Light with all their Iogtcal force. When they . 
\nll be thrown on the origin and history dtd so, the yery foundations of theology 
of humanity." Light, that is to say, from became insecure, to a far more serious 
the theory of the transformation of Pxtent than Darwin's moderate conclu
species by natural selection. The words sion suggested. When the book fell on -
contained the promise of a new twilight thts contentious ground, it was bound, -
of the gods. In the innocent days, when even tf 1t were only read in the last two 
the Creator stood in person behmd each pages, to provoke vast waves of hostility 
species of animal and plant, Linne had agamst its heretical zoology and botany; 
seen no great innovation in his defining especially in England. 
man as a defimte species, the h1ghest . • 
"Spectes of mammal. God had created 
.the polar bear and the hippopotamus, Haeckel was in Italy when the work
Genesis said, as well as man. That man the work of /zts hfe, too, as the sequel 
had transgressed the command in Para- shows~ was published. _ We have seen. 
dtse, fallen into sin, needed salvation, where he was : in sight of the blue sea, 
and so on, was another matter altogether. penetrating for the first time into a 
W1th Darwin the innovatiOn was meal- special sectiOn of zoology, the RadiOlaria, 
culably important. and making it his own. He was far 

On his theory the various spPcies of from theonsing, for the· first years of 
ammals had been developed from each reality were upon him. He returned to 
other, without a new creative act. If Berlm at the beginning of May, x86o, 
man was an animal species in this sense, bringing his study of the Radiolaria, and 
he also must have ongmated from other resolved to publish it in comprehensive 
ammals ; and that would be bitter. The form. Here he learned for the first time 
phrase shows that Darwin already saw that a "mad" work by Darwm had 
clearly, and had abandoned his belief in appeared, that denied the venerable 
a speoal creation of man. But this Linnean dogma of th6 immuta~ility of 
pomt was bound to make more bad spec1es. 
blood than all the rest put together. German official science was now in
God, now restricted to the direct pro- vaded from two sides at once. -Haeckel 
ductwn of the first living things, had lost had returned hke a new man from the 
man as well as the ammals. Moreover, freshness of Italy ; and Darwin's work, 
whatever mterpretation was put upon the translated by Bronn, was bringing some 
Mosa1c narrative, the very source of slight extract pf the English student's 
theistic belief, the B1ble, was called into _thoughts, like a draught of old golden 
questwn. How had we come to know wme. They were bo.und to meet th1s time. 
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The aged Bronn, a German naturalist 
of distinction and merit, had found the 
Ori'gin of Spea"es interesting enough, at 
least, to deserve the trouble of transla
tion. But his interest in it was very 
restricted. He was one of the thought
ful students of the days following Cuvier, 
and was not of the kind to pin his. faith 
to one man. The appearance of the 
plant and animal species in the various 
terrestrial periods, so sharply separated 
by Cuvier himself, showed unmistakably 
an ascent from lower to higher forms. 
The fish is placed lower in the system 
than the mammal. At a certain period 
there were fishes living, but no mammals 
as yet. -·At another period the only 
plants on the earth were of the decidedly 
lower group of the Cryptogams (ferns, 
horse-tails, club-mosses), and these 
were succeeded by pines and palm-ferns, 
and finally by the true palms and foliage
trees. Cuvier's theory of creation had 
to take account of this. Agassiz, who 
held firmly to the fresh creation of species 
in each new epoch, conceived the Creator 
as an artist who improved in his work in 
the course of time. Each new achieve
ment was better than the preceding. It 
was rather a curious idea of the Creator ! 

Others, who did not venture to use the 
idea of Deity quite so naiVely as Agassiz 
ip zoology and botany, conceived a "law 
of development" within life itself. It 
was a time when belief in a "vital force" 
was universal. Living things had their 
peculiar force, which was not found in 
lifeless things. The .life-principle might 
be at work in the law of development. 
[t would raise living things higher and 
higher in the succeeding geological 
epochs. It was a vague theory, though 
it purported to cover not only the fact 
but the machinery of development. In 
the course of ages it brought about the 
appearance of new species. Those who 
held this idea of an immanent law of 
evolution rejected the older notion of a 
personal De1ty, putting in an appearance 
suddenly at the beginning of the secon
dary period and creating the ichthyo
sauri "out of nothing." They looked 

upon Cuvier's catastrophes, to \\ hich 
Agassiz still clung, with a touch of Lyell's 
scepticism. The "law of evolution" had 
been the deus ex machma of the long 
procession of life-forms. One day a fish 
ceased to give birth' to little fishes in the 
manner of its parents. The "law of 
evolution " was at work in its ova, and 
suddenly little -ichthyosauri were deve
loped from them. Thus, again, a hzard 
was believed to have engendered young 
mammals one day. One student would 
bold that the transition was qmte abrupt 
in this sense. Another would 'thmk It 
more gradual, and approach the idea of 
a slow transformation of a fish into a 
lizard, and a lizard into a mammal, or a 
tree-fern into a palm-fern, and this into 
a true palm. At the bottom they were 
all agreed that the whole inner law 
of evolution had nothing whatever in 
common with the other laws of nature, 
and was not subordmate to them. They 
did not hold an evolution in harmony 
with the great mechanism of natural 
laws. Then principle got astride of 
natural laws at certain points, l1ke a little 
man, and turned them in this or that 
direction. 

Very little philosophic reflection was 
needed to show that they had !Derely 
replaced the Creator with a word. The 
older Dualism remained. On.one side 
was the raw matenal of the world with 
the ordmary natural laws; on the other 
side a lord and master, the law of evolu
tion, playing with the laws as it pleased, 
and rnouldmg the material into new life
forms in an advancing series. It is true 
that they no longer pictured to them
selves a venerable being With a white 
beard creatmg the ichthyosauri, but the 
finger of God remained in the law of 
evolution, attenuated into a special and 
spectral form. The God that acted from 
without 'was banished, but the "im
pulse from withm," reduced to a mere 
skeleton in substance, was put upon the 
throne. _ 

The advocates of the law of evolution 
had assuredly done much in prepanng 
the way for Darwm, as they had msisted 
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that certam advances in detail were 
undemable and bmlt up theories from 
the chaotic material provided by special 
research-especially' seeing that some of 
the ablest naturalists of the time were 
among them, who determined to retain 
speculation in zoology and botany. But, 
on the other hand, it cannot be questioned 
that the confused nature of their funda
mental idea, which, in fact, was not far 
removed from the theological notion of 
the vital force, gave the rigid and 
"exact" academic workers an apparent 
right to reject all speculation on the 
possibility of an evolutiOn of species as 
an unscientific dream. The aged Bronn 
was in 186o one of the most prudent 
and sober of the advocates of the inner 
pnnciple of evolution. He cand1dly 
acknowledged that Darwin had struck a 
severe blow at the great idea of his life, 
on one side at least. Darwin's work not 
merely dismissed God to the wings as 
a personality, but even left no room for 
the finger of God, for his spiritual writing 
on the walls of the living world. . It 
found evidence of natural laws alone. 
From them came, if not life itself, at all 
events selection, adaptation, and evolu· 
t10n by virtue of this increasing adapta
tion-the higher advance that converted 
the fish mto a lizard and the lizard into 
a mammal. The fine old worKer, with 
an age of indefatigable labour behind 
him, though he had not got beyond the 
idea of a "law of evolutwn," looked on 
Darwin with a mixture of fear and admi
ration as he cut into the very heart of 
these problems. He added amiable 
notes to the work, to the effect that one 
would like to go so far, but the distance 
was intimHlatmg. In fact, he omitted 
altogether from his translation the very 
important phrase that "light would be 
thrown on the origin of man." It would 
be a terrible affair, he thought, if the dis
cussion were at once turned on this. 
Man himself owing his origin neither to 
God nor the finger of God, but to natural 
selection in the ordinary course of natural 
laws! It was not to be thought of. 
Hence the phrase was struck out, as 

quite too extravagant, m his dtherwise 
admirable work. 

Bronn had himself become something 
of a revolutionary among his colleagues 
by the translation. The rigidly " exact " 
workers crossed themselves before the 
Germanised work. Most of the "evolu
tionists" in the older sense had by no 
means the bonhomze to speak even of a 
"possibility," like the patriarch Bronn. 
From the first Darwin was-Haeckel 
was the first to experience it-br_anded 
with the anathemas of the two opposite· 
schools of science in Germany. On the 
one hand the rigorous and exact workers 
declared that h1s teaching was pure meta
physics, be~ause it sought to prove 
evolution and contemplated vast ideal 
connections. On the other· hand, the 
Dualist" metaphysicians denounced him 
as an empiric of the worst character, who 
sought to replace the great ideal elements 
in the world by a few miserable natural 
necessities. It is significant to find that 
Schopenhauer, the brilliant thinker, re
garded the Orz'gin qf Spectes as one of 
the empirical soapsud or barber books 
produced by exact investigation, which 
he thoroughly despised from his meta
physical point of view. And there were 
already (there are more- to-llay) whole 
schools of zoology and botany that looked 
upon Darwin's theoretical explanations 
as unscientific "mysticism," "meta
physics," and "philosophy in the worst 
sense of the word." 

Haeckel read the dangerous book at 
Berlin in May, 186o. "It profoundly 
moved me," he writes to me, "at· the 
first reading. But as ali the Berlin 
magnates (with the single exception of 
Alexander Braun) were against it, I could 
make no headway in my defence of it. 
I did not breathe freely until I visited 
Gegenbaur at Jena (June, 186o) i my 
long conversations with him finally con
firmed my conviction of the truth of 
Darwinism or transformism.'1 

It was, therefore, in the critical days 
immediately before or during the nego
tiations with Gegenbaur which led to his 
setting up as a private teacher at Jena, 
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The names of Darwin and J ena unite 
chronologically in Haeckel's Me-two 

·great names that were to bear him into 
the very depths of his career, and that 
have their roots in the same hour. 

We may ask what it was in the book 
that "profoundly moved " the young 
student of the Radiolaria. The name of 
Braun only partly explains the matter, as 
Braun was an evolutionist of the same 
type as Bronn. He was amiably disposed 
to meet it, but did not openly enter on the 
new-path. We must go deeper. We then 

_understand it clearly enough, if we recol
lect Haeckel's bent in the last few years. 

He had no longer any scruples with 
regard to religion. The God of tradi
tion bad been entirely replaced in him 
by Goethe's God, who did not stand 
outside - of, but was one with,- nature. 
"There is nothing within, nothing with
out :_ for what is . 'Wjthin is without." 
There was not a kernel. God, and a 
-shell., Nature. "Nature has neither 
kernel nor shell : it is both together." 

The years spent in southern Italy had 
·certainly helped to bring out as strongly 
as p()ssible the contrast between Goethe~s 
conception and the conventional idea of 
God as an extra-mundane Creator.- No 
surroundings are more apt to do this 
than the Romance peoples of the Medi
terranean.· In the -northern, Protestant 

-'countries the ecclesiastical tradition· of 
Deity lwj always a spiritual -elemen(O a 
kind of va.,oue resolution into mora! laws, 

. that in some measure approach natural 
law, though made by. man. There 
is no trace of this in Naples and Sicily. 

. The supernatural there is the saint, the 
·madonna; 'they penetrate unceasmgiy 
:into the natural reality, in every little 
. detail of life and conduct. The anti
thesis of the pOor· cosmic machinery and 

_the ever-present heavenly help and super
session of it is raised to a·supreme height 

_ in the popular belief: · .Miracles are not 
relegated to earlier. days- and ancient 
books. They -are expected, affirmed, 

- and believed every day. 'fhe· saint fills 
the net of the fisherman as he chases 
the edible· cuttl~fishes- by torchlight. 

The saint makes the storm that threatens 
the- boat-makes it suddenly out of 
nothing. The madonna can arrest in a 
second the glowing stream of lava that 
rolls towards the VIllage from Vesu\ius, 
and if hundreds unite m ardent prayer 
and the making of vows, she will be 
appeased and do it. Every hair on 
a mao's head is twofold : there is the 
natural hair and a hair that can at any 
moment be changed, transformed, anni
hilated, or created afresh from nothing, 
by divine power. The man who has 

_lived in this atmosphere of practical 
Dualism for years must be saturated to 
his innermost being with a feeling of the 
absolute contradiction between this con
ception of God and nature and Goethe's 
philosophy. If he is to follow Goethe, 
this ancient extra-mundane, ever-interfer
ing Deity must be given up without the 
least attempt at compromise. 

Thus Haeckel's position was incom
para~ly more radical than Darwin's from 
the very first. He no longer beheved in 
a Creator, either in whole or part. 

He asked himself, therefore, how he 
coutd now explain certain things in 
nature. He had learned from the great 
Johannes Muller that species were un
changeable, and it was impossible to 
conceive the spontaneous generation of 
the living from the dead. The essence, 
the predominant element, of the living 
thing was the mysterious,· purpos1ve 
"vital force." The- first of these three 
ideas of the master's to be surrendered 
entirely by him was the vital force. Even 
in Muller's lifetime, and -in his own 
laboratory, so to say, his pupil Du Bois
Reymond made the first great breach in 
the doctrine with his famous study of 
animal -electricity, a really pioneer piece 
of work, ~ially as regards method, at 
that time. It was now more than ever 
probable that there was no more a special 
vital force_ besides the sjmple natural 
forces than -there was a God distinct from 
nature. The animal or the plant was a 
wonderful outcome of the same laws that 
bad built the crystal or the globl:. _ The 
sharp distinction between livmg and dead 
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matter fell into the waste-basket, where 
so many other Dualistic tags lay, cut off 
by the shears of science. 

But 1f one of Muller's theses was 
abandoned, another was retained- as a 
real blessmg w1th all the more tenacity 
by his pup1ls-the thes1s that even the 
scientific invest1gator shall always 
"think"- nay, even " ph1losophise." 
Muller called it 1

' using one's Imagina
tion," m his des1re to emphasise it. Now, 
it was certainly a fair philosophic deduc
tion from Du B01s-Reymond's dis
cO\·eries that one ought no longer to be 
so ngtd as regards the possibility of spon
taneous gene£ation. If the same natural 
forces are at work in the organic and the 
morganic, the living and the dead, it IS 
no longer inconceiVable theoretically that 
hfe and morganic matter only dtffer in 
degree, not in kind. The distinction 
m1ght become so slender--either now, 
or at least in past t1mes-that an appa
rent "spontaneous generatiOn " m1ght 
really take place. · 

Here agam, It is plain, Haeckel had a 
greater freedom than Darwin. Working 
gradually from above, Darwin desisted 
when he came to spontaneous genera
tion, and left room for God. Haeckel 
came mto an open field, believing that 
there was no eternal Deity and that 
spontaneous generatiOn itself was by no 
means a forbiddmg conception. The 
problem for him was merely how he could 
work upward through the plants and 
ammals of all geological periods until 
he reached man. He was bound to seek 
to d1spense even here with the historical 
v1tal force, and explam everything by the 
great natural laws of the cosmos. 

It was in this frame of mmd that he 
recei\ed Darwin's book, Can it be in 
the least surpnsing that it " profoundly 
moved" h1m? It opened out to h1m the 
whole way, JUSt as he deSlfed it. Muller's 
thud the~1s, the immutability of species, 
broke down. But what d1d it matter? 
It was now possible for the first time to 
construct a philosophical zoology and 
botany m Muller's sense, without any 
vito.! force and Without God. 

At the same time, this rapid an~ impul
sive acceptance of Darwin's theory was 
not merely a decisive moment _ -in -
Haeckel's intellectual development ; it 
was bound to be, even externally, a most 
important step in his career. The 
thel!>tlc controversy was forced on his 
attention. It passed out of the province' 
of his inmost life, that had hitherto only 
been d1scussed in conversation w1th inti
mate friends, into the professional work 
of his most serious and public occupa
twn-into zoology, into the Radiolaria, at 
which he had been working for years. 

We must realise clearly what it must_ 
have meant at that time for a young 
zoologist, who wanted to do rigorous 
professional work and - had - quickly 
decided to settle at J ena in order to 
begm his career as an official teacher, to 
become a " Darwinian " in conviction 
and open confessiorr. It might have 
cost him both. his official positwn and 
his scientific future; and this at the very 
moment when he had just secured them, 
or was in a better position to secure 
them. We have here for the first time 
the open manifestation of a principle in 
Haeckel's life that he had hitherto only 
used inwardly, in application to himself. 
The truth must be told, whatever it cost. 
Shoot me dead, morally, materially, or·· 
bod1ly, as you will; but you will have to 
shoot the law first. 

Darwin's ominous book had been 
available in Bronn's translation for two 
years. The German professional zoolo
gists, botanists, and geologists almost 
all regarded it as absolute nonsense. 
Agass1z, Giebel, Keferstein, arid so many, 
others, laughed until they were red in 
the face, hke a riotous f]rst-night public 
that has made up its mind as to the 
absurd1ty of the play from- the first act, 
and torments the author as the cat 
torments a mouse. Then Haeckel gave 
to the world his long-prepared Mono
grapk on the Radio/an·a (l86z), the 
work with which he endeavours to 
establish-in ·fact, must establish-his 
pos1tion as an exact · investigator, even 
among the academic scholars of the' 
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O{llOsite camp. All goes very smoothly 
for many pages of the work. A few 
traces of heresy may be detected about 
page Ioo. The passage deals with the 
relation of organ lo individual, in con
nection with the social species ofRadio
lana that live in commumties. It is a 
subject that Haeckel took up With great 
VIgour later on, as we shall see. Here 
it affords him an opportunity to say a 

· word about the general fusion of thmgs 
in the world of hfe, in opposition to our 
rigid divisions in classification. Organ 
and individual pass into each other 
Without any fixed hmit. That, he says, 
is only a repetition of the relation of the 
plant to the animal. We cannot 
establish any fixed limitations between 
them. What we set up as such are only 
man's abstractions. In nature itself we 
never find these subjective abstract Ideal> 
of limitation " incorporated purely, but 
always fading away in gradual transitions; 
here, again, the scale _of organisation 
rises gradually from the simplest to the 
most complex, in a continuous develop
ment." However, these are words that 

-might have been written by Schleiden or 
Unger or Bronn before Darwin's time. 

Yet there is something in the work 
that would have been 'a jet of ice-cold 
water to the Agassizs and Giebels. · This 
bnlliant new " Extraordmary Pr.ofessor 
of Zoology and Duector of the Zoo
logical Museum at Jena University," as 
it says on the title-page, accepts Darwin 
in a certain unamqiguous passage late in 
the text. 

It is necessary to bring to light once 
more this passage, buried in a work that 
is not ·easily accessible-an expensive 
technical work separated from us by 
four deca9es now. It is worth doing 
so, not only on account of the courage 
1t displayed at the time, but also as a 
documenf relating to the great con
troversy of the nineteenth century. It is 
found on pages 231 and 232, pf!.rtly in 
the text, but for the most part in a note. 
Immediately after· g1ving the table of 
classification, Haeckel goes on to say : 
•• I cannpt leave this general account of 

the relationship of the vanous fam1hes 
of the~adwlana Without drawmg spec1al 
attention to the numerous trans1t1onal 
forms that most mtlmately connect the 
different groups, and make it difficult to 
separate them m classification, to some 
extent." It IS lnterestmg to note that, m 
spite of our very defective knowledge of 
the Radwlaria, 1t Is, nevertheless, poss1ble 
to arrange "a fairly continuous cham of 
related forms." He would hke to draw 
particular attention to th1s, because " the 
great theories that Charles Darwin has 
lately put forward, in h1s Ongzn of Speaes 
tn the Plant and Amma/ World by 
Natural Selectzon, or The Preservation 
of Favoured Races tn the Stmggle for 
Life, and which have opened out a new 
epoch for systematic bwlogy, have giVen 
such importance to the question of the 
affinities of orgamsms and to proofs of 
continuous concatenatiOn that even the 
smallest contribution towards the further 
solution of - these problems must be 
welcome." He then endeavours in the 
text, without any more theoretical observa. 
tions, practically to construct a "genea
logical tree of the Radwlaria," the first 
of a large number of such trees in 
the future. He takes as the pnm1tive 
Radwlanan a s1mple trelhs-protected 
globule With centrifugal rad1atmg needles, 
embodied in the Helzosphara. "At 
the same time," he says, character
istically, "this does not imply in the 
least that all the Radio lana must have 
descended from this primitive form ; I 
merely show that, as a matter of fact, all 
these very varied forms may be derived 
from such a common fundamental type." 
In other words, once more, it is concezpable 
-a golden word even long afterwards. 
The first "genealogical tree," a "table 
of the related families, sub-families, and 
genera of the Radwlaria," arranged in 
order from the higher forms down, and 
connected with hnes and brackets, comes 
next. The text deals thoroughly with 
the possibihtyof descent. This closes the 
first and general part of the monograph. 
But there is a Ion~ note at this point in 
the text, where Darwin's title is cited, 
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that gives us his first appreciation 9f 
Darwm in detail. It begins : " I cannot 
refrain from expressing here the great 
admiration with which Darwin's able 
theory of the origin of species has inspired 
me, especially as this epoch-making 
work has for the most part been unfavour
ably received by our German professors of 
science, and seems in some cases to have 
been entirely misunderstood, Darwin 
himself desires his theory to be submitted 
to every possible test, and 'looks confi
dently to the young workers who will be 
prepared to examme both sides of the 
question imparttally. Whoever leans to 
the view that spectes are changeable will 
do a service to sctence by a conscientious 
statement of his conviction ; only in that 
way can we get rid of the moun tam ofpre
JUdtce that at present covers the subJect.' 
I share this view entirely," Haeckel con
tmues, "and on that account feel that I 
must express here my belief in the muta
bthty of species and the real genealogical 
relation of all organisms. Although I 
hesttate to accept Darwin's views and 
hypotheses to the full and to endorse the 
whole of his argument, I cannot but 
admtre the earnest, scientific attempt 
made in his work to explain all the 
phenomena of organic nature on broad 
and conststent princtples, and to substitute 
an intelligtble natural law for unin
telligtble_miracles. There may be more 
error than truth in Darwin's theory in its 
present form, as the first attempt to deal 
wtth the subject. Undeniably 1mportant 
as are the principles of natural selection, 
the struggle for life, the relation of 
organisms to each other, the divergence 
of characters, and all the other principles 
employed by Darwin in support of his 
theory, it ic;, nevertheless, qutte possible 
that there are just as many and import~ 
ant princtples still quite unknown to us 

that have an equal or even i greater 
influence on the phenomena of 'organic 
nature. This is the first great attemp_t 
to construct· a scientific, physiological 
theory of the development of organic 
life, and to prove that the physiological 
laws and the chemical and physical forces 
that rule in nature to-day must also have_ 
been at work in the world of yesterday." 
Haeckel then refers to Bronn, the 
translator of the book. With Bronn he 
calls Darwin's theory the fertilised egg 
from which the truth will gradually 
develop; the pupa from which the long
sought natural law will emerge" And 
he concludes :-

The chief defect of the Darwinian 
theory is that it throws no light on the 
ongm of the pnmttlve orgamsm-prob· 
ably a stmple cell-from which all the 

, others have descended. When Darwm 
assumes a spectal creative act for this 
first species, he is not consistent, and, 
I think, not qutte ~cere. However, 
apart from these and other defects, 
Darwin's theory has the undying ment 
of bringmg sense and reason in to the 
whole subject .of the relattons of hvmg 
thmgs. When we remember how every 
great reform, every important advance, 
meets wtth a resistance m proportiOn to 
the de~th of the prejudices and dogmas 

- 1t assatls, we shall not be surpnsed that ' 
Darwm's able theory has as yet met with 
ltttle but hostility mstead ·of tts well· 
merited appreciation and test. 

There is yet no question of man and his 
origin. But what he says is very bold 
for the ti!fle, and before a year is out we 
shall find him drawing the most danger
ous conclusion of all. And it is found, 
not in a late page and note in a stout 
technical volume, but in. the pitiless 
glare of the sunlight, in the most promi
nent position that could then be given 
to it in German scientific culture. 
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CHAPTER v. 
THE SCIENTIFIC CONGRESS OF 1863 

IN the second decade of the ·nineteenth 
.century Oken had inspired the forma
tion of large public gatherings of German 
naturalists and physicians. Oken was 
one pf the advanced thinkers who felt 

. that all technical science was jn the end 
only preparatory to the great work of 
educating the -people. In his opmion 
the naturalist, even if he spent his whole 
life in investigating the filaments of 
plants o~· the limbs of insects, was a 
pioneer .D_f culture. In any case, these 
gatherings were a very good practical 
move at the time. In a tu:ne of terrible 
reaction on all sides. a feeling came at 
last even to the recluse of science that, 
besides the· technical value of his work, 
it ought to do something towards lifting 
his fellows out of the rut they were falling 

-into. They felt that, if all ideals were 
going to be lost, the, ultimate aim of 
Spectal research would perish with them. 
Oken took up a position of democratic 
opposition. He was soon joined by 
Alexander von Humboldt, who, with 
the same feelmg at heart, gave the work 
a certain polish of scienttfic and impar
tial dignity._ There are features of his 
work that amuse us to-day ; but those 
were evil days, and every particle of 

·goodwill had to be appreciated. How
ever, there was a serious difficulty; 

The bolder elements met in con
gresses, and encouraged ·each other in 
the pursuit of their ideal. :But it at 
once became ~lear in their public dis
cussions that some of their purely scien
tific discoveries were dangerous and 
heretical m such a period of reactiOn. 
This or that had hitherto been buried 
innocently in scientific monographs, 
quite unknown to the cr9wd ; and the 
author might be a_ royal councillor, 

· recetve decorations, and almost be -an 

elder of the Church. S~ddenly, by 
means of these assemblies, the sinfulness 
of all thts lore about snails or insects or 
vertebrates was brought to light and put 
before the profane public, and there was 
much. anger. The whole o( scientific 
research was full of secret plots, herestes, 
and bombs-against God. 

There was a most appalling illustra
tion of this in the Sctentific Congress 
held in September, 1863. Nothing ts 
more amusing to-day than to run through 
the yellow and almost unknown papers 
of the Congress. They are tlluminatmg 
to ·some extent. An idea that belongs 
to humanity is openly brought into the 
debate for the first time. Ages he 
behind J;his hour. We must grant all 
that savours of human comedy, of trivi
ality even, in such an assembly; but, 
after all, we must see in it the swell and 
clash of great waves. Haeckel spoke 
for the first time on Darwm's theory, at 

·a spot from which the waves were bound 
to spread through the whole scientific 
culture ofthe land. Virchow, afterwards 
his bitter opponent, supported him. All 
the deepest questions and consequences 
of Darwmism were mooted with the first 
vibrant accents. It was a great and un
forgettable hour. 
. The first speaker at the Congress on the 

Sunday evening, September 19th, 1863, 
was Haeckel. We must remember the 
charm that attached to his person even 
outwardly-the direct charm that did not 
need any allusion to his growing repute 
in zoology. It was the charm that had 
been f{!lt by the simple folk of uncultured 
Italy, who had nev,!!r heard even the 
name of the science. Darwin was never 
a handsome man from the resthetic point 
of view. When he wanted to sati with 
FitzRoy, it was a very near question 
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whether the splenetic captain would not 
reJect htm because he dtd not hke hts 
nose._ Hts forehead had so striking a 
curve that Lombroso the expert could 
put him down as having "the idiot
physiognomy" in his Genius and In· 
sanzty. At the time when he wrote the 
On'gtn of Spedes he had not the patri
archal beard that is inseparable from his 
image in our minds; he was bald, and 
his chm clean shaved. The prematurely 
bent form of the invalid could never 
have had much effect m such a place, 
no matter what respect was felt for him. 
Haeckel, young and handsome, was an 
embodiment of the mens sana in (orpore 
sano. He rose above the grey heads of 
science as the type of the young, fresh, 
brilhant generatiOn. It was an oppo
nent at this Congress, who sharply 
attacked the new ideas, that spoke of 
the "colleague in the freshness of youth" 
who had brought forward the subject. 
He brought wtth him the htghest thing 
that a new idea can associate wtth : the 
breath of a new generation, of a youth 
that greets all new ideas with a smiling 
courage. Behind this was the thought 
of Darwin htmself, a wave that swept 
away all dams. 

The speech was as clear as crystal, 
and is still useful as an introduction to 
the Darwiman question. He at once 
stnkes the greatest and the dominant 
note. Darwm means a new philosophy. 
All orgamsms descend from a few pnmi
ttve forms, possibly from one; and man 
IS one of these organisms. What Darwin 
had merely hinted in his concluding 
passage, what the aged Bronn had 
excluded altogether from his translatiOn 
as too dangerous, was now set forth 
emphatically in the very beginning of 
hts speech. 

As regards man h1mself, if we are con
Sistent we must recogmse h1s 1mmed1ate 
ancestors m ape-hke mammals ; earher 
st11lm kangaroo-like marsup1als ; beyond 
these, m the secondary penod, in hzard
hke rept1les; and finally, at a yet ear her 
stage, the pnmary penod1 in lowly organ
Ised fishes. 
There is something monumental in 

this passage, as in the previo11s con· 
fession of Darwinism in the Monograph 
on the Radiolaria. Others may haye 
come to similar conclusions at the time 
on reading Darwin's work. Here we 
have the profession made at the psycho
logical moment, a trumpet-blast that 
sent its thrilhng alarm from the threshold 
of a new age, for friend or foe to hear. 
The speech gives a slightly exaggerated 
account of the struggle that already 
existed. All was in confusion. Science 
was breaking up into two camps. On 
the one side evolution and progress, on 
'the other the creation and immutability 
of species. Already there are distin
guished leaders of science in· favour of 
evolution. It is time to discuss the 
matter in full publicity-~nd the thing 
is done. _ . 

There was, let me say parenthetically, 
on the Continent at least, no question at 
that time of this clear division, or even 
of a serious agitation. It ~as partly this 
speech, together with Haeckel's next 
work, that was to bring it about. To 
the highest authorities the subjeCt 
seemed to be below the level of dis
cussion. We must recall a passage 
that the Professor of Zoology at Gottm• 
gen, Keferstein, had written a year be fore 
in the Gottingtr Gelekrte Atlzei'ger. 

It gives great satisfaction to the earnest 
scientific worker [we read] to see a man 
hke Agassiz, with an authonty based on 
the finest zoolog1cal works, reject unre-· 
servedly a theory [Darwm's] that would 
d1scred1t the whole work of dasstfiers. 
for a century, and to see that the v1ews 
built up by several generatiOns and the 
general consent of humamty hold a 
stronger positiOn than the views ol 
a -smgle mdtv1dual, however eloquently 
they may be stated. . 

There is no Idea in this of two regular 
camps of scientists. Humanity is ad
duced as the one party ; against it stands 
the anarchist Darwin, trying to blow up 
the work of centunes. But that gave no 
concern to the young orator; he saw a 
whole decade of success in the first 
attack. 

He rolled off geology. Cuvier's theo!J 
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of catastrophes, Linne's belief in the uplifting element in evolution. Man is 
immutability of species-all a purely again mtroduced into the subject. He 
theological cosmogony. The "philoso- has "evolved" from the brutahty of 
phical theory of evolution " rises behind the animal. Language itself has been 
it like a Mene Tekel Pharshim. naturally "developed." (What a shrewd 

All living things, includmg those of perspective in such a brief phrase I How 
past geological epochs, form one great the philologists would stare ') So the 
genealogical tree. The ward, the new "law of advance" traverses the whole 
leading word for zoology and botany, field of culture. A fiery passage follows: 
comes out with a flash. What is the "Reaction in political, social, moral, and 
system that has been awaited so long? scientific life, such as the selfish efforts' 
It is the genealogical tree of life on our of priests and despots have brought 
planet. Its roots lie deep in the remote about at every period of history," cannot 
past. "The thousands of green leaves permanently hmder this advance. The 
on the tree that clothe the younger and "advance" is "a law of nature," and 
fresher twigs, and d1ffel' in their height " neither the weapons of the tyrant nor 
and breaqth from the trunk, correspond the anathemas of the priest can ever 
to the living species of animals and suppress it." We hear again the older 
plants; these are the more advanced, Sethe thundering his _intrepid reply: 
the further they ar~ removed from the "You will have to shoot the law first." 
primeval stem. The withered and faded At_ the close he glances briefly at the 
leaves that we see on the older and dead difficulties the theory presents. We-must 
twigs represent the many extinct species regard even the first beginnings of hfe as 
that dwelt on the earth in earlier geolo- the outcome of "evolution." Naturally. 
gical ages, and <:orne closer to the Darwin's God has no use for this pro
primeval simple stem-form, the more phet. But how shall we conceive 1t? 
remote they are from us." ,_ Was the thing that first developed from 

This was the great new idea for science the inorganic "a simple cell, such a being 
to work upon. Paleontology, the science as those that now exist in such numbers 
of past hfe, found at last a common task as mdependent beings on the ambiguous 
with botany and zoology. Haeckel's frontier of the ammal and vegetal 
own programme for decades was unfolded. worlds?" Or was it a particle of plasm 
This phrase, too, was a birth-hour. In merely, "hke certain amreboid organisms 
all the struggle that has followed as to that d9 not seem to have attained yet 
the " how" of evolution, this figure of the organisation of a cell "? Again the 
the tree, with the verdant branches as simple question contained a whole pro
the new field of zoologtcal and botanical gramme. 
work, and the withered branches for the Schfeiden had first shown in 1838 that 
paleontologist, has never been aban- the body of any plant can be d1ssolved 
doned. A symbol frpm the living world into tiny living corpuscles, which he 
itself, the_ branching tree, had at last called "cells," because they often had 

-taken a decisive place in the sc1ence and the appearance of a filled honeycomb. 
the classification of living things. With A year later Schwann proved, in Johannes 

·splendid clearness the speech then Muller's laboratory, that the higher 
enumerates the Darwinian principles : animal also is a product of these cells. 
var:iation, heredity, the .struggle for hfe, , The cell was recogntsed as the living 
selection, and adaptation. A vast dura- unit that composed the oak and the 
tion is claimed for the geological epochs rose, the elephant and the worm. _Man 
in the sense of Lyell; and it is pointed himself, in fine, was but a pyramtd of 
out that there is a progressive advance of ·these cells-or, to speak more accurately 
forms throughout these periods. Special (as each cell has its own life), an immense 
&tress is Ia don the ever-advancing, ever- community of cells, a cell-state. 
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Vtrchow had, as we saw, laid the 
greatest stress on this last and most im
portant deduction from the cell-theory a 
short tlme before. He looked upon 
every individual man as a mystenous 
plurality-a plurality of cells. Patho
logy, the science of disease, must take 
account of this. Health was the harmo
nious co-operation of the cell-state ; 
dtsease was the fallmg-away of some of 
the cells to specia,l work that injured or 
destroyed the whole community. _This 
conceptiOn had inaugurated a new epoch 
in medtcme, making it a consciously 
ministering art in the service of the living 
human natural organism. The Darwinian 
had now the task of showing the validity 
of this conception in his own province. 
The genealogtcal tree of the ammals and 
plants must at once be drawn up in the 
form of a genealogical tree of the cell. 
The cells had combmed to form higher 
and higher commumties, and each h1gher 
speCies of animal or plant was in reality 
one of these social constructions. But 
thts complexity was only found in the 
upper branches. The lower we descend, 
the s1mpler we find organisms. The 
lowest forms of hfe represent cruder, 
stmpler, and more primttive cell-struc
tures. And the final concluswn was 
that all the cell-communities or states 
must have been evo~ved from unattached 
ind!Vlduals whose whole body consisted 
of a single cell. We cannot strictly call 
these lowest forms of hfe either animals 
or plants; they can only be likened 
to the smgle cell. Though Haeckel 
himself d1d not know it at the ttme,' 
all hts pretty Radtolaria at Messina 
belonged to this category. The whole 
swarm of Bac1ll1 and Bacteria fell 
into this world of the "unicellulars." 
Haeckel's words threw a bnlliant light 
on the question, Not only the simplest 
forms of ltfe are unicellulars; the pnmi
tlve forms also were. Wtth them began 
the colossal genealog1cal tree that 
branches out through the mtllions of 
years of the earth's h1story. If anything 
on the earth has ansen by spontaneous 
generatwn out of dead matter; at the 

commencement of all life, it must .have 
been a cell, or a still simpler particle oC 
hving plasm more or less resembling one. 
It is true that the point is put in the' 
form of a question; but 'the veil has 
been torn away. Given one cell, the 
whole genealogical tree , grmys on, in 
virtue of Darwm's laws, unttl 1t reaches 
its highest point in man. ' 

The conclusion of the speech greets 
Darwin as the Newton of the organic 
world-a phrase that has often been 
repeated since. 

• . . .. . -
Let us turn over a few pages more in 

the faded record of the sitting. ·Fourteen 
years later he would speak again at a . 
scientific congress, and speak on 
Darwmism. He would then put it 
forward no longer as a hope, but a fulfil
ment, of which he showed one glittermg 
facet. And no other than Rudolf 
Virchow, his former teacher, would 
oppose him and deliver his famous 
speech on the freedom of science in·the 
modern State and its abuse by Darwin's 
followers. This was at Munich- in 1877. 
The least of his hearers would remember 
that Virchow had spoken, like Haeckel, 
at Stettin fourteen years previously. But 
we must understand the thirty-sixth 
speech if we are to understand the thirty· 
seventh. 

It was the second sitting, on September 
22nd. Virchow _!;poke on "the alleged 
materialism of modern science." The 
subject was not provoked by Haeckel, 
but by Schleiden, the botanist, the 
parent of the cell-theory. The con• 
troversy over materialism had _raged 
furiously for many years. We need 
only mention Buchner (whose Fora and 
Matter appeared in 1855) and Carl Vogt, 
There was an element of necessity, but 
a good deal of superficiality, in the cori- , 
troversy, as it was then conducted. 
Friedrich Albert Lange has given us a 
masterly history of it. At th1s moment 
it was particularly instructive to pomt 
out the dtfference between general 
philosophical skirmishing with words and 
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a really able piece of work that, though 
it bad a technical look, suddenly added 
a new pwvince to philosophy on which 
every doubting Thomas could lay his 
bands.~ However, Schleiden had not 
advanced. Curiously enough, he, the 
first discoverer of the cell, attacked 
Vir~bow's theory of man as a cell-state 
as a typical materialist extravagance. 

He had published a heated essay, and 
Virchow defended himself. He gave 
such a remarkable and characteristic 
-expression of his inmost feelings that it 
is worth while disinterring it. . It is a 
very rare thing for a thoughtful man_to 
give a natural philosophical speech that 
begins with crystalline clearness of logic, 
and then makes a most curious sallo 
morta!e at th!! critical point. 
_ He opens with a vigorous protest that 

there can be no quarrel about the ma
terialism of science with the " spiritual " 
-and the "privately-orthodox." Such 
people must regard all investigation of 
"this world ,_ as aimless. The only 
thing of value for them is u the next 
world "; ·the best attitude towards this 
li(e is as crass an ignoranc!'! as possible, 
and so all science is worthless. The 
words are so sharp that he was inter
rupted, and had to explain that h~ was 
not attacking anybody personally.~ He 
was only speaking " with the candour of 
a scientific worker who is in the habit of 
calling things by their proper names." 
{At this point there was some applause.) 
HetJ,ce he is not speaking of materialism, 
be says, on that account, but- because of 
certain objections from inen of sci~nce, 
who said that philosophic speculation 
led us out of our way. Schleiden bad 
branded the ·theory of man as a cell
state~the conception of man as, not an 
!lbsolute, but a federal unity-as materi
alism. But this conception is not a 
philosophical theory at all ; it is a fact. 
It is a piece of scientific truth, like the 
law of gravitation. He recurred to the 
old and often-quoted definition : the kind 
of research that brings such facts to light 
bas nothing whatever to do with philoso
phy. · On the other band, "materialism," 

in so far as it e"<presses a general theory 
of the world, is a philosophy. Hence 
the simple investigation of facts as such 
can neither be dubbed matenalist1c nor 
said to have a philosophic tinge. 

There are many objections to this 
strict delimitation of the provinces of 
the human mind, as Virchow lays it 
down in the old style. It is true that 
materialism is a real philosophy, especially 
in the form current at the time and gtven 
to it byVogt and Buchner. But It is a 
question whether we see, observe, or 
investigate at all, if we completely 
exclude philosophy ; whether the philo
sophic thought can be really pumped 
out of even the most rigorous and exact 
"observation of facts," like air in the air
pump; whether there are any such things 
as purely objective " facts " in this sense 
in any human brain. And it is also a 
question whether the facts, however 
objectively we regard them, do not 
arrange themselves, when they are 
numerous, in logical series, which force 
us to draw conclusions as to the un
known by the very laws of probability; 
in other words, wheth~r they do not 
always produce a "philosophy" in the 
long run. However, these questions are 
all well within the pure atmosphere of 
science. It is Virchow's practical con
clusions that are interesting ; and he goes 
on to draw them freely. 

The man of science gives us no 
dogmatic philosophy of any kind, but 
facts. But for these facts and for the 
research that leads to them he must have 
an absolutely free path. No power can
legitimately stand in his way that does 
not offer him more of what he regards as 
his palladium-facts. And, curiously 
enough, when we think of later events, 
the illustration that Virchow takes in 
1863 to enforce this is-the Darwinism 
that Haeckel had just put before them. 

Haeckel and Virchow were friendly 
collearues at the time. We have already 
said that Haeckel was Virchow's assistant 
at Wurtzburg. Not only as a man, but 
especially as a scientist, Virchow was 
then (and long afterwards) greatly admired 
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by him. The idea of the cell-state got 
into his blood ; it was one of the bases 
on which he bmlt up the Darwinian 
theory. Though he had never recognised 
this distinction between the mere investi
gation of facts and philosophic reflection 
on them, he respected Virchow as a 
master of methodological education. 
What was " method " at the bottom but 
philosophy? Was not the method that 
expressly excluded "miracles," that 
sought always the natural law and the 
causal connection and the continuous 
series, a "philosophy"? This was the 
only method taught under VIrchow as 
long as Haeckel worked with him. At 
the time the dtvergence of their ideas 
was not shown more openly. The one 
called "philosophy" what the other satd 
was "the purely objective method of 
investigating the truth." The figure of 
Pilate nses up behind the dtlemma with 
his questiOn, "What IS truth?" 

However, Virchow takes Darwinism 
by way of an example of which he 
approves-a pomt that seems to be 
established m the province of pure facts. 
In the Munich speech of 1877 there are 
polite references to "Herr Haeckel." 
"As Herr Haeckel says." "As Herr 
Haeckel supposes." At Stettin we find 
Herr Haeckel descnbed as "my fnend 
Haeckel," with whom "I quite agree," 
etc. Haeckel himself, by the way, was 
still convmced-in his essay On the 
Gmeralzon of TVaves in Lzvzng Partzcles 
-two years before the schismatic 
Counctl of 1877 that Virchow had had a 
dectstve influence on his own Darwiman 
career. "If I have contnbuted anything 
myself in an elementary way to the 
bmldmg-up of the idea of evolution, I 
owe It for the most part to the cellular
biOlogical views wtth which Vtrchow's 
teachmg penetrated me twenty years ago." 
"As Herr Haeckel supposes " was the 
cool repayment of this smcere expression 
of gratttude. However, that is another 
matter. Let us return to Stettin. We 
read, where " my friend Haeckel" 
comes m, that he has shown how 
scientific n:~e<~.rch (the pure investigatiOn 

of facts without the least tincture of 
philosophy) has gone on to 'deal with 
"the great question of the creation of 
man." It is merely conceded that there 
are still certain small outstanding 
dtfficulties, as, for instance, at the root 
of the genealogical tree. Accor:_ding to 
Darwm, it is conceivable that there. 
were four or five primitive forms of life. 
Haeckel is inclined to restrict them to a 
single stem-cell. It seems to him 
(Virchow) that there may have been a 
number of different begmmngs of life. 
We have here the opening of the con
troversy as to the· monophyletic (from. 
one root only) or polyphyletic- (from 
several roots) development oflife, which 
is still unsettled as far as the commence
ment of life is concerned, but a very 
secondary question. It would be well 
tf there had never been any more 
serious difference between Haeckel and 
Vtrchow. The speaker himself thmks 
it an unimportant matter beside the great 
question of freedom for scientific mquiry, 
One thing is as clear to him as 1t xs to 
Haeckel : the Biblical dogma of crea
tion has broken down. It is impossible 
to take senously any longer the breathmg 
of the breath of life into a lump of clay, 
if these Darwinian 1deas are souhd, 
Once it is fully proved that man descends 
from the ape, "no tradition in the world 
w1ll ever suppress the fact" Scientific 
inquiry alone can correct itself. And 
what 1t holds to be established must be 
re~pected beyond its frontiers as well. 
What does he mean by " beyond its 
frontiers " ? He means, as he makes it 
clear here, the same as Haeckel him
self. "Church and State," he says, must 
"reconcile themselves to the fact that, 
with the advance of science, certain 
changes are bound to take place in the 
general ideas and beliefs from which we 
build up our highest conceptions, and 
that no impediment m'ust be put in the 
way of these changes-in fact, the far
seemg Government and the open-minded 
Church will always assimilate these ad· 
vancing and developing ideas and make 
them fruitful." What more do we want? 
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If this were the conclusion ofVirchow's 
speech, it would be merely a confirma
tion of Haeckel's-the Jtind of support 
that the older worker can give to ardent 
youth, though on different grounds. But 
the cloven foot has still to peep out. I 
believe, that. in the pure struggle of 
ideas, we can determine here, in 1863, 
precisely the point where Virchow falls 
-falls into a line that has nothing in 
common with the ideal struggle of the 
really free and liberating thought of 
humanity. We come to the great salto 
mortale, which one must see from 1863 
onward in order to understand the 
Virchow of.1877. 

The passage is the more interesting as 
it refers to one of the chief stages in the 
development of Haeckel's mind. The 
conception of man as a cell-state, estab
lished by~ Virchow in so masterly a 
fashion, involved a very curious con
clusion. "This conclusion. however we 
take it, came so close to the roots of 
everyphilosophythat it justified Schleiden 
to some extent when he protested that 
the whole cell-itate theory was a philo
sophical element. 

If the human body is composed of 
millions of cells ; if all the processes and 
functions, the whole life of the body in 
Virchow's sense, are merely the sum of 
the vital processes and functions of these 
millions of individual cells, is not what 
we call "the soul" really the product of 
the millions upon millions of separate 
souls of these cells? Is not man's soul 
merely the state-soul, the general spirit 
of this gigantic complex of. tiny cell
souls? -The lowest living things we 
spoke of, which consist of a single cell, 
showed unmistakable signs of having a 
psychic life. There was nothing to pre
vent us from .thinking that in the com
bination of these various cells into com
munities each of them brought with it 
its little psychic individuality. And just 
as the individual bodies of the cells 
combined externally to form the new 
individual of the human body, so the 
cell-souls would enter into a spiritual 
combination to form the new psychic 

individuality of the human mmd. I say 
there was nothing to prevent us from 
thinking this, in the hne of deductwns 
from the plain principles of the cell-state 
theory wh1ch Virchow claimed to be a 
naked "fact." Philosophically, however, 
an immense number of questwns, prob
lems, doubts, and hopes lurked behind 
it. The whole conceptiOn of individuality 
took on a new aspect. First, in the 
material sense; the individual human 
being seemed to be, bodily, only the 
connectmg bracket, as it were, of count
less deeper individuals, the cells. But 
it was more sigmficant on the spiritual 
side. The ind1vidual human soul could 
be analysed into millions of smaller 
psychic individualities, the cell-souls, of 
which it was the sum. The umfied ego, 
the consciousness of self and umty of the 
psychic clamp, " man," remained as the 
connection of all the cell-souls. A ray 
of light was thrown on the deep mystery 
of the origzn of individualities, matenal 
and spiritual. Haeckel devoted himself 
afterwards to the question With all his 
energy. But at the time it was Virchow 
who, unconsciously enough, started the 
great wave that welied up from the depths 
of his theory. 

He had marked out his path very 
clearly in the first part of his speech. 
Scientific research collects facts. It puts 
them before us ll<ithout any reference to 
philosophy. The less ph1losophy there 
is in the investigation of facts the better. 
But the other side of the matter is that 
no power in heaven or on earth bas any- ' 
thing to say as regards its work on thmgs 
that it holds to be facts. The only 
possible logical conclusion from thiS, 
with reference to the question of the cell
soul, was Tor the investigator of facts to 
say: Even in respect of the psychic life 
we go our way and look neither to right 
nor left, whatever conclusions and 
assumptions the philosopher makes. 
Virchow acted very differently. 

He first grants that this dissolution 
of man into a federal unity of countless 
cells must somehow affect the "urufied 
soul." We are compelled "to set up a 
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plurality even in the psychic life." He. 
has reached the hmit of his radicalism. 
We expect him to. continue: Hence, as 
in the case of the Mosaic story of 
creation, of Darwinism, of the cell-theory 
as a whole, so here, we men of science go 
our way unmoved; even if the whole of 
the teaching that has hitherto prevailed 
in philosophy and theology in regard to 
the soul breaks down, we simply go our 
way, and do not ask anybody's permis
sion. This he does not do. Take one 
step further, he says, and we "can easily 
believe that it is necessary to split up our 
whole psychic hfe in this way and ascnbe 
a soul to each individual cell." Haeckel 
beheved a little later that this was neces
sary; that the most rigorous logic com
pelled us to do it. But, says Virchow 
suddenly, we must protest most vigor
ously against this. This deduction from 
the cell-state theory reaches a point where 
"science is incompetent "-namely, "the 
facts of conscwusness." Taboo ! The 
path of the scientific inquirer is barri
caded. What follows rests on no SCien
tific grounds, but is a sort of confession. 
Up to the present, natural science has 
not been able to say anything as to the 
real nature, the locality, and the ground 
of consciousness. "Hence I have 
always said that it is wrong to refuse to 
recogmse the peculiar character of these 
facts of consciousness that dominate our 
whole higher hfe, and not to yield to the 
personal cravu1g to bring these facts of 
consciousness into accord with an inde
pendent soul, a spiritual force, and let 
the indlVldual formulate his religious 
feelmg according to his conscience and 
disposition. That is, I think, the point 
where science makes its compromise 
With the Churches; recognising that this 
is a province that each can survey as he 
will, either putting his own interpretation 
on It or acceptmg the traditional ideas i 
and it must be sacred to others." The 
d1rectwn of the logic is clear enough. 
The applicatwn of the cell-state theory 
to psychic hfe must lead to the problem 
of consciousness. But we must not 
follow It because science has never yet 

penetrated into this province. It is the, 
province of peaceful compromise with 
"the Church," and we must respect it. 

It seems to me that the explanation is 
clear. The whole field of conflict that 
Haeckel found within the science of his 
time is opened out, though Virchow·was 
by no means disposed at that time to 
take Darwinism as an example of the 
thing to be avoided, as he did at Munich 
fourteen years afterwards. The kind of 
scientific inquiry that Virchow advocated 
is what was called "-exact '1 at. a later 
period. It kept clear of all philosophical 
speculation, and repeated over and over 
again that it was only concerned with 
facts. It had, however, another card to 
play-peace with "the Churches." , • 

Philosophy was shunned- m order to 
leave a free field for the Chm:ches to 
build in. Then the exact scientist took 
his hat and said: I am afraid I am in
competent, and the philosopher is incom
petent, to do anything here; let the 
Church take the vacant chair, with my 
compliments. No philosophy:' on this 
we will make war to the knife. This is 
"a point where science makes its com
promise with the Churches." No one 
can understand Haeckel's career who 
does not grasp this antithesis. The 
contrast between Haeckel and Virchow, 
known to all the world since 1877, is 
clearly indicated. Virchow's speech in 
1877 is obscure. We must go back to 
1863 to get behind the veil-the veil 
that hides Virchow, that is· to say, the 
most prominent representative of the 
hostility to Haeckel. We cannot under
stand otherwise how this yawning ·gulf 
~me about between Haeckel's ideas and 
a school that professed to follow "exact" 
research. Haeckel was building up a. 
natural philosophy, which; starting from 
the solid foundation of scientific research 
and its results, went on to further, and 
greater, and more far-reaching issues, 
that could not be seen, but could be 
reached philosophically by more or less 
happy deductions from the scientific 
data. It might or might not have lasting 
value in points of detail. He was subject 

.P 
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to the law of evolution. -He worked 
with analogy, and the things be compared 
thereto were ever changing. It was all 
the same to him. In any case, the 
da,vning glimmer of the perfect light 
broadened out and lit up vague outlmes 
even -in the cloud-wreathed unknown. 
The others worked in such a way as to 
leave beside them provinces of a virgin 
whiteness, untouched by thought or 
logic. At times they slipped into these 
provinces, and celebrated their recon
ciliation-festival with "the Churches." 
The layman continued to t)link that the 
Churches wielded an absolute authority; 
that the scientist, abandoning his natural 
philosophy, came to pay -them tnbute. 
This situation has done infinite mischief, 
tnore than the wildest and even obviously 
perverse philosophy ever did. It put the 
scientist in the position of a tolerated 
vassal in the world of thought-the world 
that the Churches had held iii chams for 
ages. Woe to the man -who ventured to 
discuss-" consciousness" ! Not because 
science had but the slender proportions 
of a pioneer in that field, and because 
there was a danger of it making great 
mistakes with its natural philosophy
no { but because the white neutral field 
bega!l here that we had agreed to respect 
-we " exact " scientists and - "the 
Churches." - This was the real reason 
why Virchow and -so many others who 
advocated the strict investigation of 
facts _had forfeited the right to oppose 
Haeckel's 'f:>older natural philosophy and 
its conclusion-will have ·forfeited the 
right, at least, in the judgment of a 
future and- more impartial generation. 
They did not oppose.him on the _lmes of 
an equa1 zeal for the truth, but on much 
lower and reactionary lines. Their 
concern was- not for the absolute triumph 
of truth, but for a compromise with 
certain - forces in public life whose 
supremacy was not grounded on logic, 
but on inherited external power. It 
required a certain amount of diplomatic 
shrewdness to enter into this compro
mise, in view of the practical power of 
those forces. Haeckel never had this 

"shrewdness." 'Ve grant that. But it 
is certainly a confusion of all standards 
when the shrewdness of the individual 
tries to entrench itself behmd ostensible 
claims of scientific method ; when 
research abandons all advance on certam 
sides on the plea of "exactness " instead 
of philosophismg-and then itself makes 
use of this exactness for comprom1smg 
with an ecclesiastical tradition that only 
differs from real philosophy_ in its 
antiquity and rigidity, its disdain of 
rational argument, and its employment 
of secular weapons that certain historical 
events have put in its hand without any 
merit on its own part. 

The darkest cloud that hung mena
cingly on the horizon of Darwimsm came 
from this quarter. At the moment we 
are dealmg with it d1d not cause much 
concern. This early Darwmism thnlled 
with ~timism as with the magic of 
spring. Haeckel had to speak once more 
in the course of the Congress. The 
geologist Otto Volger made a polite 
but energetic protest against the new 
theory in the final sitting. It was a 
curious connection of things that brought 
Volger into such a position. 

Volger is the man who saved for 
Germany the venerable Goethe-house 
at Frankfort-on-the-Main. The Free 
German Chapter received it from him 
as a g1ft. The action has nothmg to do 
with geology, but it stands in the annals 
of culture. Thus the shadow of Goethe 
came to Stettin, to be present at the 
open birth of German Darwinism
Goethe, who had once stood on the very 
brink of the evolutionary ideas. And 
the man who brought him was a geologist 
who felt moved to attack the Ideas pf 
Darwin and Haeckel ! 

No part of science became in the 
succeedm$ , decades so fruitful for 
Darwimst1c puiposes as geology. It 
might very well be called a contmuous 
argument . for Darwin-from the little 
slab of Solenhofen Jurassic schist that 
yielded, in 186I, the first impression. of 
the Archeopteryx, the real connectmg 
link between the lizard and the bird, to 
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the incomparable discovenes of Othniel 
Marsh, Cope, and Ameghino in America, 
which put whole sect\ons of the genea
logical tree of the mammals before us, 
on to the skull and thigh-bone of the ape
man (Pithecanthropus) of Java, found by 
Eugen Dubois, which bnngs so vividly 
home to us the transition from the 
gibbon to man. But, as if it had been 
scared away by the new idea of evolutiOn 
and its demand for proof, the most and 
the best of this material was not forth
coming until after Darwin was pretty 
firmly established everywhere. At the 
earher date we are dealing with, it was 
quite possible for a geologist to play the 
sceptic w1th a shadow of justification. 
We need not go into the point to-day. 
It is ancient history. But there is an 
incidental point in Volger's criticism and 
the reply it provoked from Haeckel that 
calls for notice. 

Volger declared that Darwinism in 
general was an unsupported hypothesis, 
but he made a concession. The species 
of animals and plants need not be abso
lutely unchangeable. The only thing 
that is impossible is a continuous upward 
direction in evolution. All the groups 
of living thmgs, even the highest, may 
have been present together from the 
earliest days. Local changes in the 
distnbutiun of land and water, etc., must 
have brought about a certain amount of 
vanatwn m life-forms. But after brief 
divergences all would return to the 
original type. The proper symbol of 
the story of hfe is the wave that rises out 
of the sea and sinks back into it. There 
'I\ as no such thing as a steady advance, 
a wave that never sank back into the 
water. The real image of human hfe is 
the analogy of its obvwus development : 
youth, maturity, then old age, and back 
once more. The speaker urged in 
plaustble terms that this conception 
retamed the idea of an " eternal becom
ing," which is better than a rigid fulfil
ment. As if an eternally advancing 
evolution dtd not include this "eternal 
becoming." Haeckel spoke immediately 
after Volger. He not only attacked the 

weak points of the geologist, but went 
on to the deeper philosophic question. 
The notion of a "perennial circular 
movement " is " inconsistent with all the 
facts of human history." " If we appeal 
to sentiment, I must say that this circular 
theory has no attraction for me, whereas 
the Darwinian idea of a progressive 
evolution seems the only one consistent 
with the nature of man." The story of 
the animals and plants is subject to "the 
law of progress" just as much as human 
history. . ' 

In these words of Haeckel's we have 
a clear indication of the_ optimistic 
temper of Darwinism at the time. They 
touch a question of fundamental impor
tance- for the value of the new theory : 
the question whether, in spite of all it 
destroyed, in spite of its disseverance 
-from the idea of God, it brought with it 
a new ground of conciliation, a convic
tion of the ever-advancing growth of the 
world and ever greater achievements. 
God was replaced by natural law. -There 
was no longer any "design " beyond the 
simple and unchanging cours~ of natural 
Ia ws. Well, what were these natural Ia ws 
going to do for us? Were they giving 
us a world that would become more and 
more harmonious, that was on the whole 
an advancing organism, that would be 
an increasing embodimt:nt of God-the 
God within nature, not without, God at 
the end of things, after reons of worlds 
that seemed to break up like _the indi~ 
vidual in the struggle for existence, yet 
were eternal in the mighty essence that _ 
was tossed on from world to world hke 
a grain of dust, and was made the start.Ing
pomt of infimtely new and more complex 
movements? -or- was the work of 
these natural laws but a ceaseless pokmg 
and thrusting and bubble-blowing, without _ 
any inner meaning? Was it the play of 
waves that nse and fall, and rise and fall 
again, in the ocean, an eternal melting 
into smoke and nothingness? Was the 
whole or " evolution " an absolutely 
meaningless play of innumerable tenden~ 
cies, not one of which would ever come 
to anything? 
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This note also was found in the first uterine development of living species of 
melody. Something would have been animals). The prophecy was fulfilled, if 
lacking if it had not been struck. Here ever prophecy was, and in Haeckel's own 
again there could be a parting of ways, most parttcular field of work. But, in 
not only in the crowd, but among the fine-he returns to his point-the mam 
thoughtful. The whole struggle of optim- thing is the 11 pursutt of truth." And 
ism and pessimism might be dragged since 11 the most earnest ecclesiastical 
in. - - At all -events, the problem was teachers " declared that 11 God is truth," 
bound to be pointed out from the start. he could not do better than close wtth a 

When Volger; not a bad opponent at reminder (I quote him verPalim) of" the 
the bottom, and Haeckel had made their compromise that may be effected be
speeches, indicating at once certain last- tween science and the Church." Trans
ing antitheses within the subtle philo- lated into plain language, that means: 
sophy of Darwinism, Virchow closes the My dear children, fight it out as you wtll, 
debates and the Congress with a most but respect the Church always as the 
dangerous ble!ising. In ·essentials he is main thing, and you will do well, how
once more on the side of Haeckel. - He ever much you dtffer. Thus closed this 
suggests that geology should be allowed remarkable Scientific Congress - as 
to mature a httle before final judgment quietly as a bomb that smokes noise
is passed. The strongest evidence for lessly, like a whtff from a tobacco-pipe. 
evolution is found in embryology (the j But one day it will burst. -
science- of the embryonic forms and 

CHAPTER VI. 

TJ--IE "GENERAL MORPHOLOGY" 

THE speech at tl_le Scientific Congress in 
1863 was the first open- confessiOn that 
Haeckel felt bound to make. But the 
real work for the new ideas began on his 

·return to Jena. Nothing was further 
from Haeckel's tlioughts at that time 
than 'the idea of becoming merely the 
populariser of Darwinism in Germany. 
He has often .been spoken of sinGe in 
lay circles as ..such. -It is entirely. wrong. 
He had the courage to recognise his debt 
whenever he_contracted one; and cer
tainly Darwin .supplied the groundwork 
of his colour-Scheme. But he was much 
too independent and individual in his 
nature not to take the axe in his own 
t1and at once and begin to hew away 
himself. • 
·: Darwin 'had strengthened .his book 

· with a large amount of the best ml\terial 

that wology and botany could supply. 
But there was something else to be done: 
a theoretical treatment of a general 
character with cleverly grouped illustra
tions from the facts already provided by 
two sciences, and to reconstruct these 
sciences from their foundations on the 
basts of the new theory. At that time 
Haeckel was domg an incredible amount 
of work, with body and miad. He had 
an iron constitution. In the year of the 
Stettin speech he won a laurel crown at 
the Leipsic athletic festival for the long 
jump, with a leap of twenty feet. His 
physical strength seemed so inexhaustible 
that his host, Engelmann, put a pair of 
heavy iron dumb-bells in his bed, m case 
he should want to take exerctse during 
the night. He had a proportwnate 
strength of mind.- Everythin~ seemed 
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to promise well for the next few years, blotting-paper, and it dries up into the 
so that he could devote his whole health spectral outline of a shadow, a tiny "fat
and strength to the great task of his life. spot," summary of its whole existence. 
His teaching did not gi~e him very much Yet this soap-bubble of the water is 
trouble in a small universtty hke J ena, a real animal. Its transparent body is. 
that was only just beginning to have a shaped hke a bell, and moves through 
scientific name. The happmess of his the water by regular contraction and 
home life, with a highly gifted woman expansion, like ,the lung in breathing. 
who shared all his ideas w1th the fresh- Where the' clapper of the bell should be 
ness of youth, began to chain the restless we find a stomach, with a mouth for 
wanderer with pleasant bonds to his eating, hanging down from the curved 
place. He, of course, expected to have upper part. At the edge of the curved 
his sea-holiday in the old way for the surface are many long tentacles that close 
study of his httle marine treasures, but on the approachmg prey and paralyse it 
otherwise· he remained quietly in the by their sting. Then it thrusts it into 
valley of the Saale. The warmth of its mouth and swallows the object into 
genial and most stimulating friendships the stomach. ' The Medusa js, of course, 
gathered about his hfe. With his com- a very lowly creature; but it is much 
fortable material position he set to work more advanced in organisation than the 
on his great task under the best auspices. tiny Radiolarian. The Radiolarian con-

He would have had at the start sists of a single cell. The Medusa is· a 
material enough to work upon without cell-state, a community of countless cells 
Darwin. From Muller's time he still with a division of labour among them. 
had another special c~ass of material, Some of the cells form the wall of the 
similar to the Radiolaria, the Medusre. bell, some the stinging threads, some the 

The ship cuts through the ocean. It devouring and digesting stomach. In 
rises hke a lofty fortress from the lllimit- this the Medusa comes nearer to man 
able blue plain, with the white clouds than the Radiolarian, Some of the cells 
on the far horizon. No land has been see to the reproduction of the Medusa. 
in sight for days. Yesterday a poor Ova and spermatozoa are detached from 
wind-borne butterfly. rested on the deck. the ,cell-community of the Medusa's 
To-day 1t is gone, and all is sea. Then body, blend together, and thus form the 
they suddenly appear stlently in the blue germ of• a new Medusa. In most cases 
mirror: mystenous discs, red as the the process is curious enough. From 
anemones on a Roman meadow in the germ-cell we get at first, not a real 
spring, golden as the autumn leaves on Medusa, but a polyp that attaches itself 
a dark pond in the park, then blue, like to the ground, a little creature that may 
a lighter blue floatmg on the general be remotely compared to the pretty 
azure. They are the Medusre. At one water-hlies that meet the eye in an 
time the shtp sails through a whole aquarium. Then the polyp produces 
swarm of them-thousands, hundreds of something hke a plant that grows buds, · 
thousands, mtllions; a veritable milky the real Medu~re; it may produce these 
way of coloured stars. On the next day out of its ~ubstance as buds, and they 
they have all gone. No inhabttant of then float away like detached flowers, or 
the ocean seems to be so close to it as (in other species) it may gradually 
thts creature. The whole animal is only change itself into a chain of Medusre, 
a shade more substantial than the water. of whtch the uppermost is detached first, 
You take it out, and try to catch ho1d of. then the next, and so on. 
it. It stings your hand like a nettle ; . Smce this peculiar method of repro
that is its one weapon. But it is duction became known, in the thirties or 
already destroyed, melted away, a form. forties, the Medusre were regarded as 
less nothing. You put it on a piece of among the most interesting object~ in 
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the- whole of zoology. :c They offered 
an extremely difficult task to the investi
gator who would care to take up the 
study of them. 

When Haeckel was with Johannes 
Muller in Heligoland in-1854 he made 
acquaintance w1th them for the first 
time .. His artistic eye _was caught with 
their beauty, as it was afterwards with 
the RadiOlaria. "Never shall I forget," 
he says, "the delight with which, as a 
student of twenty years, I gazed on the 
first Tzara and Irene [species of 
Medusre ], and the first Chrysaora and 
Cyanea, and endeavoured to reproduce 
their beautiful forms and colours." His 
predilection for the Medusre never dis
appeared. At Nice in 1856 he met 
them again in the Mediterranean. 
Gegenbau!''S Sketck of a Classification of 
Ike Medusce provided his stud1es with a 
starting-point, just as Muller's writings 
did afterwards for the Radiolaria. At 
Naples-and Messina he completed his 
mastery of them. When he had done 
with the Radiolaria for the t1me after 
publishing the great monograph of 1862, 
the next task that loomed up on his 
horizon was the need for a _" monograph 
on the Medusre." It would be a long 
time, however, before he could complete 
the :work in any (ulness. A work of 
Agassiz that purported to do it, but, in 
his opinion, only confused the subject
he dtsliked both the Agassizs, father and 
son, and the father became one of his 
bitterest opponents on the Darwinian 
question-gav~ him a negative impulse 
to the study. He thought it would be 
)Jest to deal -with one family of the 
Medusre after another in separate mono
graphs, as time permitted. The first of 
these essays appeared in x864 and x865, 
and dealt with what are known as the 
" snouted Medusre " ( Geryonzdce ). The 
first volume of the complete work was 
not published until fourteen years aftero 
wards. If Haeckel had decided to work 
as a specialist, he would have had mate
rial enough here to occupy him fully 
throughout the whole of the sixties, and 
even longer. The keen student of the 

Radiolaria would be succeeded by the 
equally keen student of the 1\Iedusre. 
More folio volumes would have accumu
lated, with beautiful plates, such as only 
the technical student of zoology e'er 
takes out of the library. His name, hke 
that of his friend Gegenbaur almost, 
would never have reached the cro.,.,d. 

It was the influence of Darwm that 
prevented this. His attention was 
turned in another direction, and we 
begin to realise the full greatness of h1s 
power when we remember that he 
nevertheless continued with unfailmg 
quality to publish such detailed stud1es 
as those on the Medusre. 

Darwinian ideas were . fermenting 
intensely in his mind at that time. The 
most audacious practical and theoretical 
problems arose from the fundamental 
theory, and forced themselves on him at 
every moment. - A great deal was 
sketched in outlme in the Stettin 
speech, but the serious sc1ent1fic work 
would have to be begun on his return to 
Jena, in his view. First, he thought, 
two features of Darwin's S} stem must be 
given a completely new and original 
complexion. Frrstly, the bottom of the 
tree, where life begins. Secondly, the 
crown of all terrestrial evolution : the 
manner in which man is connected with 
the tree. It was his philosophic vein 
that settled both points, the philosophy of 
unity that sought to replace God by 
natural development, both below and 
above, in regard to the primitive cell and 
in regard to man. But the way in which 
he set about _ it was very far removed 
from all conventional philosophy. The 
whole rigour of his professiOnal zoology 
found expression m it. And that was 
really the novelty of it. The same 
conclusions might have been drawn by 
any dozen ordmary philosophers, once 
they got on the right track. Even they 
could see that, if two and two are four, 
one and one are two, and three times 
three nine. Haeckel went very differ
ently, and much- more profoundly, to 
work. 

As an old pupu of Vuchow's, he 
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applies the cell-theory to Darwinism-in 
the lower stage. The first living things, 
the roots of the great tree of hfe, con
sisted of a single cell. The logic of the 
cell-theory itself went as far as this. 
But is the indtvidual cell the simplest 
of alllivmg forms? Here there was a 
long-standing controversy as to defini
tions. At first the cell was regarded 
hterally as a kind of chamber, hke the 
cell m the honey-comb. Then it \\as 
found that the jelly-hke, mobile matter 
w1thin the cell-chamber was the essential 
element, the vehicle of hfe. _ Finally, it 
was possible to conceive this shmy 
substance Without any firm membrane, 
without a chamber. Inside it, however, 
there was always (it was then thought) 
a thick and firm substance, the nucleus. 
If that was the fundamental and only 
really essential form, the Darwiman 
primitive and initial type of all terrestrial 
hfe must have been a similar drop of 
living matter with a firm central nucleus, 
a nucleated individual cell. 

How could we pass from this primitive 
cell to the "inorganic," the "lifeless," 
the "dead," the ordinary matter of 
stone, metal, and crystal ? Haeckel 
believed that it was possible to make a 
step in that direction-not theoretically 
and philosophically, but practtcally-by 
showing that there were still living things 
on the earth that did not come up to the 
definition of a true eel~ things that had 
not yet a nucleus m their soft gelatinous 
body. He discovered a number of tiny 
creatures that had a homogeneous 
particle of hving matter for body, and 
showed no trace of a nucleus. The 
nucleus seemed to be the first beginning 
of an organ. It was altogether wanting 
in them. 

To these most primitive of all living 
things he gave the name of .Afonera, or 
the absolutely "simple." 

In these investigatiOns it is very 
difficult to determme whether one of 
these tiny drops of plasm has a more or 
less transparent nucleus or not. It has 
often been affirmed in later years that 
these Monera of Haeckel's did not cor-

respond to their description as hving 
things without a nucleus, or creatures 
that were below the level of the true cell. 
It is, at all events, certain that there are 
to-day -large numbers of the unicellular 
beings known as the Bacteria in which 
no nucleus has yet been discovered by 
the most sceptical Thomas with the most 
powerful microscopes and best technical 
appliances of our time; It is the same 
With the Chromacea (Chroococci, Oscil
laria, Nostoc-algre), very lowly primitive 
plants, whose whole -body consists of a 
globule or granule of living plasm. 
However, here again the question is no 
longer Of the first importance, now that 
evolution is entirely and generally 
accepted. At the time we are discussing 
the method chosen was all-important. 
Haeckel drew no conclusions wtthout a 
solid basis. He believed . he could 
give ocular proof of the existence of 
beings that were below the level of the 
cell. It was clear, at all events, _that 
research in this department was only in 
its beginning, and could pour out 
wonder after wonder before' the world 
recovered from its first fright - over 
Darwinism. -

Then there was the other end of the 
system-man. Here, again, it was not 
merely a question of concludmg on 
philosophic grounds that man must have
descended from the lower animals. 
Huxley bad dealt in England with the 
question of man and the ape on the 
strict lines of zoology. He came to the 
important conclusion that man differs 
less zoologically from the highest apes, 
the gorilla and chimpan.lee, than they do 
from the lowest apes. He proved his 
point by ~ techmcal study of skulls 
and brains, not from abstract philo
sophical prmciples. It could be demon· 
strated in the museum or zoological 
institute, to any student with some 
knowledge of anatomy, as easily as the 
existence and position of any particular 
bone in the skeleton. Haeckel went 
even further. · 

He constructed a genealogical tree 
stretching far belo)' the apes. Next to 
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them came the lemurs. The lemur, the 
ghostly nocturnal inhabitant of Mada
gascar, came from the Australian mar
supial (kangaroo, etc.). The marsupial 
came from the duck-bill ; the duck-bill 
~rom the lizard ; the lizard from the sala
mander; the salamander from the dip
neust or mud-fish; this from the dog-fish 
or the shark ; and the shark from the 
lamprey. Below the lamprey, at the 
lowest limits of the vertebrate kingdom, 
was the Amphioxus (or lancelet). This 
must have come from the worm-it was 
not at all clear how, at that time. _And 
so the series ran on down to the uni
cellular Protozoa, the Amoeba:: and the 
Monera., 

The construction of this tree would 
have' been impossible for one who had 
not already done gigantic work. The 
whole of the new system of animals and 
plants, conceived in the form of a genea
logical tree, had first to_ be sketched in 
outline. Then the narrower thread that 
led up to man, the Ariadne-thread of 
God-Nature, would gradually come to 
light. -' ' 

Both ·ends of the system, the lower 
one in the Monera, the upper one in 
man~ 'Yere first thoroughly treated by 
him_in 1865, and in part somewhat later. 
His exl;laustive Monograph on the Monera 
was not published until 1868. Man's 
genealogical tree was privately circulated
at Jena. in two essays in October and 
November, 1865. Th_ey were published 
in the Yirchow-Holtzendortf collection 
in 1868 (The Origin and Genealogical 
Tree of the Human Race). But in both 
cases the substance of the work, as an 
accumulation of facts, is much older. 
And this work was, of course, only pos
sible in connect10n with a number of 
further conclusions-in regard to spon
taneous generation, life and death,_ the 
crystal and the cell, the mathematical 
form of organisms; the nature and limits 
of individuality, the method of research, 
the new natural philosophy, God, and 
so on.- -

It was an enormous programme, with 
1L Paradisaic freshness. Everything was 

new and great, and all came from one 
brain. There was only one man with 
whom he discussed his ideas as they 
formed-Carl Gegenbaur, who has un
doubtedly had a great, if unconscious, 
influence on them. Haeckel's grateful 
recognition of Gegenbaur's help in later 
years was endless and touching. 

Thou it was [he wntes to him a little 
later] that led me to begm my academiC 
teathmg at out beloved J en a six years 
ago, at the Thurmgian umversity in the 
heart of Germany, that has, hke a beatmg 
heart, sent out Its hvmg waves of freedom 
and alertness of mmd over Germany for 
three hundred years. At this nursery of 
German philosophy and science, under 
the protection· of a free State whose 
prmcely rulers ever gave a refuge to free 
speech and have hoked their names for 
ever with the reform movement, the 
golden age of German poetry, I was able 
to work m associatiOn With thee. Here 
we bmlt up our common structure of 
science in the happiest division of labour, 
teachmgandlearnmg cordially from each 
other, m the very rooms m wh1ch Goethe 

- began his studies of "the morphology of 
organisms " a half-century before, and 
partly with the same scientific means, 
the germs of comparative and philosophic 
science that he had scattered. \Ve have 
shared w1th each other as brothers the 
happmess and the sorrow that came Ul 
the hard struggle for hfe; and our scien
tific efforts have been so intimately 
blended and so mutually helpful, through 
our da1ly working and talkmg together, 
that it would have been 1mposs1ble for 
e1ther of us to determme the particular 
share of each in our spmtual commumsm. 
I can only say in a general way that the 
httle my restless and Impulsive youth 
could offer thee here and there IS out of 
all proportiOn to the enormous amount I 
have received from thee, etght yea1s my 
semor, a more expenenced and mature 
man. 

Goethe stood behind the friends as 
the quiet genius loci, g1ving his blessmg 
to all who worked in his spint on the 
old spot. Nor was the place itself with-
out influence. -

Much [Haeckel writes] may have been 
even the outcome of the common uphftmg 
enjoyment of nature that was afforded us 
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by the artistiC hnes of the J ena h1lls, as 
they brought before us once more at 
sunset the magic of the Calabnan moun
tams by the colour-harmony of the1r 
purple and gold banks of cloud and the1r 
VIOlet shadows. 

" What are the hopes, what are the 
plans, that man, the creature of a day, 
builds up?" 

The words were written by a poet, in 
his fatal illness, at the spot where the 
two strong spirits now worked. In the 
midst of all his hopes and plans Haeckel 
was struck by a Niobe-shaft. On Feb
ruary 16th, 1864. just on his thirtieth 
birthday, his wife, only in her twenty
ninth year, in the full force of mind and 
of love, succumbed to blood-poisoning. 

I tum to the thick volume of Haeckel's 
lffonograplt. on lite llfedustZ,, Part I. : 
"System of the Medusre," with an atlas 
of forty beautiful plates, published by 
Gustav Fischer, of Jena; in 1879. Few 
people, except zoologists with a technical 
interest in it,, have ever opened this 
voluminous work. Why should they ? 
It is a heavy work, with dry diagnoses. 
The author seems to be far away from 
all general questions, if ever he was, in 
the utter st1llness of his study. This 
pure accumulation of matter for truth's 
sake does not reach the ear of the world. 
It lays up material for remote days, 
before which the indivtdual fades away; 
it is merely catalogued material of the 
most techmcal character. Yet, as I turn 
over the pages, I seem to see a httle 
image from time to time that is almost 
hke the rose-red or golden-brown Medusre 
in the sterile, illimitable ocean. In truth 
neither ocean nor book is sterile ; but 
they are grey and broad. And just as' 
the swimming Medusa gladdens me in 
the one, so a little personal trait of the 
author does in the other. It is in the 
choice of the Latin names. A little 
crown is woven that unites resthetics and 
science. I find splendid names, invented 
by the Professor, on all si.des. But I 
notice that his heart was in these things. 
He has d1scovered new species of 
Medusre, and must chnsten them. As 

he turns over his Latin qr Gref<k ,lexicon 
a ray of humanity steals into the most 
severe scientific soul at such moments. 
l read that a discoid-medusa is called the 
Nausz"caa phtZacum : "I -observed the 
Nau'szcaa plt.tZaCUtn in ·April, x877· at 
Corfu, on the shore of Phreaca, in the 
heart of the Nausicaa." A Cyaneid is 
given the fine name of the lffelusina 
formosa. It is noted, with great regret, 
that " so _fine and classic a name for a 
medusa" as Oceania must be struck out 
on . scientific grounds. Among descrip: 
tions of spectes in a severe scientific 
tongue that unnerves the timid reader, 
among gonads, styles, perradial bundles 
of tentacles, and ocellar bulbs, we find, 
a propos of the medusa,LizziaElisabethtZ: 
"As Forbes dedicated the pretty genus 
..Lizzia blondzna to a' blond Elizabeth,' 
I do the same, and wish to honour, not 
only St. Elizabeth of Thuringia, but also 
the 'blond Elizabeth' of Immermann 
and my own dear daughter Elizabeth." 

Then, in the middle of the large • 
volume, we find the following passage on 
page x8g. A Medusa is given the name 
of Mztrocoma AnntZ. The naine was 
given at Villefranche, near Nice, in 
Apnl, x864. This Medusa had" a fairy
like appearance " to its discoverer; its · 
tentacles hung down "like a mass of 
blond hair ! " A note to the name tells 
us that it was given "in memory of my 
dear, never-to-be-forgotten. wife, Anna 
Sethe. If it is given to me to do some
thing during my earthly pilgrimage for 
science and humamty, I owe it for the
most part to the blessed influence of my 
gifted wife, who was torn from me by a 
premature end in 1864." In the Art
forms in Nature, Haeckel's work of 
1899, we find a' medusa .Desmonema 
Annasethe similarly- after thirty-five 
years - apostrophised : "The specific 
name of this pretty discoid-medusa, one 
of the most beautiful and interesting of all 
the Medusre, immortalises the memory 
of Anna Sethe, the gifted and refine~ 
wife (born 1835, died x864) to whom 
the author of this work owes the happiest 
years of his life." · 
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If one would fathom the depths of 
l.uman emotion, one must reflect what 
these words, in such a context, contain; 
it is the last gentle vibration of a most 
deep inner experience breaking out into 
this prosaic, scientific matenal. A 
medusa is a trivial, possibly- a funny, 

_thmg to th~ layman. -_The man of 
science looks -deeper into it, and sees a 
wonderful revelation of nature; the eye 

- of Goethe's God shines on him from It. 
But when he has devoted years to the -
most careful study nf it, it assumes also 
a na1ve individual interest. for him, as 
the companion of _his solitary hours of 
observatiOn in the heart of nature, far 
from all the whirl and bustle of the 

·world. Only ,the deepest and most 
-intimate feelings break -out in such 
moments._ And here they have left their 
monument-in a Latin name that science 

' will go on coldly entering in its cata
logues for ages to come. It seems to 
me that this simple fact tells us more of 

-the character of this _true-hearted man, 
in whom nothmg human- was lacj{ing, 
than long narratives could. 

- - When the aged Sethe saw the break
up in I 8o6 of the State of Prussia, in the 
invulnerability of which he had believed 
as- a .gospel, he sought refuge- in the 
comfort of work. " I -succeeded in be
p.umbing my mind:- I experienced in 

-~yself_ that nard -work is a soothing 
balsam, - co-operating with _ -nur tardy 
healmg force!' The grandson,. wounded 
iq a more terrible way and cut to the 
very heart, tried the same remedy. -

Thirty years afterwards, when crowns 
_ were prepared and speeches delivered in 

honour of Haeckel's sixtieth birthday, 
when the whole of- J ena feted him as 
their own, and the veil fell from hi~ 
marble bust- in the Zoological Institute, 
to which seven hundred of the best 

- known names in German -and foreign 
~1ence had, coptributed, the hero of 1t 
all w~nt back to that dark hour. "I 
thought -at the time that I could not 
sumve the bl~w1 thought my life was 

closed, and purposed to bring together 
all the new ideas that Darwm's theory 
of evolution had evoked in me in a last 
great work. That was the origin, amid 
bitter struggles, of the Generelle llforpho
logze. It was written and printed in less 
than a year. I lived the life of a hermit, 
gave myself barely three or four hours' 
sleep-a day, and worked all day and half 
the night. My habits were so ascetic 
that I really wonder I am alive and well 
before you to-day." 

In his hour of collapse Haeckel sat 
down and wrote "the book of his life." 
There were only two alternatives for a 
book written in such circumstances. It 
would be either very bad or very good. 
When a young man in his thirties throws 
himself into a great effort of this kind 
and writes a work_ that he conceives as 
a testament-a work in which he will 
speak for the last time, but will say every
thing-it is a desperate test of all that 
he has done in his three decades of hfe 
and is about to give to the world. In 
this case the test succeeded beyond all 
expectation. -

The General Morphology of Organisms• 
was published in x866, w1th the sub
title : "General elements of the science 
of organic forms, mechanically grounded 
on the theory of descent-as reformed by 
Charles Darwin." It consists of two 
thick volumes ,of small pnnt, containing 
more than x,2oo pages. The preface is 
dated September 14th, x866. It IS now 
one of the most important works in the 
whole mentd output of the second half 
of the nineteenth century. ln respect of 
method of scientific research it is a land
mark by which we may characterise and 
appraise the whole half-century. For 
general biological classification it inaugu
rates a new epoch, as had been done 
fifty years before by Cuvier, and again 
fifty years earlier by Linne. What It 
did for zoology m the narrow sense was 
thirty years afterwards summed up m 
one phrase by a writer nf acknowledged 

• This work of Professor Haeckel's has not 
been tr!lnslated 111to En&hsb.-TRANS. 
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competence, Richard Hertwig : " Few 
works have done as much towards 
raising the intellectual level of zoology." 
Among Haeckel's own achievements, 
great and varied-as they are, this work 
occupies the highest place. Setting 
aside certain spectal pieces of research, 
and regardmg him mainly as a man of 
great ideas, we find his whole programme 
in this work. The History of Creation, 
that has taken his name far and wide 
over the globe beyond the frontiers of 
zoology, is only an extract from this 
work. He put his heart in it. The 
others are only the improved blood
vessels of his system of ideas, partly 
duplications, partly simplificatiOns. I 
do not say this either in blind admira
tion or in criticism, but as the expression 
of a plain fact. Posterity will tum to 
this work when, either in hoshhty or in 
sympathy, it wishes to appreciate 
Haeckel.• 

His contemporaries did not accept 
the work Without difficulty. It came 
out without noise, exerted a tremendous 
influence in a quiet way, and at last 
disappeared altogether from the book
shops. It is still attacked, but has never 
been refuted. At libraries one finds, as 
I know from experience, that it is always 
"out," and therefore must be read con
tinually. It is found occasionally at 
second-hand booksellers ; an antiquarian 
pnce running to five pounds and more
is put on it, after forty years' active pro
ductiOn on the part of its author. At 
present you could count on your fingers 
the German works that have this distmc
tion of being highly priced and out of 
prmt. One such is VlScher's Aislhetics, 
and another is the first edition of 
Gottfried Keller's Green Henry. Keller 
had threatened anyone who _ever 
attempted to republish this first edition 
(afterwards modtfied but not improved 
by him) that his hand would not rest 
quietly in the grave. But the price of 

1 Professor II u>.ley described the Venef'al 
lifo• phology as "one of the greatest sc1entlfic 
works ever pubhshed."-T&ANS. 

the work went up among antiquarians. 
I feel, in speaking of Haeckel's General 
llforphology, that I am describing a book 
which has become so rare that one-must 
treat it as something new, a codex that 
is only_ accessible to a few. It is 
certainly not known to the general 
reader. - -

Let me endeavour-_in a few words to 
give a general idea of the chief contents 
of the work. 

All the intellectual forces that had 
had any influence upon Haeckel now 
concentrated for a supreme !l.chievement. 
First of these was Goethe, who supplied 
the title, " Morphology." In its simplest 
signification morphology is merely "the 
science 9f forms." If I take houses,
furniture, statues, fishes, flowers, crystals, 
etc., and only regard and describe' their 
forms, I am a morphologist il! the literal 
sense of the word. But when Goethe 
invented the terrri he sought to give it a 
more restricted application, writing in 
the style of earlier days, but clearly 
enough, at Jena in x8o7. We have, he 
says, natural objects before us, especially 
living objects. We try to penetrate the· 
secrets of their nature and their i. ::tion. 
We are not merely observers, but 
philosophers. It is from this point of 
view that we approach the subJect. It 
appears to us that the best way to 
proceed is to separate the various parts. 
Such a procedure seems calculated to 
take us very far. Chemistry - and 
anatomy are instances of this analytic 
kind of research, and both are greatly 
esteemed and successful. But this, 
method has its limitations. "We can 
easily break up the living thing into its 
elements, but we cannot put these 
together again and restore them to life. 
We cannot do this in the case of many 
inorganic, to say nothing of orgamc, 
bodies." What are we to do? "Hence," 
Goethe continues, "even scientific men 
have at all times had an impulse to 
recognise living things as such, to grasp 
connectedly their external visible and 
tangible parts, and take these as indica
tions of the inner life, and thus in a 
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sense to compass the whole in one 
glance." " Hence we find at the thres
hold of art and knowledge and science a 
number of attempts to establish and 
elaborate, a science that we may call 
morp!wlogy." · 

Yerhaps Goethe's meaning can be 
realised best if one takes a great work 
of art-say, the Venus of Milo-and 
imagines how these different 'kinds of 
knowledge would deal with it. Purely 
analytic anatomy would dissolve the 
superb artistic form into a rubbish-heap 
of bits of 111arble. Chemistry would 
still further break up these bits of 
marble into the chemical elements of 
which every block of marble is ultimately 
composed. The " form " would dis
appear altogether: But in this case the 
form means-the Venus of Milo. We 
see at once that we need another branch 
of science and investigation besides 
anatomy and 'chemistry; we_ ,need a 
morphology, or science of the complete 

. form in which the block of marble is 
moulded into the Venus of Milo. In 
the case of our work 'of art, morphology 
would be identical with a:sthetics, or at 
least with a branch of it. There can be 
no doubt that the firsfand most impera
tive need for the establishment of a 
special science of morphology -arises 
from artistic and a:sthetic feelings. It 
is not with<?ut significance ·that it was 
founded by the poet Goethe, and 
elaborated with such great success in 
·the 'nineteenth 'century by the born 
artist Haeckel. However, that does 
not prevent the analogy of the Venus of 
Milo, which happens to be a creation of 
human art, being applied equally to 
every individualised form in nature, to 
every crystal, plant, and animal. Goethe 
himself immediately. transferred his 
morphology into the -province of botany 
with such vigour that the term is still 
regarded, in · its narrower sense, as a 
technical botanical - expression. It 
extends, however, to the whole world in 
so far as its contents come before us in 
"forms." When Haeckel adopted the 
term he de}iberately restricted it. in 

harmony with the general defimtion, by 
calling his work TM .Morphology of 
Organisms, or the science of the forms 
of animals and plants. 

But there was one danger in the con
ception of a morphology of animals and 
plants-namely, the danger of taking it 
to mean a purely external descnptwn : 
so many thousand species of plants, 
soberly described, labelled, and num
bered, a huge cabinet of stuffed skins, a 
herbarium of hay. A whole scienttfic 
school had really taken it in this sense 
since Goethe's time, much as if one 
were to think resthetics t:onsisted simply 
in forming an illustrated catalogue of all 
the art-treasures in the world-a realistiC 
catalogue in which the marble statues 
from the Parthenon and the Moses of 
Michael Angelo would simply be gtven 
as number so-and-so in class so-and
so. 

Haeckel was preserved from this 
school by his more immediate masters, 
as well as by Goethe himself; firstly by 
Johannes Maller, then by the botanist 
Schleiden, finally by the influence of 
Gegenbaur. There was at the time 
enough, and more than enough, of this 
external museum-morphology. It was 
far from Haeckel's intention to produce 
a new compendium, in several volumes, 
of this kind of science of plants and 
animals. His morphology- was to be 
"general," to have a broader range, be a 
programme. As Richard Hertwtg said 
very happily at a later date, he saw his 
science, not as it then was, but as it 
ought to be, in his opinion. 
- The science of forms was to be in the 
fullest sense a "philosophy of forms." 
Zoological Philosophy was the name 
given by the hapless Lamarck, in France 
a century ago, to a work that appeared 
in the year that Darwin was born, and 
anticipated his most advanced thoughts. 
Haeckel also gave a new "phtlosophy of 
~zoology and botany., The title embodies 
the magic formula that gave him courage 
to take up resolutely once more the pro
scribed word, that seemed to have been 
scalded 'and spoiled for ever in the 
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"itches' cauldron of "natural philo
sophy"; it spoke of the "theory of 
descent as reformed by Charles Darwin." 
Two sub-titles divided the work into two 
sections from the start. The first part 
gave the critical elements of the mechan
ical science of the developed forms of 
organisms (animal and plant); the second 
part gave the same elements of the 
mechanical science of the developing 
forms of organisms. 

In these titles we see the decisive 
advance beyond Johannes Muller. As 
Goethe had already declared, morpho
logy as such can be formed into a real 
and profound science. It will then not 
confine itself pedantically to a registra
tion of forms. It will compare them 
with each other, and seek the hidden 
law in the stragglmg phenomena. It 
will mark out broad hnes that will enable 
the human mind to grasp its objects in 
all their fulness. Johannes Muller had 
only been able to confirm that in the 
narrower sphere of biology. This was 
the nerve that gave vitality to zoology 
and botany, and made them_ a province 
of the mind in the higher sense. But 
the question now was: which laws were 
detected, and in which category of 
thought were they to be found? Muller 
had the theory, but was weak on the 
practical side. There were the "forms" 
of animals and plants. What was it that 
really connected them ? What was the 
reality that corresponded to the philo
sophic craving of the intelligence ? 
Muller's next school, the generation 
immediately preceding Haeckel, that of 
Du Bois-Reymond, Virchow, and many 
others, had apparently indicated the 
solution. They had replaced Muller's 
vague general conceptiOn of the laws of 
morphology and life, which was under
mined by older influences, by a single 
great demand. We want to grasp nature 
as a unity.· At one point in nature we 
have reached deep and apparently funda
mental factors-in physics and chemistry 
and their plain natural laws or forces. 
Now let us try, startmg from the idea of 
umty and from the plamest of all philo-

sophical principles, that of proceeding 
from the known to the imknown, to 
reduce - the forms and phenomena of 
life to these natural laws of chemistry 
and physics. Let us find. out whether 
the whole form-world of the animals and 
plants-in other words, the whole pro
vince of morphology in the narrower 
sense-can be traced to the same natural 
laws that we have in chemical and 
physical phenomena. The globe is the 
object of chemistry and physics. Shall 
these few green or other-coloured things 
that lie at the limit of the air, water, and 
rocks, a small minority in nature, the 
things we call animals and plants, alone 
in the whole w9rld be exempt from the 
action of these laws? - It is immaterial 
that Muller's best pupils-DuBois Rey
mond in his later years and Virchow at an 
early date-departed more or less from 
this consistent- position of theirs into 
philosophic and other side-paths. · The 
younger generation, to which Haeckel 
belongs, that only came into direct touch 
with Muller in his last years, heard no 
other gospel. What further advance 
was to be made ? In chemistry and 
physics they had before them th!l deep 
stratum that yielded good mechanical 
laws. The first stage of physiology after 
Muller, as we find It, for instance, under 
Du Bois-Reymond, yielded some good 
indications for the organic. But was the 
whole of morphology to be remodelled ? , 
Was the vast labyrinth of the thousands 
and thousands of animal and plant forms 
in the museum to be reduced to mecha
nical laws, corresponding to those of 
physics and chemistry, and be explained ' 
by them? 

Darwin brought salvation. Now that 
he had appeared, Haeckel felt he could 
begin to work.- The hour and the man 
were come. 

Darwin made it possible for him to 
raise morphology to a penetrative science, 
equal to physics and chemistry, and so 
to make a step towards the unity of our 
knowledge of a umfied world. Hitherto 
the morphology of the animals and plants 
had been in confusion. God, imagined 
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in the form of a higher man, had deliber.: 
ately created the organic forms, the 
palm, the moss, the turtle, and the man. 
He had constructed them on a definite 
plan, as a man makes machines. Now,
.it -appeared, the deeper stratum was 
peepmg out even here. La.ws that had 
built the heavens and the earth reached, 
by way of the Darwinian theories of 
selection and adaptation, to the moss 
and palm, the turtle and man. 

It was .Jlaeckel's peculiar distinction 
to take up this path as the right one. It 
was then altogether new; to-day; even 
in the eyes_ of an opponent, it has at 
least the solid and consistent support of 
a considerable party. In later years, 
apart !rom open deserters -from the free 
and uncompromising pursuit of truth 
like Virchow, a school of zoologists and 
botanists has been formed that will not 
r~cognise in Darwinism a reduction of 
vital phenomena to the simple chemico
physical laws of the rest" of nature.' 
They look_ upon it partly as inaccurate 
in- its allegatwns of -fact, partly as a 
nebulous confusion, if not, as I Jlave 
already sai~, as a false mysticism or 
metaphySic. In the opinion of these 
critics, whose own confused ideas very 
often leave httle- to be desired in point 

-of nebulosity, and who' frequently try to 
drive out the devil by means -of the
devil's grandmother (a matter we cannot 

-go into here), Haeckel had made a great 
mistake- iP. thinking that Darwinism 
would solve the Du -Bois-Virchow pro
blem of reducing all living things to the 
laws of lifeless matter.- Even these, how
ever, must candidly acknowledge that in 
doing SO he WaS the VICtim Of his con
sistent and honourable inquiry. At all 
eve1_1ts, he _must logically have seen the 
·correct line at that time as it is -recog
nised -to-day by this anti-Darwinian, but 
professedly mechanical, sch9ol. -His 

- individual error can only have been that 
he was deceived as to the true course of 
t4e -li~e, and so clung_ to Darwinism. 
However, we have said enough on this 

'point. ' ' 
Haeckel- himself, at the time he was 

producing his greatest work, saw in 
Darwin the absolute "open Sesame" to 
all the doors of philosophic morphology. 
With this Sesame came an entuely new 
impulse:-namely, to wnte the natural 
history of the animal and plant form. 
It was just the same as when :esthetics 
perceives a new world, a world that alone 
is worthy of it, the moment it passes from 
the making of a mere catalogue of the 
world's art-treasures to the knowledge of 
even one single law of artistiC creatiOn, 
in VIrtue of which one single work of art 
has been actually built up. 

It is impossible to begin with more 
general considerations than this book 
does. The method of scientific research 
generally is explained in order to give an 
Idea of the new Darwinian morphology. 
With a calmness that must have made 
most of the contemporary zoologists and 
botanists shiver, the discredited idea of 
natural philosophy is restored from the 
lumber-room. "All true science IS 
philosophy, and all true philosophy is 
science. And in this sense all true 
science is natural philosophy." 

The various periods in the develop
ment of morphology are coolly schema
tised. These epochs are characterised 
by the vicissitudes of the struggle be
tween the simple_description of forms in 
the animal and plant worlds and the 
philosophic exposition of the laws that lie 
behind these forms. In the eighteenth 
century, under Linne, there is a ,period 
of purely external description and classi
fication. It is succeeded in the first 
third of the nineteenth century by a 
tnumph of the philosophic treatment of 
animal and plant forms. This increases 
with Goethe and Lamarck, and grows 
into the older (and now generally abused) 
imaginative natural philosophy. Then 
there is a general reaction ; with Cuvier 
comes the least philosophical of methods, 
though at the time it 1s a real advance. 
Whil_e Linne only gave an external des
criptiOn of forms and catalogued them, 
Cuvier's epoch penetrated to the inner 
structure, the inner world of forms, and 
thus rendered great service. The last 
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and greatest workers of the period
Muller, Schleiden, etc.-give the signal 
for .a. reaction in the hour of its chief 
tnumph. Haeckel now follows this up 
as "the element of fact in their ideas." 
With Darwin he inaugurates the fourth 
epoch, the tnumph of natural philosophy 
for the second time. But it is now far 
deeper and clearer ; it embod1es all the 
good that preceded, all that Cuvier and 
h1s fullowers have done, without the 
irresolution of earher days. Now that 
we have studied the living form in its 
innermost structure, as was never done 
before, in the earliest stages of embryonic 
development in the ovum and womb, in 
the past geological periods of the earth's 
history, we will tlunk over this form, 
thmk with all the means at our command, 
reason, synthesis - even imagination, 
when it is necessary to press on to the 
great final conclusion, a new synthesis of 
the defective positive data. What does 
Johannes Muller say? "Imagination is 
an indiSpensable servant; it is by means 
of it we make the combinations that lead 
to important discoveries. The man of 
science needs, in harmonious co-opera
two, the discriminating force of the 
analytic intelhgence and the generahsing 
force of the synthetic imagination.'' 
That is spoken from~ the depths of 
Haeckel's heart, and he drives il: home. 

Nothing is more amusing than to find 
Haeckel's later opponents saying, a propos 
of any particular question, that his state
ment springs from his "imagination," as 
if 1t were something wholly unscientific 
that the naturalist must shun like the 
pest; or, again, that Haeckel here or 
there falls a v1ctim to the deadly enemy 
of all scientific research, natural philo
sophy. It is pointed out to him as a 
great discovery wruch he must approach 
m a proper penitential spirit-to him who 
has discussed these matters so unequivo
cally in his first theoretical work. 

As a fact, these methodological chapters 
in the first volume are as clear as crystal. 
The titles will seem strange to the man 
who thmks he can dq without any philo
sophical mstruction in zoology and 

botany, and wants to hear only of cells, 
tissues, stalks, leaves, bones; scales, and 
so on, in a general morphology. One 
chapter has the headmg : "Empiricism 
and Philosophy (Experience and Know
ledge)." Another heading_ runs: "Ana
lysis and Synthesis.'' Then there .are : 
"Induction and Deduction," "Dogma
tism and Criticism," "Teleology and 
Causahty (Vitalism and Mechanism)," 
" Dualism and Monism." The last three 
antithetic headings ' are united under a 
general title as " Cntique of Scientifjc 
Methods that are Mutually Exclusive." 
Such a title illumines the whole situation 
like a flash of lightning. Many years 
afterwards Haeckel himself said of his 
General Morphology that it was a com
prehensive and difficult work that had 
found few readers. At least the whole · 
of this fil'l!t and most difficult part of the· 
book must be defended against the 
criticism o~ its parent. If it is far from 
adequately appreciated to-day, especially 
by professional -phdosophers, that is 
certainly not due to its style, which is a 
model of clearness in the eyes of anyone 
with the least philosophical culture. 
The real evil was that people did not 
look to it for instruction from the philo
sophical side. The title, 11 Morphology 
of Organisms," had a technicaJ SOllnd. 
The empty space between professional 
philosophy and professional zoology- is 
wide enough 'to-day, but it was far 
wider thirty-four years ago. Books hke 
Buchner's superficial and popular Force 
anti Matter, or Haeckel's own later work, 
the History of Crealzon, that can only 
be regarded as a brief and incomplete 
popular extract in comparison with the 
General Morphology, with all its peculiar 
literary charm, sfole into the ph1losophy 
of the time like foxes with burning straw 
tied to their tails. Professional philo
sophers have written whole libraries on 
them. The matter recalls a fundamental 
defect in academic philosophy t it has 
little or no sympathy with real scientific 
work; in fact, it studiously avoids such 
sympathy in the consciousness of its own 
weakness. Hence it has, like everT 
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other layman with general interests, to 
wait for attempts to popularise scientific 
work before it can know what is going 
on in the serious camp. The man who 
'wants to-day to criticise the mechanical 
conception of nature should first make 
himself acquainted with these chapters 
of the Morphology. How many know 
the m~re title of the work ?-how many 
even of those wlio evince great hostility 
whenever Haeckel's name is mentioned? 

The book contains much more than 
the methodological introduction. This 
only takes up the first hundred pages, 
but it_ contains the whole programme. 
We start off, therefore, under full sail for 
a new ,epoch of thought, for natural 
philosophy; but we must keep an alert 
mind.- The- deeper task, that Darwin 
only gave the means of accomplishing, 
was to reduce'allliving things, animal or 
vegetal, to the inorganic. The laws of 
life must be merely certain complications 
of the simple laws th~t are encountered 
directly in chemistry and physics, and 
rule throughout nature. It must be one 
of the first ~ims of a general philosophic 
morphology to open out a path in thjs 
duection. 

The Jjving and what is called the 
"dead" must be compared. - Linne's 
three rigid kingdoms-animal, plant, and 
mineral-needed definitions in harmony 
with the new ideas. Haeckel himself 
had discovered the " Monera," the living 
particles of plasm that did not seem to 
have reache~ the stage of the true cell. 
Here, clearly, was the lowest level of the 
living. At the same time we reach the 
most complex specimen_of the inorganic 
from the morphological point of view
tl,lat is to say, the most interesting in its 
individual form-the crystal. The dif
ferences begin to give way. What 
marvellously similar functions ! From 
the dead mother-water is built up, purely 
by chemica-physical laws, the beautiful 
structure of the crystal. From the 
lowest living particle of plasm without 
any special .organs, as we see in the 
Radiolaria, are formed the beautiful 
&iliceous frames that Haeckel had col-

lected in such quantities at Messina. Is 
it more than a hair's breadth to pass from 
one to the other? The deeper we go in 
the study of living things, the sbghter 
become the differences that separate 
them from "dead matter." On the 
other hand, the higher we go in the 
structure of crystals, the more stnking 
is the resemblance to the living thing. 
Two chains of thought seem to be 
started. What we call "dead " is really 
alive ; what we call living is really subJect 
to the same laws as the "dead." The 
solution is found i:n complete Monism. 
Living and dead are not antithetiC. 
Nature is one, though we see it in 
different stages of development. We 
call one of them the crystal, another the 
cell, or the moneron, or the protozoon ; · 
another the plant, another the animal. 
Historically it all hangs together. The 
same laws hold sway throughout. In 
framing my arbitrary defimtwns I can 
say either that the dead is living, or that 
the living does not differ essentially from 
the dead. In the chain of living things 
man comes from the primitive cell, the 
moneron. IT'his in its turn has developed 
from something earlier-" naturally" 
developed. The very Idea of life forces 
us to seek the predecessors of the 
Monera. Hence we mean by "spon
taneous generation " that what was dead 
according to our ordinary use of lan
guage has begun to live. In point of 
fact, it is merely development of a umfied 
whole. There is no gap, no leap, no act 
that is not natural. The dead and the 
living never were really antithetic. 

The insistent statement that not only 
does the living approach the inorgamc, 
but the inorgamc approaches the living, 
is quite "Haeckelian." The study of 
the " hfe " of crystals is one of the best 
parts of the buok. Later generations 
will appreciate it. We· are much too 
narrow to-day when we merely reflect 
that life, even the life of man, can be 
traced by evolutiOn dO\\ n _to what we 
call dead matter_ We lorget that this 
"matter" is already high, since it poten
tially contains hfe: and e'ren man, the 
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crown of hfe. Many people imagine 
that the derivation of man from "dead 
matter" is equal to turning a king into 
a beggar. They do not reflect that, on 
the other hand, a beggar is turned into a_ 
king. When I say that hfe arose one 
day out of the inorganic, or that a crystal 
was turned into a cell, my statement 
really involves the complementary truth 
that the inorganic potentially contains 
life in itself. Otherwise we have the old 
miracle over again of something being 
produced out of nothing, in spite of our· 
spontaneous generation. Haeckel has 
always been clear Qn this point. His 
later studies of the soul of the atom and 
the plasndule only carry out the abso-" 
lutely log~cal treatment of the question 
that we find in these chapters of the first 
volume of the .JEorphology. 

Incidentally the question is raised 
whether the plant or the animal was 
evolved first. Animal and plant are, of 
course, not rigidly distinct from each 
other. They are only the two great 
branches of the Darwinian evolution of 
living forms, and are united at the 
bottom, however much they d1verge 
above. Gegenbaur had represented this 
years before (186o) in a iigure that 
Haeckel quotes in his Monograph on the 
Radzolana in 1862. The whole kmgdom 
of living things must be conceived "as 
a connected series, within which we find 
two lines diverging from a common 
centre and representing a gradual dif
ferentiation and development of organi
sation." The terminal points of these 
hnes (the htghest plant and the highest 
ammal) are very different from each 
other, but the difference gradually dis
appears as we go back towards the 
common centre, and the lowest stages 
m each kingdom can hardly be dis
tinguished from each other. For these 
lowest stages Haeckel now carries out a 
plan that very quickly forced itself on 
him. 

-He forms them into a new kingdom 
of hfe. To the animal and plant king
doms he adds the primitive realm of the 
beings that showed unequivocal signs of 

the possession of life, yet were neither 
animals nor plants. He gives them the _ 
name of 11 Protists." To botany and 
zoology is now added protistology. 

The name "Protists" (from protiston, 
the very first) is familiar to everyone in 
biology to-day. U protistology has not 
yet been securely established as a special 
branch of science, that is due to the 
circumstance that a strict limit cannot 
be determined on either the plant or 
the animal side, so that the botanist 
encroaches on the province at one point 
and the zoologist at another. But when 
we remember that Haeckel's P{otists 
include the well-known Bacilli, on which 
whole libraries are accumulating to-day, 
it is clear that the province must be 
definitely marked off at some date in the 
near future, whether one accepts Darwin
ism or no. 

These important innovations in tech
nical biology show very clearly how sound 
and fruitful the new 11 natural philo
sophy" was. We have to go back to 
the untenable and utterly impracticable 
systems of Hegel, Schelling, and Steffen, 
which -were immediately reJected as the 
tnflmg of dilettanlt~ or even to much that 
the admirable Oken did on the scientific· 
side, if we, would measure the whole 
distance between what people understood 
in the sixties by "natural philosophy" 
and the real reformed philosophy that 
Haeckel gave to the world. This be
comes clearer at every step we take in 
his work. · 

The first book h~s determined the 
method that leads to morphology, the 
science of forms. The second has 
ranged the organic forms-protists, 
plants, and animals-over against the 
inorganic or 11 dead" forms, as far as this 
is possible from the new C?VOlutionary 
point, of. view. We feel that the third 
book will pass on to Darwin, and explain 
the world of organic forms by the 
DarwiQian laws of evolution. Then the 
programme would be camed out in its 
main features. 

But Haeckel writes two whole books 
before he comes to this, and they are, 
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perhaps, the most characteristic in the 
work. He only 11 adopted " the theory 
of evolution in the sense that he applied 
it far more thoroughly than Darwm to 
practical problems. In these two books 

. he is entirely himself. They are, at the 
same time, the most difficult in the work. 
Even to-day they place him on a lofty 
and lonely height apart from the great 
and strenuous controversy over Darwin
ism. _- I believe that the time will yet 
·come that will fully appreciate these 
books. Through them Haeckel will 

. play a part in philosophy of which we 
have at present no prevision. 
· There is a ·word that is inseparable 

from the word 11 form "-individuality. 
Morphology; which does not analyse, but 
studies the form-unities as a whole m the 
sense of Goethe's definition, comes from 
the nature of things to deal with the 
individual. In our artistic illustration 
the Venus of M1lo, as a form-unity, is an 
::esthetic individuality. When its form is 
destroyed its individuality perishes.- .: 

Let. us .;3.pply this to any ·one of the 
higher plants or animals. Take a turtle, 
for instance. A definite individual 
embodies the definite form to -which I 
give the· name. This ·form as such is 
entirely lost if I cut up the turtle until it 
is unrecognisable. The limit of morpho
logical study seems to be, just as in the 
case of tile Venus of Milo, the integnty 
of the individual turtlt:. Yet in the hving 
turtle we find an enormous difference. 

If I grind the- Venus of Milo into 
dust, 1· am at once in a totally different 
world w1th this dust. I am among the 
raw material of nature, untouched by 
::esthetic influence. From this calcareous 
powder I can, in reahty or imagmation, 
pass on to_ the world of crystals, molecules, 
and atoms. -In that case I shall have 
done with. restbetic morphology. - I come 
to the morphology- of the inorganic-a 
very ditferenf branch. What do we find 
in the case of tl!e hving turtle ? · 

It is true that. I can break up the 
turtle into simple chemical _substances. 
In that case I make the same transition; 
I abandon organic morphology, and pass, 

w1th the same sa/to 11101 tale as m the case 
of the Venus of Milo, to the lo\\ er SCience 
of morganic morphology. 

But when I examine the structure of 
the living individual turtle before me I 

·notice a special feature. Let us suppose 
that 1 break up the Venus of Milo only 
to a certain degree; or, with less vandal
ism, I do not break it up, but hght up 
its inner structure to some extent by a 
sort of Rontgen-ray apparatus. And 
suppose . I found that th1s one ::esthetic 
individuality is made up of millions of 
much smaller and ::esthetically finer and 
more umfied images. I do not mean of 
m1lhons of repetitions of the large Venus 
in mimature, but of real and unmistakable 
little works of art, each of which, regarded 
separately and without any inJury to its 
narrower individuality, might be just as 
excellent a subject for ::esthetic examina
tion as the whole Venus. 

This is, of course, nonsense as regards 
the Venus of Milo. There is nothmg of 
the kind in it. I have given' the para
doxical supposition merely for the purpose 
of showing what we really fiiJ.d in the case 
of the turtle. 

When the organic individual turtle is 
closely studied it breaks up first into so 
many simpler organic individuals, which 
undoubtedly belong as such to the 
province of organic morphology. They 
are the celts. The theory of Schleiden, 
Sohwann, and Virchow here comes into 
direct touch with morphology.. Every 
higher animal or plant has its own 
individuality; and within this individ
uality there is a conglomerate, a com
mumty, or a state, of individuals of a 
lower order, that have their own hfe and 
their correspondmg individual life-form. 
Man himself, the highest of animals, is a 
cell-state. So Virchow taught. Each 
nne of us is ·an individual, and as such an 
object of morphology. The cell, each 
single cell in each of us, is also an 
individual, and as such is equally an 
object of morphology. Hence it is the 
task of the morphology of organisms, not 
only to describe these higher individu
alities as such, but also to look on them 
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as glass-houses, as it were, with so many 
shelves, divisiOns, and smaller houses 
within of a lower rank. These internal 
arrangements have to be described, piece 
by piece, with the same fidelity. 

This will probably suffice to convey a 
general idea of the subject. Clearly, the 
great work that ought to form the general 
part of morphology at this point was the 
precise determination of all these various 
layers -<>f individuality that are found in 
the animals, plants and protists, and, as 
we rise upward, enter into more and 
more complex relations to each other. 

The difference between, say, a turtle 
or a man and the cell which combines 
in its millions to form them is not the 
only one. Between them we seem to find 
individualised, or almost indiVidualised, 
links. Think of the idea of an organ. 
What is my heart? It is made of a 
number of cell-individuals, like my whole 
frame. But these cell$ form a sort of 
intermediate individuality in me. We 
may go further, What is a segment of a 
worm? What is an arm of a star-fish? 
They have so much independence that 
they can continue to hve, rapidly pro
ducmg new cells and forming a new worm 
or star-fish of the h1gher individual type, 
if they are cut off. The arrangement is 
still more difficult in the case of the 
plant. Where in their case shall we find 
the stages of individuality that correspond 
to the animal-human? The cells are 
distinct in both cases. The ~ndividual 
plant-cell corresponds to the individual 
animal-cell. But what is there in the 
plant that corresponds to me, as the 
ammal-human multicellular individual? 
Does the oak-tree, for instance? Cer
tainly, the oak is an individual. But it 
seems that it is the single sprout of it 
that corresponds to what I am. What 
is the relation of the tree to this sprout? 

Here our ideas grow dim and con
fused. We human individuals unite to 
form certam higher communities. The 
word "social " reminds us of the fact : 
then we have the nation, the race, 
humanity. At least the earlier of these 
stages certainly perform various combined 

functions, and are understood_ to form,
or wish to form, new individJals. We 
speak of the social organism, the body 
of the people, the soul of the people, and 
so on. 
- We see that still more clearly in the 
case of the animals about us. Indi
viduals, that correspond to our concep· 
tion of an individual man, combine and 
form· stocks and colonies; with division 
of labour. We find this in the Medusre, 
Corals, Anemones, Tunicates, and Ver
malians. One of these animal stocks, 
to which our human social combinations 
only correspond in a much wider sense, 
gives us a stage that is represented by 
the tree in the plant-world. Infinite 
perspectives open out, '-nd also infinite 
complications. Infinite problems spring 
up for morphology to deal with; it must 
make its way through the labyrinth of 
these complicated types of individualisa. 
tion. , 

The matter is still more intricate if I 
begin at the bottom of the biological 
senes and proceed upwards. I, man, 
am an individual of a certain stage in 
my own collective activity. It is true 
that I am made up of millions of cell-_ 
individuals, but when we look U the 
whole these are merely elementary units. 
But take a being from the protist-world 
that is too lowly to be either animal or 
plant. In respect of its whole activity it 
'is an individual just a-s much as I am, 
and therefore in this regard at the same 
stage as I. At the same time it consists 
of a single cell. The distinction in me 
between unit and whole does not exist 
in it. Its unit is the whole. : It would 
seem a Sisyphean task to reduce all this 
to a system. 

Yet that is just what Haeckel has done. 
With crystalline clearness he separates 

and reunites and arranges everything, 
from the primitive organic individual, 
that is not yet a true cell-the Monera 
he had himself discovered-upward. 
Organic morphology begins with them 
as its first object, the first complete 
individuality, the first "form.'' All that 
hes below it is beyond the province 
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of morphology. The last conceivable 
inorganic individuality is, perhaps, the 
atom ; and that is not the concern of 
morphology. We start from the organic. 
Above the pre-cellular individuals and 1 

the true cells the next form-unities are 
the organs. ·Above the organs, after a 
few subtle intermediate stages, are the 
"persons." Thus a new word is given 
to what we have hitherto conventionally 
called an "ind1vidual," when we wanted 
to denote a turtle, a bird, a man, or- a 
higher animal as a whole. To this 
corresponds in the plant the sprout. 
The sJage above the " person " is the 
"stock." We might also call it the 
social individual; in the plant-world it 
is the tree, in the coraL the coral-stock, 
in the human case the social combina
tion of a number of men f~r common 
action. 

We are reminded of Virchow's speech, 
and -bow "consciousness " was dragged 
into the debate on the cell-state. -What 
psychological perspectives are opened 
out by this doctnne of individuality ! 

.Each form-unity, each single individu
ality in the senes, with a soul ! Souls 
combining for common action, and 
forming higher psychic unities ! There 
is 'no detail in Haeckel's whole life-work 
in which he speaks more boldly and 
freely and philosophically than he does 
here; His luc1d treatment raises to a 
higher stage a philosophic question that 
has occupied thinkers for ages. 

That is the third bqok: The fourth 
takes up a different subject. Let us 
adopt in organic morphology this wonder
ful theory of indiv1du~hty, the theory of 
stages within the form. Then let us 
tum to consider impartially the_ vast 
multitude of living forms. How can we 
now arrange this infinite confusion by 
merely looking at it? Artificial classifi
cation has attempted it a hundred times, 
and always without success. On this 
side there is only one way to proceed
the mathematical. -

_ - I study 'th_em with strictly mathe
matical figures. I determine their axes, 
and the mathematical ~spects of their 

forms. Possibly that will give a practica I 
result ; the only kind of art1fic1al system 
that can be accommodated w1th the 
Darwinian theory, and perhaps render 
it assistance by the sharpness of its hnes. 
Does it answer? Take a crystal, a 
specimen from inorganic morphology. 
The description of it is susceptible of a 
stnctly mathematical form. Now take a 
star-fish, a worm, a human being. We 
find that even these organic structures 
have a mysterious relation at bottom to 
certain mathematical, stereometric forms. 
We might almost say, to certain forms 
of human thought. Everything in the 
organic world is in a state of flux. But 
through the whole moving stream we 
can trace the outline of one stable 
element, something hke a mathematical 
idea. A sort of-Platonism of the livmg 
forms vaguely takes shape. 

Haeckel speaks of lines, axes, circles, 
rad1i, and all kinds of rhythmic structures. 
It does seem that the countless indi
vidual forms of living things fit into a 
scheme of a limited number of mathe
matical forms. Stnctly speaking, this' is 
not a real morphology of living things. 
We only find these clear and rig1d forms 
_schematically in the wild profuswn of 
forms of the protists, plants, and animals. 
They are only a remmiscence of the laws 
of the purely inorganic, which the eye of 
the observer just detects as the lowest 
stratum. Hence Haeckel calls this 
~ection the " promorphol<_>gy ". of organ 
Isms. 

It is true that this section, which 
essays to compress all living things into 
a very simple scheme, is the hardest to 
read in the whole work. A number of 
strange and difficult words have to be 
invented for this stereometric scheme to 
which he would reduce the ammal and 
plant forms. Haeckel himself declared, 
twenty years afterwards (in the second 
part of the Monograph on' the Radt"olan'a ), 
that this stereometry of organic forms 
had found little favour m biology, 
"especially on account of the difficult _ 
and complicated nomenclature." But 
he had complete confidence as to the 
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substance of it, even after so great a 
lapse of time. ' 

In point of fact, we have here, it seems 
to me, a gigantic preparatory work, not 
so much for the stnc::t purpose of classifi
catiOn as for a real philosophy of botany 
and zoology that will be founded some 
day. This recurrence of sharp stereo
metric structures, not only in the crystal, 
but also, if less clearly, in the biological 
world, w1ll one day prove an important 
source of knowledge, in a sense that is 
not even clear in Haeckel himself. 

We are already entering upon a period 
that has a glimpse of the truth that the 
deepest power of Beethoven's music, or 
Goethe's poetry, or Raphael's painting, 
or Michael Angelo's sculpture, is a myste
rious revelation of the most subtle mathe
matical relations and effects-produced 
without conscious perception of these 
relations, though a human mind 'is at 
work in them. In spite of all our 
"consciousness," the obscure intuitive 
power at work in these human artistic 
achievements d1ffers very little from the 
cunous force With which a Radiolarian 
builds up its little house in the deep sea 
or a caseworm fits on its fine, rhythmic, 
snail-like coat. In both we have the 
same profound, crystal-like constructive 
power that brought forth the wings of 
the butterfly, the feathers of the bird, 
the bod1ly frame of all the animals and 
plants, that harmonises so well with 
strict mathematical forms. In Beethoven 
and Raphael it is not more conscious or 
unconscious, not clearer or vaguer, not 
more mystical or more natural, than in 
the poorest worm or the microscopically 
small Radiolanan. The resthetics of the 
twentieth century will take up these 
ideas. 

It is a great work. How few there 
are in the whole of the nineteenth 
century that show the wealth of ideas we 
find in the first volume alone.• And 

1 The reader may be interested to know that 
Haeckel g1ves a popular summary of hiS early 
work on md1Y1duabty and on the mathematu:al 

this is only one volume. We have "as 
yet said nothing of the i!fea tha• is of the 
greatest consequence in connection with
Haeckel's own development. • He was 
a Darwinian from x862 onwards. After 
x866 and the publication of the General 
.Jiorphology we finq him dominated in 
all his work by_ one single idea from the 
Darwinian group. He brought this idea
so effectively to the front, improved and 
developed 1t so assiduously, and applied 
it in so many ways; that it has come to 
be regarded as his_ own most character
istic work. 'It is inseparable_ from h1s 
name. Whatever the future may he, 
wherever Haeckel's name- is uttered,
people will add the phrase that was made 
peculiarly his after x866, that colours 
and pervades all his works-technical, 
popular, polemical, 'or phllosophical-::
as much as the won! "Monism." It is 
the phrase: the biogenetic law. 

Here and there even . in the first 
volume of the Morphology a note is 
struck that the reader cannot clearly 
understand. It increases in the second 
v<Jlume until it dominates- the whole 
Jlook. . ' ; 

The phrase is known far and wide to
day. This is partly due to Haeckel's 
own ins1stence on it, put perhaps still 
more to the real value of the idea itself. 
It crops up in a hundred different fields 
-psychology, ethics, philosophy, even in 
art and resthetics. I have'been able to 
trace it even into modern mysticism. 
For the moment I will only point out 
that it has been attacked and misstated 
with real fanaticism, in sp1te of the 
splend1d and perfectly clear account of 
it that Haeckel has given. · 

The proper place to read of it is, as I 
said, the second'volume of the .Morpho
logy. Th1s volume has to give an 
account of the evolution of organic forms. 
What is given rather casually, almost 
Socratically, in Darwin is now developed 

types of organisms in a more recent work. This 
has been translated mto English w1th the title 
1'he Wonders of Life. The two chapters that 
deal With these questions are omitted from the 
abndged cheap ed1t1on.-TRAHS. 
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into a number- of strict laws. This 
method of expoundmg more or less 
hypothetical, new, and insecure ideas 
in the form of laws has since been 
ftequently attacked. -·some have been 
led by it to take the ideas as so many 
dogmas, and even to learn the laws by 
heart as if they were texts in Scripture. 
Others have then laid the blame of this 
dogmatic· interpretation on Haeckel 
himself.- It is quite true that there was 
the possibtlity of a misunderstanding. 
People do not-al ways think for them
selves, and the statement of a proposition 
in the form of _a law may prove a pitfall 
for them. The blind learning of them 
by heart is always mischievous. On the 
other hand, it might be urged that the 
statement of the tdeas in this bald way 
affords ~he best.opportunityfor a thor<?ugh 
and rat10nal cnttctsm of them, precisely 
because they give such pregnant expres
sion to the writer's meaning. I do not 
find that order and !.trict logical defini
tions have ever done any harm of them
selves, whatever i_t Is that is put in order 
and defined. On the contrary. People 
must confuse order sometimes with- real 
dogmatism. Of this there is not a word 
in the whole book, while at ai.l important
juncture the reader is actually warned to 
be on his guard against undue pressure. 
''In thls," we read in the twentieth 
chapter, "we do not wish to draw up a 
body of laws· of organi_c morphology, but 
to gtve hints and suggest10ns for drawing 
them up. - A science that is- yet only 
in .its ·cradle, like the morphology of 
organisms, will llave· many important 
changes to undergo before it can venture 
to claim for its general propositions the 
-i"an}( of absollite and unexceptionable 
naturallaws."-

However· that may be, it was in_ this 
provisional -definition of laws that the 
famous biogenetic law first took shape,_ 
and with it a spirit entered into Darwin
ism in the narrower sense that was never 
again detached from its master, Haeckel. 

Let us once more take a simple Illus
tratiOn from facts. Take a green aquatic 
frog and a fish, say a pike. -

Both of them have a solid l'ertebral 
column in their frames, and therefore 
both must be classed among the verte
brates. But wtthin the hmits of thts 
group they differ very considerably from 
each other. The -frog has four well
developed legs, its body terminates in a 
tail, and It breathes by means of lungs, 
hke a bird, a dog, or a human bemg. 
The fish has fins, It swims in the water 
by means of these fins and Its long 
oar-hke tail, and it breathes the atr 
contained in the water by means of gtlls. 
When we arrange the vertebrates m a 
senes, with man at their head, it is per
fectly clear that the frog stands higher 
than the fish in regard to its whole 
structure. It is lower than the hzard, 
the bud, or the mammal, but at the same 
time it is a ltttle nearer to these three 
than the fish is. That was recogmsed 
long ago by Linne, who assigned them 
a corresponding rank. The fishes are 
the lowest group of the vertebrates ; the 
frogs belong to the group immedmtely 
above them. Now let us see how one 
of these frogs is developed to-day. The 
frogs are oVIparous (egg-laying) animals. 
The mother frog lays her eggs in the 
water, and in the ordinary course of 
nature a new little frog develops from 
each of these eggs. But: the object that 
develops from them is altogether dtfferent 
irom the adult frog. -

This object is the familiar tadpole. 
At first it has no legs, but it has a long 
oar-hke tail, with which 1t can make its 
way briskly in the water. It breathes in 
the water by means of gills, JUSt hke a 
fish. -It is only when the tadpole grows 
four legs, loses 1ts tail, closes up the g1lls 
at its throat, and begins to breathe by 
the mouth and lungs instead, that It 
becomes a real frog. There can be no 
doubt whatever that the tadpole is very 
much more hke the fish in all the most 
important particulars than the frog. 
Between the frog-egg and the frog itself 
we have a Stage of development in each 
individual case of which we might almost 
say that the young frog has first to turn 
into a fish before it can become a frog. 
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How are we to explain this ? 
At first people supposed something 

like the followmg : All beings in nature 
are adm1rably adapted to theu environ
ment and their llfe-condltLOns. What
ever be the explanation of it, it is a 
simple fact. Now, the frog lays its eggs 
in the water. The young ones develop 
from these eggs, and find themselves in 
the water. The most practical adapta
twn for them is to swim about by means 
of a tail and breathe by means of g11ls 
hke the fish. They do not reach land 
untLllater, and they creep on to it and 
have an equipment of the opposite 
character, wtth legs and lungs. -

But this explanation throws no light 
on the question why the frog lays its eggs 
m the water. However, there m1ght be 
some utility or other, some need for pro
tectwn, for instance, in that. Let us 
take a few other cases. 

There are several species of tree-frogs, 
and toads, and closely related amphibia 
hke the salamanders, that do not lay 
the1r eggs in the water. Some of them 
bury them in folds of their own external 
skm, others (such as the Alpine sala
mander) retain them within the mother's 
body, as the mammals do. The young 
ammals develop there from the eggs. 
Even there, however, where there is no 
question of aquatic hfe, the young frogs, 
toads, and salamanders first assume the 
fish-form. The young frogc; and toads 
have fin-hke tails, and all of them have 
g11ls. There seems to be some intenzal 
law of development that forces the frog 
and its relatrves to pass through _the fish
stage m their indiVIdual evolution, even 
when there is no trace whatever of any 
external utJhty. 

Now let us examine the matter as 
Darwinians and believers in evolution. 

There are reasons on every hand for 
believing that the frogs and salamanders, 
which now stand h1gher in classification 
than the fishes, were developed from the 
fishes m earher ages in the course of 
progressive evolutwn. Once upon a 
t1me they were fishes. If that 1s so, 
the cunous phenomenon we have been 

considering really means that -each young 
frog resembles its .fish-ancestors. :In each 
case to-day the frog's egg first produces 
the earlier or ancestral stage, the fish. 
It then develops rapidly into a frog. In 
other words, the ind1viduat development_ 
recapitulates an important chapter of the 
ear her history of the whole race of frogs. 
Putting this in the form of a law, it runs: 
each new individual must, in its develop
ment, pass rapidly through the form of 
its parents' ancestors before it assumes 
the parent form itself. _If a new indi
VIdual frog is to be developed, and if the 
ancestors of the whole ·frog-stem were 
fishes, the first thing to develop from the 
frog's egg will be -e. fish, and 1t will only 
later assume the form of a frog. .: 

That is a simple and pictorial outline 
of what we mean when we speak of ·~the 
biogenetic law:" We need, of <:ourse, 
much more than the one frog-fish fact 
before we can erect it into a law. But 
we have only to look round us, and we 
find similar phenomena as common as 
pebbles. 

Let_ us bear in mind that evolution 
proceeded from certain _amphibia to the 
hzards, and from these to the birds and 
mammals. That is a long journey, but 
we have no alternative. If the amphibia 
(such as the frog and the salamander) 
descend from the fishes, all the higher 
classes up to man himself must also have 
done so. Hence the law must have 
transmitted even to ourselves this ances
tral form of the gill-breathing fish. 

What a mad idea, many will say; that 
man should at one time be a tadpole, like 
the frog I And yet-there's no help in 
prayer, as Falstaff said-even the humao 
germ or embryo passes through a stage 
m the womb at which it shows the out
) me of gills on the throat, just like a fish. 
It is the same with .the dog, the horse, 
the kangaroo, the duck-mole, the bird, 
the crocodile, the turtle, the lizard ; they 
all !lave the same structure. Nor is 
this an isolated fact. From the fish was 
evolved the amphibian; from this came 
the lizard ; from the lizard, on Darwiman 
principles, the bird. '.l'he 4.:ard has sohd 
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teeth in its mouth; the bird has no teeth 
in its beak. That is to say, it has none 
to-day; but it had when it was a lizard. 
Here, then, we- have an intermediate 
stage between the fish and the bird. We 
must expect that the bird-embryo in the 
egg will show some trace of it. As a 
matter of . fact, it _does so. When we 
examine young parrots in the egg we 
find that they have teeth in their mouths 
before the bill is formed. When the fact 
was first discovered, the real intermediate 
form between the lizard and the bird was 
not known. It was afterwards discovered 
at Solenhofen in a fossil impression'from 
the Jurassic period. This was the Archeo
pteryx, which had Teathers like a real 
bird, and yet had teeth in its mouth like· 
the lizard when it lived on earth. The 
instance is instructive in two ways. In 
the first place, it shows that we _were qmte 
justified in drawing our conclusions as to 
the past from the bird's embryonic form, 
even if the true transitional form between 
the liZard and the bird were never dis
covered at all.- In the second place, we 
see in the -yo4_ng bird in the egg the 
reproduction of two consecutive ancestral 
stages: one in the fish-gills;the other in 
the lizard-like teeth. Once the law is 
admitted, there can be nothing strange 
in this. If one ancestral stage, that of 
the fish, is reproduced in the young 
animal belonging to a higher group, why 
not several?-why not all of them? No 
doubt the ancestral series of the higher 
form~ is C1f _enormous length. What an 
immense number of stages_ there must 
have been before the fish ! And then 
we have still the amphibian, the lizar!l, 
~nd the bird or mamma~ up to man. 

Why should not the law run: the 
whole ancestral series must be repro
duced in tht: development of each indi
vidual organism ? . We are now in a 
position to see the whole bearing of 
Haeckel's idea, and at the same time to 
appreciate his careful restrictions of it. 

First, let us see a little of the history 
of the matter.- In the first third of the 
nineteenth century a number of pre
Darwinian ide!ls · of evolution flitted 

about hke ghosts in natural philosophy, 
as I have already said. The evolu
tionary ideas of Goethe and Lamarck 
are well known to-day. Another thinker 
of great influence was Lorentz Oken, 
who established the custom of holdmg 
scientific congresses. Oken had been 
consta~tly occupied, With em):>ryology, 
the science of the development of the 
individual organism. He was, at all 
events, acquamted with all that was 
known at the time on the subject. I 
open an old volume, wretchedly pnnted 
on blottmg-paper, of Oken's General 
Natural Hzstory for All Readers (1833), 
and turn to a passage in the fourth 
volume (the first to be issued) on page 
470-

We read that the caterpillar of the 
butterfly resembles the ammal form at 
a stage of development that lies below 
the insect-the worm. Oken says : 
"There is no doubt that we have here 
a striking resemblance, and one that 
justifies us in thinkmg that the develop
ment in the ovum is merely a repetition 
of the story of the creatiOn of the animal 
groups." Oken was quite aware that the 
chic,k in the_ egg had gill-slits hke the 
fish. He bases his idea on that fact. 
He was very close indeed to the theory 
that Ha,eckel has so wonderfully elabo
rated. However, he was greeted with 
laughter. His theory was treated as an 
absurdity from 1833 to 1866. It cannot 
be denied that he was himself partly to 
blame for this. Oken made two senous 
mistakes. On both points Haeckel is 
perfectly clear and sound. Moreover, 
the theory of natural evolution that made 
it possible for us to speak of "ancestors" 
was still a Cinderella in the days of 
Oken. No sooner was it rehabilitated 
than the principle of the old theory of 
embryonic forms returned once more. 

Darwin himself at once appealed to 
it, but it was reserved for Haeckel to 
develop its full importance. He cor
rected it in two particulars. Oken and 
his admirers had made an unfortunate 
mistake. They believed in a genea
logical tree of all living things, but they 
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conceived it un the lines of the old 
dasslficat10n. Lmne had enumerated in 
succession : mammals, b1rds, amphibia, 
fishes, insects, and worms. He put 
them in one straight hne, which is 
certainly the best arrangement f r

4 general purposes. But when Oken came 
with the idea of natural evolution, he at 
once took this senes as the outline of 
a genealogical tree. The mammals 
descended from the birds ; _the fishes 
from the insects ; and so on. If that 
were really the case, the highest animals 
would be expected to reproduce all the 
animal and plant stages m the course of 
their embryonic development, on the 
hnes of the theory. The human being 
would have to be, successively, not only 
a lizard and a fish, but even a bird, a 
beetle, a crab, and so on. This was by 
no means borne out by the facts, and so 
the theory seemed to be d1scred1ted. 

Now let us glance at Haeckel's genea
logical tables. We find eight of them, 
artistically drawn, at the end of the 
second volume. The "genealogical 
tree" IS given in the form of a branching 
tree, or as a huge forest-like growth of 
stems, some of which only meet in the 
ultimate roots. There is no trace in 
Haeckel's designs of the sort of Elffel
Tower arrangement that the Linnean 
system involved. At the bottom we find 
the protists, the most primitive forms of 
hfe. From thts point two parallel stems 
dtverge, that of the animals and that of 
the plants; they never touch each o.~ter 
after this pomt, and so cannot be 
expected to be reproduced in the embry
omc forms. Then the ammal stem is 
sp!tt up almost at the root into at least 
five independent branches, each of which 
pursues its separate lme of development. 
One culmmates in the insects, above the 
worms and the crustacea. A totally 
independent stem issues in the verte
brates, and this in turn breaks into many 
dtfferent branches. Beyond the lizard, 
for instance, we find the development of 
the mammals and btrds, whtch run on 
as separate and parallel lines: It was 
mere nonsen~e to expect a mammal m 

its embryonic development to assume 
the form of a bird, or a crab, or ~ beetle, 
or a mussel, or a medusa, even if the 
biogenetic law were established ten times 
over. 

The second mistake made by Oken 
was to declare that, whatever it cost, the 
law must be observed everywhere. He 
exammed the butterfly. It passed 
through two curious embryonic stages: 
first the caterpillar, then th~ pupa. The 
caterptllar corresponded to the worm ; 
that mtght be plausibly contended. But 
the pupa also must stand for something. 
Between the worm and the insect in ' 
classification was the crustacean. It 
had a hard shell : so had the pupa. 
Consequently, the pupa is a reproduc
tion of the crustacea stage. Such were 
the bold chess-moves of the older • 
theorist. 

Haeckel first established that there 
was such a thing as the biogenetic law. 
There is a fundam-ental norm, which is 
made clear to us in embryology, and can 
at the same time (remember the instance 
of the lizard-like teeth in the bird-' 
embryo) give us most wonderful sugges
tions as to the line of ancestral develop
ment. But it has certain limitations, as 
we will now show. 

The adaptatiOns in the sense of the 
Darwmian laws have affected the 
animal's embryonic life more and more, 
the higher the tree of life grew. The 
long recapitulation of the aiJ.Cestral 
stages often came into conflict with the 
young individual's need for protection: 
The result was that the biogenetic law 
fowt'd itself restricted by the Darwinian 
laws of adaptation. The too lengthy 
succession of ancestral portraits was 
abbreviated and compressed. , Whole 
stages of embryonic or larval develop
ment were interpolated that had nothing 
to do with these ancestral portraits, but 
were destined for the protec~ion of th~ 
fcetus. The butterfly-pupa is really an 
instructive instance of this descnption. 
It does not reproduce a crab-stage, por 
has there been any stage in the ancestry -
of the butterfly when they lived thwugh•, 
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out life in pupa-houses. The pupa is 
simply a later adaptatiOn in the develop
ment of the butterfly, a protective stage 
in which it accomphshes the transition 
from, the caterpillar-form in much the 
same way as the young bird develops 
under the protection of the hard egg
shelL Thus- only a faint and shadowy 
trace has been left of the real ancestral 
forms, though this trace is an extremely 
instructive one., But we must not 
expect the impossible from it. In this 
way our naked and crude biogenetic law 
assumes a more finished and scientific 
form: the embryonic development of the 
individual is a condensed, abbreviated, 
and to some extent modified, epitome of 
the evolutionary history of its ancestors. 
That is more modesf, but it is a correct 
expression of the facts. The essential 
poinr of the older idea was not in itself 
!"rong ; all that was done was to explain 
tbe gaps, and leaps, and contradictions 
in it. - ; 

Now that Oken's share in the theory 
ha.S been properly -appreciated, we may 
notice another little histoncal detail. In 
the period immediately after his time 
these ideas were ridiculed by men of 
science, great and small, but they were 
not exactly "done to death." Aga5siz, 
the most - prol!ounced creationist - and 
dualist _ o[ all the nineteenth-century 
zoologists, expounded them occasionally 
as a_curious instance of the divine action. 
In fact, he -looked upon the whole of 
zoology as a mystic cabinet of curiosities 
-the more curious the better. Thus 
he came to play with this idea and 
confirm it, but -merely took it at first as 
a fine figure of speech. Agassiz is a 
tragical form.- He survived Darwin, 
much in the same way that many an 
elegant mot-de-salon on the rights of 
man survived the French Revolution. 
Suddenly-, the whole structure- of -his 
ideas seemed to fall about him. Where 
he had played with roses, he now found 
torches. He reeled,like a smi1ten man, 
and cried out against the horrid monsters 
that brought him pain and -bitterness. 
His anxiety began with Darwin, even as 

regarded the- question or the embryo. 
But there was another, a man far away 
in South America, that increaM:d It
Fritz Muller. 

Born in 1822, one of the finest 
pioneers in zoological work, Fntz Muller 
had wished to become a higher teacher, 
but had abandoned his plan on account 
of the oath that bad to be taken by 
every servant of the State. In 1849 he 
wrote to the Ministry requestmg that he 
might be allowed to dispense With the 
formula- "So help me God, through 
Jesus Christ." l\leeting w1th a refusal, 
he went to South Amenca and began a 
solitary life as a student in the pnmltJVe 
forest, and sought to accumulate valuable 
zoological material. Darwm called him 
"the king of observers." In 1864 he 
published an essay of ninety-four pages 
with the title For IJarwzn. He reVIved 
and improved the old idea of Oken, 
and made fresh contnbutions to the 
natural history of the Crustacea that were 
literally stupefying. We may say that 
the point that he b~lieved he had estab
lished, in virtue of thelaw, m regard to 
the genealogical tree of the Crustacea, 
11as afterwards, with apparent justice, 
called into question, even by supporters 
of the law such as Arnold Lang. That, 
however, did not diminish the extent or 
his influence at the time. Haeckel has 
generously acknowledged how strongly 
he felt that influence himself. Never
theless, all that has been said about 
Haeckel's priority in fully applying and 
shaping the law, and in its final formu
lation, is perfectly correct. 

When Haeckel had massed his mate
rial he had first to create the necessary 
terms for arranging it diStinctly. In the 
language of the old legend, he called the 
day day,.and the night mght. To the 
story of ancestral development, or the 
evolution of the stem, he gave the name 
of phylogeny, or stem-history (phylon = 
stem). The word circulates very widely 
to-day. - The story of the developme_nt 
of the individual until it reaches matunty 
was then called ontogeny (on= being), 
which coincides generally w1th embryo-
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logy (though it may also include the 
growth of the child). The law then 
ran : Ontogeny is an abbreviated and 
frequently disarranged epitome of phy
logeny. Spectal attention was drawn to 
the qualifications "abbreviated " and 
"dtsarranged." 

Here agam two fresh names were 
invented. In so far as the embryonic 
development is a true tecapitulatron of 
the stem-history, it is called palmgenesis, 
or repetition of the ancestral traits. 
When the development is altered by 
new adaptations it is called cenogenests, 
"foreign" or "disturbing" development. 

It has been objected by small-minded 
critics that Haeckel forces nature to mar 
1ts own work. The real meaning is quite 
clear if we bear in mind the blunder of 
Oken. In this case "disturbed develop
ment" is merely an expression of the 
fact that the laws we invent are ideal 
forms, and not always convenient reali
ties. We 1earn by heart that the earth 
is a globe, and its orbit is an ellipse. 
.Neither of the two propositions is strictly 
accurate; no mathematical figure ever 
has objective reality. By the sheer 
attraction of the water of the ocean to 
the contments the earth has an irregu
larity of shape that it is barely possible 
to express in words. To call the path 
of the earth round the sun, constantly 
altenng as it does, and still further com
plicated by the sun's own mov~ment, a 
real elhpse IS the greatest nonsense con-
ceivable. _ 

In this sense every natural law is 
subJect to disturbances, though these in 
turn are the outcome of natural laws. 
If we do not cavtl over the name, we 
find that the idea it stands for is of the 
greatest consequence for any further use 
of the bwgenetic law. Unless it is 
borne in mind, the law, especially in 
the hands of the inexpert, falls mto 
hopeless confusion. We read so often 
that t'he ancestral history is identical 
wtth the embryonic development. The 
one is a recapitulation of the other. 
Thts supposed law is then applied in 
psychology, re&thetrcs, and -many other 

directions. If it succeeds, there is jubi· 
lation. If it does not succeed (as it 
does not in a thousand cases), tHe whole 
blame is thrown on Haeckel. People 
discover that "the biogenetic law breaks 
down here," and they throw over Darwin
ism altogether. 

The second volume of the Morphology 
is the standing palladium against all thts 
nonsense. It marks off the real readers 
and followers of Haeckel from - the 
superficial talkers who run , after him 
because he is famous, and will leave him 
unscrupulously for any other celebrity of 
the hour. _ 

The book must be read. Even in 
this second volume an incredrble amount 
of matter is compressed. An introduc
tion, consisting of a hundred and sixty 
pages of small type, gives us an idea {)f 
the new system. This is the first scheme 
of a real "natural classification" of living 
things. From this we pass to _ special 
morphology. But this fearless sketch of 
the specialised genealogical tree, accord
ing to the new ideas, puts general mor
phology in its true light. We are made 
to feel that it is not all mere theory. 
To-morrow-nay, to-day-the whole 
practice of zoology and botany will have 
to be remodelled on the new principles. 
Off with the roof of the ark 1 The whole 
museum must be cleared out. We want 
new- divisions, new labels. The old 
controversy between the Nominalists 
and the Realists seemed to have come 
to life once more. How students had 
played with the word "affinity" as a. 
symbol. The lemurs~ were "related ,, 
to the apes, and to other groups of 
mammals ; the star-fishes were related 
to the sea-urchms; to the encrimtes. 
The word bad, in fact, led to a certain 
amount of arrangement; the stuffed or 
dried or preserved specimens in the 
museum were placed side by side. 
Suddenly the whole thing became a 
reality. The things that were, "related" 
to each other had really been connected 
historically in earlier ages. The lemurs 
were the progenitors of the apes. -Behind 
them were a series of other mammals. 
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Star-fishes, sea-urchins, and encrinites 
• formed a definite branch of the great 

tree, and were historically connected ; 
not symbolically, but in a real extinct 
common ancestor. 

It was a vast work. A single man 
had at first the whole kingdom in his 
hands, had to reject the old lines of 
demarcation and create new ones. 
There- was a certain advantage at the 
time. Since Cuvier's time an immense 
quantity of new discoveries had accumu
lated for the construction of a system of 
living things. Muller, Siebold, Leuckart, 
Vogt, and many others, _ had done a 
great deal of preparatory work. All this 
·was of great assistance to the man who 
now came forward with courage and a 
talent for organisation. Nevertheless, it 
needed real genius, together with almost 
boundless knowledge, to accomplish the 
task. We must remember how reaction
a_ry (even apart from the question of 
evolution) was the systematic work of 
distinguished , and assuredly learned 
zoologists like Giebel at that time; they 
worked on in a humdrum way. as if the 
more ·advanced students did not eXIst. 
How- c:hfferent it has all become since 
Haeckel's thorough reform of classifica
tion! We are astounded to-day at the 
skill with which he drew lines in his very 
first -sketch that were so near to the 
permanent truth. I need only point to 
the new scheme of the classification of 
the vertebrates. A good deal of his 
work was, of course, bound to be defec
tive, because the facts were not yet 
kno\\-'11 ; for instance, in fixing the point 
at which the vertebrates may have 
evolved from the invertebrates. It was 
not until a y~ar later that the discovery 
of the embryonic development of the 
Ascidia by Kowalewsky threw light on 
this. Again, there was the solution of 
the problem of the ultimate root-connec
tion of the, great parallel animal stems. 
In this matter Haeckel himself brought 
illumination by his gastrrea-theory. - _ 

On 1he · whole, this systematic intro
ductiOn to the second volume would 
have sufficed of itself to secure for 

Haeckel a prominent. position in the 
history of zoology and botany. He 
himself was chiefly proud of the fact 
that it was the first natural-philosophical 
system on the new lines to meet the 
rigorous demands of academic science, 
and, indeed, to revolutionise academic 
science. This enhances h1s complete 
triumph in the last two books of the 
volume. First man is introduced, w1th 
absolute clearness and decisiveness, into 
the system of evolved natural beings, as 
crown of the animal world, but subject 
to the same laws as the animal: a verte
brate, a mammal, whose nearest relatives 
are the anthropoid apes. Thus at last 
the "system of nature" was complete. 
It embodted the unity of nature. It 
formed the framework of facts for a 
unified natural philosophy, Monism. 
The monon, the "one," embracing all 
things, that included nature 'in itself and 
itself in nature, became the last scientific 
definition of what people called " God." 

'I_'hus the volume, which had begun 
the system of nature with the Monera, 
closes with a chapter on the 1\lonistu: 
God-" the God in nature." The con
ception of God in human fashion is 
rejected. Man is merely a vertebrate, 
a mammal, adapted in h1s whole struc
ture to our little planet. A supreme 
Being to whom we ascnbe omnipresence 
could not possibly be confined within 
the narrow limits of this vertebrate and 
mammaf organisation. When we try to 
do so we fall into unshapely conceptions 
that are wholly unworthy of the most 
exalted of all words, ideas, and beings. 
It is in this connection fhat Haeckel 
uses, for the first - time, the phrase 
"gaseous vertebrate," that has so often 
been quoted and attacked since. He 
means to say that we are driven to such 
debasing and senseless definitions if we 
do not recognise in God the essence of 
the whole system of things; i( we form 
our idea of him arbitrarily on any 
particular- property of things within the 
system. We must beware- as he 
expressly says-of such confused and 
unworthy compansons. 
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" Our philosophy," Haeckel con-
tinues, 

knows only one God, and this Almighty 
God dommates the whole of nature 
Without exception. We see h1s activity 
In all phenomena without exception. 
The whole of the inorgamc world is 
subject to h1m just as much as the organic. 
If a body falls fifteen feet in the first 
second m empty space, 1f three atoms of 
oxygen unite w1th one atom of sulphur to 
fm m sulphunc ac1d, if the angle that IS 
formed by the contiguous surfaces of a 
column of rock-crystal is always 120 
degrees, these phenomena are JUSt as 
truly the d1rect action of God as the 
flowenng of the plant, the movement o{ 
the ammal, or the thought of man. \Ve 
all ex1st " by the grace of God "-the 
stone as well as the water, the radiolarian 
as well as the pme, the gonlla as well as 
the Emperor of Chma. No other con
ception of God except this that sees h1s 
spmt and force m all natural phenomena 
1s worthy of h1s all-enfoldmg greatness : 
only when we trace all forces and all 
movements, all the forms and properties 
of matter, to God, as the sustamer of all 
thmgs, do we reach the human 1dea and 
reverence for him that really corresponds 
to h1s infimte greatness. In h1m we live, 
and move, and have our being. Thus 
does natural philosophy become a theo
logy. The cult of nature passes mto 
that service of God of wh1ch Goethe 
says : "Assuredly there is no nobler 
reverence for God than that which springs 
up m our heart from conversatiOn w1th 
nature.'' God 1s alm1ghty : he is the 
sole sustamer and cause of all thmgs. 
In other words, God IS the umversal law 
of causality. God IS absolutely pe~fect ; 
he cannot act m any other than a per
fectly good manner ; he cannot, there
fore, act arb1tranly or freely-God is 
necessity. God 1s the sum of all force, 
and, therefore, of all matter. Every 
conceptiOn of God that separates h1m 
from matter, and opposes to h1m a sum 
of forces that are not of a d1vme nature, 
leads to amphithe1sm (or d1the1sm), and 
on to polytheism. In si)owmg the umty 
of the whole of nature, Momsm pomts 
out that only one God exists, and that 
th1s God reveals htmself m all the pheno
mena of nature. In groundmg all the phe
nomena of orgamc or morgamc nature on 
the umversallaw of causality, and exhtbit
m¥ them fi.S the outcome of "efficteJ}t 

causes," Monism proves tbat God is the 
necessary cause of all things and the· law 
itself. In recognisin{t none ;but divu~,e 
forces· in nature, m proclaimmg all natural 
laws to be d1vme, Momsm nses to the 
greatest and most lofty conceptiOn of 
wh1ch man, the most perfect of all things, 
is capable-the conceptton of the umty of 
God and nature. , · 

The book closes with these words and 
a quotation from Goethe. It had 
opened with a quotation from Goethe. 
Goethe runs through the whole of the 
two energetic volumes like an old and 
venerable anthem. The stalwart fighter 
not only traces his whole Monistic 
philosophy to Goethe; not only owes to 
h1m the very idea of morphology. · In 
front of the second and more strictly 
Darwimstic volume he has a ded1cat1on 
" to the founders of the theory of evolu- · 
tion," and between Darwin and Lamarck 
we find the name of Goethe. It was 
Haeckel's firm conviction that Goethe 
not only believed in the unity of God 
and nature, but literally in the natural 
evolut10n of the various species of' 
animals and plants from each otlier. 
In this convictiOn, which claims Goethe 
e>..plicitly for Darwin, he has never been 
shaken, although his own friends and 
convinced evolutionists (Oscar Schmidt, 
for mstance) have often opposed him on 
the point. , 

Much has been written since the days 
of the General Morphology both for and 
against this Goethe-Darwm theory, but 
I cannot see that we have got much 
further with it. I still find that a candid 
study of some of Goethe's smaller 
writings, such as the• Hzstory of My 
Botanical Studies, the criticism , of 
D'Alton's Sloths and Pachyderms (which 
is very important), and several others, 
compels us to think that Goethe really 
beheved, in a strikingly Darwinian way, 
in a slow transformation and evolution 
,of animal and plant species in virtue of 
purely natural laws ; and that he always 
laid great stress on this idea of ,his as an _ 
original notion, far in advance of the 
professional science of his time. We 
not only have several clear passages, but 
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the .whole point of his argument really 
rests on th1s idea.. Hence, apart alto
gether from the pedantry that tries to 
make a cabalistic mystery out of Goethe's 
works,. and always reads B for A and C 
forB, it does seem that there was truth 
in Haeckel's first view of the matter, in 
spite of all the ink that bas been shed 
over it and the vast amount of word
splitting exegesis. Darwinism has, in a 
certain sense, its -German side, even 
apart from all that -Haeckel has done for 
it. 

This was .the book, then, that the 
deeply afflicted author wrung from him
self as his "testament." It was written 
and printed with _unprecedented speed. 
When the first copies were issued, the 
author had a feeling that he had nearly 
"done for himself." - He could not sleep. 
The stale of his nerves gave great 
concern to his friends, who were watch
ing him most anxiously. W1th a stolid 
fatalism, as if nothing mattered now, he 
yielded to_ their- pressing advice, and 
decided to travel for a time. Far away 
on the blue Atlantic, at the gate to all 
the glories of the tropics, there is an 
island, Tenerlffe,- that was counted one 
-or ~·the isles of the blest·~ in the old 
Roman days. A huge volcano rises 
from lt, and on its flanks we find all the 
zones of the-- geography of plants, as in 
a model colled10n. Humboldt has 
given us a splendid descripti6I). of it, as 

·the first station _of his v~yage to the 
-tropics. - "The -man -who has some 
(eeling fot -the' bea~J,ty -of Nature," he 
.says, "will firid a more powerful restora
tive than- climate on this lovely island. 
No place in the world seems to me 
better calculated to banish sorrow and 
restore peace- to an embittered soul." 
Haeckel went there. 

It was not an expensive journey, but 
it came as a fresh greeting from Nature. 

· It was a new ocean after the long studies 
. on the Mediterranean. What might it 
not afford in the way of M_edusre and 
other zoological prizes when the general 
beauty- of the _ landscape, that had 

enchanted Humboldt, had been fully 
enjoyed? With a mmgling of his over
flowing passion for Nature, and the 
gloomy fatalism that told him this would 
be his "last voyage " after h1s "last 
book," be asked permission to leave 
Jena in the autumn of x866, when the 
printing of the l'riorphology was com
pleted, and set out. It was no more to 
be his last voyage than the .Morphology 
to be his last testament. Although still 
subdued with resignation in his inner 
life, he came home in the sprmg of x867 
with a new elast1c1ty of body and mind, 
restored by the influence of the palms 
and bananas and spurge, and braced for 
the great struggle of his hfe that was 
now to begin m earnest. 

The voyage had really two aims : to 
see the volcano above a palm-clad coast, 
with the Atlantic Ocean bringing its 
Medusre; and to work for Darwm. 

A personal connection between the 
two had already been formed as a matter 
of course. Darwin, almost confined for 
years to his isolated home at Down 
owing to his constant ill-health, had 
received a copy of the Radiolan·a, and 
the correspondence had begun. The 
work had as yet met w1th little encourage
ment from the ranks of exact scientists. 
It cannot have been a matter of mdlf
ference to Darwin personally that so 
distinguished a work, a real moilel of 
professional research, had come over to 
him. Proofs of the .A:forphology were 
sent over to Down before the book was 
ready -for publication. Darwin read 
German with difficulty, but in this case 
he was stimulated to make an unusual 
effort. At last Haeckel himself made 
,his appearance at the master's home. It 
seemed as though he had to vtslt him in 
person to receive his blessing. It was, 
at .all events, a happy moment in the 
h1story of Darwinism when the two men 
first met whose names will be inseparable 
in literature. 

This was in October, x866; Darwin 
had sent his carriage to bring Haeckel 
from the station. A sunny autumn 
morning smiled on the homely and 
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beautiful Enghsh landscape, with its 
bright woods and golden broom and red 
enca and evergreen oaks. Haeckel has 
descnbed thetr first meeting:-

When the carriage drew up before 
Darwm's house, w1th its 1vy and 1ts 
shadowy elms, the great scient1st stepped 
out of the shade of the creeper-covered 
porch to meet me. He had a tall andvener· 
able appearance, w1th the broad shoulders 
of an Atlas that bore a world of thought : 
a J ove-hke forehead, as we see in Goethe, 
w1th a lofty and broad vault, deeply 
furrowed by the plough of intellectual 

- work. The tender and friendly eyes 
were overshadowed by the great roof of 
the promment brows. The gentle mouth 
was framed in a long, Silvery-white beard. 
The noble expressiOn of the whole face, the 
easy and soft vmce, the slow and careful 
pronunciation, the natural and s1mple 
tenour of his conversation, took my heart 
by storm m the first hour that we talked 
together, just as h1s great work had taken 
my mtelhgence by storm at the first 
readmg. 1 seemed to have before me a 
venerable sage of ancient Greece, a 
Socrates or an Aristotle. -

They were delighted to meet each 
other, for they were hke natures, in their 
best qualities. Darwm had more passion 
in htm than he ever expressed, and 
behind all Haeckel's impetuosity there 
was the natve and yielding temper of the 
child. He poured out hts anger against 
the stubborn and bewigged professors 
who still held out against the luminous 
truth of the theory of evolution. Darwin 
put his hand on his shoulder, smiled, and 
sa1d they were rather to be pitied than 
blamed, and that they could not keep 
back permanently the stream of. truth. 
At heart, however, he. was delighted with 
his fiery pupil. They were to fight their 
battle shoulder to shoulder for seventeen 
years. D_uring all those years there was 
never the slightest disturbance of their 
fnendship. Darwin knew well what an 
aux1bary he had in Haeckel. It is true 
that he wrote him a wonderful letter 
occasiOnally, in which he used the right 
of a senior to warn Haeckel not to deal 
so violently wtth his opponents. Violence 
only had the effect of makmg onlookers 

side with the party you attacked. We· 
must be careful not to be tpo hasty in 
setting things up as positiye truths, as 
we see every day people starting from 
the same premises and coming to oppo
site conclusions. But he was generally 
at one with Haeckel, and had the good 
spirit to acknowledge it openly. When 
Haeckel's Hzsfory of Creation raised up 
the most extreme parties, and started 
the cry that a distinction must be drawn 
at once between Darwin's real sciimtific 
ideas and Haeckel's desperate excursions 
into natural philosophy, Darwin said, in 
the .Descent of .Man, which he had begun 
much earlier, but did, not publish for 
some time, that he would never have 
written his book if he had then known 
Haeckel's History of Creation. Haeckel 
had anticipated so much that -he wished 
to say; And when Virchow attacked 
Haeckel in ·1877, Darwin spoke very 
severely of the opponents who would 
make the eternaL freedom to teach the 
truth dependent on the accidental con
ditions of a modern State. Haeckel 
visited him twice at Down. On Febru
ary 12th, 188;~, he sent Darwin his con
gratulations on his seventy-third birthday 
from the summit of Adam's Peak in 
~eylon. This was his last greeting. 
Darwin died two months afterwards.
There was a touch of romance in this
last communication of the two great 
warriors. On the summit of the moun
tain, almost as sharp as a needle. and 
2,5oo yards above the Indian Ocean,- a 
tiny temple of Buddha hangs like a stork's 
nest suspended by chains. Buddha is 
believed to have left his footprints on the 
rocks here. The Mohammedan tradition,. 
however, says it was done by Adam as 
he stood on one foot and bemoaned the 
loss of Paradise. In front of this holy 
trace, a depression in the rock about a., 
foot long, Haeckel made a speech to his 
travelling companions, and they broke 
the neck of a bottle of Rhine wine to 
Darwin's health. It is no little stretch 
of humanity's p1lgrimag~, from Adam to 
Buddha and on to Darwm. 

In October, 1866, Haeckel had a. 
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companion in a teacher from Bonn, 
Richard Greeff (afterwards professor of 
zoology -at Marburg). They took ship 
from London to Lisbon, where they were 
long det!lined for quarantine, though the 
annoyance was somewhat relieved by the 
discovery of an interesting Medusa in the 
brackish water of the Tagus. They then 
went to Madeira and Tenenffe-not right 
into the troi)ics, but where they might 
get a~ breath of it, as it were. Two of 
Haeckel's pupils who both became well 
known afterwards, Miklucho-Maclay and 
Fol, were witlr them. Greeff has given 
a full account of the journey in a whole 
volume (published at Bonn, 1868), and 
Haeckel has written oJ it in two articles, 
one of whicl_l (in the fifth volume of. the 
Zellscltrift der Gesellscltaft fur Erdlmnde, 
Berlm, 187o) is a perfect masterpiece of 
narrative and aescription of scenery. 
After a long search they chose as the 
best station for studying marine animals, 
especially the Medusre, the little island 
of Lanzarote, instead of one of the chief 
islands. Here they fished and drew, in 
the manner taught by Johannes Muller, 
for three months, from December, 1866, 
to February, 1867. It is not exactly an 
ideal place ("Imagine yourself dumped 
down on the moor ! '1 Haeckel said after
wards in his description of it)-a piece 
.of arid land that looked like a strip of 
the Sahara in the middle of the ocean. 
There is hardly any water, and the 
vegetation is correspondmgly meagre. 
Across the middle of the island stretches 
a chain of volcanic craters, and old lava
fields run down from them as far as the 
coast. Everything of zoOlogical interest 
in the place was to be found in the sea. 
There they found abundance. As in 
Messina, certain local currents drove the 
rich animal plankton together ul1til there 
were literally ·rivers or streets of tiny 
animals. One had only to dip, in one's 
nets and glasses, and brmg up whole 
shoals with every drop of water.-

- Haeckel had come chiefly to study 
the Medusre. ·But this led him on much 
further to a great zoological problem. 
lif his' General '.Morpltology he had 

expounded his brilliant ideas on the 
subject of individuality, and now he 
encountered in the flesh one of the 
greatest marvels of animal individuality. 
He had shown how the higher individual 
is always made up of a community, a 
kind of state, of lower individuals. In 
the simplest instance there are the cells. 
Each of them is an individual. M11110ns 
of these individuals, banded together 
with division of labour for great collec
tive operations, make up the human 
frame, and therefore the human "mdi
vidual." In the same way others form. 
a beetle, a snail, or a smgle medusa. 
Sometimes, however, these h1gher indi
viduals enter. in tum into social com
binations to form still higher communi
ties. Human beings form social com
monwealths, with diviswn of labour· 
among the individuals. ·Bees and ants 
form their commumties in the same way. 
But in the latter cases the texture of the 
community seems to be-much looser than 
in the precedmg. one. It is not so easy 
for the imagination to grasp a human 
commonwealth or a colony of bees as a 
real " over-individual." It is, therefore, 
-extremely instructive to find that at least 
one animal community of this kmd is of 
so firm a texture that even on the most 
superficial examination it is recognised 
at once as an individual. This is found 
in one of the groups of the Medusre, the 
Siphonophores, _or social Medusre. 

A number of single Medusre, each of 
which-corresponds to what we regard as 
the individual man, combine and form 
a new body, a social indiv.dual. As 
citizens of this new state they have intro
duced the most rigid division of labour. 
One Medusa does nothing but eat, and 
it thus provides nourishment for the rest, 
as they are all joined in one body. 
Another accomplishes the 'swimming 
movement ; another has been converted 
entirely into a reproductive organ. In 
a word, the whole has become a "unity" 
once more, equipped with its various 
organs hke any large body. Someti~es 
thousands of separate Medusre enter mto 
the structure of one of these wonders of 
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the deep. And as each of the Medusre 
is generally a very pretty, flower-like 
creature, the social groups with their 
charming colours look like floating 
garlands of flowers made of transparent 
and tinted crystal. Their beauty would 
soon fix Haeckel's attention, but their 
bearmg on his theory of individuality 
would give them an even greater value. 
For several years he had searched most 
attentively in the animal world for these 
"over-individuals " of the highest class. 
In the Morphology he had had to be 
content with an old illustration of some
thing of the kind, the star-fish. It was 
supposed to be a combination of ver
mahans. In this case the hypothesis 
has broken down, though there was a 
good deal to be said for it at first, and 
it was abandoned by him afterwards. 
But now, when he saw enormous 
numbers of Siphonophores in the animal 
streams at Lanzarote, he entered upon a 
decisive study of the meaning of these 
real "social animals." A social Medusa 
has so great an appearance of unity that 
those who discovered it first d1d not 
believe it was a community, but a very 
complicated individual Medusa. Vogt 
(1847) and Leuckart (1851) bad denied 
this, and declared it to be a social group. 
But the controversy was still going on, 
as there was much difference of opmion 
as to the meaning of -" social " and 
"state." Haeckel now succeeded at 
Lanzarote in tracing for the first time 
the development of one of these Siphono
phores from the ovum. He was able to 
show that from the ovum only a single 
simple Medusa is developed. This then 
becomes the parent of the community ; 
it produces the rest of the members, not 
by a new sexual generation, but by 
budding out from itself, until the whole 
garland of connected individuals is ready 
to constitute the new over-individua~ or 
the community. · These luminous in
vestigations were published three years 
afterwards (1869) m a work that was 
crowned by the Utrecht Society of Art 
and Science (The Embryology of the 
Stphonophora:, with fourteen plates, pub-

lished at Utrecht). But Haeckel returned 
time after time in later years tq this group 
of animals with such great philosophic 
and zoological interest. When be had 
put ,before him in the eighties the whole 
of the Siphonophores brought home by 
the splendid Challenger expedition, he 
combined the material with the results 
of his own studies in a fine work, which 
was included (in English) in the publi
cations of the Giza/lenger series at 
London, as the twenty-eighth volume of 
the Zoology of the Clt.a//enger, 1888. The 
voluminous work is illustrated with fifty 
masterly plates, some of them coloured, 
by Haeckel himself. The most impm
tant part of the text was also published 
in German at J ena, with the title,_system 
of the Szphonophora:. There is a good 
popular account of the Siphonophore 
question iq his lecture on "The Division 
of Labour in Nature and in Human 
Life" (1869). A few of these beautiful 
forms are also given on coloured plates 
in his illustrated work, Art-j'orms in 
Nature. Every thoughtful man ought, 
whatever his position is as regards 
Haeckel's ideas, to glance at this material 
that he has so vigorously and clearly 
presented. 
• While he was conducting this research 
into the embryonic development of the 
Siphonophores, Haeckel made certain 
experiments on phenomena that have 
lately been made the subject of a special 
"experimental mechanical embryology" 
by some of his pupils, particularly 
Professor _Roux, of Halle. He cut up 
Siphonophore ova into several pieces at 
the commencement of their development, 
and saw an incomplete social Medusa 
develop from each fragment. _ 

Thus the journey, hke the earlier 
one to Messina, brought the indefatigable 
student into touch once more With a 
"philosophical animal." This alone 
would have made it well worth the 
trouble. How many more of the kind 
the future might still have in reserve 
for him I In the quiet months at Puerto 
del Arrecise, on Lanzarote, he was 
gradually restored to his spiritual balance, 

E 
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Nature had taken much from him, but 
.she offered him an inexhaustible return. 
His elasticity and 'VIgour of frame had 
been restored before he left: Teneriffe. 
In a twenty-two hours' tour, only inter
rupted by two hours' sleep, he had 
climbed to the highest summit of the 
Peak, in such an unfav_ourable season 
(in the November snow) that the native 
guides would not go any further in the 
end ; all those who were with him except 
one stopped short a little way from the 
top. The short rest at the summtt 
(4,128-yards above the sea-level, on the 
icy edge ofthe crater) was greatly enjoyed 
by him,, He could see over a distance 
of --5, 7oo square miles, as much as one
fourth of the whole of Spain. 

The ·extraordinary range and height 
of the horizon gives one a vague idea of 

· the infimty of space. The deep, unbroken 
silence, and the consciousness that we 
have left all animal and vegetal life far 

behmd, produce a profound feehng of 
solitude. . One feels oneself, w1th a 
certam pnde, master of the Situation 
that has been secured w1th so much 
trouble and nsk. But the next moment 
one feels what we really are-momentary 
waves in the mfimte ocean of l1fe, transi
tory combmat1ons of a comparatively 
small number of orgamc cells, wh1ch, 
in the last resort, owe the1r ongm and 
sigmficance to the pecuhar chemiCal 
properties of carbon. How small and 
mean at such moments do we find the 
!1ttle play of human passions that unfolds 
Itself far below m the haunts of civ1hsa
t10n I How great and exalted in com
parison does free Nature seem, as 1t 
unrolls before us, in one vast picture, 
the 'Yhole maJesty and splendour of 1ts 
creat1ve power I 

Thus he himself describes the moment. 
Something of that feehng of exalted 
solitude entered into his life. He stood 
firm and undazed-<:ome what might. 

CHAPTER VII. 

THE GROWTH OF IDEAS 

AT Easter, ~1867, Haeckel returned to 
J ena, thro_ugh Morocco, Madrid, and 
Pans. He spent a few of the pleasant 
spring weeks at the Strait of Gibraltar 
and in the South of Spain. In the fine 
bay of Algeciras (opposite to Gibraltar 
on the. west) the_ current o( the Strait 
brought swarms of interesting Medus~ 
Siphonophores, and other "plankton
animals " into • his net. In his solitary 
walks through the mountain forests of 
Andalusia, in the incomparable Moorish 
palaces and the cathedrals of Seville and 
Cordova, Granada and the Alhambra, 
he gazed on that wealth of Spain in 
treasures of. nature alld art whtch had 
excited his boyish imagination in the 
vivid pictures of Washington Irving. 

With his return home a crisis occurred 
in his career, from our biographical 
·point of view, such as we find at one 
point or other in the lives of all great 
men. Up to the present the course of 
his life has advanced steadtly onward, 
so that the simple chronological order 
afforded the most natural thread for our 
narrative. Wtth this crisis his activity 
broadens out more. H1s ideas, almost 
all of which are presented in the General 
Morphology, form a great and continuous 
stem, which throws o1,1t a large or a 
small flower on one side or other, 
according to the stimulus recetved. 
His life crystallises about J ena ; however 
many journeys be makes, he always feels 
tha_t he will retl.lrn .to hts centre at J ena. 
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Nothmg in h1s later career ever shook 
him from th1s ideal and personal_base. 

In the summer after his return to 
Jena, 1867, he married Agnes Huschke, 
daughter of the d1stingmshed Jena. 
anatomtst. He shares the happiness of 
this second marriage down to the 
present day. Of the1r three children, 
the son is now a gifted artist at Mumch; 
the elder daughter is the wife of Pro
fessor Hans Meyer, proprietor of the 
Leipsic Btbliographtcal Institute, who is 
particularly known in science by his 
ascent of the Kilimandschars ; the 
younger daughter is still at home with 
her parents. 

He never leaves the University of 
J ena-and it never abandons him. It 
is a kind of spiritual marriage. In 
186s, when the sky was still free from 
clouds, he was invtted to take a position 
at Wurtzburg, h1s old school-place. He 
declined the invitation, and was then 
appointed ordinary professor at Jena. 
Then the evil days came. The con
clusiOns of his .Jforphology were popu
lansed by himself, and went out far and 
wide among the masses. People opened 
~heir eyes to find that th1s audacious 
scientist was making "war upon God" 
out of hts zoology. At length the 
dtfficult question ames whether a mind 
of that type can be retained in the 
honourable posttion of official professor. 
The Phthstmes are in arms. The quiet, 
stubborn group, that has vegetated 
unchanged, like a demoralised parasttic 
animal, from Abdera to Schilda, through 
thousands of years of the free develop
ment of the mmd., boycotts the Professor 
and h1s famtly for a time. The Phtlis
tmes appeal from their safe corner to 
the authorities to intervene. Once, 
towards the close of the sixties, the 
Situation threatened to become really 
cnttcal. The head of _the governing 
body of the umverstty at the time was 
Seebeck, a distinguished man who by no 
means shared Haeckel's views, hut had 
a JUSt feelmg of Haeckel's honourableness 
and mental power. In the middle of 

• the struggle Haeckel approaches him 

one day, and says that he is prepared to 
resign his position-a sacrifice to his 
ideas. Seebeck replied: 11 My dear 
Haeckel, you are st1ll young, and you 
will come yet to have more mature views 
of life. After· all, you will do less harm 
here than elsewhere, so you had better stop 
here." At Jena they still tell a similar story 
of something that happened on another 
occasion. A stern theologian presented 
himself in person at the chateau of Karl 
.Alexander, Grand Duke of Weimary and 
begged him to put an end to this scandal 
of the professorship of Haeckel, the 
arch-heretic. The Grand Duke, edu
cated in the Weimar tradition of Goethe, 
asked: "Do you think he really believes 
these things that he publishes?" ".Most 
certainly he does," was the prompt reply. 
11 Very good," said the Grand Duke; 
"then the man simply does the same as 
you do." ·, 

Haeckel remained a professor at J ena ; 
and when the current subsided a little 
he was not insensible of their liberality. 
He remained faithful to J ena, though 
even Vienna, among other places, offered 
him a position (1871). Under his 
guidance "zoological" J ena flourished 
like a poor orphan that has suddenly 
been enriched. At one stroke' the 
university was lifted to the position of 
an intellectual metropolis for the whole 
of the young scientific generation of the 
last quarter of the century. The best 
o[ the younger men that fill the bio
logical positions in Germany to-day (and 
many others) were educated under 
Haeckel. Many of these pupils became 
opponents of his eventually, but they all 
went through his system. He had 
a further satisfaction. He not only 
attracted the young men to J ena, but he 
conJured up as if by magtc the financial 
resources for improving the external 
advantages of the place for teaching and 
working. His style of "zoology," which 
was · at the same time "natural 
philosophy," brought people to his 
assistance who would never have been 
won by a narrowly technical zoologist,_ 
no matter how learned be was. Twice-
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people were induced "for his sake "-that 
is to say, induced by the magnetic force 
of his charming personality-to leave 
)arge legacies to be spent on the 
university under his direction ; once it 
was the Countess Bose, another time 
Paul von Ritter of Basle. Ritter alone 
gave sufficient to found two professor
ships at Jena for the express purpose of 
teac_hmg the science of phylogeny that 
Haeckel had created. 

All through the period of his long stay 
at J ena that followed we trace a series 
of continual holiday journeys. In these 
journeys he used to collect the best 
material for his professional research, 
following the method he had learned 
from. Muller at Heligoland, and had 
practised at Messina and Lanzarote. At 
the same time these travels were, like 
the earlier ones, the bath of eternal 
youth and health for "the other soul 
in his breast"; the .artist, the lusty 
wanderer, I might almost say the in
veterate Bohemian in him, was then 
allowed to have- his spell of song and 
gaiety •. In Jena he took deeper and 
deeper root ·as time went on. There 
was something in him in this respect of 
a ,Persephone impulse, an alternatiOn of 
winter and summer in his hfe. When 
the days of hard and wearing work were 
past, he would have to rush away into 
the free air, down to the blue sea, to far
away and happy Nature. "Here I am 
a man-dare be a man." The duty of 
the zoologist of Muller's school to go 
down to the sea to work came to his 
rich temperament, which included so 
much more than mete "professional 
reasons," with a · splendid sense of 
Persephone-life ~ half his time in the 
cold North studying animal skeletons 
and dead bones by the burning lamp, 
the other half in the glare of the sun of 
·reality, in living nature at its best. I 
will only quote summarily a few dates of 
these travels. In 1869 he spent the 
autumn vacation in Scandinavia. In 

t 187 I he wa~ 111 the island of Lesina in 
·,Dalmatia, where he, the arch-heretic, 
·lived in a. monastery with a jolly abb'ot. 

From beautiful Ragusa he made an 
interesting excursion to Cattaro and 
Montenegro. In 1873 he went to Egypt 
and Asia Minor, VISiting Athens, Con
stantinople, Brussa, and the Black Sea. 
The culmination of this. JOUrney was a 
visit to the splendid coral banks of 
Tur, in the Red Sea. The Khedive, 
Ismail Pacha, put a Government steamer 
at his disposal for the journey. The 
excursion has been superbly described 
by Haeckel himself in the httle volume, 
The Corals of Arabia (1876). The 
same volume contains the first specimens 
o( his landscapes in water-colour. He 
spent the spring of 187 5 in Corsica and 
Sardinia. On that occasiOn Oscar 
Hertwig discovered, in his presence, the 
process of fertihsauon in the sea-urchin; 
his discoveries will long remam a turn
ing-point in the history of our knowledge 
of sexual generation (one of the deepest 
mystenes 10 nature). In the autumn of 
1876 he was at work on the coast of 
Great Britain, and reached as far as 
Ireland. In the sprmg of 1877 he was 
at Ithaca and Corfu; 10 the autumn we 
find him on the Riviera. In 1878 he 
went first to Fiume and- Pola, on the 
Adnatic, and afterwards on an Atlamic 
excursion to Bnttany, Normandy, and 
Jersey. In the autumn of 1879 he was 
10 Holland and Scotland. 

In 1881 he made the second longest 
journey of his hfe. He secured per
mission to absent himself from the 
'university for six months, and went to 
Ceylon. He left Jena on October 8th, 
and did not return until Apnl2 xst, 1882. 
The traveller and :esthete in him 
revelled in this first plunge into the 
tropics. How he' was taken to the 
enchanted land of India in the Lloyd 
steamer Hellos, a pretty remimscence of 
the "Heliozoa" (sun-animalcules), a name 
he had himself invented ; how he greeted 
his beloved Medusre in their beautiful 
tropical forms of the Indian Ocean ; 
how he lived in the execrable but 
thoroughly tropical and mtere~tmg 
Whist-Bungalow at Colombo, where 
mysticism and an unholy joy in card· • 
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playing occupied him until philosophic 
zoology carne to crown and redeem 
everything; how he set up his zoological 
laboratory far from the world at the' 
Cmgalese village of Belligemrna (which 
he mterpreted bella gemma, the "pretty 
jewel"), and fished with his Muller net 
for Radiolaria, Medusa; and Siphono
phora; for six whole weeks, to the 
intense bewilderment of the naked 
children of the palms ; how he at last 
penetrated into the wildest virgin forests 
of Ceylon, where one heard the heavy 
tread of the elephant and the roar of the 
panther-all thts he has descnbed in his 
Vzsil to Ce)1lo1l, the freshest expression 
of his temperament, which belongs 
utterly to the free, artistic half of hts 
hfe, when Persephone has her summer 
days in the land of flowers. 

He himself regarded this journey, 
happy and favoured to the very last 
minute, as a crown and conclusion of 
his travels that could never be surpassed. 
But many a long hour was to be spent 
in travel after that, and he was to make 
one journey that left Ceylon far behind 
him in the Indian Ocean. In the spring 
of 1887 he made a ptlgrimage to the 
"Holy Land," Jerusalem and the Dead 
Sea, Damascus and Lebanon. On this 
journey he spent a delightful month on 
the Island of Rhodes. In 1889 he had 
a pleasant time on the beautiful Island 
of Elba. In 1 89o he visited Algiers, 
where his innocent sketches and his 
anatomical knife brought suspicion on 
him ; they arrested him, and threatened 
to shoot htrn as a spy. He has described 
the incident in h1s genial way in his 
Algen"an Remmiscences, which is, unfortu
nately, lost in a back number of some 
magazine or other, like so many of the 
sketches- of his travels. In 1891 he 
travelled over the whole of Russia, from 
Fmland to the Caucasus, and visited 
Tifl1s, Colchis, and the Crimea. In the 
autumn of 1892 he accompanied Sir 
Jo~n Murray, of the Challenger expe
ditiOn, on a small deep-sea investigation 
on the coast of Scotland. In the spring 
Df 1893 and 1897 he was at work once 

more in his beloved Messira, where he 
was now honoured as a world-famous 
guest. In the autumn of 1899 he, 
dim bed the Sabine and Corsican hiiis. 
As the second decade after h1s first 
journey to the tropics carne to an end, 
he seemed to regard all he had done so 
far as a small payment on account. In 
his sixty-sixth year he felt the "horne
sickness " for the tropics once more WitQ 
such intensity that he quickly made up 
his mind to go as far as the equator. 
He left Jena on August 21st, 19oo, and 
(after a brief visit to the exhibition at 
Paris) took ship at Genoa, on Sep
tember-4th, for Smgapore. His beloved 
Italy had provided part- of the cost o£ 
the journey. In the previous year the 
Royal Academy of Science at Turin had 
awarded him the Bressa-prize (consisting 
of ro,ooo lire) on account of his Sy~te
matic Phylogeny. Once more the trop1cs 
revived the great impression made on
him in his earlier visit. This time he 
spent only a few hours in: Ceylon, and 
sailed further south. He landed at 
Singapore on September 27th, and 
sixteen days afterwards went on to 
Java, and thus crossed the equator at 
last. He enJoyed to the full the charms 
of the landscape with its volcanoes and 
virgin forests, during his stay with Treub 
at Buitenzorg, at Tjibodas, and during 
his long journey across the greater part 
of the island. At Tjtbodas he celebrated 
the close of the nineteenth century 
(German calculation] by painting a fine 
water-colour of the smoke-canopy over 
the summit of the volcano Gedeh, 
touched and gilded by the last rays of 
the sun on the last day of 1900. On 
January 23rd, 1901, he went from 
Batavia to Sumatra, crossed the Sunda 
Strait in sight of the famous volcanic 
ruins of Krakatoa, and spent six weeks 
in Padang on the south-west coast of 
Sumatra. This delay was largely involun; 
tary, and due to an injury to his knee, 
caused by stumbling over a rail during 
a visit to an engineering establishment; 
but the time was by no means lost in the 
middle of such glories.· On March 31st 
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he landed in Europe (at Naples) once 
more, after a safe voyage. The notes he 
made during his journey yielded another 
charming work, Letters from t!te Easl 
Indzes and Malaysia (1901). His spint 
of enterprise is inexhaustible, and still 
continues. 

Within this frame of his career we 
have now to study a growth of ideas and 
a continuance of research that tell of 
vigour, consistency, and success in every 
line. It unfolds logically bke a great 
work of art. 

The General Morplwlogy stands at the 
parting of two ways. It afforded a pro
gramme of an infinite amount of fresh 
technical research-the elaboration of 
his studies in detail, of promorphology, 
of his theory of individuality, and of the 
phylogenetic system of living things ; 
and the strengthening of the laws of 
evolution, especially the great biogenetic 
law. On the other hand, there was the 
purely philosophic work to be_ done: the 
gathering together of the general threads 
that rim through his work, and the build
ing of a new philosophy of hfe, based on 
a new story of creation, from the atom 
to the moneron, from the moneron to 
.Jilan, and the whole to be comprised 
and contained in God.- In a word, he 
might proceed in either of two ways from 
the Morphology : he might construct 
academic zoology afresh, or he might 
wnte a work on the new God. 
· When he came home from Lanzarote, 

the two ways seemed to coincide in front 
of him; hisworkhad,indeed,opened them 
out 3.$ one. But external circumstances 
intervened. As things .were, it was only 
his academic colleagues that had any 
nght to the new biology. A new book 
on God and creation would go out to 
"the publicans -and sinners." lnterest 
must be lit up among the people at large, 
where there was .as j§t only the faintest 
-spark. It appear~d, moreover, that most 
of his academic colleagues in 1867 had_ 
,no wish to enter-on the new path he had 
, op~ned out. - A -.new generatiOn would 

have to grow up first. The Morphology, 
from wh1ch Haeckel on his travels had 
expected at least a revolutiOn, met at 
first with an icy silence. There was 
hardly any d!scuss1on of it, and no excite
ment whatever. Haeckel quickly made 
up his mind. He must turn in the 
other direction. Gegenbaur consoles 
him. He has given too much-twenty 
d1shes instead of one. He must serve 
up the best part of the work on one 
d1sh, and it will be taken. Haeckel 
agrees with him to some extent, but h1s 
heavy technical artillery cannot be simpli
fied so easily as that. The only possible 
thing to do is to giVe an extract of it, 
wh1ch will make the broad lmes of the 
system clear. - But as soon as that is 
done, he sees that the extract is still 
only the general philosophical part of 
it, ·and w1ll not appeal to the general 
public. 

It was 'such reflections as these that 
led -to the -writing of his Htstory of 
Creation, a popular work. • • 

The chapters of th1s work were first 
delivered orally to students, in the form 
of lectures, and formed a kind of intro
duction to morphology. The lectures, 
retaining their hghter form, were then 
combined to make the book. It was 
published in 1868, a small volume in a 
very primitive garb. The success of the 
work was unprecedented. 

Zoology and botany were treated 
philosophically in the Morphology. That 
d1d not suit the professional scientists, 
who (as I said) crossed themselves when 
they saw "natural philosophy." In the 
Eistory of Creation the great problems 
of ph1losophy are dealt with successively, 
on Darwinian lines, from the zoological 
and botanical point of view~ It was hke 
the smking of a deep well among general 
thoughtful readers. People felt at last 
what a power science had become. The 
old riddles of life were stud1ed in a new 
light Wlth the aid of this book. There 

r Translated into English with the above 
title. L1terally, the title JS: Tlu St"}l ¢ 
Natural Creatwn. 
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was no predecessor in this field. Haeckel 
was absolutely the first to appeal to the 
general reader in this way. It is true 
that what he gave them was, strictly 
speaking, only an extract from his 
own Morplwlo!JY, especially the second 
volume. But, as be now arranged his 
matter chronologically, he converted his 
outline of a world-system into a " world
history "-a rea.l "history of natural 
creation." In the "Pictures of Nature" 
in the first volume of his Cosmos 
Humboldt had tried to brin~ the natural 
world before his readers as a great 
panorama to be taken in at one glance. 
But he strictly confined his study of 
nature to the things that actually exist; 
how they came to e)Cist was not, he inti
mated, a subject of scientific inquiry. 
Haeckel proceeds to this further task. 

'His panorama of nature does not stand 
out ngidly b-efore us; it develops, under 
the eyes of the observer, from the form
less nebula to the intelligent human 
being. Even on the surface this was 
seen to be a prodigious advance. Very 
plain, but very attractive, it makes its 
way by the force of its convincing 
dmlectic, and places no reliance on the 
fireworks of rhetoric. The subtle power 
of it lies in the arrangement of the facts, 
which suddenly assume the form of a 
logical chain instead of being a shapeless 
chaos. Even if all the main ideas of 
the work were false, we should be com
pelled to regard it as one of the cleverest 
works that was ever written, from the 
dialectical point of view. But the essence 
of this cleverness is the way in which the 
grouping of the facts is 'made to yield 
the philosophic evolution, which is the 
thoughtful basis of the work. As the 
world proceeds in its natural develop
ment from the nebular cosmic raw 
material until it culminates in the ape 
and man, the reader finds himself at the 
same time advancing along a series of 
general philosophic conclusions with 
regard to God, the world, and man. If 
at the end he has retained the whole 
senes of what are to him more or less 
new scientific details, he is bound to find 

himself caught in a stron& net of philo
sophic conclusions. 

In view of all this, we can easily 
understand the different reception that 
the book met with from friend and foe. 
People who had already assented to the 
main issues of the work on general 
grounds of probability were delighted 
to find these issues decisively established 
by the plain facts of science. On the 
other hand, those who would have none 
of Haeckel's philosophy ·now felt com
pelled, in view of this dreadful work, to 
call these alleged facts of science them
selves into question. In face of this 
hostility, it was some- disadvantage that 
the Htstory of Creation contained a 'vast 
amount of technical material (such as 
the genealogical trees, , the Darwinian 
laws, the explanation of the facts- of 
embryology, ,etc.) that could only be 
presented -summarily in it, while the 
proper technical description and justifica
tion .of them was buried in the thick 
volumes of the Morphology. Haeckel 
said, over and over again, ~hat a certain 
thing_ had been so fully established by 
him scientifically in the other work that 
he was now at liberty to take it as a fact; 
and he accordingly built it up as such, 
without prejudice, into the compact 
structure of the popular work. Readers 
who wanted to go further intq_ the dis-
cussion of these facts had to look up the 
relevant passages in the larger book. 
But the great bulk of his opponents 
-among whom we must count even 
many professional scientists-had never 
read the two volu!nes of the Morphology. 
They merely took the brief statement m 
the Ht'story of Creation, which was really 
little more than a reference, and made 
a violent attack on the "fact" it was 
said to convey. 

This led to a great deal of confusion. 
As in this case a controversy over some 
petty zoological detail was always a 
" struggle about God," and so agitated 
the opponent down to the most secret 
folds of his philosophy, the usual con
sequences d1d not fail to put in an 
appearance. Haeckel was braqded and 
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calumniated personally. There has never: 
been any apostle in the world that some 
sect or other has not decried as a rogue 
and evil-doer, simply because he was an 
apostle. Wherever Haeckel has made 
use of any material that did not seem to 
be absolutely sound in every respect, he 
was not simply accused of making a 
mistake, not even of ignorance; but the 
whole thing has been put down at once 
to dishonesty and the worst type of bad 
faith. 

Qne should bear in mind how very 
generally pioneer wor~ of this kind is 
hable to err. Further, in the History of 
Creation there is the danger involved in 
the popular presentation of the results 
of sctentlfic research. Any man who 
has written popular works, or dt;livered 
lectures ·to the_ general publis, knows 
what this means. There is little common 
measure between them. The truths of 
science are in a state of constant flux; 
it is of thejr essence to be so. To fish 
out a piece from this stream, fix'it, and 
ll}agnify it for the public with a broad 
beam of light, really amounts in prin
ciple to an alteration of it ; it is putting 
a certain pressure on things, and giving 
them an arbitrary shape. The work of 
popularising truths is so holy a thing in 
its aim that this risk has to be run. We 
must take things as th~Jy are. We have 
two alternatives : either not to popularise 
at all, or to take the apparatus with all 
its defects. We -can diminish these 
according to our skill ; but there is a 
subjective limit to this skill in all of us. 

The first edition of the Hzstory of 
Creation- Haeckel',s first attempt at 
popularisi~g-=-had a good deal of in
equality in this respect.· To begin with, 
the book had the air of an extempore 
deliverance. Its success was very largely 
due to its being cast in this form. But 
there was a good deal that could be 
improved here and there, and was ~m
proved in the later editions of the work. 
In the tenth edttion, as we now have it, 
it is a splendid work in regard to the 
illustrations, for instance. But the first 
edition was merely provided with a few 

very crude woodcuts in outline. Some 
of them were very clumsy. In com
paring different embryological objects 
the same blocks were used sometimes, 
and this would give rise to misunder
standing in the mmd of the reader. For 
instance, there was question of demon
strating that certain objects, such as the 
human ovum and the ovum of some of 
the related higher mammals, were just 
the same in their external outhnes. 
This fact is quite correct and establtshetl 
to-day. If I draw the outlme, and wnte 
underneath it that as a type it is applic
able to all known ova of the higher 
mammals, including man, there is no 
possibility of misunderstanding. But if 
I print the same illustration three times 
with th~ suggestion that they are three 
dtfferent mammal-ova, the general reader 
is easily apt to think, not only that they 
are identical in the general scheme of 
this outline, but also in internal structure. 
He imagines that the ova of man and 
the ape are just the same even in their 
microscopic and chemical features. 
This leads to a contradiction between 
the illustratiOn and what Haeckel 
expressly says in the text. We read 
that there is indeed an external resem
blarlce in shape between these ova, but 
that there is bound to be a great dif
ference in internal structure, smce an 
ape is developed from the one and a 
human being developed from the other.
It would have been better if the general 
reader, who is not familiar with these 
outline pictures, had been more emphati
cally informed in the text below the 
illustration that even the outline is to be 
taken as a general and 1deal scheme. 
In this sense we must certainly admit 
that the illustration was bad, since it 
would lead to a misunderstandmg of the 
clear words of the text., But what are 
we to say when the opponents of Haeckel's 
views viciously ratse the cry of " bad 
faith " on the ground of a few little slips 
like this, and suggest th_at he deliberately 
tned to mislead his readers with false 
illustrations? Among the general public, 
in so far as it was hostile to Haeckel, the 
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charge blossomed out into the most 
cunous forms. Some declared that the 
whole story of a resemblance between 
man's ovum and embryo and those of 
other animals was an invention of Pro
fessor Haeckel's ; others-we even read 
it now and again in our own time-went 
so far as to say that the human ovum 
and embryonic forms only existed in 
Haeckel's imagination. All these wild 
charges are of no avail. The human 
ovum, which corresponds entirely in its 
general scheme to that of the other 
higher mammals, was not discovered in 
1868 by the wicked Haeckel, but in 
1827 by the great master of embryo
logical research, Carl Ernst von Baer. 
The considerable external resemblance, 
at certain stages of development, between 
the embryos of reptiles, birds, and 
mammals, mcluding man, was decisively 
established by the same great scientist. 
These really remarkable stages in the 
development of the human embryo, 
during which, in accordance with the 
biogenetic law, it shows clear traces of 
the gill-slits of its fish-ancestors, and has 
a corresponding fin-like structure of the 
four limbs and a very considerable tail, 
can be seen by the general reader at any 
time in the illustrated works of His, 
Ecker, and Koliiker (Haeckel's chief 
opponents), or in any illustrated manual 
of embryology, and their full force as 
evolutionary evidence can be appreciated. 
Any man that constructs his philosophy 
in such a way that, in his convictiOn, it 
stands or falls with the existence of these 
embryonic phenomena is in a very 
delicate position, apart altogether from 
Haeckel. His philosophy Will collapse, 
even if the Hzstory of Creation had never 
been written. _ 

These curious discussions did not 
seriously interfere with the success of 
the book. In thousands and thousands 
of minds, in 1868, this little work proved 
the grain of seed that led on in time 
to senous thought. From that time 
onward Haeckel knew that he had not 
only scientific colleagues and academic 
pupils, but a crowd of followers. When 

he made an excursion into the northern 
part of the Sahara, as fa11 as the first 
oasis, twenty-two years afterwards, he 
met an artist there. They talked philo
sophy, and the . man, not knowing
Haeckel, naively recommended him to 
study the History of Creation as likely 
to give him most help. The little inci
dent shows us something of the great 
pioneer work done by the volume, some
thing of its spiritual circumnavigation of. 
the globe. . . 

Thu"s the spiritual nucleus of the 
General Morphology is introduced, with 
great ability, to a much wider circle than 
Haeckel had dreamed of when he gave 
the Morphology to his colleagues. But 
the agitation , gradually spread into 
academic circles. On the whole, -the 
Darwinian ideas pressed iii everywhere 
by their awn irresistible weight. Haeckel's 
more particular concern, however, was 
to secure the recpgnition of one single 
point in the larger group of ideas-the 
great biogenetic law. This was for many 
years the pivot on which almost all the 
discussions with him and about him 
turned. 

He himself did not at first conceive 
his law as a matter of controversy, but 
as a method that must be brought into 
a position of practical utihty. An 
opportunity to do this arose immediately. 

While he was at Lanzarote he 
began to take an interest in a second 
group of~ lowly animals besides the 
Siphonophores-namely, the Sponges. 
When the general reader hears the word 
"sponge" he must modify his ordinary 
ideas .a little. In the present instance 
he must not think of the plants, belong- • 
ing to the fungi-group, such as the morel 
and cognate forms, that are often called 
" sponges " in common parlance. He 
must think rather of the sponge he uses 
in his bath, The bath-sponge is a 
structure made up of very tough, elastic, 
horny fibres. This structure is originally 
the skeleton, as it were, of certain animals 
that are known as " sponge-animals " or, 
briefly, sponges ; they have nothing to 
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do with the spongy mushrooms I spoke 
of. At the same time, these socially
living sponges are such curious creatures 
that it was disputed for a long time 
whether they were real animals or not. 
There wa~ a second controversy in regard 
to them as to where the "individual" 
began-what -was a single animal, and 
what a co-operative colony of animals. 
The latter point alone would have been 
enough to .direct Haeckel's attention to 
this group after he had, in the case of 
the-_ Siphunophores,· gone so deeply into 
the mystery of combined individuals, 
forming a new "state-individual." His 
own opinion eventually was that, as a 
matter of fact, in the majority of cases 
the whole sponge is a stock or colony of 
separate_spoJlge individuals closely con
.nected together. They had not, indeed, 
anything hke the ingenious method of 
division of labour that.. we find in the 
social medusre; in fact, the sponges are 
in all respects much more lowly organised 
animals than the medusre. But they 
were cer~ainly true animals.. And in the 
mxddle of his efforts to prove this Haeckel 
travelled into an entirely new field of 
research, lying far beyond the theory of 
individuality. _ 

-As there is an enormous number of 
different sponges, he had confined his 
studies from the first to a single group o( 
them that might be taken as typical. 
He chose the Calcispongire (calcareous 
sponges}, whtch had been the least 
studxed up to fhat time·. As the name 
.obviously implies, these sponges form 
their internal framework or skeleton, not 
of -elastic horny fibres hke the common 
bath-sponge, but of solid calcareous 
-needles or spines. They secrete these 
out of the-son-substance of their bodies, 
just as the -Radiolaria do their pretty 
silicious houses. Haeckel was engaged 
for five years, from 1867 to 1872, m a 
profound and careful study of the 
Datural history of the Calcispongire. 
Then he published the r~sults in his 
Monograpk on the Calcispongite, consist
ing of two volumes of text and an atlas 
of, sixty fi~e plates. 

The first result was that the Calci
spongire afforded a splendid proof of the 
impossibility of drawmg sharp hmits 
between species in the perpetually 
developing animal world. In theu case 
the different varieties passed constantly 
out of each other and back into each 
other in a way that would have made a 
classifier of the old type distracted. 
But Haeckel had travelled far beyond 
the position of his boyhood, when he 
had timorously concealed the bad species 
that would not fit into the system. He 
said humorously that in the case of the 
Calcispongire you bad the choice of 
distinguishing one genus with three 
species, or three genera wtth 239 species, 
or 113 genera with 591 species. All th1s 
confusion was saved by the Darwiman 
idea of not setting up absolutely ngid 
classes,- families, genera, and species. 
But even this was not yet the essentia,l 
point. 

As he had done in the case of the 
Siphonophores, Haeckel endeavoured to 
derive-as much information as possible 
from the "ontogeny," or embryonic 
development, of the Calcispongire. He 
estabhshed in some cases, it seemed to 
him, that a single calcxsponge-individua,l 
at first, and up to a certain stage, deve
loped from the ovum in the same way 
as a medusa or a coral or an anemone. 
The fertilised ovum, a single cell, divided 
into two cells, then several, and at last 
formed a whole cluster of cells. In this 
cluster -the cells arranged themselves at 
the surface, and left a hollow cavity 
within. Then two layers of cells were 
formed, like a double skin, in the wall 
of this vesicle, and an opening was left 
at one spot in the wall of it. Thus we 

,got a free-swimming _embryo, wttb a 
mouth, an external skin, and an internal 
digestive skin or membrane. Then the 
creature attaches itself to the floor of the 
sea and becomes a real sponge, partly 
by developing along its characteristic 
lines, and partly (m most cases)- by 
producing other sponges from itself in 
the form of buds, hke the Siphonophore, 
and so forming an elaborate colony, to 
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whtch we give collectively the title of 
"a sponge." These facts led to the 
following reflections. 

This original development from the 
ovum, first mto an embryo with the form 
of a small globe, or, more correctly, an 
oval body, consisting of two-layers of 
cells and having a hole at one pole-in 
other words, a creature with nothing but 
skin, stomach, and mouth-was found, 
curiously enough, in other animals 
besides the medusre, corals, and sponges. 
We have the same course of develop
ment in representatives of the most 
varied groups of animals. There are 
worms, star-fishes, crabs, and snails that 
develop in "the same way. In fact, it 
was proved in this very year (1867) that 
the lowest of the vertebratesr the Amphi
oxus (or Lancelet), develops in the same 
way. And this was not all. In the 
ontogeny of all the higher animals right 
up to man (inclusive) we find a state of 
things that most closely resembles the 
same development. At all events, the 
fertilised ovum gives rise in all cases to 
a cluster of cells ; this cluster forms 
something hke a flattened· or elongated 
vesicle wtth a single-layered wall; the 
single layer of cells is doubled, and in 
the building up of the body one half 
makes the external coat or skin and the 
other half the internalhning or membrane. 
Haeckel reflected on the whole of th~ 
facts, and drew his conclusions. This 
very curious agreement in the earlier 
embryoruc forms must be interpreted in 
terms of the biogenetic law. In the case 
of the higher animals the forms have 
been profoundly modified by ceno
genesis. In the lower animals they are 
almost or altogether a pure recapitulation 
of the real pnm1tive course of the develop
ment of the animal kingdom. In the 
earhest times animals were evolved in 
something like the following way. First, 
the primitive unicellular Protozoa came 
together and formed crude social bodies, 
clusters of cells that kept together, but 
bad no special division of labour. As 
all the members in the cluster pressed 
to the surface, in order to obtain their 

food, they came to form, not a solid 
mass of cells, but a hollow vesicle with a 
wall of cells. Then the first division of 
labour set in. Certain cells, those that 
were situated at the anterior pole, and so 
were better placed to_ receive the floating 
food as the animal moved along, became 
the eating-cells of the group; they 
provided nourishment for the others, as 
the nutritious sap circulated th'rough all 
the cells in the cluster, as we find m the 
case of the Siphonophores. As these 
feeding-cells multiplied rapidly at the 
fore part of the animal, a depression wa"S 
formed at that pole of the body. - In the 
end the ball or vesicle was doubled in 
upon itself, until it came to have the 
form of a cup with a double-layered wall. 
Externally were the cells in the skin 
that effected movement and feeling, and 
afforded protection; inside, forming the 
internal wall, were the eating or stomach
cells. An opening remained at the top 
-the opening of the cup or vase-like 
body. The food entered by it ~ it was 
virtually the "mouth." Thus was 
formed a primitive multi-j:ellular animal 
with division of labour. If we imagine 
it attaching it~elf to the bottom by its 
lower pole, we can see that it would 
eastly-become a sponge of the simplest 
kind, a polyp, a coral, or, detaching itself 
once more, a medusa, - H we imagine it 
swimming ahead in the water or creeping 
along the ground in such a way as to 
assume a btlateral symmetrical structure, 
ljke a tube, with right and left, back and 
belly, and an anus_ behind, we have a 
worm. This worm developed, under 
the action of the 'Darwinian laws, into a 
star-fish in one case, a crab or insect in 
another, a snail or mussel in another, 
and lastly into the Amphioxus, which led 
on through the vertebrates to the human 
frame. But the mysterious series of 
forms always remained in the develop· 
ment of the individual from the egg, 
pointing more or less clearly to the 
earlier st_ages : ovum, cluster of cells, 
ball, two cell·layers in a cup-shaped . 
form, skin, stomach, and mouth. All 
11-nimals that exhibit this primitive 
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scheme belong to one great stem. It 
was not until this skin-stomach-mouth 
animal was formed that the tree branched 
out-evolving into sessile, creeping, 
swimming, and other forms. Let us 
give a name to this phylogenetic 
(ancestral) form, which stands at the 
great parting of the ways in the animal 
world, as embryology proves. Leavmg 
aside its innumerable relatives in· the 
primitive days, it must .have differed 
essentially from all other living things at 
the time-all the protists and the plants 
-by its possessiOn of a skin, stomach, 
and mouth. Gaster is the Greek for 
stomach. Let us, therefore, call this 
primitive parent of all the sponges, 
polyps, medusre, worms, crustacea; 
insects, snails, mussels, cephalopods, 
fishes, salamanders, lizards, bnds, mam
mals, and man, the· Gastraa, the primi
tive-stomach or primitive-gut animal. 
l'he corresponding embryonic form may 
be -distinguished from it as the gastrula. 
There are still many living species of 
animals that are very little hrgher in 
organisation than the gastrrea-form. The 
Pemmatodiscus gastrulaceus, discovered 
by_ Montice!Ji in 1895, corresponds 
entirel}t to it. And the gastrula is found, 
as I said, with astonishing regularity in 
its precise gastrrea-form in 'representa
tives of all the higher groups of animals. 
' That is an outline of the famous 
gastrrea theory, that Haeckel discovered 
when he was- engaged in studying the 
Calcisponges. It was first published iri 
his large Monograph on the Calcispongza 
in 1872, elaborated in his Studies of the 
Gastraa Theoryin 1&tj3, 1875,and 18'76 
(published in one volume in 1877), and 
generally expounded, together w1th the 
biogenetic law, in (among other works) 
his polemical essay, "The Aims and 
Methods of Modem Embryology" 
(1875). This discovery, in Haeckel's 
opimon, now made the biogenetic law a 
teal search-light in the exploration of the 
obscure past. It indicated a third 
critical point in the great genealogical 
tree. Already we had the root (the 
monera) and the crown (man); now we 

had the point from which the various 
real animal stems radiated like the 
umbellate branches of a single large 
bloom. Through it the Darwiman 
system had been converted into the 
greatest practical reform of animal 
classification. If this gastrrea theory 
was correct, it was an incalculable gain 
for zoology. The difficulty of it, on the 
other hand, lay in the infimte modifica
tions of the embryonic processes in 
detail that had been brought about by 
cenogenesis ; almost everywhere this 
had more or less obscured the original 
features. On the whole, it gave nse to 
the greatest and most far-reachmg dis
cussiOn that has taken place in zoology 
for the last thirty years, apart from the 
Darwinian theory itself. To-day, at the 
close of these three decades, there are 
only two alternatives. One is that 
there is still an absolutely mysterious 
and hidden law of ontogeny, that 
compels countless animals over and 
over again to pass through these em bry
onic forms and assume a likeness to the 
Gastrrea. - After all the eagerness with 
which the whole school of embryologists 
opposed to Haeckel have sought, up to 
our own day, to establish such a dnect 
law, we have not yet got the shadow of 
a clear formulation of it. The other 
alternative is that Haeckel is right in 
believing that he has discovered the 
correct formula in his phylogenetic 
interpretation of embryonic processes in 
accordance with the biogenetic law. If 
that is so, the gastrrea theory is the 
crown of all his labours in technical 
zoology proper. Let us wait another 
thirty years. 

The scientific controversy over the 
gastrrea-theory was in full swing when 
Haeckel entered upon another bold 
experiment in the dnection of the bio
genetic law. He thought it would be 
useful, instead of frammg wider hypo
theses, to take one single instance of 
one of the highest animals, and trace 
the whole parallel of its embryonic and 
ancestral development down to its finest 
details. It would serve as an excellent 
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object-lesson. He would take it, not 
from some remote corner of the system, 
such as the sponges or medusre, but 
from the very top of the tree, where 
palmgenesis and cenogenesis seemed to 
have culminated in an mextricable con
fusion. But what example could be 
more appropriate and effective than the 
most advanced of all living thmgs
nian. He would write a monograph on 
man on an entirely new method ; would 
show ontogeny and phylogeny confirming 
each other down to the smallest deta1l. 
It was another great enterpnse. And 
this particular subject was so interesting 
that it would appeal strongly to the 
general readers of his History of Crea
tzon, as well as to the academic scientists. 
Man was a subject of such obviousness 
and importance to the layman that in 
this case there was really no professional 
hm1tation of interest at all. Every 
detail m the most technical treatment of 
the subject would be taken into account, 
and evoke his strongest sympathy. 

When Haeckel had fully matured this 
plan he produced his Anthropogmy.• 
The word, founded on the Greek, means 
the "genes1s" or "evolution of man." 

The work is a very able combination 
of two different aims. On the one 
hand it affords the technical student the 
outlme of a wholly new and d1stmctive 
manual of human embryology (up to a 
certam extent) and general anatomy ; 
and this is intimately bound up by his 
method with a kind of historical intro
duction to general anthropology. At 
the same time the book forms a second 
part of the Hzstory of Cnation. It 
bu1lds up the most important chapter of 
the latter work, from the philosophical 
point of view-namely, that which deals 
w1th the origin of man-into a fresh 
volume; and it represents the first 
popular treatment of embryology on 
broad philosophic lines-a thing that 
had never been attempted before. 

' The fifth ed1tion is translated into English, 
with all the plates an<t 1llustrat10ns, under the 
title of Tlu /ivolutum of Man,-TI!,ANS. 

Sprmging up from this double root, the 
work IS certamly one of the most suc
cessful things in the whole ~f Haetkel's 
literary career. Moreover, it is not 
merely a compendium of a larger work, 
like the Hzstory of Creation. In spirit 
and form it is an original work, anq 
gives his very best to the reader. As 
far as its general effect is concerned, the 
double address of the work has had its 
disadvantages. The academic students 
who -were hostile to it have once more 
selected for attack certain excrescences 
and gaps that were merely due to·the 
ex1genc1es of popular treatment. On 
the other hand, the general_ reader-found 
it, in spite of the popular form, on which 
Herculean labour had been spent-one 
has only to think of the details of 
embryology-a book that was not to be 
"read " in the ordinary sense _of 'the 
word, but studied.. The first edition 
appeared in 1874· A fifth edition bas 
now been published, equipped with the 
finest illustrations, both from the artistic 
and the scientific point .of view, that 
have ever appeared in a popular work .on 
embryology. We find in the Anthropo
geny all that the nineteenth century 
has learned or surmised with regard to 
the ancestral history of mankind. &vim 
the gastrrea theory-the gastrrea belong
ing to man's direct ancestry-is · dealt · 
w1th in popular fashion as far as this 
was possible. 

When the Anthropogeny was published 
Haeckel's public pos1tion became more 
stormy than ever. In professional 
circles a number of the embryologists 
had taken up an attitude of opposition 
to him ; the most heated of them 
attacked his popular works continually, 
on the ground that he was popularising, 
not the real results of official science, 
but his own personal opinions. There 
was a great deal of truth in :hat. The 
only question was, Which would stand 
best w1th the future, his or their personal 
opinion? It does not alter the subJectivity 
of opmions that a few people here and 
therecombineandpretentiouslyconstitute 
~hemselver; into iL "llciepce," :Posterity 
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will deal coolly enough with their collec
tive .decisions. It will take every man 
of science as an -individual, and merely 
ask which of them came nearest to the 
truth. The name, the official science, 
will pass into the grave with many titles 
and decorations. All that will remain 
in men's minds is the star of the person
ality in its relation to the great constel
lation of contemporary human truth. 
However, as regards the particular 
embryological attacks of these opponents, 
it seems to me to-day especially character
istic that such people are more and more 
abandoning the idea that it is _only a 
question of contesting .certain particular 
deductions of Baeckel's wztlzin the limits 

-Of Darwinism. They find themselves 
increasingly compelled to throw Darwin
ism overboard altogether. Instead of 
its attempts to explain phenomena, they 
are putting forward a confused claim of 
.. direct mechanical explanations," or 
relying on the sonorous old phrase, 
started in 1859, an "immanent law of 
evolution," or retreating into a despair
ing attitude of "I don't know." These 
clearer divisions will make it very much 
easLer for posterity to pass its judgment 
on the_situation;- - --

After the embryologists we have a 
consideral:!le group of opponents on the 
anthropological-side.· The objections of 
these anthropological critics have in the 
course of time narrowed down to lhe 

-single argument that no transitional form 
between man and the ape has yet been 
discovered. And for many years now 
this position has not been held on serious 
scientific grounds, but rather on ingenious 
and· strained hypotheses because we 
now, have, in the bones found at Java 
by Eugen Dubois in !894, the remains 
of a being that stands precisely half-way 
between the gibbon and man. Hence 
what is called the anti-Darwinian and 
especially anti- Haeckelian school of 
anthropology to-day is mainly distin..: 
guished for its preference of more risky 
and more subtle hypotheses instead of 
plain -conclusions from obvious facts. 
Finally, ther~_ is the theological oppo-

sition to Haeckel that increased with 
every book in which be put h1s ideas 
before the general public and helped them 
(m their boundless professional wisdom) 
to realise the danger of the situation. 

The year 1877 was a critical one in 
this respect. In the middle of his 
struggles Haeckel retained all the simpli
city of his nature. He saw that the 1dea 
of evolution was triumphing over all 
obstacles, and rapidly securing the allegi
ance of the best men of the time. On 
September 18th, 1877, he spoke of this 
with unrestrained delight at the scientific 
congress at Munich. He described the 
theory of evolution as "the most impor
tant advance that bas been made in pure 
and applied science." Then Rudolf 
Virchow delivered a speech at the same 
congress. 

There is no doubt whatever that in 
the period since Virchow bad indicated 
a neutral field in 1863, in which science 
might effect "its compromise," Haeckel 
had boldly invaded that province. In 
the previous year he had published a 
little work called _The Perigenesi's of the 
Plastidules, or the Genera/ton of Waves 
in Vztal Particles. It was delivered in 
lecture-form _at _ the medical-scientific 
congress at Jena in November, 1875, 
and then printed on the occasion of 
Seebeck's jubilee, May 9th, 1876. 
Possibly it is the least known of all 
Haeckel's works, though, in my opinion, 
it is one of the most valuable in regard 
to the prophetic breadth of its intuition. 
It essays to establish a theory of heredity. 
In dealing with this deepest mystery 
of life psychic factors are pressed into 
service without reserve. Not only is the 
cell-soul put into prominence, but the 
cell in tum is resolved into a number of 
smaller units, the plastidules. Each 
plastidule is then conceived as a psychic 
unity. The souls of the plastidules are 
endowed with memory ; that is the root 
-of heredity. They learn ; that is the 
psychological expression of adaptation. 
The little work offers a suggestion of a 
psychology of Darwinism that may very 
well become the nucleus of the whole 
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Darwinian structure in the twentieth 
century. But at the time 1t was .quite 
obvwus that a man with such ideas as 
these was breaking with lusty fist through 
the sacred net that spread before 
V1rchow's reserved province. The hour 
had come, therefore, for Virchow to feel 
that he must expel the idea of evolution 
from the whole field of science, and not 
merely from embryology and anthropo
logy. 

It is very instructive to note how 
Virchow sh1fted his pos1tion a httle in 
accordance w1th the time. In his JUdg
ment . sc1ence had to make peace. It 
had to make concessions in certain 
dtrections. In I 86 3 he had spoken of 
the "ruling Churches." Now, in 1877, 
he speaks of the freedom of science in 
the" modern State." The great Kullur
kampf had set in. The Church was for 
the time bemg powerless in face of the 
State. He11ce Virchow now plays off 
the State as the guardtan of his tabooed 
provmce. Thts ttme Darwimsm is sup
posed to be threatening the virgin field 
in which we exact sctentists make our 
peace with the State. At the right 
moment he adroitly points out that the 
Soctal Democrats have taken to Darwin
ism. Every man on deck, then. That 
must not go any further. At the bottom 
it was the old contest. If one lays down· 
as a general principle that the scientjfic 
pursmt and presentment of truth has to 
respect neutral provmces and make con
cesswns, every change in cummt affairs 
wtll demand a fresh application of it. 
To-day it is some Church or other, to
morrow a State, the next day the 
momentary code of morals, and lastly 
some bumbledom or other that renews 
the prohtbition to dissect corpses, be
cause our dissecting knives disturb the 
peace of mmd of our Phihstine neigh
bours. Haeckel published a sharp reply 
to Vtrchow (Free Saence atzd Free Teach
fflg, 1878), in which he sought to show 
among other thmgs, taking hts stand on 
hts pohtical principles, that Socialism 
and Darwinism have nothing to do w1th 
each other. 

I will not go more fully into the con
troversy here. l:C one provin,ce of know
ledge is to receive light from' apother at 
all, we must admit that there is only 
one general truth. All stationary or 
reacttonary political interest is irrecon
cilable wtth the theory of evolution. 
That is clear from the very meaning of 
the words. As to the direction in which 
we must seek real political and social 
progress opinions are bound to differ 
very consiO.erably; it may be shown that 
the laws of evolution, which have selected 
the various species of plants and animals, 
can only be used very sparingly and 
cautiously for the promotion of human 
progress. But I believe that is · qmte 
an immaterial point in this matter of 
Virchow's attack. The real influence of 
Darwinism on political questions is not 
the chief question. The principle we 
have to determine is whether the freedom 
of scientific research and the teaching of 
what the individual student believes he 
has discovered to be true are to have 
" external" restrictions or not. · The 
question is whether inquiry and teaching 
are to be regarded merely as things 
" tolerated " and interfered with at wtll 
among the various elements of modern 
life, or whether they are not to be con
sidered the very bed-rock of civilisation, 
and every agency that has power for the 
moment is not doomed whenever -it 
comes mto collision with them. 

In this momentous duel of the two 
men who were regarded at the time as 
unquestionably the most distinguished 
scientists in Germany it seemed to most 
people for a time that Haeckel had gone 
off altogether into general and public 
questions with regard to the aim of 
research and philosophy. He seemed 
to lend colour to the belief as he pub
lished, in quick succession, a number of 
new popular lectures (Cell-souls and Soul
cells, 1878, and The Origin and Evolu
tion of the Sense-organs, 1878), and .at 
the same time published a collected 
volume of older and recent EssayJ on 
the Theory of Evolulzon. (one part in 
1878, a second in 18791 and a pew and 
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enlarged edition in I 902 ). As a matter of a single cell, of the type that Haeckel : 
of fact, we find him in these years has called " Protists." Even in Ehren-\ 
occupied with a small but particularly berg's time it had been noticed that ' 
well-lit field of his whole work. It was among the shells m the deep-sea mud : 
not merely that in a few years he buned there were, besides chalky shells, a 
himself in the primitiveiorests of Ceylon, number of graceful flmty coats, that 
in order to pursue his special studies far clearly pointed to the Radiolana. The 
removed from all civ1hsation for months Challenger expedition now made the 
togeth~r. Just at this date appeared the great discovery that vast fields at the 
great monograph on the Medusre, which floor of the ocean, especially of the 
he had at length concluded. The first Pacific, were covered almost exclusively 
volum~ {The System of the Medusa:, with w1th these flinty shells. It was seen at 
forty coloured plates) was published in once that the few hundred species of 
1879, and the second (The .Deep-sea Radiolaria that had hitherto been des
Medusa: of the Challenger Expeditzon • cnbed by Haeckel and others were only .a 
and the Organisms of the Medusa:, with very small part of the masses of Radiolana 
thirty-two plates) in x88r. And, while found in the ocean. The specimens of the 
these splendid volumes showed his aca- deposits wh1ch were carefully preserved 
demic colleagues that he had no mind to and. brought home by the Challmger 
remain entirely <>n the outer battlements contained such an immense number of 

. as a philosophic champion, he plunged unknown species, with their flmty shells 
up to the ears in a new special study of a faultlessly preserved, that it was neces
range tilat would have made even , the sary to reconstruct the whole of this 
most enthusia!ltic specialist recoil. wonderful group of ammals. And who 

From December, 18721 to May, 1876, could be better qualified for the work 
the English had con~ttcted a peaceful than the man who had already made a 
enterprise that will be for ever memor- name by his study of the RadiOlaria
able. A staff of distinguished natural- Haeckel ? 
ists had gone on the- ship Challenger to When the English Government came 
·explore the depthi temperature, and to pubhsh the results of the Challenger 
bottom of remote seas. With the aid expedition in a monumental work {of 
of the best appliances, specimens of the fifty volumes), he was entrusted with the 
mud from the floor of the ocean (some- work on the Siphonophores, the corneous 
times more than a mife in depth) were Sponges, and all the Radiolaria in the 

·brought up at 354 different spots. It collection. For ten years, from 1877 to 
was·known from earlier deep-sea explora- 1887, Haeckel devoted every available 
tions that this-_slime on the floor of the hour to the work of selecting the Radio
ocean, 'from a certain coast-hmit into the laria shells with his microscope from 
deepest parts, is composed for the most these specimens of the deep-sea deposits, 
part of the microscopically small shells and naming, describing, and drawing the 
of little marine animals. The living new species. When he began his task 
creatures that form these shells swim in 8xo species of Radiolaria were known to 
the water of· the ocean, partly at the science. _ When he came to his pro
surface -and partly at various depths visional conclusion, ten years afterwards, 
beneath it. . When they die the httle though his material was not yet ex
hard coat of mail sinks to the bottom ; hausted, there were 4, 3 1 8 species and 
and, as there ara millions upon millions 739 genera. They are descnbed in the 
of them living In the sea, thick deposits splendid work that he wrote for t11'e 
are gradually formed at the bottom that Challenger Report. It consists of two 
consist almost entirely of these micro- volumes of text (in English), with 2, 7 so 
scopic shells. The animals in question pages and 140 large plates, with the title 

-are primitive little creatures, consisting Report on the Radzolan'a Collected by 
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H JI.S. Challenger. In the preparation 
of these plates (and in the illustration of 
all h1s later works) he had the very valu
able assistance of the gifted J ena designer 
and lithographer, Adolph Giltsch. A 
good deal of new information with regard 
to tae living body of the Radiolaria had 
come tc;> light smce 1862, In particular 
it had now been settled beyond question 
that they consisted merely of a single 
cell. There was, therefore, a good 
opportumty of reconstructing the Mono
graph of 1862 with the new and more 
comprehensive work. The chief con
tents of the English work (with a selec
tiOn of the plates) were then published 
in German, and appeared in 1887 and 
1888 as the second, third, and fourth 
parts of the Monograph on the .Radzo
lana. A sort of supplementary essay 
on the methods of studying the Radio
laria and cognate "plancton" animals 
was published separately, with the title of 
Plancfoni'c Studzes (189o). Though it 
was a moderate and tactful criticism of 
the methods of some of his colleagues 
in this kind of work, it was " refuted" by 
them in a way that it would be difficult 
to qualify-in other words, it was fruit
lessly assailed with charges of the most 
general but most unpleasant character. 
In the English Report we find two other 
volumes afterwards from Haeckel-the 
volume on -the S1phonophorre in 1888, 
and the Report on the .Deep-sea Keratosa 
Collected by H.M.S. Challenger in 1889; 
these again opened up new chapters in 
zoology. The Challenger work is the 
crown of Haeckel's studies as a specialist. 
To some extent the conclusion of it 
closes an epoch in his fife. 

We will only touch bnefly on what he 
has done since. It has not yet passed 
into the region of history. 

The latest years in Haeckel's con
structive work are characterised mainly 
by one idea. He had often been pressed 
to work up afresh the material or his 
Gmeral Morplwlogy. He has not done 
so in the form that was expected, but 
chose a form of his own. In the first 
place, he took the systematic introduc-

tion to the second volume, which had 
been the first able attempt to draw up 
the genealogical tree of the living world, 
branch by branch, and, with t~e material 
that had accumulated in the subsequent 
thirty-four years, built It up into' a'. separate 
work. It had consisted formerly of 160 
pages ; now it form'ed three volumes o( 
1,8oo pages. There were forty years of 
incessant study embodied in it. It had 
the title Systematic Phylogeny• - " a' 
sketch of a natural system of organisms 
on. the basis of their stem-history." The 
first volume (dealing with the .protists 
and plants) appeared in 1894, the second_ 
volume (dealing with the invertebrate 
animals) in 1896, and the third (dealing 
with the vertebrates) in 1895. Closely 
connected with it is his special systematic 
study of the ste-m-history of the- Echino
derms (star-fish, etc.), with particular 
reference to paleontology (The Ampho
niiea and Cystoziiea in the Work in Com
memoratzon of Karl Gegenbaur, 1896). -

His academic colleagues had hardly 
begun 'to master this -new phylogeny 
when Haeckel once more roused a 
general agitation by working up the 
philosophic nucleus of the Morphology 
it;~ a more general form than he had done 
in the Htstory of Crealzon. This new 
work was The Rziidle of the Universe, 
"a popular study of the Monistic philo
sophy."• It was, he declared, his philO
sophical testament. In a few months 
1o,ooo copies of the work were sold, and 
a later cheap popular edition ran to 
more than Ioo,ooo copies. It has also 
been translafed into fourteen different 
languages. The controversy it excited ' 
has not yet died away. Already a supple
mentary volume, :!he 1-Vonders of Life, 
has followed it (1904). Haeckel had 
been working in this department with
great vigour for many years. He only 
made one appearance at a German scien
tific congress since the Virchow affair. 

1 It has not been translated into English. A 
recent rev1ewer in Nature pronounced 1t to be 
Haeckel's best work.-TRA!IoS, 

• Literally the t1tle is "World-Riddles," or 
"World-Problems."-TllANS. · 
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That was on September 18th, 1882, in 
quiet and uncontrovers1al form. A httle 
.excitement was caused among those who 
saw their salvation in keeping the gentle 
Darwin far apart from the impetuous 
Haeckef 'when he read a rather free 
philosophical confessiOn o( Darwin's. 
Their tactics broke down as the deceased 
Darwin passed into an historical person
ality and disappeared from the struggle 
of contending parties. In 1892 Haeckel 
wrote with great vigour in the militant 
Berlin journal, the Freie Bulmt, on the 
new alliance of the Church and political 
parties in Germany, criticising the political 
situation on general philosophical prin
ciples, and in opposition to Vtrchow's 
spirit of compromise. In the same year 
he delivered at Altenburg a lecture on 
, .. Monism as a Connecting Link. between 
Religion and Science." In this he took 
a conctliatory line, and showed how his 
philosophic views could be reconciled 
with any really sincere pursuit of truth, 
whatever aim it professed to have. The 
address closed with the words : " May 
God, the spirit of the good, the beauttful, 
and the true, grant 1t." H-owever,- both 
his criticism and his attempt at concilia
tion only led to further and more bitter 
attacks in certain quarters. His only 
reply was to bring out the first numbers 
of a fine illustrated work-a work that 
.came from a quite different depth of his 
rich -personality. This was the Art-

forms in Nature [not translated], a col
lection of beauttful forms of Radtolana, 
Sponges, Siphonophores, etc., for artists 
and admirers of the beautiful. It was a 
work such as he alone could produce. 
"In the storm didst thou begm : m the 
storm .shalt thou end," he m1ght .have 
said to himself, in the words of Dav1d 
Strauss. The storm never left him. In 
1ts mood was flung off with ready pen 
the R1ddle of the Umverse. "Up, old 
warrior, gird thy loins ! " as we read in 
Strauss. ... * - * 

The biographical sketch of a living 
man does not close wtth a stroke, 
but with three stars. They glow 
still, these stars. Under their influence 
much may yet happen-much struggle, 
much peace. In view of the general 
situation of our time there is little hope 
that the last stretch of this extraordmary 
career will be spent in peace, though 
behind it all hes the peace-loving soul 
of an artist. But if Haeckel's career is 
to be one of struggle to the last hour, he 
may console himself with the noble 
words of Goethe :-

And when at length the long grey lashes fall 
A gentle hght will broaden o'er the scene, 
In whose effulgence our remoter sons 
Wtll read the lmeaments of yonder stars., 
And m the loftter vtew to which they nse 
Of God and man a lofher image hold. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

THE CROWNING YEARS 

[BY JOSEPH McCABE] 

-WHEN Professor Bolsche closed his bio-I the firmament of biography to that of 
- graphical sketch (1st edit.) in 1900 with history. As it ~as proved, Haeckel was 

the three stars that "still glowed," he had then only en!enng upon .the penod of 
little suspicion how widely they would vast popular mfluence which forms the 
yet fiame_4 out _before they passed from closing part of hts remarkable career. 
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He had m 1900 a few thousand thought
ful readers in several countnes beside 
h1s own. To-day he is read by hundreds 
of thousands in Germany, England, 
France, and Italy, and the fourteen 
dliferent translations of his most popular 
work have carried his ideas over the 
whole world. To-day the thoughts of 
th1s professor of zoology in an obscure 
German town are d1scussed eagerly by 
bronzed and blackened artisans in the 
workshops of London, Paris, and Tokio, 
as well as throughout Germany. The 
reader w1ll have noticed jn the earlier 
chapters that the most dignified and 
d1sdainful of Haeckel's opponents have 
been the academic philosophers. In the 
year 1905 a BerlinprofesSOJofphilosophy, 
a stem critic of his system, devotes a 
long special section of his History of 
Philosophy since Kant to Haeckel and 
his long-<:ontemned speculations. Why? 
Because, to quote his concludmg 
sentences, · 

The far-reaching impulse that Haeckel 
has given will never more die out. He 
has become a sower of the future. The 
glad echo that his words have. found in 
a hundred thousand breasts must stir 
every representative of ruhng power in 
Church and Science to make a closer 
self-exammation, a closer scrutiny of 
received Ideas. Does not the thought 
press rrresistibly upon us that somehow 
or other we have entered upon the wrong 
path m our modern development ?• 

In an earlier chapter Professor Bolsche 
tells the moving story of the writing of 
the Genera!ll-forphology: the young man 
making his masterly appeal to the scien
tists of Germany, wh1ch he thinks they 
w1ll read over his grave. There is a 
singular parallel to th1s in Haeckel's 
att1tude at the time when Bolsche closed 
his work: Haeckel had just written 
another "last will and testament," another 
proud and defiant utterance of what he 
felt to be the truth about God and rnan 
and nature. Once more he seemed to 
see the marble gates at the close of his 

1 Dr. Otto Gramzow's Cesduckte tkr Plulo· 
sophu sezt Kant, p. 503. 

career, and his sombre glance fe1l round 
on a world that was, he thought, sinking 
into reaction. - This time he !lppealed to 
the people. The five years that have 
followed have witnessed an extraordmary 
response on the part of the people. With 
the speed of a popular romance his work 
has flown through Europe. He- has 
received a hundred proofs -that, at all
events, the ideas he thinks to be fraught 
with salvation for humanity are bemg 
considered and discussed in wide circles 
that had never before known that there 
was a "riddle of the universe." He has 
been urged in the heart of the Sahara to 
read his own works. He has met, as he 
travelled on an Alpine railway, cultured 
nuns who told him they had learned 
evolution from "Professor Haeckel's ~ 
works." He bas looked down with 
mingled feeling on the wild applause of 
a gathering of thousands or Socialists. 
He has been immortalised-strangest · 
and last of all apotheoses-in an acade
mic history of philosophy ! -

The present chapter will tell the story 
of these five stirring years. It will aim 
at conveying to the English reader, by 
plain presentment of facts, a full picture 
of the activity that has attracted or dis
tracted the attention of so many in the 
last few years. If Dr. Gramzow is right, 
if through these five years of indefatig
able labour the aged scientist has become 
a ".sower of the future," it is well for 
friend and foe to understand him. 

There is only one respect in which 
one's personal feeling may be allowed to 
tinge such a narrative as this. For good 
or evil Haeckel's great influence on our 
generation is a reality. It is the bio
grapher's duty to record and measure it; 
the reader's to appraise it. The future 
historian of the dramatic course of 
~u!Danity's. ideals mus~ be left to interpret 
It m cosmic perspect1ve. Do the stars 
exult, or do they grow thinner and colder 
in their light, over this great stirring ? 
The far-distant generation, that will have 
reached the summit of the hill, will 
know. We who, with narrow horizon, · 
are cutting our fond paths ·up the slope, 
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have but the poor luxuries of faith and , was unveiled by Professor Hertwig, with 
hope. Yet . there is one aspect of noble speech, in the Zoological Institute. 
Haeckel's recent life that makes us A festive dmner, such as Germans alone 
almost forget the cosmic issues. These can conduct, was held in the famous 

'five years have been, in literal truth, Luther-Hostel. More than a thousand 
"crowning years" of his aims. For all letters and telegrams poured in from all 
the slights and insults that have been parts of the world, and scores of journals 
showered on the grim worker, he has had awoke the interest of Germany. I have 
a rich recompense of honour and love. before me the privately-published report 
Even if his ideas are to fade and wither on the celebratiOn, autographed to 
like his laurel crowns, it will be some- "Agnes Haeckel." Two lists in it catch 
thing for a future historian to record that the eye. One is a list of Haeckel's 
a gentler and more genial light fell about publications. Apart from his long and 
his closing years. As Gramzow says: Qumerous articles in scientific journals, 
"He tn'ed to give us his best." he has written forty-two works (13,ooo 
- An event that Professor Bolsche has pages, frequently quarto) in thirty-three 

only briefly alluded to in his last crowded years. All but two are pure contribu
chapter was a fitting inauguration of the tions to science ; some of them are 

, last decade of Haeckel's career. On classical monographs of origmal research; 
February 17th, 1894, his sixtieth birth- most are beautifully illustrated by him
day was celebrated at Jena. The lover self. The second list gives the names 
of nature and of the silent study passes of those who have contnbuted towards 
uneasily througb such functions, but the the marble bust by Professor Kopf, of 
student of Haeckel's life must dwell on Rome. It is worthy of science. It 
it. Jena had for some years realised includes five hundred university pro
that )VOrld-fame somehow attached to fessors and heads of academic instltu
the straight, smiling figure that it saw tions in all parts of the world, from 
passing daily to the Zoological Institute. Brazil and the ?tates to Algiers and 
It had witnessed the grave procedure of Egypt and India. In their name Pro
the boycott in the sixties. It had heard fessor Hertwig greeted Haeckel as one 
distinguished leaders of Churches, like "who has written his name in letters of 
Professor Michelis. brand his works as light in the history of science." From 
~·a fleck of shame on the escutcheon of Italy the Minister of Public Instruction 
Germany,". "an attack on the founda- sent the following telegram:-
tlOns of religion and morality," "a Italy, that yo'u love so much, takes 
symptom of semle marasmus." It saw cordial part 10 all the honours that the 
all these unworthy attacks sink into con- ciVIlised nations of the earth are heapmg 
fusion, and a' new era begin. It heard on you in commemoratiOn of your Sixtieth 
of greater universities competing for birthday. In the name of the Italian 
their professor and his refusal to leave Umvers1ties, wh1ch love you so much and 
them. It saw Bismarck fall on his neck so much admire your undying work, I 

· send you a heartfelt greeting and wish~s 
and kiss him repeatedly when, m 1892, for a long and happy and act1ve career. 
-he ~eaded the deputation to invite him 
to Jena; and it noted how the Prince Dr. Paul von Ritter gave 75,ooo marks 
-absolutely-refused to drive through their [shillings] for the erection of' a manu
town " unless Haeckel comes with me" ment to Haeckel at J ena when the hour 
in the- carriage. It gave h1s name comes. He had prev10usly given 3oo,ooo 
proudly to one of its fine new streets. marks to be spent in the furtherance of 
- In February, 1894, Jena witne_ssed a Haeckel's scientific views. 

remarkable celebration-remarkable not The story so vividly unfolded by Pro
only to those who had lived with him in fessor Bolsche has explained how the 
the sixties. A marble bust of Haeckel estrangement arose between Haeckel 
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and so many of his scientific colleagues 
in Germany. It is not a httle gratifymg 
to find the names of some of his critics 
among the subscribers to his festival. 
The personality, the aim, the self-sacrifice 
of the man, no less than his distinguished 
special contributions to science, had won 
a superb recognition. 

In the years 1894-6 Haeckel published 
the Systematic Phylogeny. "We may 
differ," says Professor Arnold Lang of it, 
"as to the value of special or even 
fundamental opinions in it, but we must 
stand before this work in astonishment 
and admiration : astonishment at the 
vast range of his knowledge-it would 
seem that one head could contain no 
more ; admiration of the intellectual 
labour. with which the various pheno
mena are connected and the gigantic 
mass of material is reduced to order." 
The Royal Academy of Science at Turin 
judged the work the best that had been 
published in the last four years of the 
nineteenth century, and awarded its 
author the Bressa prize, a sum of xo,ooo 
lire. 

In August, x8g8, he made a further 
visit to England. The International 
Congress of Zoology met at Cambridge, 
and Haeckel was invited to deliver an 
address. He chose his ever-present 
theme-the evolution of man. The long 
lecture, or essay, has been translated by 
Dr. Gadow under the title, The Last 
Lmk. The title is somewhat misleadmg,' 
as only a page or two are devoted to 
" the last link." Otherwise the little 
work offers students a most excellent 
summary of "our present knowledge of 
the evolution of man," the title which 
Haeckel gave it. 

But the last period of Haeckel's career 
is associated chiefly with, and is really 
inaugurated by, his now famous Riddle 
of the Universe, published in 1899· To 
understand that work, to avoid the 
extremes of praise and censure that have 
been lavished on it, one must put one
self in Haeckel's position at the close of 
the last century. Mr. Wells has given 
us a forecast of the coming social order 

in which the intellectual few are separated 
by a wider and deeper gulf than ever 
from the workers and the women of the 
world. That keen-eyed and judicious 
social writer has already modified his 
forecast, but there were symptoms 
enough of the possibility _of such an 
issue a few years ago. In Germany the 
signs were ominous to a man like 
Haeckel. The older Liberalism, to which 
he belonged by tradition and 1:onviction, 
seemed in danger of being ground to 
dust between the upper and the nether 
stones of the new political mill-the 
increasing strength of Social Democracy 
and the increasing and consequent 
alliance of Conservative Kaiserism with 
the still powerful Catholic Church. 
Haeckel distrusted the power of Demos 
much as Renan did when he wrote his 
sombre aialogues in the seventies ; and 
a political alliance with the Vatican 
opened out to him the grim prospect 
of a return to the Middle Ages. The 
freedom -of research and teaching for 
which he had , fought with unsparing 
vigour was, he though~ imperilled by 
the new alliance, no less than the very 
existence of culture was endangered by 
the triumph of Social Democracy. His 
academic colleagues remained in that 
isolation which he bad ever bitterly 
resented. , , 

In face of this situation, which seemed 
to grow more sombre as the last years 
of the century dragged on, his zeal for 
truth and progress had but one outlet. 
He must appeal to the people. He 
must take the conclusions he had so 
laboriously worked out in his Systemati't 
Phylogeny, and translate them from 
scientific hieroglyphics into a demotic 
tongue. He must nail his theses with 
his own hand on the cathedral door, 
like the great monk whose work seemed 
in danger of perishing. The partial 
success of his History of Crealzon was 
encou:aging, though that work had only 
penetrated into the first circle beyond 
the sacred academic enclosure, and was 
still unknown to the crowd. Gathering 
his strength for ~hat he believed to be 
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his final effort, be blew a blast that would 
reach the far-off shop and factory. It 
must be no gentle note, no timid sugges
tion that the scientific work of the mne
teenth century had thrown doubt on 
current religious notions. He was 
quitting the stage. He believed these 
things were true, were established. The 
world must listen to them, must discuss 
them ; and then the twentieth century 
would pass its informed verdict over his 
grave. 
· So he wrote! a vigorous, an irritating, · 
an awakening book. It must be read 
in this context. The charge of "dog
matism " so often hurled at it is not 
without humour. It is generally raised 
by men who in the s~me breath hofd 
. their truths so dogmatically that they 
resent his very questions. They forget, 
too, that the cliief conclusions of the 
Riddle are references to the larger work, 
in which, soundly or unsoundly, they are 
provided with massive foundations of 
scientific materiaL In England there is 
some excuse, as the larger work is un-_ 
translated and unknown, though one 
may resent the $!ritic who charges 
Haeckel with- egoism for his constant 
references to his other works, and then 
proceeds to ridicule the slenderness of 
the foundations of his theories. Further, 
.it is too often forgotten that Haeckel 
opens his work with a rare warning to 
the reader that his opinions are very 
largely "subjective," and his command 
of other subjects than biology is very 
"unequal." In fine, his constant and 
exaggerated allusi9ns to the opposition 
he encounters from his scientific -col
leagues are, for any candid reader, a 
sufficient corrective of "dogmatism." 

The work lit up at once a flame of 
.controversy that has hardly yet dimin
ished in Germany. Students have told 
me how, when some professor dropped 
the -well-known name in the course -of 
his lecture, the class would split at once 
into two demonstrative sections. Ten 
thousand copies of the library edition of 
the -work were sold within a few months, 
and it quickly ran to eight editions. 

This remarkable success irritated his 
opponents, and the w1de range of the 
subjects touched in the work gave them 
opportunities. Germany was deluged 
With pamphlets of offence and defence. 
Some of Haeckel's pup1ls rephed to his 
opponents, but the master himself sm1led 
through the storm. His chief crit1cs 
were men with no competence in biology, 
and he was not minded to comply w1th 
their stratagem of Withdrawing attention 
from the substantial positions of the 
work. Dennert, the philologist, swept 
together all the hard sayings about 
Haeckel that the fie_rce struggle of the 
preceding twenty years had produced
Paulsen and Adickes, the metaphysicians, 
poured philosophic scorn on h1s preten
sions to construct a theory of knowledge. 
Adickes, in particular, met him With a 
vigorous fusillade of pure Kantism. It 
is a curious commentary on this long 
philosophic disdain to find Haeckel 
awarded a prominent place among "the 
philosophers since Kant. H 

Two points in this connection are 
noteworthy. Haeckel's first sin against 
the rulmg metaphysic of the nineteenth 
century was his "na1ve realism." He 
had dared to think he could break 
beyond the charmed circle of our states 
of consciousness. He had dreamed that 
a real material world lay here in space 
before the human mind came into eXIst-

, ence; that a living, palpitating humamty, 
not a bloodless phantasm in the mind, 
called for our most solemn efforts. 
Where the ordinary reader saw a truism 
·the metaphysicians recognised a deadly 
sin, and laughed Homeric laughter. 
To-day we have, both in England and 
Germany, a strong claim arismg among 
the metaphysicians themselves for a 
return to a realist basis. Haeckel's 
second and chief sin was his claim to 
have throwrr light on the evolution of 
consciousness, and his disdain of all 
study of mind that was not grounded 
on evolution. T<Hlay Gramzow wntes : 
"The criticism which he makes of Kant's 
theory of knowledge from the evolu
tionary point of view is the greatest 
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advance that ph1losophy has made in that 
branch since Kant's t1me." 

The most violent critics of the Riddle 
were the theologians. It would be im
proper here to enter into the contro
versy, and, indeed, Haeckel has paid 
httle attentwn to h1s critics of late years. 
Some time ago a German religious maga
zme was sent to me, in which one of his 
leadmg critics had written a shameful 
art1cle with the aim of alienating h1m 
from me. I at once wrote to him, and 
received a letter bnmming over with his 
hearty laughter at the idea that he might 
have taken any notice of what they sa1d. 
The emment ecclesiastical historian, Pro
fessor Loofs, made a ponderous attack 
on his incidental reference to the birth 
of Chnst. As Loofs himself denied the 
divmity and supernatural birth of Christ, 
Haeckel felt little inclmation to enter 
on a serious argument about the human 
parentage. The theologian was so much 
hurt that he used language, as far as was 
cons1stent with a broad view of the theo
logical d1gnity, that came within legal 
limits, and then quoted to Haeckel the 
page and letter in the German Gode on 
wh1ch he might take action I 

But a great counterpoise to these 
bitter attacks-attacks that forgot, as 
Gramzow says, that "there is an ethic 
for the critic as well as for the man of 
science " - had now bee~ provided. 
Men like Dr. Schm1dt, Dr. _Breitenbach, 
Professor Bolsche, and Professor Ver
worn rallied to their master, and con
veyed a juster image of him and his 
work to the pubhc. The ominous 
s1lence of the great biologists was felt 
to mean that h1s views were, in sub
stance, no heresy to them. The man's 
warm and enthusiastic zeal for truth and 
humanity, his earnest efforts to pierce 
the barners that shut off the treasures 
of science from the mass, could not be 
ignored. A cheaper ed1t10n of his work 
was demanded, and it was soon in the 
hands of more than 15o,ooo readers. 
Country after country imported his 
"gospel of Monism"; the stirring agita
tiOn spread to France, England, Amenca, 

Italy, and on, until it reached Australia 
and Japan. To-day fourteen transla· 
tions of the Rzddle bear hls tteaching to 
the ends of the world. 

Little need be said here of the 
Haeckel controversy in this country. .I 
remember well the day when the 
German work was submitted to me w1th 
a view to publication. It 'did not seem 
to have the stuff of a conflagration in it. I 
hazarded a guess that it would sell a thou
sand copies, and thought that it contained 
so valuable a descriptiOn of the evolution 
of mind that it should be published: 
It has· sold, with rather less than the 
usual advertising, with ho special 1 

machinery for pressing it such as is at the 
command of religious works-it has sold 
more than xoo,ooo copies. The success 
of the work astounded us. While we 
were being accused of " thrusting -it 
down people's throats " we could not 
have arrested its circulation, had we 
wished, without positively refusing to 
republish it. Indeed, the last library 
edition · has long been out of print, 
though still in frequent demand. It 
has made Haeckel's a familiar name in 
circles where even Spencer has been 
heard to be described as " a great 
balloonist." Clergymen have wntten 
to their journals saying how they heard 
the Monistic philosophy d1scussed by 
groups of paviors. S1r Leslie Stephen 
told me, on his death-bed, but with a 
momentary flash of his_old humour, how 
an Orkney clergyman had written to 
him for consolat10n, as it was circulating 
among the fishers of that ultim~ Thule.• 

From the seething agitation he had 

1 The reader who desires a summary of the 
criticisms passed on the work may consult Dr. 
Schm1dt's JJer Kampf um. dze Weltratlue/ for 
Germany, and my own Hae(kel's Cri/t(S 
Answered for England. The only biologist of 
competence who has written on it in this 
country IS Professor Lloyd-Morgan ( Contem• 
porary Revzew, 1903), but h1s reply is induect, 
S1r Ohver Lodge has recently dealt with it at 
length in his Life and Matter, but the dJStln• 
gu1shed physicist'& conception of hfe is m 
extreme and general r:fufavour with the b1o· 
log1sts of England. 
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aroused Professor Haeckel cheerfully 
witbdrew in the autumn of 1900 to 
make h1s long journey to Java. He 
now lived under the public eye, and 
amusing constructions were put on his 
movements. American journalism ar
rived, by its peculiar methods, at the 
knowledge that he had gone in quest of 
bones of the "missing link." A few 
bones of a half-human, half-ape form 
had been discovered on the south coast 
of Java a few years previously, and the 
trained American imagination quickly 
constructed a theory, which as quickly 
crystallised into fact. Haeckel had 
been heavily subsidised by an American 
millionaire to discover more bones of 
the ape-man of Java! Not to be 
outdone, other journals added a rival 
subsidy (from the American Govern
ment) and a rival search. The sober 
truth was that Haeckel had used his 
Bressa prize fund, with a subsidy from 
the Ritter fund at J ena, to make a 
study of botany and marine hfe in the 
tropics, He was within a hundred 
miles of the spot where Dubois -had 
found his interesting relics, but made no 
effort to go further. For him the evolu
tion of man rested on too massive a 
foundation for a few bones to increase 
its soli4ity. Once more he. brought 
home huge cases of preparations, a 
large- number of sketches (!!orne of 
them touched up by Verestchagin, who 
was returning on the boat from China), 
and material for the inevitable book. 
Aus Insulinde is a charmmg and finely 
illustrated work ·or travel, but has not 
been translated. · 

Before he left J ena he had, with his ' 
chara<;teristic urbanity and diligence, 
given personal replies to about a 
thousand letters he had received apropos 
of his Riddle of tlze Universe. The 
epistolary flood rose higher than ever on 
his return~ The struggle had spread to 
England and France. He had returned 
to a cauldron of controversy. He, 
quietly resumed his ,_teaching at the 
university, and attacked his still formid-
able literary programme. Day after day 

the aged scholar-he was now in his 
sixty-seventh year-bnskly stepped up to 
the podmm at the Zoological Institute 
and delivered his lectures, drawing his 
objects with a few qmck strokes on the 
board or exhibiting the plates prepared 
by G1ltsch. He noted with a quiet 
gleam of satisfaction that a few ladies 
now ventured into the " Matenahst " 
circle. The new century had begun. 

In 1902 he issued the cheap edition of 
the Rzddle, of wh1ch 18o,ooo copies have 
been sold in Germany, w1th a reply to its 
critics. "The great struggle for truth," 
he wrote lo his friend Dr. Breitenbach, 
"grows fiercer and fiercer, the more my 
work is attacked by the clergy, the 
metaphysical schoolmen, and the erudite 
Philistines. I am continually receiving 
lively and sometimes enthusiastic letters 
of congratulation from all parts of the 
world." In the meantime he was 
engaged upon two important works, 
which he published in 1903. 

The earher edition oftheAntltropogeny, 
of which Professor Bolsche has wntten, 
was undergoing a thorough revision. 
New evidence was pounng in every year 
in support of his sketch of the genealogy 
of humanity. Dubois had discovered 
what is now admitted to be an organism 
midway between the highest ape and the 
earliest prehistoric man. Selenka had 
published wonderful studies of the 
anthropoid apes. Friedenthal and 
others had shown the literal blood
relationship of the higher' apes and man 
by a senes of beautiful experiments. 
He must once more gather together the 
enormous mass of facts, and marshal 
them with his old command. For SIX 

months he worked incessantly on the 
new ed1tion. A hundred pages of matter 
were added to it, a hundred fresh illustra
tions. Great and exacting as the task 
would have been for a younger man, the 
work appeared in 1903 in a form that 
silenced criticism. I need only quote a 
sentence from the notice of it that was 
published in the .Daily Telegraph by one 
of our leadmg h~erary critics, when it 
was issued in this country :-
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It is a grand conception, this of the 
~eat physJolog1st, that every man, in the 
bnef term of h1s parental development, 
should go through these Successive 
changes, by wh1ch man has, in countless 
ages, been evolved from the prim1t1ve 
germ-cell ; and it is triumphantly vmdl
cated m Tlte Evolutzon of Afan. It is 
impossible to do just1ce in words to the 
pat1ence, the labour, the spec1ahsed sk1ll 
and mdustry, involved in the preparation 
of th1s monumental work. 

And one has only to compare this 
latest ed1tion with the previous one to 
see at a glance the complete transforma
tion, and realise the freshness and force 
of mind of the aged biologist. 

In the face of such a work, with its 
towering structure of proof from embry
ology, comparative anatomy, and paleon
tology, one must look leniently on some 
of Haeckel's references to fellow anthro
pologists hke Virchow. It is not many 
years since the great pathologist decla~ed 
emphatically at a scientific congress tliat 
"we could just as well conce1ve man 
to have descended from a sheep or an 
elephant as from an ape." When a lead
ing anthropologist could say such thmgs 
in 1894, a stram is laid on our chanty. 
Darwin's words, written in a letter to 
Haeckel, press on us once more : 
"Virchow's conduct is shameful, and I 
trust he will one day feel the shame of 
it." Professor Rabl has lately contended 
that his deceased father-in-law (Vuchow) 
admitted the evolution of man in private. 
We cannot wonder if Haeckel merely 
retorts : "So much the more shame on 
his public utterances." Such things 
must, at least, be home in mind when 
one reads Haeckel's severe judgment on 
some of his great contemporanes. 

The Evolulton of Man not only offers 
the complete proof of this thesis-a 
proof accepted by every prominent 
biologist in Engiand, and by many 
prelates (such as the Bishop of London 
and the Dean of Westminster)-but 
affords also interesting proof of Haeckel's 
artistic g1fts. Some of the best plates 
in the work are executed by him. But 
in the same year, I9o3, he gave a more 

popular evidence of it. In detached 
numbers he published the large and 
beautiful voiume of his Arl.jonns in 
Nature. In this work he depicts w1th 
remarkable success hundreds of the most 
beautiful forms that his long study· of 
marine hfe had brought before him. A 
fine expression of the man's dual nature, 
the work appeals with equal force to the 
:esthete and the scientist. And during 
the long hours that he was peering into 
h1s microscope and sketching the delicate 
and graceful forms, the din and roar of 
the mighty controversy he had aroused 
was breaking in with every post. By 
the end of the year he had received· 
more than s,ooo letters in connection 
w1th the Riddle of the Universe~ Scurri
lous letters and idolatrous letters, sober 
letters and fantastic letters, flowed upon 
the Zoological Institute, where he worked 
with pen and pencil, and were duly read. 
He merely defended himself by posting to 
each correspondent a p~:inted form stating 
that he would soon issue a. new work in 
which the further questions would be 
answered. He had given his life to 
science and humanity, and would not 
withdraw for the well-earned rest. And 
from a. thousand pulpits over Europe and 
America the aged and self-sacrificing 
worker was being denounced and carica
tured to audiences who had not the 
remotest knowledge of his aims and his 
work. A friend of mine heard a. minister 
in an important Glasgow church assure 
his congregation from the pulpit that 
"Haeckel was a man of notoriously 
licentious life"; he had heard it "from 
a friend of Haeckel's." At the very 
ti'me when Haeckel was buried in his 
splendid artistic work, the Christian 
World Pulpit was issuing a sermon in 
which Dr. Horton was explaining "the 
personal_ factor" in Haeckel. "He is 
an atrophied soul, a bemg that is blind 
on the spiritual side,"the popular preacher 
declared. · 

From the turmoil Haeckel withdrew 
once more to his beloved Italy. ,There 
was another reason for his fl1ght. His 
seventieth birthday w'as approaching. ' 
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He had declared, at the banquet given opportumty to exchange Jokes over our 
in his honour on the occasion of his "clmstral hfe." 
sixtieth birthday, that if he lived for the Thus the veteran naturalist, of "notori
seventieth he would "bury himself in ously licentious life" (the words of the 
some dark comer of the Thuringian Glasgow preacher were spoken at this 
forest, far away from all festivitJes." very period), approached his eighth 
Strenuous and exacting as the ten years decade of hfe-of work. 
had been, he now found himself on the He remained at' Rapallo until the 
threshold of his ejghth decade of hfe. birthday bad passed, but his address 
His wife, also, was ailing, and they both 1 had meantime become widely known 
proceeded to the Italian Riviera at the and the miniature postal arrangement; 
beginning of the winter. Few of his at Rapallo were severely taxed. Letters 
fnends were informed where he was. telegrams, flowers, and other gtfts~ 
"~want," he wrote to me;" to pass my mostly spontaneous expressions of grati
seventieth birthday in peace." He tude from "unknown readers of the 
settled at Rapallo, and at once com- Rzddle of the Universe "-reminded him 
menced his favourite fishing for the tiny of the larger world that now appreciated 
inhabitants of the .Mediterranean.. The him. A stllllarger number of letters and 
"cloistral quietness " of the little town, gifts reached J ena from all parts of the 
the daily prospect of the blue Mediter- world. Hundreds _of German journals 
ranean, " the solitary walks in the wild and periodicals devoted - long and 
gorges of the Ligurian Apennines, and ~enerous articles to the distmguished 
the uplifting .sight of their forest-crowned wocker, and httle festive commemora
mountain-altars" restored his freshness tions were held at many of the umver
of spirit. Once more a vast labour lay sities. At Zurich Professor Conrad 
before him. He had promised a work that Keller and Professor AmoH Lang 
would answet: all the biologtcal questions delivered speeches which have since 
addressed to him in the s,ooo letters of been published. J ena sent a deputatiOn 
his correspondents. He had all the consisting of a number of its professors 
queries, all the criticisms of his views, to visit the hero in person at Rapallo. 
all the latest literature of the subject, to Reflecting on these remarkable demon
digest into a compact volume. The strations and the extraordinary correspon
resuli was a new work of 557 pages, dence that continually reaches Haeckel, 
The Wonders of Lift, a remarkable one is dtsposed to repeat of him the 
~ummary of his zoological and botanical phrase applied to a great heretical 
knowledge, with excursi.ons into psycho- teacher of the Middle Ages, Peter 
logy, suicide, lunacy, ethnography, theo- Abelard : "Never was man so loved
logy, and ethics. Its twenty solid and and so hated." 
well-arranged cpapters were written in - A feature of the commemoration that 
four months. peculiarly gratified him was the special 

-"Promptly at five," he wrote in festive number of the German students' 
December, lively periodtcal, Jugend, published at 

I am -awakened by the bells of the 
Church hard by. I_ wnte contmuously 
unttl twelve.- After a frugal lunch and a 
short rest, the afternoon 1s devoted to a 
walk, or to water-colour sketches. The 
longer days allow me to sit and paint in 
the open air unt1l five. Our quiet evenmgs, 
from five to ten, are spent in readmg and 
wnting letters. -The interruption for 

- dinner, from seven to eight, g1ves ~s an 

Munich. On February 16th it appeared 
as a "Haeckel number," full of sprightly 
anecdote and generous appreciation, and 
bearing on its cover a striking reproduc
tion in colour of the Lenbach portrait. 
His letter of thanks to the journal shows 
that the repose and the beauty of Italy, 
and the outburst of affection his birthday 
has provoked, have set him perfectly 
atune to life once more. " Ah ! Pnthee 
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stay thou art so fair," he almost says in 
the 'Goethe phrase, as he "_hails the 
moment fl.eemg." He goes on to 
deprecate the effort to make "a learned 
man" of him .• 

That, alas, I am nq_t. We have in 
Germany many professors and teachers 
who are more learned, and have read 
far more books than your poor J ena 
schoolmaster. But from my earliest 
youth, smce 1 tore up flowers and 
admired butterflies in my fourth year, I 
have y1elded to the mclmat10n of my 
heart and studied mcessantly one great 
book-Nature. Th1s greatest of all 
books has taught me to know the true 
God, the God of Spmoza and Goethe. 
Then as physician I saw human life m all 
1ts heights and depths, and in my many 
travels through half the globe I learned 
the inexhaustible splendour of the earth. 
And I have honestly tried, with all my 
modest powers, to reproduce with pen 
and pencil a part of what I saw, and 
reveal 1t to my fellows. I have had to 
fight many a hard fight, and in my hatred 
of hes and hypocnsy and decaymg 
traditions I have at times struck a sharp 
note. But I trust, dear Youth, that thou 
w1lt not JUdge all that harshly in so old 
and storm-tried a warrior, and that thou 
wilt go on to stand w1th me, shoulder to 
shoulder, fighting for the spiritual pro
gress of humamty, fightmg m the cause 
of the great trimty of the true, the good, 
and the beautiful. . 

fuller proof we must remember that for 
ages he h~ been taught to, disregard 
such a thing as "proof."- 'It is the 
general reader _ that makes Haeckel 
didacttc. It is Haeckel's ,opponents 
who make the general reader.- However. 
the great , bulk of The Wo11ders of Ltft 
is true to its title. It is an iptensely 
interesting summary of biological f~cts. 
For the rest if it contains speculatiOns 
that run beyond the evid~nce {though
based on it), who is better quahfied . to , 
open up these new paths than men w1th. 
the enormous range of knowledge that 
Haeckel has ? " I agree with you," one 
of the first biologists in -England wrote 
to me recently, "that Haeckel is one of 
the first living biologists. There' are not 
many others_ who have the same wide 
knowledge and e_xperience, and COJ:?-· 
sequent 'point of view.' He knows hlS 
zoology, botany, physiology, a~d path- · 
ology, also geology, and has travelled, 
and has a keen interest in and knowledge 
of no small degree of philology, archre
ology, and ethnography." - -

The work he had composed in four 
months at Rapallo, The Wonders of Life, 
was issued on his return. It has not had 
the stormy success of its predecessor. 
The fact is instructive. This work 
contains a fuller proof of the chief 
scientific positions of the Riddle. It is, 
therefore, more teclinical and more 
difficult to read. Among other matters, 
it contains a fine summary of those' 
speculations on the mathematical forms 
of organisms and the idea of individu
ality of which Professor Bolsche has 
wntten so appreciatively. It must be 
recognised that Haeckel has fulfilled a 
duty m thus providing the general reader 
with a fuller biological proof of his theses. 
If that estimable person, the general 
Jeader, betrays less eagerness for the 

Haeckel was in Italy once more in 
the autumn of 1904. and, although he 
did little quiet travel and no fishi':lg for 
radiolaria, it is probable that no vtstt to 
the country ever afforded him such 
satisfaction. One great shadow lay over -
the beautiful land and its genial race 
whenever he visited it-a - gross and 
almost impenetrable superstition. Turn 
off the great routes of Italy, with their 
splendid cathedrals. and visit the small 
towns and villages. See the scum of 
Naples tearing the clothes from each 
other to kiss the "blood o& St. J anu
arius." Peer into the abysses of vice 
and grossness that are covered effectually 
by this formal and unlovely practice of 
religion. Haecke1 had seen all that 
with sad eyes for many a year. 

In 1904 a httle institutton that called 
itself "The International Con~ress of 
Freethinkers" announced that tt would 
hold its annual gathering at Rome. The 
pope-the new pope, friend of the royal 
house-lodged a feehng protest with the 
authorities. The priestJ poured inflam· 
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matory rhetoric over- their people until 
violence seemed inevitable. The 
Italian Government's only reply was 
to grant the heretics all the pnvileges 
that wen~ ever given to the great 
Catholic pilgrimages : to ptlt at their 
disposal its finest institution, the 
Collegio Romano, and to send its 
Minister of Public Instruction to open 
the Congress. Veteran warriors such as 
Haecke~ Berthelot, Salmero_n, Sergi, 
Denis, and Bjornson gladly announced 
their adhesion. Paris sent a thousand 
delegates ; Spain nearly a thousand; 
Italy her thousands. Whole municipali
ties in Italy and France (even that of 
Paris)· took part. The Latin world was 
aflame with rebellion. We met, seven 
thousand strong, in the heart of Rome, 
and Rome-the jade-smiled prettily as 
we marched up the Via Venti Settembre, 
as it had smiled once on processions of 
Cybele, and then on' processions of 
Catholics. 

Haeckel was greeted with a wild 
demonstration as he stepped on to the 
platform in the great Cortile o( the 
College. Straight and proud, white 
with age but pmK with more than the 
freshness of a young man, he adjured 
them in futile German, in his thin, 
inaudible voice, to form themselves into 
a new Church, the great Association of 
Monists. Few heard and less under
stood him, but his name was on every 
heart and his reception superb. 
~ week _afterwards I picked up a 

London journal in an Italian hotel, and 
read-as hundreds of thousands had 
done-that a _ miserable Freetho11ght 
conference had been held at Rome ; 
that its rowdy proceedings had disgusted 
the scholars who had, in a misguided 
moment; lent their names to it. Thus 
are we informed at times. I remem
bered Sergi's enthusiastic comments at 
the close. "E magnifico, e magnifico," 
was. all he could gasp. I .remembered 
Haeckel's exultation as we walked home 
to his Albergo . Santa ·chiara, and 
Berthelot's deep joy. The same 
$Choh\rs, except Bjornson, took part in 

the Congress at Paris, in 1905, when 
Ioo,ooo of us were nobly received by 
the Conseil Mumcipal. But Haeckel 
was too unwell to come. Nature has 
laid her hand on him .at length, and 
bade him hang his weapons on the wall. 
He can but hope to remam a passive 
spectator for a few years more of that 
vast stirring of the Latin peoples which 
he has so much contributed to bnng 
about. 

His last active effort was the delivery 
of three lectures at Berlm in the spnng 
of 1905. He has always avoided pubhc 
lectures as much as possible. His poor 
voice and comparative nervousness make 
the work unattractive. A severe attack 
of influenza sapped his strength in the 
winter of 1905, and he has been unable 
to eliminate its_ unpleasant consequences. 
But the opportunity of enforcing his 
gospel in_ the capital of the Empire, 
where the Virchows and Du Bois
Reymonds had ruled so long, made him 
deaf to the counsels of prudence. He 
chose as his theme .the controversy in 
regard to evolution, and gave three 
spmted lectures. The changed world 
came home to him vividly enough. A 
vast and enthusiastic gathering of 
admirers in one of the finest halls, in 
Berlin ; optside, at the very aoor, his 
clerical opponents distributing hand
bills that offered a choice selection of 
the most venomous attacks on his 
person -and work. The lectures are 
now available in English, under the 
title of Last Words on Evolution. 

The present state of Haeckel's health 
forbids him to hope that he will do any 
more active-work. As I wnte, he hes m 
his VIlla, in " Haeckel Street," over
looking . the handsome Zoological 
Institute, which he raised, and the little 
university town that he has made known 
to the world. Beyond the graceful hills 
that cradle it he sees the dark waves 
tossing that he has worked so ha~d to set 
in motion. In Germany the alhance of 
the Emperor with the Catholics saddens 
him, but-the Jesuits are accepting evolu
tion, over the fresh grave of Vuchow. 
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Abroad, his ideals, even his ideas, 
are makmg tnumphant progress. He 
thinks of the vast changes that have 
taken place since he stood out, almost 
alone, reckless of all but honour and 
truth, at the Stettin Congress in 1863. 
"Das Leben ist schon," he still repeats. 
What will men say of hzm when the lines 
of history draw in, and the critic will 
have the proper perspective? I believe 
no great worker ever thought less about 
it. Through inexorable labour, through 

constant sacrifice, through storms of 
painful obloquy, he has lived ,his ideals, 
if he has made mistakes-been mortal. 
Those ideals are an enduring contribution 
to the good. The first, the motto of his , 
young days, was Impavzdi progredzamttr 
-"Let us march on fearlessly." The 
second, the motto of his later years, was : 
"The good, the true, and the beautiful ' 
are . the ideals, yea. the gods, of our 
Monistic philosophy." 
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